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Squatters evicted from Newlands West flats
IOL News

18 December 2014

Durban - It was a bleak end to the year for residents illegally occupying 96
flats in Newlands West, when they were evicted and had their meagre
belongings dumped on the roadside.
Public Order police on Wednesday used water cannon to control and
disperse a group of about 100 residents who became disruptive and refused
to move.
The squatters, among whom were children and the elderly, included
Thulile Jele, who said she was 104 years old.
“I was living with my children and grandchildren. We are now looking to
find alternative accommodation,” Jele said, sounding dejected.
The eviction was as a result of developer Woodglaze Trading, a company
linked to controversial businessman Jay Singh, obtaining a Durban High
Court order on November 21 against the squatters occupying the private
Hilldale complex in Castle Hill Drive.
While they were to have moved out by December 2, by on Wednesday
those occupying the 16 blocks, consisting of six flats each, remained
defiant.
The sheriff of the court, assisted by police and a private security company,
KwaZulu-Natal VIP Unit, enforced the court order.
“The eviction team were complying with court orders. The illegal
occupants had been informed of the process. The occupants were under
the mistaken impression that the property belonged to (the) eThekwini
(Municipality),” said Woodglaze spokesman, Pastor Mervin Reddy.
“The developer had already identified tenants to rent the flats before it
was invaded.”
Police and the security company arrived at 9am and began evicting
families. Those not at home had their door locks broken and their items
removed.
Several trucks belonging to Gralio Construction, another company linked to
Singh, were loaded with furniture from each flat. The items were then
offloaded on the verge in Newlands West Drive.
All cars in the complex parking lot were towed away and also left on the
verges.
Angry residents hurled threats and obscenities at police and security
guards.
In one of several heated exchanges, a resident poured what was thought to
be human faeces and urine from a bucket on to some of the guards and
Reddy, who were standing next to the trucks.
“It was just muddy water and not what we thought it was,” Reddy said
later. “The heat dried us up in no time.”
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A disgruntled resident, whose car was towed away, told police he only had
respect for them because they were wearing uniforms. If not, they would
be “beaten to a pulp”, he said.
The flats appeared to have been “booked” by people who had splashed
their names boldly on the walls with paint. The units were incomplete and
had no toilets.
Spokeswoman for the municipality, Tozi Mthethwa, said the city did not
own the development. She said the city had “offloaded” parcels of land to
a number of developers.
However, Mnikelo Ndabankulu, spokesman for the Mayibuye People’s
Movement, said it was unfair that the residents were not provided with
alternative accommodation.
“The land was earmarked for low-cost houses. When development took
place, it raised hopes that their time had arrived to be housed,” he said.
“They were misled because it was a private development.”

Ireland: Mass water charges protest on 10 December

Dublin City centre came to a standstill as different marches made their
way to the Dáil
Cillian Gillespie, Socialist Party (CWI in Ireland) 17 December 2014
Wednesday, December 10th saw an estimated crowd of 80,000 pour on the
streets of Dublin to once again protest against the imposition of water
charges in Ireland.
Dublin City centre came to a standstill as different marches made their
way to the Dáil (parliament) for the protest that was organised by the
Right2water campaign. Those who marched on the demonstration
represented the myriad of grassroots campaigns from across the state that
have sprung up in the last two months who have been organising against
the charge itself and protesting against the installation of water meters.
The size of the demonstration, particularly given that it took place on a
weekday, was a blow to the government’s hopes that the series of
concessions it was forced to make (including the charge being introduced
at a lower flat rate until 2019) would quell the revolt against this austerity
tax.
The media, Gardai and the Irish government have consciously sought to
understate the numbers on the demonstration, claiming only 30,000 were
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in attendance and implying that “middle Ireland” had now effectively
accepted the new charge.
However it is clear that the water charges has massively undermined
support for the government, as shown by an opinion poll carried out by the
Irish Times which showed support for the government parties at just 25%.
Support for “Independents and Others” shot up by 9% to 32% from the last
time an opinion poll was carried at the beginning of October.
Socialist Party (CWI) member and Anti Austerity Alliance (AAA) TD Paul
Murphy highlighted two important points when he spoke at the
demonstration at the Dáil. Firstly he pointed to the need for those on the
demonstration to particuipate in building a campaign of organised nonpayment against the water charges in the new year before the bills arrived
at the beginning of April.
Secondly he argued that local campaign groups should now have a serious
discussion about standing a series of anti-water charges and anti-austerity
candidates in the upcoming general election, which can act as the political
voice for this new working class movement.
Socialist Party activists on the demonstration played a role in the party’s
own intervention as well as assisting the AAA and the We Won’t Pay
campaign. In total 8,000 Socialist Party, 20,000 AAA and 35,000 We Won’t
Pay leaflets were distributed.
The Socialist Party produced a special edition of its paper and sold 750. On
top of that we raised €950 in campaign fund, while the AAA and We Won’t
Pay raised €2,500. Forty people indicated an interest in getting invoved
with the Socialist Party.
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/7006

Lima climate agreement fails humanity and the Earth
Links International Journal of Socialist Renewal

15 December 20141

Late in the night, 194 countries of the UN framework convention on
climate change finally reached agreement. Far from satisfactory, this deal
jeopardises any “historic agreement” in Paris. The climate justice NGOs
and movements, including Attac France and the Friends of the Earth
France, have released this first analysis.
No justice in Lima outcome
The world faces a planetary emergency: climate change, caused by a
system that puts the pursuit of profit above the needs of people and the
limits of nature. It is already devastating millions of people across the
planet. Climate science predicts we will soon breach critical tipping points
and could be locked in to 4-5°c of warming with catastrophic impacts for
us all.
The Lima Conference should have been a milestone that marked out how
governments will take urgent action to tackle climate change and to
support vulnerable people across the world to adapt to its locked in
impacts.
The concrete demand was to set out how we would increase emission
reductions from now until 2020, and set long-term climate targets to make
sure we limit temperature increase to below 1.5°C. Therefore, climate
targets need to keep us within the emissions budget, which should be
shared based on the principle of common but differentiated
responsibilities and respective capabilities and honour climate debt.
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What we have seen in Lima is another in a series of yearly decisions that
weaken international climate rules, failing people and the planet.
The pre-2020 mitigation pledges are unjust and weak and put us on track
to breach 2°C of warming by mid-century. The promised increases in
pledges didn’t materialise in 2014, nor was there a commitment to
urgently revisit, revise or review them.
Lima prepares us for an agreement in Paris that ignores the needs and
rights of impacted people across the world by precluding binding
commitments on finance, adaption, loss and damage, and technology
transfer.
This outcome fails to link the actions of countries with the technology and
finance that is needed to enable people in the global South to adapt and
build resilience and deal with the loss and damage from the impacts of
climate change, as well as to carry out mitigation actions without which
the world will not reach the scale of transformation and just transition
needed to limit temperature rise below 1.5°C degrees.
What was decided in Lima opens the possibility for every country to decide
its own climate action going forward, with no reference to what science,
people and justice demand, and without a clear regulatory framework. We
saw politicians, especially those from the US, the EU and their allies,
acting in the interest of big polluting corporations, determined to further
deregulate the international climate change regime, fundamentally
undermining the UN climate convention, by weakening the rules for
developed countries, shifting responsibility to the global South, and
ignoring their legal and moral obligation to transfer finance and
technology.
Leaving Lima we see that again a backdoor has been opened for the
further expansion of the failed experiment of carbon markets. Including,
possibly carbon credits from forests and soil, which undermines
communities’ land rights and would be devastating to farmers and forest
communities across the world whilst preventing the transformation we
need.
The Peoples’ Summit and its march through the streets of Lima demanded
the defence of Mother Earth, and the guarantee of rights of all peoples, of
all genders. It presented a clear vision for solutions to the climate crisis,
and for alternatives to its causes.
People across the world are taking up these alternatives and fighting to
transform the system. We are struggling for survival and for the safety and
security of our homes and livelihoods from climate disasters.
We are fighting for a transformation of energy systems, away from fossil
fuels, towards access to decentralised, renewable, safe, community
controlled energy systems for all. We are defending our food sovereignty
and expanding agro-ecological solutions, whilst struggling to adapt to the
devastating consequences of locked in climate change. Just as communitybased forestry programs work in the interest of people, particularly
indigenous peoples, instead of bankers and financial capital in the North.
People are building power – at local, national and global level. We
continue to put more people on the street, to block mines, ports,
corporate offices – and our strength is growing, as is our power.
We will reclaim power from those who don’t act in our interests. We will
resist the imposition of a ‘global climate deal’ that does nothing for the
climate and even less for people.
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They tried to bury us here in Lima, but we are seeds, and we will grow into
a forest of resistance.
Initial signatories:
International and regional networks and organisations
Campaña Mesoamericana para la Justicia Climatica
Construyendo Puentes – Redes Latinoamericanas Frente al Cambio
Climatico
Corporate Europe Observatory
Friends of the Earth International
Jubilee South Asia Pacific Movement on Debt and Development
LDC-Watch
IBON International
Indigenous Peoples of Africa Coordinating Committee
Pan African Climate Justice Alliance
Push Europe
National organisations and networks
Aksyon Klima Philipines
ATM
Attac – France
Association des Femmes Peules Autochtones du Tchad (AFPAT)
Bangladesh Krishok Federation
Bayay Sibuyanon Philippines
Beyond Copenhagen
Bolivian Platform on Climate Change
Campaign for a Life of Dignity for All – Philippines
CECOEDECON (Centre for community Economics and Development
Consultants Society)
CESTA – Amigos de la Tierra El Salvador
Ecological Society of the Philippines
Ecologistas en Accion (Spain)
Ecowaste Coalition Philippines
El FORO DEL BUEN AYRE
EquityBd Bangladesh
Energy and Climate Policy Institute for Just Transition Korea
Fairwatch Italy
Hodagad Djibouti
Institute for Policy Studies
Justiça Ambiental Mozambique
La Mesa Nacional de Cambio Climático de Guatemala
Les Amis de la Terre
Our Rivers, Our Life (OROL)- Philippines and Gitib, Inc.
PAIRVI (Public Advocacy Initiatives for Rights & Values in India)
Peoples Movement on Climate Change
Philippines Movement for Climate Justice
PRRM
Sawit Watch
Sociedad CivilAmigos del Viento Meteorología Ambiente Desarrollo
Solidaritas Perempuan (Women’s Solidarity for Human Rights)
Unidad ecologoca Salvadoreña
WomanHealth Philippines
links.org.au/node/4196

Hong Kong Police Shuts Down The Umbrellas Revolution
CY Leung expects "furious resistance" from Occupy Central as police
carry out order to shutdown Admiralty Square, police tactics has
become increasingly heavy handed says Sean Staars Assistant Professor
of International Relations at the City University of Hong Kong.
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Sean Starrs interviewed on the Real News Network

10 December 2014

SHARMINI PERIES, EXEC. PRODUCER, TRNN: Welcome to The Real News
Network. I'm Sharmini Peries, coming to you from Baltimore.
The Hong Kong protests which began as protest to challenge the
nominations process for the electoral candidates that would rule Hong
Kong is today continuing in various forms, some in the form of hunger
strikes.
Now joining us from Dunedin, New Zealand, to discuss the developments to
date is Sean Starrs. Sean is a assistant professor of international relations
at City University of Hong Kong and research affiliate for the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Thank you so much for joining us, Sean.
SEAN STARRS, ASSIST. PROF., CITY UNIV. OF HONG KONG: Well, thank
you for having me again.
PERIES: So, Sean, bring us up to date with what's going on with the Hong
Kong revolution, known as the Umbrella Revolution?
STARRS: There's been many twists and turns over the past month or so,
but clearly, since the last week of November, the police have become
increasingly heavy-handed in their tactics in trying to remove the sites. So
the last week [of November (?)], over a few days, they successfully
removed the Mong Kok occupation, which was across the harbor in
Kowloon, one of the most densely populated and mainly working-class
areas in the world. So that site has now been removed, although the
occupation has kind of evolved to what they call occupy shopping. So
there's--every night there's 1,000 police officers, today, [stationed (?)] in
Mong Kok, but occupiers now go down there and are trying to disturb the
normal shopping there by unfolding clothes and so on in the retail stores.
And so also there is a hunger strike that started on December 1. Joshua
Wan, the leader of Scholarism, one of the main groups, he lasted 108 hours
[incompr.] lasted 120 hours, and Gloria Cheng is still on hunger strike right
now. So there are five members of Scholarism.
And then another group started another hunger strike, what they call
hunger relay. So members fast for 28 hours, and then they change.
Twenty-eight, of course, is in reference to September 28, when the Hong
Kong police used tear gas 87 times--unprecedented amount of tear gas and
Hong Kong.
And so on November 30, Sunday, the Hong Kong Federation of Students
tried to escalate--in the aftermath of the removal of the Mong Kok
occupations, they tried to escalate and surround the government buildings.
But the police used some of the most heavy-handed tactics so far--batons,
pepper sprays. And they brought out a water gun [inaud.] first time.
So there's a lot of internal divisions now in the movement, different
groups. The Hong Kong Federation of Students keep changing their mind on
whether they should pull back from Admiralty or not. Admiralty is the main
occupation area.
And the latest is C. Y. Leung, he said on Sunday that he's expecting, quote,
furious resistance, unquote, this Thursday as the police plan to [incompr.]
Admiralty sites. And Joshua Wong, head of Scholarism, he has
recommended people to make homemade shields to protect protect
themselves from the batons. So this could really come to a head this
Thursday.
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PERIES: So, Sean, one of the major concerns that Occupy Central or
Umbrella Revolution has is the nominations to the electoral process. Has
this issue been addressed at all by Beijing or the administration in Hong
Kong?
STARRS: Not at all. The Beijing or the Hong Kong government has given
zero leeway on [this] point. But, actually--so over--in the second month-so we're now in day 72. Over the second month, numbers on the streets
have been dwindling more and more. And this has kind of been a mixed
blessing. This has meant that the radicals on the streets have now a larger
voice. So I think over the past month they've been able to change the
discourse.
So originally, of course, the main point of the protest was to try to get
universal suffrage. But over the past month, they've been able to change,
or certain elements in the occupation have been able to change the
discourse to make the issue of inequality, and [Indian (?)] class
consciousness more and more almost equally as important as universal
suffrage. I hear, certainly, the issue of inequality, but even class
[consciousness (?)].
PERIES: So, Sean, one of the more important points being made by this
group, and you earlier, is this is not just about universal suffrage, it's much
more than that. Tell me or describe how that has transformed and has
gotten broader.
STARRS: It's definitely gotten broader. Because a lot of the people on the
streets, the number of people have dwindled, a lot of the moderates have
sort of got home. And it's difficult to sleep on the streets for two months.
The radicals have a disproportionately greater voice now. And so they have
been able to change the discourse from universal suffrage to, increasingly,
to inequality, the oligopolistic control of the tycoons. And also they've
been able to delegitimize the Beijing government, even, which is also new.
So I mean, originally the [target of the occupation] was solely the Hong
Kong government. And, in fact, they explicitly said that they are not trying
to challenge the authority of the Chinese Communist Party in Beijing. But
now that it's--the CCP in Beijing, the [Central People's Government (?)], is
increasingly becoming their primary target as it's become clear over the
past two months that the Hong Kong government are simply puppets of
Beijing.
PERIES: Now, one of the things that I read is that this nominations
committee for the candidates is really about 1,200 people strong. It's a
fairly large committee, one can almost assume or think of it in terms of a
party conference, and a party then nominates the candidates. What's
wrong with this process?
STARRS: Well, first of all, most of the 1,200 members are business people,
and certainly most of them are pro-Beijing. Also, Beijing still reserves the
right to veto the candidates that the 1,200 member chooses. So they'll
choose two to three candidates, and Beijing has the right to vet them.
PERIES: And is this the--how are the 1,200 members chosen?
STARRS: Well, that's--I'm not sure. That's a complicated process. There's
local district elections, and Beijing also has a hand in it. But I'm not
entirely sure, to be honest.
PERIES: Alright. Sean, describe for us more how this movement is growing.
It's--despite the government's effort to shut it down using force, the
movement itself is gaining momentum, and it's also diversifying in terms of
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the kind of issues they are speaking about. Describe what that is like. And
how is the movement growing?
STARRS: I wouldn't say growing if we're talking about sheer numbers,
because certainly even though there are an estimated 1,600 tents still in
Admiralty, the numbers of people actually sleeping overnight is a
definitely dwindling. But it's evolving. So there are new groups being
formed.
This protest is still evolving and developing as new groups are still being
formed. So at the end of November, there was a group of high school
students. The call themselves Childea, so a combination of children and
ideas. And they organized a very successful protest that got a lot of media
attention on Sunday, November 30. They walked around the Legislative
Council nine times barefoot, and every 28 [steps, they would] and pray,
which signifies September 28, the day with the Hong Kong police fired tear
gas 87 times. And they're trying to politicize further high school students.
And then there's the hunger strike. So five students from Scholarism went
on hunger strike. One is still fasting. And another group is forming a relay
strike. Like,even journalists are filing complaints against police brutality,
against the Independent Police Complaints Commission. And so there's
really a lot of things going on in Hong Kong. It's not just the occupation
anymore. Even a Cantopop star, Denise Ho, is filing a complaint against
police brutality.
PERIES: I know one of the early efforts of the administration and the
police was to try to isolate the movement and section it off so that it's not
disrupting the center of economic activity in Hong Kong. Are they being
successful?
STARRS: Yes, especially since the end of November. So they have
successfully cleared the occupations in all of Mong Kok. And another
[inaud.] clear a little part of the occupation in Admiralty around /ˈsɪdɪk/
building. That was successful. And just yesterday, depending on the time
difference, two days ago, they cleared part, about 1/5 or so of the
occupation--no, less than one-fifth. Sorry. They cleared part of the
occupation in Admiralty as well. And C. Y. Leung is saying that this
Thursday they're going to [clear] the whole thing.
PERIES: And what are they doing to prepare for that?
STARRS: Well, so they're bringing 3,000 police officers down on Thursday.
C. Y. Leung has said they're psychologically preparing for, quote-unquote,
furious resistance. And on the other side, Joshua Wong, a leader of
Scholarism, has recommended that people bring homemade shields [and]
batons, because the Hong Kong police over the last past two to three
weeks have increasingly been beating protesters with batons.
PERIES: Right. So, Sean, thank you so much for giving us this update, and
we're going to continue our discussion in the form of an analysis piece in
the next segment.
STARRS: Okay.
PERIES: And thank you for joining us on The Real News Network.
therealnews.com
Sean Starrs is assistant professor of international relations in the
Department of Asian and International Studies at City University of Hong
Kong and research affiliate at the Center for International Studies,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, under the supervision of Noam
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Chomsky. He is the author of "American Economic Power Hasn't Declined It Globalized! Summoning the Data and Taking Globalization Seriously" in
International Studies Quarterly and "The Chimera of Global Convergence"
in New Left Review. He received his PhD in June 2014 at York University,
Toronto, under the supervision of Leo Panitch.

NUMSA STATEMENT ON ESKOM’S LOADSHEDDING
NUMSA

5 December 2014

The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (Numsa) in KwaZuluNatal is highly perturbed by the recent Eskom crises, including the ongoing
wave of load shedding hitting our country. Ordinary people are adversely
affected, and there may well be disastrous consequences for jobs,
livelihoods and our sinking economy.
Another potential victim is the prospect of revitalising our parastatals. A
repeated lie is being told by ESKOM’s executives and neoliberal
commentators, as well as by senior politicians in government: providing
adequate electricity is beyond ESKOM’s capacity, leading to advocacy of
privatisation.
We are already reeling from the extremely high prices imposed by Eskom
on consumers over the last seven years, and from other neoliberal policies
that characterised the 1996 Growth Employment and Redistributive
Strategy (GEAR) and now the National Development Plan (NDP). The
mistakes made repeatedly by the fading African National Congress (ANC),
including the squandering of public money on the Arms Deal, came at the
expense of retooling ESKOM in order to meets its goal of electrifying the
country but in an affordable manner. The ANC’s role in the Medupi power
plant fiasco, through its Chancellor House role in the Hitachi supply of
flawed boilers, needs investigation and penalisation.
It is now obvious to all that the parastatal’s reliance upon coal is not only
contributing to climate change more than any other institution in Africa.
But it is a far less secure energy source than is claimed. It is tragic that
Eskom wasted the post-apartheid era by failing to implement the kinds of
labour-centric, community-controlled, municipal-empowering renewable
energy projects Numsa has been championing.
The continued power cuts have also reaffirmed our consistent calls for
strategic nationalisation of the coal, in order to build the required and
necessary capacity for State to supply cheaper electricity to ESKOM and
the national grid. The fetish in the Presidential Infrastructure Coordinating
Commission is to build a high-volume new rail line from the Waterberg to
Richards Bay to increase exports. Yet coal prices have sunk nearly 50% this
year and the Chinese are shrinking their coal imports. This mistaken
priority led to Transnet borrowing more than R50 billion from the Chinese
in 2013, and then this year ordering R50 billion in locomotives via Chinese
firms. Numsa again insists that this instance of misguided management of
our country’s coal reserves, with such a large foreign debt obligation, be
investigated. It makes no sense, like so many aspects of our energy
politics.
One of the negative consequences of this load shedding, especially for the
workers, is that industries heavily reliant on electricity for production, are
already contemplating cutting down the cost of production through
retrenchments and lay-offs. This will be a direct assault on the workers,
amidst the triple crisis of poverty, unemployment and inequality faced by
the working class and the poor.
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Furthermore, the hardest-hit section in society by this load-shedding is the
working class and the poor, who are switching from electricity to dirty
household energy such as wood, coal and paraffin – whilst the rich and
middle-class in their comfort are only beginning to feel the pinch.
We call on government to take responsibility for the crisis, since their
misguided decisions are haunting us now, and fix the crisis at ESKOM. The
working class cannot afford to be permanently in load-shedding! As the
United Front emerges in many parts of South Africa, we anticipate
combining our concerns as workers with those of consumers,
environmentalists and especially women who are the main victims of our
collapsing electricity system insofar as they reproduce life in our
households.
Contact:
Mbuso Ngubane
KwaZulu-Natal Regional Secretary
Mobile: 079 502 3242
Tel (dir) 031 301` 0283
mbuson@numsa.org.za

Activists fear a pharmaceutical plot is at play
Mail & Guardian

3 December 2014

The department of trade and industry has yet to finalise patent reforms,
raising questions that cheaper medication could be blocked intentionally.
Médecins Sans Frontières is campaigning for intellectual property reform to
enable access to cheaper generic drugs, particularly for tuberculosis,
hepatitis and cancer. (Reuters)
With no word on when the long-awaited National Policy on Intellectual
Property will be finalised, activists are anxious “big business” is getting a
chance to sway policymakers’ opinions.
“It seems those who wanted to delay the policy have succeeded because
nothing was finalised before the national elections, as previously promised
by the department of trade and industry,” said Julia Hill from medical
humanitarian aid organisation Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF).
MSF is campaigning for intellectual property (IP) reform to enable access
to cheaper generic drugs, particularly for tuberculosis, hepatitis and
cancer.
The draft regulations were published on September 4 2013 and the public
had until mid-October that year to submit comments.
Health activists are outraged that, more than a year later, the policy
seems to be in limbo. They say this has negative implications for the
availability of affordable medicines: the current legislation allows the
patent rights for expensive medicines to be extended for “unreasonable
periods”, preventing cheaper generic medicines from entering the market.
‘Satanic plot’
In January, the Mail & Guardian reported on an alleged plot by
multinational pharmaceutical companies that were attempting to lobby
against the new draft policy guidelines. In its current form, the policy
suggests stricter management of patents, making them more difficult to
get and renew.
At the time, Health Minister Aaron Motsoaledi labelled this bid by the
pharmaceutical companies a “satanic plot” and tantamount to “genocide”.
Hill said the department of trade and industry’s (DTI) “silence” and “slow
progress” with the proposed policy has led activists to question “whether
policymakers are acting of their own free will or whether something else is
going on”.
But according to lawyer David Cochrane, although he does not oppose IP
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reform, the National Patent Act does not need to be changed because it
allows for special circumstances in which a patent can be overturned and
public health advocates have space to challenge patents as needed. But
this would have to be done by taking legal action through the courts.
“Legal processes are prohibitively expensive and can take years to finalise,
and in the context of serious diseases and public health this is not a
solution,” said Hill.
Not practical?
In South Africa’s current “rubber-stamp” system, a patent is granted
without it being checked if the individual or company deserves the patent.
The department’s proposed system would require appropriately qualified
scientists to check the validity of each of the roughly 7 000 patents
submitted each year, 2 500 of which relate to pharmaceuticals, said
Cochrane.
Cochrane said this system was labour-intensive, time-consuming, expensive
and, if not implemented efficiently, “runs the risk of being worse than the
current system”.
“Instead, I would suggest an oppositional system be implemented, where
patents can be opposed after they have been granted and the decision
would be made by a tribunal of experts.”
In this way, Cochrane said, expensive court battles would be avoided and
only contentious patents would require interrogation.
Vital implementation
Hill said this might be “an interim solution” while the department gets a
fully equipped and manned patents office off the ground.
“It is urgent to get these processes going as soon as possible. We need
access to medicines for life-threatening diseases and these patients can’t
wait. So, while the DTI will need time to build the capacity for an
extensive search and examination system, starting off with an oppositional
system is a good idea – as long as it doesn’t distract from IP reform in the
long run,” Hill said.
While interested parties continue to lobby and debate, the department has
already recruited and started training 20 patent examination officers.
“This is a good sign. Even though there are doubts about whether the DTI
will meet its deadlines and have a final policy in Cabinet by the end of this
year, it shows that things are moving in the right direction,” said Hill.
mg.co.za

STATEMENT ON ALLEGED PLOT TO DESTABILSE SA

Statement on a document that alleges that Numsa leaders are involved
in an underground plot to destabilise South Africa and are part of a plan
to effect regime change in the country.
NUMSA 3 December 2014
Over the last 10-days, a document that alleges that Numsa leaders are
involved in an underground plot to destabilise South Africa has been doing
its rounds. The document which is entitled; Exposed: Secret Regime
Change Plot to Distabilize(sic) South Africa names two elected national
officer bearers of the National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa
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(Numsa), Irvin Jim and Karl Cloete as the kingpins of the plot.
In their plan to effect “regime change” in the country the two office
bearers are joined by two union officials Dinga Sikwebu and Azwell Banda.
Assisting what the document characterises as “rogue elements within the
Numsa leadership” are four professors: Chris Malikane, Noor Nieftagodien,
Patrick Bond, Peter Jordi; former South Africa’s Minister of Intelligence
Ronnie Kasrils; political analyst Moeletsi Mbeki; and Brian Ashley who is the
director of the Alternative Information and Development Centre (AIDC).
What the document claims?
Claiming to be authored by “concerned members within Numsa” the
“secret regime change plot” document outlines what it describes as a plan
of the “plotters” to destabilise South Africa. Amongst the strategies of the
plotters are the following:
• instigation of widespread violence, land grabs and instability
• establishment of “their own” intelligence structures in collaboration with
foreign governments and international companies
• destabilisation of the mining sector
• the formation of a political party, the United Front (UF)
• the recruitment of other political parties to support the regime change
agenda.
To achieve their objectives, it is alleged that the “plotters” use socialism
and socialist rhetoric as a “quick fix” solution to the country’s challenges.
Up the sleeve of the “plotters” is an insidious plan to exploit institutions of
higher learning to confuse communities and to indoctrinate the ‘fallible’
through use of “socialist philosophy”. In all their strategies, “the rogue
elements within Numsa’s leadership” and their South African collaborators;
have a team of 12 foreigners from Argentina, Australia, Bolivia, Brazil,
Egypt, Germany, Greece, India Uruguay, Philippines, Venezuela that
endorse the regime change efforts in our country. These “foreign-players”,
it is claimed attended Numsa’s symposium of left parties and movements
held on 07-10 August 2014 in South Africa.
Objectives of the so-called exposé:
We have no doubt that the circulation of this document and its nefarious
accusations is part of a well-orchestrated plan to destroy Numsa and deter
from its chosen path. We also have no doubt that prompting all these
dastardly and desperate acts are our December 2013 Special National
Congress (SNC) resolution:
• to call on Cosatu to break from its alliance with the ANC and the South
African Communist Party (SACP)
• to lead in the formation of a United Front that brings workers and
communities together
• to explore the establishment of a socialist political organisation or
Movement for Socialism.
Now that our resolutions are finding traction, there is panic all over. Even
the president of the ANC Jacob Zuma had to admit at the aborted ANC
Youth League conference that not only the youth is in crisis but the parent
body was in dire straits.
The plan to deal with Numsa has many prongs. Amongst these are:
• to expel Numsa from Cosatu
• to delay the registration of the amendments that the Special National
Congress effected to our union’s constitution
• to openly support for a rival union in the sectors that Numsa organises in.
The “dirty tricks” document is part of this well-orchestrated plan. This
intervention aims to criminalise and demonise Numsa. The strategy is to
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cast aspersion on what our agenda is and separate the union’s leadership
from its base.
Let us upfront say what we are unapologetic about:
• Firstly, Numsa is a socialist union and believes the crisis facing our
people can only be finally resolved under socialism. There is nothing
criminal or subversive about this. Socialism is one of Numsa’s founding
principles. By the way Cosatu has socialism as its founding principle. We
propagate it and we discuss it with our members.
• Secondly, our Special National Congress mandated us to call for the
union federation’s break from the ANC-SACP-COSATU Alliance. We are
continuing with that mandate.
• Thirdly, the Special National Congress resolved wtoe build a United Front
and to explore the establishment of a Movement for Socialism. We are
busy with that.
• Like many in the country, we think that the ANC has taken the nearest
off-ramp from its mandated position. We are not apologetic about that.
• Before anyone else made the call, our Special National Congress said that
President Jacob Zuma must step down. Many people are being convinced
of this position.
Rebutting the ludicrous accusations:
The first thing that we need to point out is that no Numsa member could
have written the document. In Numsa we do not have a Secretary-General
(SG) or Deputy Secretary-General (DSG). These are titles and a vocabulary
of the African National Congress (ANC). In Numsa, we have a General
Secretary (GS) and Deputy General-Secretary (DGS). Our preliminary
investigation shows that the document was lodged in John Myburg’s
dropbox which contains only one document; the ludicrous exposé. The
document’s properties indicate that it was written by John Carelse who
claims to be an official of Numsa. Our membership system reflects no
member by the name of John Myburg nor do we have a staff member
called John Carelse.
Secondly, those who penned the so-called exposé could not have been at
the Numsa symposium. Orange Lopez from the ruling Partido Socialista
Unido de Venezuela (PSUV), the general secretary of Central de
Trabajadores de la Argentina (CTA) Pablo Micheli and international
relations secretariat of Bolivia’s Movimiento al Socialismo (MAS) Leonilda
Zurita were not at the symposium. Although the three had been invited
and had accepted our invitation, due to unforeseen circumstances they
pulled out. Their absence was explained at the symposium. Clearly, those
who wrote “the regime change” document sat with an old draft
programme. The fact that there were changes to the programme did not
matter to the writers of the irresponsible document.
Thirdly, what is interesting is the similarity in the jargon in the so-called
exposé and in the statement that came out of the South African
Communist Party’s (SACP) augmented Central Committee held on 28-30
November 2014. The clarion call of the SACP and the first line in its
statement is: expose the regime-change agenda! According to the
communist party in the aftermath of the African National Congress (ANC)
victory in the May 2014 elections, there has been an intensification of an
“anti-majoritarian regime-change agenda emanating from disparate
quarters”.
Like the “secret regime change plot” document, the SACP accuses those
who are behind plans to overthrow the government –“neoliberals and
pseudo-left populists alike” – of exploiting the persistence of the crisis of
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unemployment, poverty and inequality to further their aims. Similar to the
so- called exposé, the SACP warns metalworkers against what is their
union’s resolution to explore the formation of an alternative political
party. The communist party pleads with union members “not follow a
leadership clique within Numsa that is diverting union resources into its
personal agenda of launching a political party”.
Fourthly, the document has all the hallmarks of documents that recently
emanated from apparatuses and individuals linked to the State Security
Agency (SSA). A feature of these documents is to accuse all and sundry of
being involved in attempts to overthrow the South African government.
Those accused are alleged to be working with foreign agencies or on the
payroll of foreign donors.
The recent example of this rogue activity is the intelligence report that
surfaced last year and accused the general secretary of the Congress of
South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) Zwelinzima Vavi of being part of an
advisory committee that Mamphela Ramphele led to set up a political
party. The US agencies National Endowment for Democracy (NED), World
Movement for Democracy (WMD) and wealthy Belgian business people were
purported as funders of the project. The bogus intelligence report also
reported on the Associated Mining and Construction Union (Amcu)
president Joseph Mathunjwa reporting on talks he was having with Irvin
Jim to destabilise the mining sector.
A pattern is emerging:
The emergence of the “secret regime change plot” document is not an
isolated event. Since the Special National Congress of Numsa in December
2013, what we suspect as Sate Security Agency (SSA) agents have been
trying to recruit our shopstewards and activists in Ekurhuleni and Eastern
Cape to spy on the union’s activities on the proposed United Front. We
have evidence of this and affidavits from these shopstewards.
We also experienced what looked like intelligence work when we convened
the international symposium of left parties and movements in August 2014.
Our national spokesperson received a phone call from the French Embassy
asking for names of French citizens that were to attend the symposium.
The embassy explicitly said that they had been reliably informed that the
symposium was subversive.
Three international delegates to the symposium were for various reasons
turned back as they made their way to South Africa. The delegate from the
French’s Left Front Christophe Aguiton was held overnight in holding cell
when he arrived at OR Tambo International and put back on the next Air
France flight back to Paris.
In recent weeks, cars of our officials have been followed, broken into and
laptops stolen. On Friday 28 November 2014, suspicious-looking convoy
followed the car of Numsa’s General Secretary; jumping red traffic lights
as he tried to shake the tail behind him.
But as we all know, this has not been directed only at Numsa. It happens
to activists in social movements involved in ‘service delivery protests’. It
happens to investigative journalists digging up all the rot on corruption. It
happens to all those who are critical of the status quo. There is a pattern
where intelligence forces are used to deal with legitimate and lawful
struggles and campaigns. It is a sign of creeping authoritarianism.
What are going to do?
The first thing that we want to assert is that what we are involved in is
lawful political activity which is consistent with the rights of citizens to
engage in lawful political activity and to freely associate with political
parties/movements of their choice. Our decisions to lead in the formation
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of a United Front and to explore the establishment of a Movement for
Socialism are above board and lawful. We will not be deterred from
pursuing what our members mandated us to do. We will also pursue these
noble goals with whoever we feel as Numsa are likeminded people, here
and abroad.
Secondly, it is our belief that the Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa requires that intelligence and counter-intelligence activities of the
country’s agencies are in compliance with the Constitution and legislative
frameworks of South Africa. It is for this reason that one of the first pieces
of legislation in the new democratic dispensation was the Intelligence
Services Oversight Act of 1994; that created the office of the InspectorGeneral of Intelligence to play a civilian oversight role over our
intelligence services.
As Numsa and all of those accused of being involved in the “regime change
plot”, we intend to file a formal grievance and complaint with the
Inspector- General of Intelligence, Advocate Faith Doreen Radebe. We will
ask her:
• to investigate the source of the document that is maligning us and our
union.
• to ascertain whether there is any surveillance of Numsa office bearers,
leading officials and a range of “friends of Numsa”.
• to establish whether there is any interception of voice or electronic
messages from Numsa office bearers, leading officials and a range of
“friends of Numsa”.
In this regard, we will provide the Inspector- General of Intelligence with a
dossier with affidavits detailing what we have outlined above as well as a
list of people who she must establish whether they any form of
surveillance or not. As a union we will also seek an urgent meeting with
the Minister of State Security David Mahlobo to demand that no legal union
and political work is criminalised.
Thirdly, as a union we plan to mobilise human rights organisations,
organisations campaigning for press freedom, human rights lawyers and
other social movements to call on the South African Human Rights
Commission (SAHRC) to investigate through public hearings any possible
abuses or infringements of the rights to privacy, freedom and security by
intelligence operatives and other securocrats.
The mandate of the Human Rights Commission is clearly outlined in the
constitution. The Commission has the duty to promote and protect human
rights. The Constitution enjoins the Commission to investigate, monitor
and assess the observance of human rights. According to the Constitution,
the South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC) has the power “to
take steps to secure appropriate redress where human rights have been
violated”.
As indicated above the incidents directed at Numsa currently are not
isolated. It is not the first time that intelligence operatives are interfering
in the exercise of hum rights in our Constitution. We need a public
investigation on the abuses of power by securocrats. South African Human
Rights Commission must do its work!
Fourthly, as Numsa we believe that in the final analysis our members and
communities are our forest and the best form of defence for the
organisation and rights of our people. We commit ourselves to inform our
members and their communities about what is happening as well as explain
to them what the real agenda behind the recent shenanigans.
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While we are serious about approaching the Inspector- General of
Intelligence, the Minister of State Security and the South African Human
Rights Commission; we will not fold our arms while our rights are being
violated and our activities. We will therefore have a discussion at Numsa’s
Central Committee that meets on 08 to 12 December 2014 about the forms
of campaigns that we need to take in defence of our organisation. Such
discussion will include marching to the Department of State Security or the
Department of Labour that is delaying the registration of the amendments
of Numsa’s constitution.
Conclusion:
It is our firm belief that after many states seized on the events of 09/11 to
call for greater ‘national security’ and to blur lawful and unlawful
activities of their citizenry, peddling documents such as Exposed: Secret
Regime Change Plot to Distabilize(sic) South Africa not only puts in danger
the lives of many activists fighting for social justice in South Africa, but
threatens our international allies in their work in their own countries and
in their travels.
As Numsa, we have informed those listed as being part of the
manufactured plot about the sinister document and are working with them
to determine an appropriate response. We have assured them that no one
will choose who Numsa’s friends are. Those in the so-called exposé remain
our allies and comrades and we will share whatever we do politically in the
country to expose the real source of the document with them.
As a union, we are determined to continue on the path that we have
chosen politically and organizationally. There will be no going back on our
December 2013 Special National Congress. As the workers who established
Numsa’s predecessors in 1973 and on whose footsteps we march, our
slogan is loud and clear: Asijiki! Enough is enough! There is no turning
back!
www.numsa.org.za
Contact:
Castro Ngobese: Numsa National Spokesperson – 083 627 5197
tweeter: @castrongobese

Protests as Bhopal marks 30th anniversary of disaster

Indranil Mukherjee New Delhi (AFP)

2 December 2014
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Protesters in the Indian city of Bhopal on Tuesday burned effigies
representing Dow Chemical and displayed placards demanding justice as
they marked the 30th anniversary of the world’s deadliest industrial
disaster.
A Bhopal gas disaster survivor holds a placard during a protest rally on
December 2, 2014, 30 years after the world's deadliest industrial disaster
Some held old black and white photographs of loved ones lost on the night
of December 2, 1984, when a cloud of highly toxic methyl isocyanate gas
spewed from a Union Carbide factory in Bhopal and blew across the city.
More than 3,500 people were killed in the immediate aftermath and as
many as 25,000 are estimated to have died in the years that followed.
Many of those who were exposed to the gas have given birth to physically
and mentally disabled children.
For decades, survivors have been fighting to have the site cleaned up, but
they say the efforts were slowed when US conglomerate Dow Chemical
took over Union Carbide in 2001.
“We want justice,” read one placard featuring the chilling photograph of a
hand scraping earth from the head of a partially buried dead baby, the
best-known image of the disaster.
“Dow shall assume liabilities for the continuing disaster in Bhopal,” read
another.
Activist groups have long demanded that Dow award additional
compensation to the victims and clean up the accident site, which they say
is still contaminated.
Residents also opened Remember Bhopal, an oral history museum that
houses photographs and the personal belongings of the victims,
accompanied by audio clips recorded by relatives.
Survivors have recorded their own harrowing testimony for the museum.
bereamail.co.za
CCS Seminar: Bhopal's catastrophe and representations of social
mobilisation, 20 July

Thousands rally in Moscow against health care cuts
Yahoo News 2 December 2014
At least 5,000 Russians marched through Moscow on Sunday to protest
against plans to lay off thousands of doctors and close hospitals in the
capital amid a flagging economy.
Doctors, patients and other protesters braved the freezing cold to voice
their opposition to an ongoing Moscow health care reform that could
remove up to 10,000 doctors from their jobs and close 28 hospital and
clinics by early next year.The demonstration followed a previous doctors'
rally early this month, which was the first social protest in Russia in a
decade. The pressure on the country's budget has intensified as the
economy is taking a hit from low oil prices, a drop in the value of the
national currency and from Western sanctions over its role in the deadly
conflict in eastern Ukraine.Many of the protesters were dressed in white
coats over their winter jackets.
Some carried banners with the names of the hospitals that are being
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closed."Save money on war, but not on doctors," one banner
read.Authorities defend the reform as a much-needed step to modernize a
decrepit Soviet-era health care system and close down hospitals that are
deemed inefficient.
They also say it as a step toward implementing President Vladimir Putin's
election pledge to increase doctors' salaries to twice that of the average
employee by 2018.
Protesters lamented not only the cuts but also the secrecy that has
surrounded the reform, the details of which only became public following
a leak to the press in October."We're here to show our solidary," said
Tatyana Korshunova, 69, who works at a research center. "Nobody
explained anything to us, there was no discussion (of the reform).
"Moscow psychiatrist Dmitry Albertovich, who would not give his last name
for fear of reprisal, said pretty much everyone in the medical community
agrees that a reform is needed, "but it's not the issue of what we need the
reform for, but it's about how it is being done — this is a disgrace."The 48year-old's job is safe for now but he says four units in his hospital with
dozens of staff have been cut.Moscow authorities said they would offer
training programs for those who are being laid off, but doctors have
criticized the effort saying it means they are being offered jobs that they
are not qualified for."You cannot turn a surgeon into a psychiatrist just like
that," Dmitry Albertovich said. "They will never be good at it.
"The Moscow health department this week held round table discussions
with medical professionals, while Moscow Mayor Sergei Sobyanin offered
the doctors a one-off severance payment of up to 500,000 rubles ($10,700)
each.The move came just days before the Sunday rally and was considered
by some as an attempt to muffle the protest.Valentin Abdulkhayev, a 37year-old doctor at a tuberculosis clinic, said the offer of the severance pay
is "merely about obeying the law. It's what they were supposed to do.
"A petition adopted at the end of Sunday's rally called for the resignation
of Mayor Sobyanin and top Moscow health officials.
za.news.yahoo.com

Nuclear fixation shafts renewables
Mail & Guardian

27 November 2014

The third window is waiting to be signed off but the energy department is
preoccupied elsewhere.
Wind is generating 600 MW of energy and, in the time that the costs of the
long-delayed Medupi and Kusile power stations have trebled, the 96MW
Jasper solar plant has been built. (Mike Hutchings, Reuters)
Within two years, South Africa could have a further 1 200 megawatts (MW)
of renewable energy entering the grid. The bidders have been selected and
the companies are waiting for financial sign-off so they can start building.
But policy uncertainty and a new focus on nuclear energy are responsible
for a nearly 18-month delay in the government giving them the go-ahead,
industry insiders say.
In the wake of the 2009 energy crisis, the energy department set out an
ambitious renewable energy programme: independent power producers
(IPPs) would build the capacity to produce 3 725MW of electricity. This was
split into three bidding opportunities, or windows, with companies bidding
for a certain allocation in each.
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The first two were hailed as great successes and, for the past three years,
South Africa has been listed as one of the top five destinations for
investment in renewable energy. Wind energy is already producing 660MW.
Updated plans envision 9?800MW of solar, 3 300MW of concentrated solar
and 4 400MW of wind energy by 2030.
But the third window has been delayed repeatedly. Several concerned
individuals, working for renewable companies and unwilling to disclose
their names for fear of jeopardising their relationship with the
government, said political considerations were to blame.
“We have been told that the new minister’s [Tina Joemat-Pettersson]
mandate is strongly towards nuclear energy,” said one.
Little headroom
Each bid for the 1 200MW allocation has stipulated a price, which the
bidder must guarantee will remain the same for a year. A list of preferred
bidders was signed off in October 2013. But one individual said the
extremely competitive nature of the bidding meant there was “very little
headroom” for cost overruns.
In the first window, companies put in bids to provide energy at R1.10 a
kilowatt-hour. In window three, because of more competition, this went
down to 89c a kilowatt-hour. To achieve this, the source said the
negotiations between suppliers and financiers had been “incredibly
difficult”.
The department has said it might make a decision on November 24, but the
final and extended deadline is December 5.
But several people said, after that, they would have to redo all the figures
in their bids, which would increase their costs.
“If things shift and we pass that deadline, we may have to resubmit our
bids. Nobody wants that.”
The renewable energy companies, the majority of which provide wind and
photovoltaic power, are incurring costs all the time. These include leasing
the land on which the power stations will be built, which is spread out
across the Eastern, Western and Northern Cape.
If the delays continued, the sources said, there would be a point beyond
which companies would be unable to recoup their costs, even if they
started producing power soon. “We are not far from that point,” warned
one renewable company employee.
Wolsey Barnard, the acting director general of the energy department,
said earlier this month that there was only a “slim chance” of the
department meeting the November 24 deadline, which was largely because
of the cost of linking the bidders’ sites and the Eskom grid. The utility was
going through a “difficult financial stage”, he said.
But three people questioned this claim, and said the connection costs of
many of the projects were carried largely by the bidders. One, planning a
more than R1-billion plant, said Eskom needed to spend only R3-million to
connect them.
“The connection issue has been resolved. Eskom has the funds for these
connections, so we should be going ahead. It really isn’t a valid excuse for
the whole window,” an engineer said.
But they were concerned that, because the funds are not ring-fenced,
Eskom might use them for other projects.
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A chance to reindustrialise
Groups such as Cosatu have hailed renewable energy as a chance to
“reindustrialise” the country and companies are required to spend up to
70% of their budgets locally. Hundreds of millions of rands have been spent
building factories to produce parts locally, such as the R300-million wind
tower factory in Atlantis outside Cape Town. Solar panel factories alone
have created 500 jobs.
This week the South Africa Renewable Energy Council said delaying the
third window would have “extremely adverse consequences” for the
industry and could also jeopardise the planned fourth renewable window.
Unlike South Africa’s centralised and state-owned power plants,
renewables are financed by the private sector. The government, through
Eskom, signs an agreement to buy their electricity at the rate presented in
their bid. But they carry the risk.
The owner of one solar company said: “The worst thing for investors is
uncertainty. The first two windows attracted so much investment and
goodwill because the government was decisive. That is being thrown out of
the window.”
If the third window was delayed, and there was another window to come,
companies would hesitate to gamble with their money, they said.
They said the energy department needed to be more open with the
preferred bidders. “Our fundamental problem is a lack of information. DoE
[department of energy] should explain what is happening and why it is
happening.
Information is fundamental for investment.”
The head of another renewable company said: “Signing off on window
three should be an absolute priority for the department, instead of flying
around the world signing nuclear agreements for power that we might only
see online in two or three decades. This is energy sitting, waiting to be
used now.”
Policy uncertainty
Twenty-six renewable energy projects have already been connected to the
grid. The more than 60 projects have brought in R120-billion in foreign
direct investment. Many of these are ahead of schedule, such as the 96MW
Jasper solar plant near Upington in the Northern Cape.
It is the continent’s largest solar photovoltaic power plant. It has been
built in the time that costs of the coal-fired Medupi and Kusile power
stations, which are currently five years behind schedule, have nearly
tripled.
But industry insiders are adamant that, if the policy uncertainty is not
cleared up, the initial promise shown by the renewable programme will
falter.
The department of energy was not available to respond to questions.

Sao Paulo drought issue for global concern
Natalia Ramos Piracaia (Brazil) (AFP)

26 November 2014

He cast his rod happily here for 30 years — but where a river once teemed
with fish, Brazilian fisherman Ernane da Silva these days stares out over a
valley of weeds and bone dry, sun-parched land.
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The southeastern state of Sao Paulo is suffering its worst drought in 80
years with scores of towns sounding the alarm, blaming increasing
deforestation, unseasonably high temperatures and creeping urbanization.
“I was one of the first fishermen to arrive here and today I am one of the
last still here,” says Da Silva, 60, standing by the Jacarei dam 110
kilometers (70 miles) outside Sao Paulo.
“I have been fishing here for 30 years. How could I ever have imagined
there would one day be no more water?” he asks incredulously.
The problem of severe drought affects millions of inhabitants of Brazil’s
most populous and developed region.
Sporting a cap against the blazing sun, Da Silva says he has abandoned his
home by the banks of the Jacarei River, part of Sao Paulo’s Cantareira
system of five dams built in the 1970s supplying water to 45 percent of the
metropolitan region of 20 million people.
This year has forced him to fish further upriver where water levels are
higher.
But he has no idea if that will be possible next year with water levels
having already hit an historic low.
Bad management
A local resident checks water tank in Itu, some 103 km of Sao Paulo, on
November 19, 2014, as the nine-month rationing of water continues due to
a record drought in Sao Paulo state | © AFP/File | Nelson AlmeidaOctober
to March rainfall in the area was insufficient and in November dropped to
90 millimeters, well short of the average 161.2 millimeters.
“The lack of rainfall was especially severe this year, accompanied by high
temperatures in winter as well as in summer, speeding up evaporation of
the dams,” meteorologist Marcelo Schneider told AFP.
“Unlike previous droughts, both the population and demand for water were
higher,”.
Sao Paulo, Brazil’s economic powerhouse, suffered a serious drought in
2001 and also at the start of the 1960s.
Although the economic fallout from the current crisis has yet to be
calculated experts warn the supply system faces collapse and say drought
is not merely a climate issue.
“It is important to know if we are ready or not to confront it,” Maria
Assuncao Silva, from Sao Paulo University’s Department of Atmospheric
Sciences, told AFP.
Experts point to a lack of investment and infrastructure as well as failure
to stock water in years of more plentiful supply.
They add that demand for supplies from Cantareira is now overwhelming
the system and also blame poor management.
In the meantime, residents from central Sao Paulo right out to the fringes
of the giant city are increasingly up in arms over periodic supply cuts.
Sao Paulo’s biggest water company Sabesp says rationing is not necessary,
a view shared by freshly re-elected governor Geraldo Alckmin, who has
announced construction of a water recycling plant as well as new supply
reservoirs.
But some of the state’s 40 million population have already suffered
rationing in areas where Sabesp does not operate.
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Global imbalance
Some experts blame an upturn in deforestation as a key factor behind the
drought.
“The exceptional drought that southeastern Brazil, especially Sao Paulo, is
suffering could be the result of the destruction of Amazonia,” says Antonio
Donato Nobre, a researcher with Brazil’ National Institute of Space
Research (INPE).
Anicia Pio, of the Sao Paulo Federation of Industry (FIESP), says “the region
is facing its worst ever crisis. This year the rainfall levels are well down on
those of last year which were already critical.
“If it doesn’t rain in 2015 we could have a really serious crisis on our
hands. It is essential to reduce consumption as much as possible — every
drop of water is important.”
Scientists stress that heavy Asia-Pacific rainfall, rising ocean temperatures
and drought in California are all inter-connected and part of the same
global climactic imbalance.
Ever-growing, concrete-laden cities and their lack of vegetation only add
to the problem.
“This drought has changed my life,” laments Da Silva.
“Here, there were plenty of people fishing, swimming, having a good time.
Now, there’s nothing left — there’s nobody.”
benonicitytimes.co.za

‘Mumbai is on the verge of imploding’
Bachi Karkaria (The Guardian)

25 November 2014

It used to be India’s urban showpiece. Today, its sceptre and crown have
fallen down and, in a phase of cynical destruction masquerading as
“development”, Mumbai has become a metaphor for urban blight.
Consider these statistics. Rubbish could be its Mount Vesuvius. Some 7,000
metric tonnes of refuse is spewed out each day. Dumping grounds are
choked, yet there is no government-mandated separation or recycling.
Around 7.5 million commuters cram themselves into local trains every day
and the fledgling metro and monorail are unlikely to make a perceptible
difference in the near future.
There are 700,000 cars on the road and the authorities indirectly
encourage private vehicle ownership by adding flyovers and expressways,
instead of building or speeding up mass rapid transit systems. Private
vehicle numbers have grown by 57% in the past eight years, compared with
a 23% increase in public buses.
Toxic nitric oxide and nitrogen oxide levels stand at 252 microgrammes per
cubic metre (mcg/m3) more than three times the safe limit of 80 mcg/m3.
Protests against sound pollution fall on deaf ears.
There’s less than 0.03 acres of open space per 1,000 people. The global
norm is four; London has a profligate 12.
There are 12.7 million people jammed into the 480 sq km that comprise
today’s Greater Mumbai, that’s 20,680 people per sq km. We are the
world’s eighth most-populated city – and dying to prove it.
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As a consequence, every sixth Mumbaikar lives in a slum. The premium on
land was exacerbated by the Rent Control Act of 1947, which wasn’t
amended till 1999. Too little, too late. Real estate prices are unreal. It’s
cheaper to buy a flat in Manhattan than in Malabar Hill, and you can be
sure that shoddy materials will shortchange you in Mumbai.
Considering that housing is the city’s biggest shortfall, it’s ironic that
unbridled construction is indisputably its biggest problem. Many villains
have been blamed for Mumbai’s descent into urban hell, from mafia dons
to impoverished migrants, but for the past three decades the main culprit
is the “politician-builder nexus”.
In 2005, the entire city was held hostage for three days. On 26 July,
suburban Mumbai was lashed by 668 mm of rain in just 12 hours. Unwarned
commuters and children in school buses were left high, but not dry, as
roads and railway tracks disappeared. Slums and BMWs went under the
deluge without discernment for their economic standing. It may have been
the country’s financial capital, but in the photographs that followed,
swaggering Mumbai didn’t look much different from a monsoon-marooned
Bihar village.
For this humbling disaster, the finger pointed at that same culprit: the
developer and his facilitator, the politician. There was nowhere for the
rainwater to go. For decades the concrete army had been allowed to
commandeer all open spaces, and illegal encroachments had done the
rest. Public parks, verdant hills, salt-pans, school compounds, private
garden plots, beaches, mangroves – nothing was spared.
The built environment in Mumbai had increased fourfold since 1925 – and
at its fastest rate over the past 30 years – all at the cost of green cover
and wetlands.
The 2005 deluge brought to light the little-known fact that Mumbai had a
river. The Mithi had been reduced to little more than a turgid drain,
bubbling with the putrefactions of one of Asia’s largest slums, Dharavi.
Why blame its desperate inhabitants when the authorities had built an
airport runway and much of the swanky new business district of the Bandra
Kurla complex over it?
The traumatising flood was a flash-point. Citizens rose against all the civic
atrocities heaped upon them. Why must they suffer such acute and chronic
brutalising when Mumbai was the biggest contributor to the national
economy? It accounts for 33% of income-tax, 20% of central excise
collections, 6.16% of GDP (the largest single contribution in India), 25% of
industrial output, 40% of foreign trade and 70% of capital transactions.
Activists demanded it should be administered separately under a chief
executive-like head, instead of politicians who siphoned off its wealth to
their rural constituencies. The municipal commissioner should be
answerable to the elected corporate leaders not, illogically, to the state
chief minister. But all this sound and fury receded with the flood waters,
and it was soon business as usual.
The unequal war between profiteering and civic wisdom was in unabashed
evidence some 20 years before this great flood. An eagerly anticipated
shot in the arm turned into a wound that still festers. The cotton mills, on
which Mumbai’s original fame and fortunes were built, had been killed off
by the prolonged strike of 1982 (and chronic neglect by their owners).
After nearly a decade of legal wrangling, especially over the laid-off
workers’ dues, it was decided to redevelop the defunct land – an eyepopping 600 acres in prime south and central Bombay. Recreational
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spaces, public housing and private enterprise were each to get a one-third
share of the total area.
But in 1991, the relevant Development Control rule 58 was unilaterally
changed by the chief minister, making only “open” land in the mills
eligible for the division. This left the lion’s share to the owners, their
builder accomplices and, naturally, the obliging politicians. The city got a
mere fifth of its desperately needed windfall.
Instead of the imaginative, integrated development plan drawn up by
Charles Correa, the renowned Mumbai-based architect, the former millhub of Lalbaug-Parel is a soulless cram of skyscrapers, mall-to-mall
carpeting and snarled traffic clashing with the tenements housing the
dispossessed worker families.
The opportunity for Mumbai’s redemption was obscenely squandered. The
greedy, selfish “development” has worsened, instead of alleviating, its two
biggest headaches: housing and traffic.
Now, a new phoenix is projected to rise from the 800 acres of decrepit
dockland along the city’s eastern shoreline, again in the prime south. Will
the city finally get its life-saving leisure space and affordable housing? Or
will it be one more land-grab hastening its death by “development”?
Mumbai waits with more cynicism than hope.
Bachi Karkaria is a renowned journalist, author and Times of India
columnist. She was the first Indian board member of the World Editors
Forum and is director of The Times Litfest
zcomm.org

Popular Protests hit central India as sterilisation death toll rises
Manpreet Romana (Yahoo News)11 November 2014
Furious protesters took to the streets in central India on Wednesday,
smashing up cars and demanding the chief minister resign, as the death
toll from a mass government-run sterilisation programme rose to 13.
Another 14 women are seriously ill in Chhattisgarh state after the surgery,
which women are paid 1,400 rupees ($23) to have under a government
scheme to reduce population growth.
"Preliminary examinations suggest septic shock may have caused the
deaths," said local government official Amar Thakur.
"It looks like the equipment that was used was probably infected. We are
waiting for the report," he told AFP by telephone from Chhattisgarh's
Bilaspur district, where around 80 women had the surgery over the
weekend.
The victims had suffered vomiting and a dramatic fall in blood pressure
after undergoing laparoscopic sterilisation, a process in which the fallopian
tubes are blocked.
As the death toll rose to 13 on Wednesday, a local official said women who
attended a second sterilisation camp in the area on Monday had also fallen
ill.
"Six women from Gorella camp developed complications and they have
been brought to Bilaspur for treatment," district commissioner Sonmani
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Borah told AFP.
Shops and businesses shut their doors in the state capital Raipur on
Wednesday as scores of demonstrators took to the streets to demand the
resignation of Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Raman Singh.
Television footage showed the protestors, many of them opposition party
workers, chanting slogans and smashing up vehicles.
Abysmal' care
Sterilisation is one of the most popular methods of family planning in
India, and many state governments organise mass camps where rural
women can undergo the usually straightforward procedure.
Although the surgery is voluntary, rights groups say the target-driven
nature of the programme has led to women being coerced into being
sterilised, often in inadequate medical facilities.
Under pressure to meet targets, some local governments offer additional
incentives such as cars and electrical goods.
In the latest case, one doctor reportedly operated on 83 women in just
five hours, using the same instruments on all of them. Some of the women
also said they had been forced to attend the camps, according to local
media.
Sona Sharma, joint director at advocacy group the Population Foundation
of India, said the quality of care provided to women undergoing
sterilisation is "abysmal".
"It is about time we woke up to this problem. The quality of care to women
can't be compromised at any cost," she told AFP.
"The government has laid out standard protocols, but they exist only on
paper," she said, urging the government to adopt a "more choice-based
voluntary system" of family planning.
Last year, authorities in eastern India came under fire after a news
channel unearthed footage showing scores of women dumped unconscious
in a field following a mass sterilisation.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has ordered an investigation into the latest
deaths, and Chief Minister Singh on Tuesday suspended four top health
officials.
A police complaint has also been lodged against the surgeon who
performed the operations.
Reports said the doctor had been given a government award earlier this
year for performing tens of thousands of such sterilisations.
https://za.news.yahoo.com/protests-hit-central-india-sterilisationdeath-toll-rises-112008763.html

NUMSA PRESS STATEMENT ON EXPULSION FROM COSATU
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South Africa: NUMSA's expulsion from COSATU is 'an attack on the poor
and an attack on workers'
NUMSA 9 November 2014
What we have warned the South African workers and broader public about
has come to pass. The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa
(Numsa) with its 350 000 members was expelled as an affiliate by the
federation COSATU in the early hours of Saturday morning (after 1am) 8th
November 2014 at a Special Central Executive Committee meeting (SCEC).
This expulsion took place through a vote which was 33 for our expulsion
and 24 against.
We have convened this press conference to state for the record our anger
and dismay at this and factional irresponsible action. We want to be on
record to say; What happened in the early hours of Saturday morning was
that a few leaders (many with no mandates from their own structures)
decided the future of 2.2 million COSATU members in a boardroom through
a vote.
Numsa’s application for urgent relief
It would be remembered that Numsa went to the South Gauteng High Court
on 6th November 2014 to request the courts of law to rescue Numsa from a
Kangaroo Court that was to be convened as a Special Central Executive
Committee of Cosatu. Some media reports and the President of Cosatu
went public to falsely claim that the court ruled against Numsa’s
application. If truth be told, the attorneys of Numsa and Cosatu presented
the Judge with the following agreement;
1. That Numsa’s application be postponed and that the Judge do not
making a ruling on urgency.
2. That Cosatu’s letter of 11th February 2014 making reference to 5
charges that Numsa must answer to should not be so wide as to say “but
not limited to”. Numsa should only address the 5 charges as per the Cosatu
letter of 11th February 2014.
3. That cost be reserved.
For Numsa this was enough of a victory because for close to a year Numsa
has been asking the Cosatu National Office Bearers to provide the real and
actual reasons why Numsa would be suspended or expelled. Cosatu failed
up to 6th November 2014 to show Numsa the courtesy and decency of a
reply. It took a High Court to limit the charges made by Cosatu against
Numsa to 5 issues.
Numsa’s submission to Cosatu
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Numsa had been asked to explain to the SCEC why it should not be
expelled, which we did very comprehensively, providing a detailed
dispassionate analysis of our political and organisational analysis in relation
to working class struggles. (See our 48 page submission with a more
detailed version of 105 pages)
We founded this federation. It is a federation that is governed by a
constitution that provides for a minimum number of affiliates
democratically requesting a constitutional meeting, especially the
convening of a Special National Congress, if the need arises.
Our request for a Special National Congress, given the untenable situation
the federation finds itself in, is in line with the constitutional provisions of
COSATU. We are in an untenable situation in relation to:
• How the policies of the ruling party, the African National Congress,
negatively affect the working class;
• And how the leadership of affiliates and the Federation respond to these
anti-working class policies.
The Numsa demands at the CEC are all located within the COSATU
constitution but the leadership of the Federation has continued to violate
its own constitution.
One of the most important reasons for the tensions around all the
constitutional violations is a political division between those who support
the interests of the working class, as our Constitution requires us to do,
and those who are prepared to sacrifice those interests for an alliance with
the ANC and SACP.
The ‘hearing’ against Numsa on Friday 7th
November 2014 in the SCEC was not a fair hearing as the decision to expel
Numsa had already been decided by some affiliate leaders using many
different platforms over the past year.
In fact even members of the ANC task team, who had intervened in the
COSATU CEC process of dealing with Numsa, themselves demonstrated
their bias against Numsa and its congress resolutions.
Numsa’s biggest crime has been to democratically, in its own congress,
argue for the political independence of the Federation, given the
worsening material conditions of the working class as a result of neoliberal ANC policies. We have noted with grave concern how our congress
resolutions have been misrepresented and distorted.
Numsa has always intended to procedurally argue for its congress
resolutions to be democratically debated by workers at a COSATU Special
National Congress (SNC). All attempts to stop the SNC are linked to a fear
of the outcomes of democratic debate by workers about their political and
material future.
Numsa wants to state for the record some key areas of struggle with the
ANC, SACP and NOB’s of some affiliates and NOB’s COSATU:
1. Numsa is concerned that key policies of the ANC; the NDP, which is a
cut and paste of DA policy, and GEAR, have replaced the Freedom Charter.
The Freedom Charter gave the ANC its liberation character. It is a militant,
popular programme which challenged property relations in South Africa.
The NDP is a neoliberal programme which entrenches existing property
relations and attacks the working class and the poor in the interests of
mining and finance capital.
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2. The ANC leadership has abandoned democracy
3. There is a serious threat to Cosatu’s militancy and independence.
Cosatu has become consumed by internal battles between two forces:
(i) Those who continue to support the ANC and SACP, with their neoliberal
agenda
(ii) And those who, despite their understanding of the ANC as a multi-class
organisation, consciously and consistently fight for an independent,
militant Federation which stands for the interests of the working class
before any other class.
4. Both at Marikana and in the farmworkers strike in the Western Cape, the
armed forces of the state intervened in support of the owners of capital
against striking workers. In both instances the result was the murder of
workers whose only crime was to refuse to sell their labour for less than a
living wage.
The inconsistency on how affiliates are treated demonstrates a wellorchestrated agenda against Numsa. Other affiliates have rejected the
Alliance and have not been threatened with similar sanction. There are
three known examples of this which include:
1. Numsa itself in 1993 resolved to canvass Cosatu and its affiliates to
support our position that we break with the Alliance and to form a Workers
Party. Cosatu affiliates democratically engaged with this debate in the
Federation’s National Congress and it is common cause that Numsa lost
that debate in Cosatu, yet no strong arm tactics were ever applied to deal
with Numsa’s democratically arrived at decision.
2. SASBO applied to become an affiliate of COSATU and is now an affiliate.
Its constitution specifies that it “shall not belong to or support any
political party”. It does not contribute to the COSATU Political Fund. The
leadership of Cosatu at that time were prioritising unity of the working
class. We can’t say the same of the current leadership. Yet again SASBO
had not been dragged in to a Kangaroo Court.
3. On the 9th of March in 2011, Samwu issued a public press statement
which directly confronted the status of the Federation in the tripartite
alliance. It listed the failures of the ANC. It then recorded that the union
resolved: “In the spirit of Samwu's commitment to support the ANC in the
forthcoming elections, we find it impossible to convince our members and
the community to do this until the issues mentioned above are resolved.
We thus call upon the ANC leadership to intervene urgently to address our
concerns.”
Other affiliates violate Federation policy without consequence. Some
examples of this include:
• Num has on several occasions disagreed with the COSATU position on
nationalization
• Popcru has spoken against the COSATU campaign on e-tolls
There has been no call made for their expulsion.
Numsa is in good standing and there has been no threat of expulsion of the
many other affiliates who have not been in good standing in the past. We
have paid up both our subscriptions and the COSATU/SACP political levy. It
is in fact SATAWU and Popcru who have outstanding levies to pay over to
the federation. However Numsa is being asked to continue paying over a
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levy to the SACP which continues to threaten to liquidate the union and
has publicly declared that it will intervene in the Federation to isolate
what it called a “lingering irritation”.
Of the different issues that Numsa must account for to the COSATU CEC
the one that appears to be driving the call for our expulsion is the decision
to expand our scope of organizing.
We have provided a comprehensive presentation that demonstrated:
1. How value chain organising already exists and is being used by a number
of affiliates and new unions
2. That other affiliates organize across sectors and compete with one
another and there is no sanction from the federation
3. Almost all constitutions of affiliates overlap in scope and to date the
federation has not addressed this
4. There are many overlaps in scope that have led to conflict amongst
affiliates
5. A detailed list showing that the vast majority of affiliates have amended
their scope to infringe on others
We want to reiterate for the record that workers are approaching us and
asking us to organize them. We are not poaching. We provided evidence of
this to the SCEC.
Also for the record we want to repeat our position about the
unconstitutional and divisive conduct of the COSATU leadership and some
un-mandated leaders in the CEC:
1. The President of COSATU has violated the constitution when he refused
to convene the SNC since FAWU made the first call in April 2013 and eight
(8) other affiliates followed the call thereby meeting the constitutional
threshold.
2. COSATU CEC deciding not convene the SNC when it had no powers to do
so
3. Suspended the COSATU General Secretary who had to be reinstated
through the South Gauteng High Court
4. The continued presence of Zingiswa Losi in all constitutional meetings in
her capacity as 2nd Deputy President despite the fact that she has ceased
to be a member of an affiliate
5. Acted in bad faith in the process of seeking to expel Numsa
6. Failed in their duties of unifying the working class
7. It is becoming a common practice that workers control, open debate
and criticism and the right to differ in the Federation are suppressed
We told the COSATU SCEC on Friday night that they are more loyal to an
alliance of the ANC and SACP than they are to the working class.
We told the COSATU SCEC on Friday night that they want to expel us
because we constantly remind them how they are failing to protect the
interests of the working class, which includes both the employed and the
unemployed.
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What are we going to do about our expulsion? As a worker controlled
organisation we are going to convene Numsa constitutional meetings and
mass meetings to develop a program of how we move forward and how we
continue to raise our voices on working class struggles. This fight is not
over!
The Numsa leadership calls on all Numsa members across the length and
breadth of the country to remain united. We further call on all workers
across all affiliates of COSATU to remain united and to reject the illegal
expulsion of Numsa by a factional group of leaders led by the COSATU
President.
Today it is sad to see leaders who are hell bent on violating the COSATU
constitution at every turn to serve their selfish political interest.
Today we see leaders who can knowingly destroy the federation of Barhayi
& Gomomo. A federation built on the sacrifices, sweat and blood of so
many workers who have come before us.
Numsa’s leadership remain resolute that we shall continue serving in
COSATU structures in different capacities as we will challenge the
boardroom dismantling of our federation.
We urge our local and provincial leadership to attend all the COSATU
meetings in their numbers as we will not be pushed out by a now hidden
now open agenda to split the federation. We remind our local and
provincial leadership that there are many COSATU affiliates who are also
prepared to fight to reclaim and unit our federation.
We know there is a special project of individuals who are ex-Numsa and
ex-COSATU leaders, (many of whom have been rewarded with big positions
in parliament and legislatures), who are working externally with the
leaders in the COSATU CEC, ANC and SACP to liquidate Numsa. They are
now going to try to get into our workplaces. They will try to get into our
workplaces using the union they set up called Mewusa. We are prepared to
fight back.
COSATU’s decision to expel Numsa must be understood for what it is – a
well co-ordinated reactionary attack on the organisation of workers – an
attack on COSATU, an attack on the poor and an attack on workers.
These reactionary forces that have been plotting within the alliance to
destroy the unity of COSATU are doing this for their own selfish material
interest. This COSATU boardroom struggle is not about workers interest.
What we must give them credit for is that they managed to achieve what
the apartheid regime failed to do which was to destroy a federation that
had been both a shield and spear in the hands of workers and in the
consciousness of the nation.
We call on all workers to stand together to remain united and fighting till
the bitter end.
All workers must join metal workers in dislodging boardroom wedge drivers
who can expel and dismiss workers because they demand democratic
worker control of unions. These boardroom wedge drivers have long
forgotten that the task of unions is to:
• serve the interest of workers
• champion shopfloor struggles
• link shopfloor struggles with community struggles
• pursue a revolutionary agenda through campaigns that must be taken
forward as resolved in the COSATU 11th congress
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Numsa leadership across the length and breadth of this country will be
convening open shopsteward council meetings and open general members
meetings. These meetings will be open to all COSATU members so that
they can understand why they also should be fighting our illegal
suspension.
We will in addition be explaining our SNC resolutions to all workers in
these meetings and explain the underlying political struggle in the
federation.
Numsa leadership calls on all our structures to intensify service delivery to
our members in line with our Service Charter adopted at our December
2013 SNC. We must forge ahead with our recruitment target of 400 000 by
2016. We make a clarion call to all workers interested in a militant worker
controlled union to join Numsa in their numbers
We call on all metalworkers to remain vigilant in these testing times as the
wedge-drivers move out of the COSATU boardroom and attempt to move
into our workplaces. They will be driven out of Numsa workplaces. This we
are confident of.
There is no turning back on the Numsa SNC resolutions and in line with
these resolutions we are going to launch a national united front in
December 2014.
We shall consolidate our work on the Movement for Socialism in the March
2015 Central Committee of Numsa.
We remain committed to exploring an independent working class
political organ.
Our solidarity is our strength.
Our unity is our strength.
Issued by Numsa’s National Office Bearers (NOBs’)
For comments / enquires contact:
Castro Ngobese, National Spokesperson, 083 627 5197
http://www.numsa.org.za/
http://links.org.au/node/4141

India, isolated, toughs it out in WTO food-stockpiling row
Yahoo News 6 November 2014
India defied the world on Wednesday in a row over food stockpiling that
has crippled attempts to reach a global trade agreement, raising doubts
that backroom talks can reach a compromise before a Group of 20 summit
this month.
At the end of July, Prime Minister Narendra Modi pulled the plug on
implementing a so-called trade-facilitation deal struck in Bali last year,
linking it to the emotive issue of rural poverty in his country of 1.25 billion
people.
India wants to keep a so-called 'peace clause' that protects its huge state
food purchases until the World Trade Organization can strike a definitive
deal on stockpiling. As originally envisaged in Bali, the clause would expire
in four years.
Critics say food stockpiling amounts to paying farmers to produce food,
building food surpluses that will eventually get dumped on world markets.
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New Delhi's blockade has plunged the WTO into its worst crisis in two
decades, leading Director General Roberto Azevedo to float the idea of
abandoning the consensus principle on which the 160-member group
operates.
Modi's tough line jars with the 'Make in India' pitch he has taken to
investors abroad in his first five months in charge. Having failed to make
progress on trade when he met U.S. President Barack Obama in
Washington, he could be isolated at his first G20 summit of world leaders
in Brisbane, Australia, on Nov. 15-16.
"India's position on trade facilitation has been completely misunderstood
because of unreasonable positioning by some of the developed countries,"
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley told a World Economic Forum conference in
New Delhi.
Jaitley repudiated suggestions that India was fundamentally opposed to
trade facilitation, which would entail easing port and customs procedures.
A senior U.S. trade official said there was still hope all WTO members
would agree but "if we are unable to do so I think there is a lot of interest
among countries in exploring alternatives for those countries who at least
initially want to move ahead with those obligations."
QUIET DIPLOMACY
India has begun backroom efforts to break the deadlock, sending a top
trade ministry official to Geneva this week for talks with Azevedo and key
WTO members.
Trade diplomats said there was no hint, however, that a compromise could
be reached on India's demands, which have been vague and varied in the
months since its veto.
On Monday, Modi held a meeting of Indian trade ministry officials to
discuss how the deadlock could be broken without compromising India's
food-security concerns.
"If India has to submit a proposal, it would be presented at the right time,"
a senior trade ministry official with direct knowledge of the matter told
Reuters.
India refuses to bow to foreign calls to scale back a scheme to buy wheat
and rice that it distributes to 850 million people. In a recent disclosure to
the WTO, India said those purchases cost $13.8 billion (8.63 billion pounds)
in 2010-11, part of the $56.1 billion it spent in total on farm support.
"All that we are requesting is the settlement of the dispute with regard to
the food stock holdings, and the peace clause must continue to co-exist,"
Jaitley said.
Diplomats say that without a WTO deal on trade facilitation, countries
could simply tack the draft agreement onto their existing membership
terms. They say this would put the onus on India to object, and explain
why its interests had been damaged.
Yet economists say WTO members lack any effective means to bring
pressure to bear against Asia's third-largest economy, home to a sixth of
the world population.
"It's an issue that in India is so politicised; you have hordes of the
population living in poverty and depending on food aid," said Shilan Shah,
an economist who covers India at Capital Economics in London.
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"The WTO hasn't really shown the kind of will to move on without India's
agreement. What it demonstrates is how important India is to the global
trading community."
(Reporting and writing by Douglas Busvine; additional reporting by Krista
Hughes in Washington; Editing by David Gregorio)
za.news.yahoo.com

Pro-Russian rebels vote for leaders in eastern Ukraine
Thomas Grove (Yahoo News)

2 November 2014

DONETSK Ukraine (Reuters) - Pro-Russian rebels elected a separatist
leadership in eastern Ukraine on Sunday in a vote President Petro
Poroshenko called "a farce".
Mining electrician-turned-rebel leader Alexander Zakharchenko won over
81 percent of the vote, according to the exit polls of an election that has
worsened a standoff between Russia and the West.
The United States and European Union have already denounced it as
illegitimate, but Russia has said it would recognise the result, deepening a
crisis that began with the popular overthrow of a Moscow-backed president
in February.
Poroshenko said the vote was "a farce, (conducted) under the barrels of
tanks and machineguns".
"I hope Russia will not recognise the so-called elections because they are a
clear violation of the Sept. 5 Minsk protocol, which was also signed by
Russia's representative," he said, referring to an international peace
agreement meant to end months of fighting between the separatists and
Ukrainian troops.
In Donetsk, eastern Ukraine's former industrial capital and the separatists'
political and military stronghold, Soviet music blared out of speakers in
front of a central voting station carrying the separatist's red black and blue
flag.
Across the region suffering from years of neglect and months of conflict,
Russian speakers wary of the new pro-European government in Kiev stood
in freezing temperatures to cast their vote, some near the remains of
shrapnel from mortar bombings.
"We are citizens of Donetsk, and we don't want to live under the Kiev
government that has turned its back on us," said Sergei Kovalenko, 58, a
private security guard who came to vote with his wife at a polling station
set up at an elementary school.
People brought truck loads of carrots, potatoes and cabbages to polling
stations where they were sold off for pennies to those waiting in line.
Some of the heaviest artillery shelling of the past few weeks could be
heard hours before voting was to begin. Rebels said more artillery was
heard in a northern district of Donetsk during the vote.
Ukraine's military said three of its soldiers had been killed in the past 24
hours, two of them by an explosion at a check point near the city of
Mariupol, which is under Ukrainian control.
Although sporadically broken, the Sept 5. truce has allowed a semblance of
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normality to return to Donetsk following violence that has killed more than
4,000 people.
Kiev says the Minsk agreements, signed by rebel leaders and envoys from
Kiev, Russia and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE), arrange for elections held under Ukrainian law that would appoint
purely local officials.
But the rebels' plan to elect leaders and institutions in a breakaway
territory in the regions of Donetsk and neighbouring Luhansk violates that
agreement, Kiev says.
CONSOLIDATING POWER
Early last week, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said Moscow would
recognise the vote. On Friday, German Chancellor Angela Merkel told
Russian President Vladimir Putin the election was illegitimate and would
not be recognised by Europe.
Zakharchenko, the current rebel prime minister whose campaign
advertisements are plastered across Donetsk, was almost certain to win
the vote for the leadership of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People's
Republic.
Using colourful language in a heavy local accent, Zakharchenko, 38, has
compared the region's coal deposits to the oil reserves in the United Arab
Emirates and has promised pensioners a stipend that will allow them to go
on safari in Australia.
Wearing a dark suit rather than his usual military fatigues, Zakharchenko
dropped his vote into a ballot box at a polling station at a local school:
"For justice, happiness, peace and prosperity".
His opponents, two lesser known separatist figures, have rarely appeared
in public. Public bulletins of the three candidates made no mention of the
policies they endorse, but rather just listed biographical information.
"He doesn't eat, he doesn't sleep. He works only for us 150 percent of the
time," said Lyudmila Kovalenko, who works at a school. She said the rebel
leadership had fixed the windows of the school after it was hit by a
mortar.
Zakharchenko's election as rebel leader will mean little by way of change
for the region which is increasingly dependent on Russia for support
financially and politically.
"FOR THE REBELS THEMSELVES"
Rebels say the election will legitimise the separatist leadership and
consolidate power in the midst of a humanitarian crisis which will only be
worsened by the oncoming winter.
They have brought in observers from Europe and the Russian-backed
regions of South Ossetia and Abkhazia, which broke from the former Soviet
republic of Georgia around the break up of the Soviet Union, as Donetsk
and Luhansk did from Ukraine.
An exit poll monitor, Natalia Samostrokova, 35, said that by noon
Zakharchenko was winning with some "90 percent of the vote and then
some" as she scanned the results of her survey in a voting station in
Makiyivka, east of Donetsk.
Enthusiasm for the rebel cause, which was at its peak in Ukraine's Russianspeaking east following the ouster of Moscow-backed Viktor Yanukovich,
waned after violence closed banks and many stores, forcing people out of
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work.
Voting stations drew a steady stream of people on Sunday, but many
Donetsk residents say the vote will change nothing and question its validity
given there are no voters lists.
"I don't see why I should vote. It won't change anything, and besides the
election isn't for the people of Donetsk. It's for the rebels themselves," said
Vitaly, 34.
(Additional reporting by Natalia Zinets, Alessandra Prentice in Kiev; editing
by Ralph Boulton, Jane Baird and Philippa Fletcher)
za.news.yahoo.com

NUMSA PRESS STATEMENT ON THE MTBPS
NUMSA

23 October 2014

Will more of the same result in Socio-Economic Transformation?
New Finance Minister Nhlanhla Nene’s Medium Term Budget Policy
Statement (MTBPS) once more confirms the most obvious fact: the ANC
government long buried the Freedom Charter and is now happy to use the
language of the failed GEAR policy now called the National Development
Plan (NDP) as its guiding principles and programme, for national budgets.
Things like “sale of non-core assets”, which is a polite phrase for
privatisation and the punting of Public Private Partnerships and
concessioning of major projects to support private accumulation (e-tolls
being an example), are back on the table. These developments, confirm
the correctness of our analysis that neo-liberalism has strengthened its
grip of South Africa, and that the working class has to organize through a
United Front to resist it.
The MTBPS is self-contradictory - it recognizes the plight of the majority of
South Africans but continues to rely on the same neoliberal GEAR/NDP
medicine that has sustained pinning the working class and rural poor down
into mass poverty, unemployment and rendered them victims of extreme
inequalities.
Among many good things, the Freedom Charter demands that the people
shall share in the country's wealth first, and only this can then lead to allrounded economic development and real growth, and not the other way
around.
No amount of neoliberal capitalist tinkering with national budgets will
eliminate the mass poverty, nationwide structural unemployment and
extreme and painful inequalities mostly affecting the Black and African
working class, and rural masses. This is the continuing colonial basis of
South Africa’s economy post 1994: mass unemployment, low and poor
wages among the Black and African working class and mass poverty for the
rural populations and extreme wealth in a tiny capitalist class joined by a
parasitic Black elite.
The past twenty years must surely have provided enough proof for this
most self-evident truth.
This MTBPS is certainly not radical in any way! It does not propose, nor lay
the foundation, for changes in the structure of the economy, including its
ownership patterns. It is in all respects similar to previous budgets: in the
past 20 years Finance Ministers have come and gone, but the neoliberal
capitalist framework has remained intact.
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Like Budget Frameworks before it, this MTBPS has failed to set appropriate
and redistributive macroeconomic parameters within which the majority of
the people of South Africa, who are the working class and rural poor, could
have their lives changed for the better.
The structure of South Africa’s economy and its ownership are colonial.
The economy exports raw minerals and is de-industrializing, very fast. It is
increasingly foreign-owned and so crucial decisions about things like the
budget are not in the hands of South Africans. To change this, we have to
seize ownership and control of our economy.
This MTBPS is a budget statement for a bad, colonial economy, so it is a
bad MTBPS. It is as bad as previous MTBPS, if not worse – Nene like his
predecessors needs to confirm that he will toe the neoliberal capitalist
line, in post 1994 South Africa!
The following configuration determines the budget stance, in our view.
SA is sitting with almost 5.6% current account deficit, which means foreign
debt is rising! Total foreign debt is rising faster than export earnings.
Domestic investment exceeds saving by almost 6%, which means that
private sector debt is also rising!
The budget deficit is almost 4% which means that public debt is rising; in
2008 it was 28% and it rose to 46% in 2014, will keep rising towards 50% in
the foreseeable future, while profits flow out of the country.
Why is this the case? There has been massive de-industrialisation since the
1970’s. This de-industrialisation has increased over the last 20 years
because of trade liberalization. In sectors such as electronics and capital
goods SA has more than 400% deficit and the privatization of steel
manufacturing (Iskor), has raised steel prices and made domestic
manufacturing very uncompetitive.
In terms of net outflow of profits, there has been de-listing and dual listing
of major South African companies abroad, such as Anglo. This means their
profits are now expatriated from SA. In the past twenty years we have
witnessed massive foreign ownership of monopolies: the mines, the banks,
SASOL, Arcelor-Mittal, and others.
This structural situation has generated a perpetual current account deficit
for South Africa.
South Africa cannot save for the massive investments it needs to resolve its
socio-economic development crisis. We cannot save because of massive
outflow of profits (a significant amount illegal) and low wages (half of
South African workers earn less than R3 000 a month). The result of
massive outflow of profits and the weak industrial base is reflected in the
investment-savings imbalance.
We are in the foolish situation where the country needs high levels of
investments, we allow profits to go out both legally and illegally. Of course
the only option left is to raise huge debts! We have now firmly entered a
precarious debt trap, which the Ministry of Finance acknowledges, but are
incapable of getting us out of it. Instead, they mourn and complain about
being downgraded by rating agencies!
We are fast becoming an economy heavily dependent on capital flows, to
manage our deficits. But these inflows have not been enough to cover our
imbalances and deficits.
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The Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) warned us, that
these capital flows are too volatile to be relied on for steady financing. In
addition they increase foreign debt! South Africa’s foreign debt increased
from $25 billion in 1994 to $140 billion in 2014. Ever year South Africa
accumulated $5.75 billion in debt. As long as the current account deficit
persists, this debt will keep on rising till it reaches crisis levels. Why?
Because of increasing foreign ownership and deindustrialisation!
Rather than target growth of jobs and growth of the real economy
(manufacturing, agriculture, construction and so on) the Reserve Bank has
pathologically persisted in using inflation targeting as their basic tool to
protect the value of the rand and other money assets. To prevent
depreciation of the rand, which they have of course miserably failed, they
raise interest rates. Naturally, this has led to our failure to create jobs and
promote growth of the real economy!
NUMSA is not surprised that Nene has announced further cuts in the
budget, in order to continue to play games with our ever-rising budget
deficits! The fact is South Africa will never ever, under the neoliberal
capitalist regime, with the set-up we have described above, meet its
targets because this would require politically impossible cuts in budget
spending, and massive taxation of South Africa’s rich capitalist class. The
alternative, of course, is to sink deeper into debt, and the vicious circle
continues until society explodes!
What are some of the immediate scapegoats Nene has announced?
Reduction, curtailment, and containment in government spending.
Government wage bill is obviously number one target!
In the world’s most unequal country, with 23 million human beings living
well below R650 per month in a country of 53 million people, we wonder
how the hundreds of thousands of more and better educated and trained
teachers, doctors, nurses, clinicians, sanitation officers, agricultural
officers, engineers and so on, whom we badly need to develop our human
capabilities are going to come from!
Of course corruption is systemic, structural and perfectly natural to any
neoliberal capitalist dispensation, especially in a colony such as we are.
Outside the radical implementation of the Freedom Charter, and a rapid
advance to a socialist economy and society, corruption and all sorts of
fraudulent ways of becoming rich are a necessary and essential arsenal of
the emerging post-Apartheid capitalist society in South Africa.
Under-spending by departments, municipalities and slow service delivery –
for example the Urban Settlement Development Grant (USDG) which came
into effect in 2011 has seen major under-expenditure or under-utilisation
of allocated resources.
The lives of the majority of the South African working class are already
very bad. Rather than wait until the Nene’s of this world are no longer
able to even put up a fake show of pretending to be in charge of our ever
growing indebted state and society, it is time to educate ourselves,
mobilize, organize as a working class, and struggle for an alternative
human society not based on profits, but human needs and values. Such a
society, in which human beings come first, is of course a socialist society.
This country is cash flush, the issue is who owns the means of production
and how is this surplus allocated among different activities? Will more of
the same budgetary measures results in socio-economic transformation;
the answer is, clearly, NO!
Irvin Jim,
Numsa General Secretary
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Contact:
Castro Ngobese, Numsa spokesperson , 083 627 5197

Protesters take back key parts of Hong Kong
Aljazeera 20 October 2014
Some of the worst violence since demonstrations began erupts after police
try to clear key protest site.
Protesters in Hong Kong have reoccupied the Mong Kok site, a key zone in
the heart of the city, after police had cleared the area on Friday, sparking
some of the most violent confrontations since the demonstrations began
three weeks ago.
On Saturday, police used batons and pepper spray against protesters who
were shielding themselves with umbrellas on the central district, but were
forced into a partial retreat as the sun began to rise, to cheers from the
crowd.
Hong Kong police said in a statement that they had made 26 arrests in
scuffles with a crowd that had swelled to 9,000 people in the early hours,
with 15 officers sustaining injuries in the clashes.
Activists rushed to rebuild makeshift barricades in an area police had
opened to traffic 24 hours earlier, while thousands of others staged a sit-in
at the protest camp that has existed for nearly three weeks, AFP news
agency reported.
"The police have lost control of the situation. They've lost their minds,"
said protester Peter Yuen.
"We've come here peacefully, to peacefully protest for our future."
Earlier on Friday, officers had significantly reduced the size of the
northern Mong Kok camp, the second largest after the main protest site
opposite the government's headquarters in central Hong Kong, in a swift
dawn raid that saw no resistance from demonstrators.
Election row
Throughout Friday, demonstrators managed to hold on to one side of a
multi-lane road where the camp had been located. Police then struggled to
maintain order as crowds of pro-democracy supporters began to swell
during the evening.
The Asian financial hub has been rocked for weeks by demonstrations,
drawing tens of thousands of the city's residents, calling for fully free
elections and the resignation of the city's leader Leung Chun-ying.
Protesters have held sit-ins at three major intersections causing significant
disruption to a city usually known for its stability, and presenting Beijing
with one of the most significant challenges to its authority since the 1989
Tiananmen protests.
China has insisted that whoever stands to replace Leung in 2017 elections
must be vetted by a committee that is expected to be loyal to Beijing, a
proposal protesters have dismissed as "fake democracy".
www.aljazeera.com

Lonmin’s failed gag bid puts spotlight on transfer pricing
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Ann Crotty (Business Times)

19 October 2014

Bridgette Radebe. Picture: SOWETAN
ATTEMPTS by platinum giant Lonmin to stop the release of a report by the
Alternative Information and Development Centre (AIDC), which puts the
spotlight on transfer pricing by mining groups, appears to have backfired,
and spurred debate on the controversial issue.
Bridgette Radebe, South African Mining Development Association
chairwoman and self-described “mining entrepreneur”, joined the AIDC at
a Cape Town Press Club function this week to discuss transfer pricing.
AIDC economist Dick Forslund argued that the estimated R400-million
transferred yearly out of Lonmin’s South African operations reduced its
ability to fund decent wages and social investment.
Radebe argued that the outflows reduced the profit available to finance
black empowerment investors.
They agreed that the local economy was weakened by transfer pricing,
described as the setting of prices for goods and services sold between
entities within the same corporation. The aim is to transfer pretax income
to lower-tax jurisdictions.
Judge Dennis Davis, who was appointed last year by former finance minster
Pravin Gordhan to chair a tax-review committee, said on Friday that he
was considering recommendations aimed at addressing transfer pricingrelated problems.
“We’re trying to find out where the money is flowing to and why. If, for
example, it emerges that a lot of it is flowing to Mauritius, with whom we
have a double-tax treaty, then we would look at the treaty to determine if
it was working for us. If it’s not then we should cancel it,” he said.
Davis is also considering recommending that the SA Revenue Service
interrogate the existence of foreign entities within corporate structures.
Davis, who points out that most transfer pricing is strictly legal, stressed
that the regulatory challenges were not limited to Lonmin or to miners.
“Many multinational companies are involved in transfer-pricing activities.
We’ve got to do something about it. We have to develop a proper
protocol.”
It has become a concern for governments across the globe.
“Previously, we faced the argument that if we did not allow aggressive tax
management, companies would move elsewhere, but now other countries
are also clamping down.”
The AIDC report refers to estimates that suggest as much as R100-billion is
flowing out of South Africa annually through legal and illegal mechanisms.
In a document prepared for her presentation to the Press Club, Radebe
linked the rise in service-delivery protests to transfer pricing, which
deprived the South African fiscus of much-needed tax income.
“Community uprisings will continue for as long as transfer pricing
continues,” it read.
She also urged President Jacob Zuma not to sign the Mining Resources
Development Act Amendment Bill into law.
Later, Radebe called on the government to deal with the issue of senior
officials owning shares in mining companies.
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“How can the Department of Mineral Resources do its job and monitor
mining companies if the top officials have to recuse themselves every time
a decision has to be made on those companies?”
www.bdlive.co.za

Most Russians 'don't care' about Western sanctions
Pravda 17 October 2014
EU candidate countries have joined the sanctions against Russia, which
Brussels imposed on September 12. Montenegro, Iceland, Albania and
Ukraine, as well as Liechtenstein, Norway and members of the European
Economic Area have thus joined the EU sanctions against Russia, the
Vedomosti reports.
It goes about the sanctions that restrict access for Russian banks and
companies to the capital market of the EU. The sanctions also affect oil,
aviation and defense industries.
In September, the EU expanded the sanctions against the legal entities
that "conduct transactions with separatist groups" in the Donbass, the
report said. In addition, the European sanctions affected major Russian
banks and state-owned companies, such as Sberbank, VTB, Gazprombank,
Vnesheconombank, Agricultural Bank, Rosneft, Transneft, Gazprom Neft
and Uralvagonzavod.
Although most Russians believe that Western sanctions are directed against
many layers of the Russian population, the restrictive measures have not
created any significant problems for Russian citizens and their families.
A recent survey conducted by Levada Center among 1,600 Russians in 134
settlements of 46 regions of the country showed that the sanctions showed
nearly no influence on the lives of ordinary Russians. The number of
respondents, who believe that the current Western sanctions are directed
against the general population, has been growing lately. In May of 2014,
the percentage of those believing so was 27%; in June - 31%, in September
- already 41%.
Accordingly, the number of those, who believe that the sanctions are
directed against a narrow circle of people in charge of Russia's policies in
Ukraine, has significantly decreased. In May, this view was shared by 42%
of the population, in June - 35%, and in September - 30%.
According to the Izvestia newspaper, the majority of respondents (79%)
believe that the sanctions have not created any problems either for their
families or for themselves. As many as 16% said that they could feel the
impact of the measures.
According to 40% of the Russians believe that the Russian leadership makes
the right decision compensating the affected companies and banks from
the budget. Almost the same amount of people (39%) do not support this
decision. Sixty percent of respondents believe that Russia should punish
the West accordingly: to arrest accounts and assets of foreign companies
or states that benefit from the sanctions against Russian companies.
Seventeen percent of respondents did not support such an idea, Bigness.ru
reports.
The survey also showed that 58% of Russians accept the idea of boycott of
foreign goods. According to Deputy Director of Levada Center, Alexei
Grazhdankin, they are mostly elderly people with low incomes. The
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boycott idea is not so popular among those with high level of income, he
added.
Fifty-nine percent of Russians believe that sanctions of the West and
Russia's response to them would be only beneficial to the Russian economy.
Twenty- five percent think of the opposite.
english.pravda.ru

Green activists support minister
Tony Carnie (The Mercury) 5 October 2014
A COALITION of environmental groups has urged Environment Minister Edna
Molewa not to buckle under legal pressure from the petrochemical industry
to water down air pollution standards due to take effect next April.
In an open letter to Molewa, 11 organisations including groundWork,
Greenpeace, Earthlife and the Centre for Environmental Rights, said they
were alarmed that Sasol and the National Petroleum Refiners of SA had
launched legal action earlier this year to stop the government from
introducing new pollution standards for industry.
“If you or the national air quality officer grant Sasol and National
Petroleum Refiners of SA any indulgence in relation to their obligations to
comply with the emission standards, it will open the door for all polluting
industries in South Africa to demand the same relaxations. This will set an
appalling precedent for compliance with environmental laws, diminish the
authority of the government, and the Department of Environmental
Affairs, and put the health and constitutional rights of South Africans at
risk,” the 11 environmental groups said in their letter.
In a joint court application lodged in the Gauteng Provincial Division of the
High Court, sitting in Pretoria in May, Sasol/National Petroleum Refiners
spokesman Herman van der Walt argued that the two petrochemical groups
had not been consulted properly when the new air quality standards were
gazetted.
Van der Walt said the new standards failed to consider the impact of other
sources of pollution and it was also not feasible to retrofit certain
refineries to reduce pollution in a cost effective way.
Unreasonable
“This is as unreasonable as requiring an old Volkswagen Beetle to perform
with the efficiency of a new MercedesBenz,” he suggested.
There was no benefit to society, he said, if industry was required to invest
significant costs to comply with a minimum emission standard that was not
premised on a riskbased approach and that might not deliver “meaningful
improvements” in ambient air quality.
But the environmental groups noted that Sasol was an “extraordinarily
profitable” company, having increased its profits by 7 percent to R41.7
billion for the financial year, which ended in June.
“Despite this, one of Sasol’s key arguments is that the benefits of legal
compliance are just not worth the costs. We believe that it is both
inappropriate and immoral to compare the costs to be incurred by Sasol to
reduce their air pollution to the cost to human health if they fail to comply
with air quality laws.”
The Centre for Environmental Rights also questioned why Sasol had failed
to invest what was needed to comply with the law.
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“Being a Sasol shareholder is clearly a profitable exercise. But we no
longer live in a world in which the only factor we need to consider when
deciding where to invest is how much money a company makes, without
asking questions about how it generates such extraordinary profits… It
should be striving to be a shining example of responsible corporate
citizenship. Instead, Sasol is leading the vanguard of big industry
determined to continue to profit at the expense of our environment and
our health,” the centre said.
Last month, Molewa told the National Assembly she had agreed to talk to
Sasol to find a solution to the legal dispute, but no details have emerged.
www.4-traders.com

Don’t touch Lonmin on its Bermuda
Greg Marinovich 12 October 2014
Lonmin has sought an urgent interdict against a non-governmental
organisation that ruffled the mining giant’s feathers. GREG MARINOVICH
reports on a rather late attempt to muzzle all reporting on the Marikana
Commission.
The Alternative Information Development Centre (Disclosure: AIDC’s
economist Dick Forslund contributes to Daily Maverick, most recently about
Lonmin) has been served with an interdict application in the Johannesburg
High Court to try to prevent the organisation from holding a press
conference about Lonmin’s finances, especially relating to the use of a
wholly owned subsidiary in the tax haven of Bermuda.
That application, made on 8 October, makes for fascinating reading.
Lonmin wants to prevent AIDC from a) holding the press conference in
connection with the Marikana Commission of Inquiry, b) preventing or
publishing any report based on information disclosed in the course of the
Commission and c) making defamatory statements about Lonmin,
especially that Lonmin representatives gave false and contradictory
evidence and attempted to ‘hoodwink’ the Commission.
So what is Lonmin suddenly so litigious about? The last witnesses to appear
before the Marikana Commission in September were from Lonmin, and
what emerged then sparked an uproar. Former Lonmin COO and executive
director Mohamed Seedat, despite now only being on a part-time contract
with Lonmin, was the one chosen to come and explain all about the
platinum miner’s employee housing, or lack thereof. (Perhaps he drew the
short straw in what must been an intense boardroom showdown. Perhaps
he miscalculated the mental faculties of those involved at the Commission,
in the light of the police’s star witness Mr X’s testimony fiasco.)
In brief, as part of Lonmin’s license to mine, they agreed to redevelop
their hostels from overcrowded shared rooms to single and family
occupancy units. This would un-house some 5,500 of their employees from
those hostels as these men were gradually evicted from their rabbit
warrens. The plan was then to build 5,500 low-cost houses which
employees could either buy, or rent to buy. To this end, Lonmin spent two
years doing research that by their own admission proved to be incorrect,
and then built three show houses. And that is where Lonmin ceased
building the houses that their mining license demanded they construct.
The 5,500 houses were only ever meant to accommodate the men forced
out of the hostels by the renovation. This number does not in any way
address the tens of thousands of Lonmin employees and contractors who
live in the squalid shanty towns like Nkaneng and several others with
auspicious names like ‘RDP’ or ‘Big House’.
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At any rate, Lonmin’s argument was that the ‘Great Recession' of 2008
prevented them from carrying out the housing.
Evidence leaders confronted Lonmin with evidence from their own
documentation that during that period, they had been paying sales
commissions worth some R1.5 billion to the Bermuda based Western Metal
Sales and dividends to the BEE shareholders as well as back to London.
During the cross examination of Seedat, it emerged that Lonmin’s
accounting of how much money had been spent on housing was no more
than “sleight of hand”.
Their budget for housing had previously been set at R145 million for hostel
conversions and R665 million for house construction - a total of R810
million. Of this, R138 million had been spent on the hostel conversion, and
nothing on housing, yet the annual report claimed that 21% of the housing
construction targeted spending had been achieved, despite no other
houses having ever been built.
This predated Seedat’s appointment, but he responded by saying that “it
would have been an honest mistake rather than a deliberate intent.”
Advocate Matthew Chaskalson responded by saying “Well, I don’t want to
take issue with your suggestion that it’s an honest mistake. It may be an
honest mistake, [but] it’s an extremely negligent mistake. It’s been missed
on eight separate occasions.”
Lonmin’s required reporting to their shareholders was, overall, quite
interesting. The commissioner, Judge Ian Farlam, pointed out that “There
were of course some reports where it gave a target and then gave
achievement and the target was nought and the achievement was nought
and therefore there was 100% achievement. Is this the sort of territory
we’re in at the moment?”
It was indeed, and that is why the AIDC was so agitated by Lonmin saying
they could not afford to pay for the houses in the wake of the recession. In
an email to media houses and others entitled ‘Lonmin is hoodwinking the
Marikana Commission and the South African public: SARS must investigate
the conglomerate’s financial affairs’ AIDC promised that ‘We will present a
report on what so far has been disclosed during the Marikana hearings:
How “sales commissions” to Bermuda and exorbitant “management fees”
to the head office deplete the funds of Lonmin’s locally producing
companies, making housing obligations and decent wages “unaffordable”.
“Well over R400 million has every year been shifted away from Lonmin’s
South African subsidiaries, to the tax haven of Bermuda and to its head
office company.”
The AIDC was expressing its misgivings about Lonmin’s “transfer pricing”
and the “shifting of profits”. Tax optimisation is legal, tax evasion is
illegal. Seedat told the Commission that “a structure like this is normally
set up to be optimal from a tax perspective”.
This is what provoked Lonmin’s board to unleash their legal team, under
the head of legal services Peter McElligott to apply to stop AIDC from
having that press conference, or releasing their report.
Lonmin’s legal filing claimed they had an “Apprehension of irreparable
harm” should the NGO’s press conference go ahead. One rationale for this
was that the situation in Marikana remained volatile after the loss of life in
2012: “The potential for the formenting (sic) of dissent and violence
cannot be underestimated…”
They also state that the events of 2012 caused “substantial damage” to
the platinum industry and Lonmin SA in particular: “as a consequence any
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adverse publicity suffered (by Lonmin SA) will almost inevitably cause a
drop in the share price with the risk that these losses will never be
recovered”.
All that is pretty straightforward. Lonmin wants to contain the bad press
over their perhaps dubious financial practices and lack of delivery on the
legally binding social obligations towards the poorest of their employees.
They also do not want their employees to suddenly come to the realisation
that Lonmin is not a great boss.
Additionally, Lonmin’s lawyers have read into the Commission’s regulations
that any publication or dissemination of the evidence or documents or
statements entered as evidence to the Commission is illegal.
It is indeed illegal to publish material that was submitted, but not actually
entered into evidence and argued about. This is the reams of stuff in
various hard drives and such, the veracity of which has never been tested
in the Commission. But Lonmin is saying that the evidence that was
broadcast on YouTube by the Commission, that all the reports over the last
two years in this, your very own Daily Maverick, are illegal and yes, even
the transcripts of every single day of the 292 days of evidence put up on
the Commissions own website are illegal. They say that the publication of
this will somehow influence Judge Farlam, who has himself sat through all
of it. And read all the documents, entered as evidence or not.
Laughable, of course. The general rule is that no-one can state an outcome
as final before the Commission has concluded. That rule is especially strict
for lawyers, but for the press and others not so much. If Lonmin’s legal
counsel had found this practice objectionable, they had two years to in
which to say something. It just so happens that it was only by this
September just past that Lonmin’s senior representatives were on the
stand and the company began to feel the heat; and this is when they found
discomfort in the practice of evidence considered and exhibited to be a
problem.
We eagerly await the AIDC report, recalling what that most revered of
American presidents Abraham Lincoln famously said, “You can fool all the
people some of the time, and some of the people all the time, but you
cannot fool all the people all the time.” DM
www.4-traders.com

Hong Kong protests dwindle, as talks continue
News 24

10 August 2014

Hong Kong - Pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong that brought tens of
thousands on to the streets last week dwindled to a few hundred on
Wednesday after activist leaders agreed to talks with the government
which are all but certain to go nowhere.
The student-led protests have calmed since clashes with police more than
a week ago, and the number of protesters calling for universal suffrage has
fallen dramatically since violent scuffles broke out at the weekend
between demonstrators and pro-Beijing opponents.
Friday's talks will focus on "the basis for political development", the
government said, referring to plans for a 2017 election of the chief
executive, Hong Kong's leader, but it was unclear how discussions could
reconcile two such polarised positions.
"The lack of room for the government to back away from [China's] decision
will make it difficult for the government to satisfy the student leaders'
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requested demands", Citi Group said in a research note.
China's Communist Party leaders rule Hong Kong through a "one country,
two systems" formula which allows wide-ranging autonomy and freedoms
not enjoyed on the mainland and specifies universal suffrage as an
eventual goal.
But Beijing ruled on 31 August it would vet candidates who want to run for
chief executive in 2017, which the democracy activists said rendered the
universal suffrage concept meaningless.
China, with separatist headaches in Tibet and Xinjiang, is concerned that
calls for democracy might spread on the mainland and is unlikely to give an
inch of ground after the worst unrest in the former British colony since it
returned to China in 1997.
Hands off
A couple of hundred protesters were camped out on Wednesday on the
roads leading into the city's main government and business districts, the
Central district.
The mood has seesawed over the past week between chaos and calm with
an almost carnival feel as protesters played guitars and drums and danced.
Police have taken a hands-off approach since Sept. 28, when they fired
tear gas and pepper spray.
The Occupy Central protests have presented Beijing with one of its biggest
political challenges since it crushed pro-democracy demonstrations in and
around Tiananmen Square in the Chinese capital in 1989.
Retail authorities have warned that a quick solution is needed before Hong
Kong suffers a fall in October sales, an important shopping month that
encompasses the Golden Week holiday period, for the first time since
2003.
The Hong Kong Retail Management Association said late on Monday that
sales at chain stores had dropped between 30 and 45% from 1-5 October in
Central and neighbouring Admiralty, as well as in the nearby shopping
district of Causeway Bay.
Sales fell just as sharply across the harbour in Kowloon's gritty district of
Mong Kok, scene of some of the most violent clashes between protesters
and police and pro-Beijing groups.
The protests have helped wipe close to $50bn off the value of shares on
the Hong Kong stock exchange. The World Bank has said the protests were
hurting Hong Kong's economy, although the impact on China was limited.
www.news24.com

Engen refinery’s ‘National Key Points’ threat to community
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R2K

9 October 2014

"No protests - we're a National Key Point". This is the message from Engen
refinery in South Durban to community activists.
The South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA), an active
member of R2K KZN, is one of the organisations behind a 'Cancer Walk' on
Saturday 11 October 2014 to highlight the high rate of cancer and asthma
in communities surrounding south Durban's petro-chemical industries. The
area is sometimes referred to as 'cancer alley' because of the health
problems that occur there.
The Cancer Walk will include a procession to Engen refinery, where the
SDCEA organisers have announced that they intend to hand over a
memorandum to the general manager.
Yesterday, SDCEA organisers received a threatening letter in response,
signed by the general manager of Engen refinery, warning that the site is
protected by the National Key Points Act, and claiming that any protest
action directed at Engen refinery would be "wrongful, unlawful, malicious,
defamatory or damaging".
Read the full letter here.
In it, the refinery general manager, Mr Jehan Zaib, states that:
Engen objects and does not accept that the protest march should proceed
to Engen refinery as this suggests and implies that the march is directed
against Engen as an organisation responsible for the alleged cancer and
distresses of chemical impacts to the community... Without scientific
evidence to prove that Engen is responsible, Engen regards the march as
an unlawful, wrong and malicious act, intended to injure and defame the
name of Engen.
Engen refinery is also a known National Key Point (one of about 200 across
the country). The letter states that "Engen has an obligation and a right" in
terms of the National Key Points Act "to take any such actions as it deems
necessary in the interests of the National Key Point Installation".
The letter ends with a warning that it will hold SDCEA responsible for
any unauthorised interference with its property or any of Engen
employees [sic] that may occur during the protest march... any use of or
reference to Engen's name in a way that is wrongful, unlawful, malicious,
defamatory or damaging.
According to SAPS documents, "more than half" of all sites protected by
the National Key Points Act are private companies, although officially the
list of sites that have been declared National Key Points is secret. There
have been a number of known incidents in recent years in which the Act
has been invoked in dubious circumstances to prevent or discourage
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protest.
It appears that the Cancer Walk organisers intend to go forward as
planned. The event will start 8am at the Badulla Road sports grounds and
proceed to the Engen Refinery, before walkers head to the Highbury Road
sports grounds where the walk ends and other activities are set to take
place.
www.r2k.org.za

Injustice lingers in air we breathe
Leanne Jansen (The Mercury)

7 October 2014

THAT many South Africans were breathing air harmful to their health was
among the most stubborn remnants of apartheid, Deputy Minister of
Environmental Affairs Barbara Thomson said yesterday.
Black settlements were often near industrial areas, the mining industry
had been largely shielded from environmental regulation pre1994, and
limited access to electricity meant worsening air quality because of the
burning of fossil fuels, she said at the ninth annual Air Quality Governance
Lekgotla, held in uMhlanga.
The government has come under fire from environmental groups, which, in
a report titled “Slow Poison”, accuse it of having a seemingly deliberate
policy of going soft on big industry polluters, and delaying laws to protect
citizens from toxic air.
Thomson’s department released its report on air quality yesterday, which
acknowledged that the war on air pollution was being lost in parts of the
country.
In the Vaal Triangle, the levels in the air of small particles of dust and
chemical pollutant which could lodge inside human lungs (particulate
matter) were beyond what was acceptable.
Presenting the report, senior Environmental Affairs official Tsietsi
Mahema, made remarks such as “heaven help us” when presenting data for
the Mpumalanga Highveld.
The Waterberg in Limpopo was another region of major concern.
Particulate matter was the “greatest national cause for concern” in terms
of the quality of the air South Africans breathed.
The concentration of particulate matter in the air in the eThekwini
Municipality was on the verge of surpassing acceptable standards.
The picture was far more optimistic in the battle against sulphur dioxide
pollution across the country.
In eThekwini, the levels of sulphur dioxide pollution were below the limit,
showing overall improvement, except in areas such as Jacobs and
Wentworth, where it had risen.
Levels of sulphur dioxide in Estcourt and Pietermaritzburg were worrying.
Addressing the conference, eThekwini mayor James Nxumalo
acknowledged the plight of the mainly working-class residents in the
southern part of the city.
He said decreases in emissions in the South Durban Basin had been
substantial, and were a result of the joint effort of that community and
the government.
Asked how she would characterise the air in KwaZulu-Natal, national air
quality officer Thuli Mdluli said there had been improvement, and it was
“generally acceptable”.

Premier’s police’s torture of Glebelands’ residents ends peace
R2K

2 October 2014
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Assassinations, manipulation of the criminal justice system and
intimidation
are used regularly to protect the plunder of KZN’s public purse,
Or so it would seem when reviewing incidents of violence relating to
housing and tender allocations over the last six years in poor communities
across Durban.
A startlingly similar pattern has revealed communities who are struggling
for self-determination and participation in local development; tyranny by
allegedly corrupt ward councilors; collusion, shoddy workmanship and
price fixing amongst private contractors allegedly complicit in tender
rigging; a police force which seemingly acts only on political instruction;
the repeated appearance of certain high ranking ANC departmental heads
and political leaders; and the insatiable greed of the ruling party.
We have seen the same modus operandi at the Kennedy Road informal
settlement in 2008/9 when shack dwellers’ movement Abahlali
baseMjondolo (AbM) members were assassinated, threatened, harassed and
illegally arrested. We have seen it in 2010 when the Zakheleni Settlement
community leader, Bheki Buthelezi, was hunted by local police, allegedly
on the orders of the local ward councilor and others shot and intimidated.
We saw it in 2011 when the eThekwini Municipality’s Head of Housing,
Nigel Gumede intimidated AbM leader, S’bu Zikode before a large
community gathering at City Hall. We saw it again in 2013 when Cato Crest
housing activist, Nkhululekho Gwala, who was threatened by Health MEC,
Sibongiseni Dhlomo at a community meeting convened by eThekwini
Mayor, James Nxumalo, was gunned down later the same night. At Isithebe
in August this year we again saw assassination used to silence three top
National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA) shop stewards.
The latest mortality, KwaNdengezi AbM Chairperson, Thuli Ndlovu, was
shot on 29 September 2014 shortly after the local ward councilor, Mduduzi
Ngcobo’s vehicle was reportedly seen in the vicinity of her house. Since
February this year sixteen Glebelands Hostel block chairmen, committee
and family members have allegedly died in hits allegedly instigated by
local ward councilor, Robert Mzobe. There have been many others in
KwaMashu, Mariannridge and other settlements in and around Durban. No
one is ever convicted for these crimes and ward councilors suspected of
corruption remain entrenched in their positions, often, as in Mzobe's case,
at a cost to ratepayers of over R320 000 per month for protection from
their own constituents.
We have seen the names Nigel Gumede, Sibongiseni Dhlomo, James
Nxumalo and others, linked repeatedly in the press to questionable housing
and tender allocations and other irregular dealings. Together with certain
private contractors - some linked to top ANC businessmen and whose
corporate signage features prolifically throughout uMlazi - some of the
same individual’s names also appeared in the now infamous Manase
Report. None, it would appear, have ever been brought to book. And the
killings continue.
The latest victims of the powerful elite that seem to have a political
chokehold on KwaZulu-Natal, are Thulani Kati and Tsepo Jali, residents of
Glebelands Hostel, who, after their names appeared on a so-called hit-list,
were reportedly tortured by police and brutally assaulted on the night of 2
October. ‘Tubing’ was regularly used by the apartheid regime to extract
information. Not much has changed it would appear, as our post-freedom
police make liberal use of this torture technique as was reported earlier
this year with the alleged torture and subsequent death in custody, of
another Glebelands’ resident, Zinakile Fica.
Bongani Mthembu, Glebelands uBunye Bamahostel leader, who was shot in
the leg by unknown gunmen wielding an R4 or similar state issue firearm
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on 19 August this year, can apparently be thankful that this injury saved
him from a similar fate. He reported that the 'new' police deployed
recently by KZN Premier, Senzo Mchunu, arrived at his room shortly before
midnight and instructed him to bring his jacket and identity book after
which he was escorted to the sports ground in the centre of the hostel
complex. On his arrival, Mthembu claimed he heard one officer enquire, in
reference to himself, “Where is the prisoner?” Mthembu asked why he was
a prisoner when he had recently been shot. He indicated his leg injury and
stated he was on medication. After lengthy questioning, the police
released him.
Mthembu believes his medication prevented him too from being tortured
as he presented a significant health risk and could possibly have died if he
had been tubed. This would have resulted in unwanted complications for
the police as had occurred when Fica’s torture had apparently led to his
death in custody.
Mthembu reported that during the hour he was questioned at the sports
ground, he witnessed the police’s continuous assault of Jali, who, he
claimed, was repeatedly kicked and punched in his private parts and
stomach. Mthembu also reported that although he could not see Kati, he
heard him crying out continuously for help.
That this Public Order Policing unit, deployed by Mchunu after last
Sunday’s Mass Community Meeting specifically to keep the peace at
Glebelands Hostel, has been the first to break the law and fragile peace
agreement and contravene human and constitutional rights, brings into
question the real purpose of their deployment.
So too did the Premier’s speech at the same meeting, when he reportedly
instructed the beleaguered community that, “You must not look at these
police, don’t even look at them in the eye, because they will attack you.
You must dress nicely, don’t wear big jackets (a reference to concealed
weapons) or they will attack you.” Some peace.
The irony was not lost on residents who also noted the state’s lavish
expenditure on food and entertainment during the event and fresh tender
opportunities presented by the R10 million budget allocated for access
control, surveillance cameras, palisade fencing and floodlights, ostensibly
to beef up hostel security, while the over 100 eviction victims still languish
without shelter, having lost everything, some even their jobs, as a result of
sustained the violence which for over seven months, provincial authorities
merely ignored.
This security budget plus the continued cost of Mzobe’s bodyguards does
seem obscenely disproportionate to the paltry R600 per month worth of
food vouchers dispensed finally this week to two women by social workers
from the Department of Social Development –two long and hungry months
after their initial violent eviction. One of these women, due to the trauma
of the incident, has had to take a month’s unpaid sick leave and flee the
area. Both women have been referred to Life Line for counseling, but with
no income, rent to pay and unable to afford transport, it is unlikely they
will receive the help they need. The remain without anywhere to stay.
Furthermore, the victims were informed by the local social worker that
obtaining admission to a shelter would be difficult and time consuming as
the authorization of the ward councilor would be required. As both women
are associated with former block chairmen and their committee members,
who since February, have reportedly been targeted by Mzobe and his
alleged thugs in retaliation for their application mid last year to provincial
ANC structures for his removal and replacement, the women believe they
are unlikely to gain admission to places of safety.
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No other state social support has been provided to the almost 2 500
residents of the nine blocks which have been affected to varying degrees
by the ongoing violence.
The provincial government’s lightning fast deployment of political
heavyweights to curb community meetings and dissolve hostel block
committee structures - apparently by the very same individuals previously
deployed to quell community discontent in Cato Crest, KwaNdengezi and
other settlements where housing corruption has been alleged – also
contrasts sharply with the snail’s pace dispensation of social support and
suggests political (or financial) interests are a far greater priority to the
ruling local elite than the immediate survival of those most in need.
And in light of the recent alleged torture incident, questions are now being
raised as to whether these new security measures are really to reduce
crime, or will instead be used to suppress community members who are
perceived to be at odds with the ward councilor. It also lends sinister
overtones to Mchunu’s statement that the eThekwini municipality would
“educate tenants about their rights, responsibilities and obligations.”
According to Mchunu at last Sunday’s meeting, "We have deployed an
undisclosed number of police from other provinces to do random searches,
man roadblocks and other special operations to root out crime in the
hostel… to make residents feel safer.”
This new unit has clearly not been reading from the same script as
Mchunu, as residents now fear their new tormentors even more than their
old ones. Or perhaps the police are indeed using the same script, the old
one - the infamous hit list reportedly used by uMlazi SAPS members to
harass and intimidate Mzobe's detractors. It would seem so as one of the
alleged torture victims claimed his police attacker consulted an A4
foolscap list of names to verify his identity before commencing the assault.
This suggests the hit list has now been passed on to the new unit to
‘action.’
Both victims were former block chairman, and Thulani Kati, is the brother
of Doris Odwa Kati, arrested for attempted murder on 22 August during a
raid on Block P in the early hours of the morning, who has repeatedly been
denied bail and whose case has been remanded many times, with
seemingly little real evidence on which to base the charges. This is just
one of many cases that seem to have been fabricated to harrass and
intimidate former block chairmen and their associates. Just as has been
reported in the other communities mentioned earlier.
The police had arrived at Block P at around midnight after collecting Jali.
As Kati returned to his room after hearing a disturbance downstairs, he
was accosted by an officer who, after consulting a list of names,
reportedly demanded, “Are you Commander?”
Kati apparently acknowledged that he had, prior to Mchunu dissolving all
community elected structures, formerly been a block chairman. He was
allegedly immediately hit in the stomach with the R5 rifle the officer was
armed with. Kati stated he was then kicked in the solar plexus by another
officer and pushed into his room where he was cable-tied and then
tortured. Kati stated around fifteen officers were involved in the operation
and they repeatedly demanded to know where he had hidden “The Big
Gun,” the state issue firearm repeatedly linked to violence allegedly
perpetrated by Bongani Hlope and his crew of politically aligned thugs.
Kati claimed the police restrained his legs and forced a clear plastic bag
over his head, forcing out all oxygen. The plastic bag was secured at his
throat while they continued assaulting him. He described the panic of
suffocation as the soft plastic of the bag entered his mouth with each
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inhalation. Kati eventually collapsed, was beaten again, tubed, collapsed
and beaten while his room was searched. After the cableties broke during
his assault, he said he was handcuffed. None of the members were wearing
name tags, no search warrant was produced and no firearm was found. The
members did however confiscate his identity book which has not been
returned to him.
After about half an hour Kati claimed he was taken to the sports field
where he noticed other members were already beating Jali. He claimed he
was again tubed and instructed to scrape his right foot three times on the
ground if he “remembered where the gun was.” Kati stated the unit
consisted of black, white and coloured officers and that one of his
interrogators was female.
When he could no longer endure the torture, Kati claimed he scraped his
foot in desperation and told the police he had a .38 which he had “thrown
away” near Block P.
Kati was then escorted to recover the alleged firearm. He stated when
they reached the area he had indicated, he admitted that he had
fabricated the story merely to get them to stop torturing him. Kati claimed
he would have told them anything they wanted at that stage, just to get
them to stop. He reported that he was then returned to the sports field
where six officers resumed beating and tubing him. He claimed he
collapsed many times and became completely disorientated.
The incident lasted almost three hours. During this time Kati was clad in
only sleeping shorts, it was raining heavily and very cold. Eventually his
restraints were removed and he was allowed to return to his room.
The police reportedly warned Kati, that they would be back soon to
resume the search for his alleged firearm. Kati maintains he has never
owned a firearm.
Another resident who was shot in the finger and stomach on 9 August and
who, despite opening a case at the time at uMlazi SAPS with Detective
W/O HJ Ngidi, and who has yet to receive a case number, claimed that he
had received a tipoff that it was the intention of the Premier’s newly
deployed police unit, to torture all those whose names appeared on the
list.
Kati had described the list in question as a ruled A4 foolscap page filled
from top to bottom with handwritten names – a lot of work for the police
and even more work for the Independent Police Investigative Directorate
and media. In the meantime, the community lives in terror of the police
deployed by the Premier "to make them feel safer."
“It’s not about politics,” was the statement allegedly made by a former
ANC party strongman during a 2008/9 meeting at which councilors from
various political parties whose wards contained hostels were instructed to
submit their ‘company profiles’ in the week ahead of that year's annual
hostel upgrade budget allocation, “It’s all about the money.”
So it would seem.
So too was it claimed by a former insider, that this lucrative method of
party funding and the 'handling fees' derived by complicit, well-placed
officials, had been systematically employed for a considerable time across
many eThekwini wards.
So it would seem that there is a lot more at stake here than the selling of
beds at one uMlazi hostel, and that across eThekwini, ratepayers are
seemingly unwittingly and indirectly contributing, many times over, to the
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status quo of an apparently corrupt and brutal powerbase that cynically
feeds off the poor and further disadvantages the weak.
Cases have been opened with Major Mtshengu at uMlazi SAPS and victims
are awaiting allocation of case numbers via sms. J88 forms have been
completed and the incidents reported to the IPID for full investigation.
Issued by:
Right2Know Campaign (KZN Organiser: Joanne Adams) – 0834981583
KZN Violence Monitor (Mary de Haas) – 0832270485
[more organizations to follow]
For more information and interviews contact:
Bongani Mthembu: uBunye Bamahostel Glebelands – 0732320030
Thulani Kati: Glebelands Block Chairman – 0724046674

Shale Gas - Dot Com
Tim Morgan (The Telegraph)

4 August 2014)

Output from shale wells declines so quickly that they will never be
profitable - when investors realise this, the industry will collapse
Public opinion has been divided very starkly indeed by the government's
invitation to energy companies to apply for licences to develop shale gas
across a broad swathe of the United Kingdom.
On the one hand, many environmental and conservation groups are bitterly
opposed to shale development. Ranged against them are those within and
beyond the energy industry who believe that the exploitation of shale gas
can prove not only vital but hugely positive for the British economy.
Rather oddly, hardly anyone seems to have asked the one question which is
surely fundamental: does shale development make economic sense?
My conclusion is that it does not.
That Britain needs new energy sources is surely beyond dispute. Between
2003 and 2013, domestic production of oil and gas slumped by 62 percent
and 65 percent respectively, while coal output decreased by 55 percent.
Despite sharp increases in the output of renewables, overall energy
production has fallen by more than half. A net exporter of energy as
recently as 2003, Britain now buys almost half of its energy from abroad,
and this gap seems certain to widen.
The policies of successive governments have worsened this situation. The
"dash for gas" in the Nineties accelerated depletion of our gas reserves.
Labour's dithering over nuclear power put replacement of our ageing
reactors at least a decade behind schedule, and a premature abandonment
of coal has taken place alongside an inconsistent, scattergun approach to
renewables.
Those who claim that Britain faces an energy squeeze are right, then. But
those who claim that the answer is using fracking to extract gas from shale
formations are guilty of putting hope ahead of reality.
The example held up by the pro-fracking lobby is, of course, the United
States, where fracking has produced so much gas that the market has been
oversupplied, forcing gas prices sharply downwards.
The trouble with this parallel is that it is based on a fundamental
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misunderstanding of the US shale story.
We now have more than enough data to know what has really happened in
America. Shale has been hyped ("Saudi America") and investors have
poured hundreds of billions of dollars into the shale sector. If you invest
this much, you get a lot of wells, even though shale wells cost about twice
as much as ordinary ones.
If a huge number of wells come on stream in a short time, you get a lot of
initial production. This is exactly what has happened in the US.
The key word here, though, is "initial". The big snag with shale wells is that
output falls away very quickly indeed after production begins. Compared
with "normal” oil and gas wells, where output typically decreases by seven
to ten percent annually, rates of decline for shale wells are dramatically
worse. It is by no means unusual for production from each well to fall by
sixty percent or more in the first twelve months of operations alone.
Faced with such rates of decline, the only way to keep production rates up
(and to keep investors on side) is to drill yet more wells. This puts
operators on a "drilling treadmill", which should worry local residents just
as much as investors. Net cash flow from US shale has been negative year
after year, and some of the industry's biggest names have already walked
away.
The seemingly inevitable outcome for the US shale industry is that, once
investors wise up, and once the drilling sweet spots have been used,
production will slump, probably peaking in 2017 to 2018 and falling
precipitously after that. The US is already littered with wells that have
been abandoned, often without the site being cleaned up.
Meanwhile, recoverable reserves estimates for the Monterey shale supposedly the biggest shale liquids play in the US - have been revised
downwards by 96 percent. In Poland, drilling thirty to forty wells has so far
produced virtually no worthwhile production.
In the future, shale will be recognised as this decade's version of the
dotcom bubble. In the shorter term, it's a counsel of despair as an energy
supply squeeze draws ever nearer. While policymakers and investors should
favour solar, waste conversion and conservation over the chimera of shale
riches, opponents would be well advised to promote the economic case
against the shale fad.
www.telegraph.co.uk
Back

Hong Kong workers strike for democracy
LabourStart

29 September 2014

The Hong Kong Confederation of Trade Unions (HKCTU) - the only
independent union in China - has called for workers to strike in support of
the democracy movement as mass civil disobedience actions come under
heavy police attack. The Swire Beverages (Coca-Cola) union and the
HKCTU unions of school teachers and dockers are striking and will be
joined by other member unions.
Tensions have been building in Hong Kong since the August 31 government
announcement that candidates for the position of Chief Executive would
have to be vetted and approved by a pro-business, pro-Beijing committee.
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The protests, originally organized by the students' federation and the
Occupy Central coalition, have drawn increasing numbers of supporters.
The mainland government has harshly condemned the protestors' demands
and the "illegal" protests.
On September 28, the HKCTU declared "we cannot let the students fight
alone", and called for workers to strike in support of 4 demands: the
immediate release of all the arrested, an end to the suppression of
peaceful assembly, replacing the "fake universal suffrage" formula with the
genuine political reform workers have been demanding, and the
resignation of Chief Executive Leung Chun Ying.
The HKCTU has been the backbone of the democracy movement, before
and following Hong Kong's return to Chinese rule. Their courageous action
deserves the support of trade unions everywhere.
www.hkctu.org.hk

Something Fishy About SA-Russia Nuclear Deal – DA
Natalie Simon (Yahoo News)

23 September 2014

Energy Minister, Tina Joemat –Pettersson’s Monday announcement of the
formation of a strategic partnership between South African and Russia to
build a large scale nuclear power plant in South Africa has been met with
fierce resistance.
According to the Russian State Atomic Energy Corporation (Rosatom) this
agreement lays the foundation for a large scale nuclear plant procurement
and development programme in South Africa, which could end the
country’s energy woes. These power plants will be built in South Africa,
installed with Russian VVER reactors.
“Rosatom seeks to create in South Africa a full-scale nuclear cluster of a
world leader’s level – from the front-end of nuclear fuel cycle up to
engineering and power equipment manufacturing,” said ROSATOM’s
Director General Sergey Kirienko.
Joemat-Pettersson said this project will be an important driver for national
economic growth:
“I am sure that cooperation with Russia will allow us to implement our
ambitious plans for the creation by 2030 of 9,6 GW of new nuclear
capacities based on modern and safe technologies.”
But opposition party, the Democratic Alliance is unconvinced. The party’s
Lance Greyling said he will request Joemat-Pettersson immediately release
details relating to the deal.
“We have serious concerns about this agreement,” said Greyling.
“Rosatom’s technology is reportedly also not the most advanced of the
options on the table, and is therefore also not necessarily the most costeffective. Questions around the cost per megawatt-hour of Rosatom’s
reactors compared to the alternatives must be answered in great detail.”
“This deal may also undermine South Africa’s bilateral commitments on
nuclear energy with other nations and would indeed act against South
Africa’s national interest – limiting our ability to effectively negotiate and
procure nuclear capacity from other nations,” he added.
National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) also expressed unhappiness with the
deal. Union general secretary Frans Baleni said no proper consultation on
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nuclear energy for South Africa was undertaken ahead of the deal:
“Look at what happened in Japan,” he said, referring to the Fukushima
disaster of 2011. ”Given our economy, we don’t have the capacity to
recover from such a mess. It will take Japan about 30 to 40 years to
recover.”
za.news.yahoo.com

Bangalore Protest Against State Terror on Students of Jadavpur University
Vinay Chandra (CWI India)

22 September 2014

The Bengali community (especially students and young people) in
Bangalore rose up in solidarity against the recent state violence on
students of Jadavpur University. On the 17th of this month, male students
were beaten up and girls students molested in a barbaric dead-of-the-night
police assault on the students carrying out a peaceful sit-in demonstration.
The students were particpating in a non-violent protest demanding an
impartial probe into an incident of sexual harrassment of a student at the
University earlier last month. An eye-witness account of what happened in
Kolkata including the role of goons from Trinamool Congress (TMC) can be
found on our website here
The protest was organized by a group of Bengali students, including exJadavpur university students working in the city. The protest drew a good
response from the Bengali community, students and young working
professionals in the city participating in the protest. Ho Ho Hokolorobo was
the mostly widely heard slogan as the 400-strong crowd raised slogans in
both Bengali and Kannada denouncing the brutal police apparatus, the
equally and completely complicit state government as well as both the
major political parties in West Bengal – CPI(M) and TMC. The protesters
demanded the resignation of the VC of Jadavpur University as well as
impartial probes into the sexual harrassment incident and the police
brutality on 17th of September. The young crowd raised powerful slogans
and sang songs of solidarity and protest. Few of the ex-students from
Jadhavpur university delivered speeches and gave detailed updates on the
events happening in Kolkata. The protest lasted for over three hours with
the same infectious enthusiasm and energy.
Members of the New Socialist Alternative (CWI-India) actively participated
in the protest and helped the organisers of the event. We also sold over 50
copies of the New Socialist Alternative’s newspaper with a large number of
people in the crowd purchasing the newspapers at the solidarity price.
New Socialist Alternative stands in solidarity with the students of Jadavpur
University and totally condemns the actions of the state police and the
goons of Trinamool Congress.
www.socialism.in

Cyril Ramaphosa's Lonmin tax-dodge headache
Craig McKune, Andisiwe Makinana

22 September 2014

Having recently blasted corporate tax evaders, the deputy president now
has egg on his face after Lonmin's Bermuda tax avoidance tactics surfaced.
Evidence before the Marikana commission that Lonmin moved millions in
platinum revenue from South Africa to tax-free Bermuda is likely to prove
embarrassing for ANC deputy president Cyril Ramaphosa.
Ramaphosa, who was a Lonmin director and major shareholder until
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recently, came out swinging last month against corporate tax evaders,
which he said have committed a crime against “ordinary” South Africans.
This week the Farlam commission of inquiry, which is investigating the
events that led to the killing of 34 miners by police during the 2012
platinum strikes, heard that, for many years, Lonmin’s South African mines
have paid “sales commissions”, recently averaging more than R200-million
a year, to a company it owned in Bermuda.
Lonmin told the commission that it only put a stop to this practice in 2012,
with a decision it says it backdated to 2008. The decision to stop was not
made sooner, the company said, because it was blocked by its black
economic empowerment partner Incwala – a company controlled by
Ramaphosa’s Shanduka Group.
In a question-and-answer session in Parliament last month, Economic
Freedom Fighters MP Leigh-Ann Mathys asked Ramaphosa what the
government planned to do to crack down on corporate tax evasion.
In his answer, Ramaphosa said: “Tax evasion is not only a crime against the
state; it’s also a crime against the people of our country, ordinary
people.”
He said that multinational corporations minimise their corporate tax bills
“by shifting profits to low tax operations where there is little or no
genuine activity”.
He added: “In most cases, these strategies are not illegal,” but said
government enforcement agencies are making sure “that, as far as
possible, attempts to move capital offshore for tax reasons are reduced”.
Substantial commercial activity
Whether or not substantial commercial activity occurred at Lonmin’s
Caribbean subsidiary, called Western Metal Sales, is not clear.
For several weeks, Lonmin has failed to explain, in response to
amaBhungane questions, whether Western Metal Sales ever had an actual
physical office staffed with employees who sold and marketed platinum on
its behalf in order to earn the commissions.
When evidence leaders at the commission asked Lonmin to explain these
payments on Tuesday, the responses were confusing and contradictory.
But among the facts that appeared to be agreed on by both Lonmin and
the commission’s evidence leaders were the following:
• Until 2007, all of the platinum produced by Lonmin’s South African
subsidiary, Western Platinum, was “marketed” by Western Metal Sales, the
Bermuda company. Western Platinum mines and refines most of the
platinum group metals produced by Lonmin.
• Western Platinum pays 2% of its turnover as a “sales commission” for this
marketing service. Today the payments no longer go to Bermuda. Instead
they are paid to Lonmin plc, the United Kingdom-registered parent
company.
• From 2008 to 2012, these commission payments totalled R1.2?billion.
Western Platinum in South Africa booked these as payments to Western
Metal Sales in Bermuda.
• In June and July 2012, Lonmin and its Bermuda and South African
subsidiaries signed two new agreements. According to these, the
commission payments to Bermuda would be phased out and then stopped.
Thereafter, the 2% commissions would be paid to Lonmin plc. But this new
structure was backdated to become effective in October 2008, with the
phase-out period occurring from 2007.
What Lonmin appears to be saying is that, even though payments had been
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booked to Bermuda until 2012, the new agreements in effect redirected
the fees to the British parent company from 2007 onwards.
In effect, Lonmin had “rewritten” its financial history, “making six years of
financial statements incoherent without a comment”, said Dick Forslund,
an economist who researched the Lonmin financials for the Farlam
commission.
System ‘no longer optimal’
Under cross-examination at the commission this week, Lonmin’s former
chief of operations, Mahomed Seedat, told the commission he is “not sure
exactly why” the change was made, but speculated that, for some reason,
the system of paying commissions to Bermuda was “no longer optimal or
economic”.
When evidence leader Matthew Chaskalson then pressed Seedat on why the
decision was only made in 2012 and then backdated, Lonmin’s lawyer,
Schalk Burger, interjected: “I have an instruction from the chief legal
adviser to Lonmin to say the reason for the lateness of that agreement was
that Incwala for very many years refused to agree to the new structure,
and it was only by the middle of 2012 that that agreement could be
obtained and that the agreement could be concluded.”
Incwala Resources owns 18% of Lonmin’s South African subsidiaries Western
Platinum and Eastern Platinum. Ramaphosa became a Lonmin board
member in July 2010 when his Shanduka Group acquired a 50.03%
controlling stake in Incwala.
He resigned from Lonmin’s board in January 2013 when he re-entered the
political sphere.
The reasons why Incwala allegedly prevented the Bermuda payments from
being stopped was not discussed further at the commission. It is also not
clear when this happened and what Ramaphosa’s role was.
Ramaphosa’s spokesperson, Ronnie Mamoepa, referred questions about the
companies to Lonmin, but said he reiterated his statements that, “to the
extent that there may be criminal transgressions with regard to taxation or
money transfers, appropriate steps must be taken by relevant authorities,
including the prosecuting authorities”.
‘Dormant’ company
AmaBhungane has sent three sets of questions about Western Metal Sales
to Lonmin since August 12. In the only response, Lonmin spokesperson Sue
Vey said: “This company [Western Metal Sales] has long been dormant and
is no longer in use.”
Companies can legally avoid taxes by using aggressive tax planning and
offshore structures, but this has become a nightmare for tax collectors
across the globe as countries lose billions in potential revenue to offshore
jurisdictions.
Of Lonmin’s Bermuda setup, Seedat told the commission: “A structure like
this is normally set up to be optimal from a tax perspective.”
South African Revenue Service (Sars) spokesperson Adrian Lackay told
amaBhungane this week that billions are lost from South Africa’s tax base
as a result of “unacceptable transfer pricing practices”.
The fees paid from Lonmin’s South African subsidiary to its Bermuda
subsidiary are an example of “transfer pricing” between companies owned
by the same multinational (Lonmin’s parent company is registered in the
United Kingdom).
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But whether or not the “sales commissions” that Lonmin channelled to
Bermuda would be acceptable in the eyes of the South African Revenue
Service (Sars) is difficult to assess without more information.
For such a transaction to be acceptable under South African tax laws, it
would have to be structured on an arm’s-length basis, as though each of
the companies was trying to maximise its benefit from the deal.
Not an ‘exact science’
Lackay would not comment on the Lonmin example, but he said that
assessing such transactions required in-depth information on the
underlying commercial basis. And even then, judging whether or not
transactions are at arm’s length is not an “exact science” and involved
some “discretion”, he said.
In trying to ascertain whether or not Western Metal Sales is an operating
company, amaBhungane tried to contact the firm.
Currently it is listed as being in the care of Appleby Services in Bermuda,
an administration firm that services the offshore branches of many global
corporations.
Cyril Ramaphosa was a shareholder and director in Lonmin, which has been
accused of shifting profits to Bermuda for tax avoidance purposes.
When amaBhungane phoned Appleby, a staffer said Western Metal Sales is
still active and is registered at Appleby’s Bermuda offices, contradicting
Lonmin’s claim that the company was “long dormant”.
The Appleby staffer said that there are no Western Metal Sales employees
based in Bermuda. She would not say whether it had previously employed
staff, but did say the company had been in Appleby’s care for “a number
of years”.
She directed further questions to Lonmin’s London head office.
Financial risks
When he testified on Tuesday, Lonmin’s Seedat said that Western Metal
Sales “took ownership” of the mined platinum once it left Lonmin’s
refinery and began its route to the end customer. Thus, he said, the
Bermuda company earned its keep by assuming various financial risks.
For example, once the product was on its way to the customer, it might go
missing or the platinum price could drop significantly – these were risks
that the Bermuda-based marketing agent carried. But he later
contradicted himself by saying he did not think Western Metal Sales took
ownership of the metal, in which case it is not clear how it would assume
these risks.
Forslund said: “To decide if [the payments to Bermuda are] legal or not is
for experts to decide. Whatever is the case, August 2012 [the month that
miners were shot by police at Marikana] as well as the strike in 2014
showed this practice of moving large funds from a South African subsidiary
is unaffordable in the deepest sense of the word.
“A large part of this money should have been used for wages, and social
and labour [spending]. This is the main point that has come out from this
research.”
The Alternative Information and Development Centre, where Forslund is
employed, said it will ask Sars to investigate.
www.aidc.org.za

GLEBELANDS UPDATE
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Vanessa Burger

17 September 2014

Representatives from the eThekwini Municipality met Glebelands Hostel
leaders today. All committees and official structures (both block chairmen
and Mzobe's committees) have been dissolved for the time being while the
municipality investigates bed selling allegations and accusations of
corruption on all sides.
Furthermore, Mzobe's alleged criminals (Bongani Hlope and Lucas Ndlovu)
made a fatal error during the eviction gunfight last Sunday 14 September
and fired on uMlazi SAPS members (their former allies) with the 'Big Gun' the R1 that's been used in several of the assassination attempts. The police
took a very dim view of this and immediately arrested one of Hlope's hired
killers, charging him with possession of an unlicensed firearm (the R1 had
by then disappeared, but he had another unlicensed firearm),
contravention of bail conditions (he'd been previously arrested for the
same thing), etc etc etc, it seems that they threw the book at him.
Residents are hopeful that the spent lead between the thugs and police
has ruined the friendship.
During the same gunfight on Sunday, Glebelands uBunye Bamahostel
leaders, the block chairmen and their committee members who went to
the aid of the 20 families who were threatened with illegal eviction,
refused to back down to Hlope's thugs, and continued advancing despite
being heavily outnumbered and outgunned. Residents of Blocks 48, 45 and
46 who have, for months, remained under constant threat of eviction
themselves, or have been violently coerced into unwillingly taking part in
the eviction of others, reportedly cheered and for the first time, publicly
supported the far smaller advancing party of gatvol block chairmen. Some
shouted at Hlope's gang members as they retreated, that they were Sick of
you guys running around waving your guns in front of the kids and
threatening people.
It seems at last that the terrible grip Mzobe's thugs have had over most of
this community has loosened slightly and the police have seen there is no
honour amongst thieves. At least for now.
An unfortunate development however, is that uBunye Bamahostel has not
been formally recognised by any of the officials as non-partisan, nonpolitical, democratically elected representatives of the hostel communities
- not by the police and not by the municipality and no invitation has been
extended to the organisation to attend the ongoing talks.
This exclusion has been viewed in a very negative light by uBunye members
as the organisation has since early 2013, driven all attempts to resolve the
violence at Glebelands.
uBunye's non-political, pro-peace, service delivery focused stance has been
one of the most positive and progressive developments for hostel dwellers
since 1994. Having literally heaved 100 000 people from the isolation of
political polarisation into a more democratic, integrated, tolerant and
progressive social contract, uBunye Bamahostel has consistently been
viewed as a threat to traditional political powerbases and many attempts
were made initially to derail its formation.
Prior to uBunye Bamahostel's first service delivery protest march several
years ago, when residents of 8 hostels united peacefully across party lines
to march on City Hall, an ANC official scoffed to the chairman, You'll never
get IFP and ANC to march together without blood.
He was proved wrong. The desire for a better life for all, superseded
political loyalty.
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Although the two KwaMashu hostels have yet to fully integrate into the
uBunye structure, the no-go zones and political battle lines are long gone
thanks to the tireless work and utter dedication to peace of the
community leaders concerned. They are not about to relinquish this
hardwon achievement and view this latest attempt to exclude and
undermine uBunye Bamahostel as yet another act of political opportunism,
the same old 'divide and rule' tactics that have long served corrupt
interests and kept Glebelands residents mired in blood. However uBunye
leaders are old hands at this game and are already extending sufficient
rope for their detractors to hang themselves. And the spontaneous cheers
of the residents of Blocks 45, 46 and 48 spoke resoundingly to the
deafening silence that has, to date, been the state's only response to the
ongoing bloodshed.
Come hell, high water or 'Big Guns', uBunye Bamahostel may for now be a
gentle giant, but the state would do well to recognise their latent people
power and ensure their participation in all future processes that involve
the rights, security, well-being, dignity and socioeconomic stability of all
hostel dwellers.
Government should bear in mind the old African saying: If you want to go
fast - go alone. If you want to go far - go together.
V Burger
0828477766
[uBunye Bamahostel and Glebelands Hostel community leaders and
residents thank all who have, to date, assisted and shown support and
solidarity in their quest for peace]

All support for the strike of the São Paulo universities
Carla Queiroz Translation Google Translate

16 September 2014

The strike of the São Paulo universities has been ongoing for more than
three months. In the case of the University of São Paulo, and not trade,
the president had the audacity to present more precarious and proposals
to privatize the university.
A few weeks ago the strike movement had access to e-mail the rectory of
USP showing proposed to minimize the supposed financial crisis of the
university. The proposals are: voluntary separation plan (POS), public
employees and teachers reduce the workday with wage cuts and the
transfer of the University Hospital (UH) and the Hospital for Rehabilitation
of Craniofacial Anomalies (HRAC) of Bauru to the State Health Department.
Ie during a strike where one of the guidelines is to hire more employees
want to give the president more steps behind proposing to dismiss nearly
20% of employees by the middle of next year.
Undermining the university hospitals
As serious as are the proposed transfer of the HU and the HRAC for the
Department of Health, for we know that it means even more precarious
service and worsen the training of students in health, since these are
important spaces for the formation of this area .
The pass-HU mean your transfer to the Medical School Foundation, which
now manages the Hospital das Clinicas. Ultimately, the population served
is who will pay for these oversights. If today the HU is a hospital in the
western region, where much of the community can have access to quality
health care, pass into the hands of this Foundation means to create at
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least one more gateway to the hospital, where the highest bidder will cut
the queue of other users. The HRAC turn runs the risk of being transformed
into a general hospital in Bauru, distancing the development of
technologies that did become an international benchmark in its specifics.
The University Council USP has sent the transfer of HRAC, but referred to
the University Hospital transfer to a commission that will have 30 days to
review the plan, probably hoping that by then the protests subside.
However, we must be clear that this does not present rectory these and
other proposals by chance. The university is undergoing an increasingly
clear process of casualization and privatization where every one of these
proposals is closely related to a larger project of education, health and
society, where profit is put some as more important than the care the
needs and interests of the population.
The main justification that gives the dean today for most of his proposals is
that there is a swelling of employees who commits the University budget.
However, this justification is lying.
Professor Vladimir Safatle in his column in the Folha de São Paulo de 19/08
presented numbers that belie this rationale. According Safatle, USP in 1989
had 31,987 undergraduate students, 8,486 postgraduate students and
4,428 doctoral students. Already in 2012, there were 58,303 students in
undergraduate (83% increase), 13,836 masters students (63% increase) and
14,662 doctoral students (up 231%).
More students and fewer employees
Despite this astounding increase in the number of students, number of
teachers grew only 4% from 5626-5860, ie, practically nothing. But the
most impressive number is that the number of employees simply dropped
(yes, down) 5%, from turn 17735-16839.
At the same time, we know that the state universities has expanded and
we also fight for public higher education contemplates all, which demands
greater investment in this area. In the case of USP, only between 1995 to
2012, the university went from 132 to 249 courses offered, accounting for
an increase of 88.6%, with all the need for investment in infrastructure for
these new courses. During this period, the university incorporated or
established campuses such as Lorena Santos and USP East Zone.
But this expansion has to be fundamentally tied to the interests of the
population. Therefore it is important to also put the need for the accounts
of the USP and are open to discussion on the economic plan is made with
the university community.
If there is crisis, it is because this form of undemocratic management that
enables the university is increasingly only for some (privatized, elitist).
It is also clear that both the former rector (Grandino Wheels) as the
current have a very close relationship with the state government directed
for 20 years by the PSDB. In a process where very few people have a voice
and vote, the governor is the last word in deciding who will have the
ultimate responsibility of USP. And this decision is made taking into
account that this party has the perspective to education.
However, especially in this time of elections, we have no illusions that the
PT would very different. Today the federal universities undergo a chaos as
complex as the USP. The increase in enrollment has been made in several
campuses without proper funding from Gather.
Several universities do not even have our own building for operation, many
do not have enough teachers and staff and the projects do not stay aware
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of student demand, which leads to a large dropout.
Federal universities have also been pressured to have their unlinked
university hospitals through a not so clear privatization, which is the
design Ebserh (Brazilian Hospital Services), where the university gives the
goods (workers, buildings, laboratories .. .) hospital for a private law firm.
Point to a new project
The university projects are placed on the table. On one side we have the
PSDB, with conservative and are presented in a classic form proposed,
using the lack of democracy blatantly. Next, the design of the PT, which
uses different formats and in fact has a different story and tries to
differentiate, but that ultimately serves the same interests.
The question now is not to choose between them, but point to a design
education and society that has more investment and that is controlled
democratically by the people.
At a time when universities are Paulistas attacked hard, and in particular
the USP, it is essential that youth and workers of town and country, by
their entities, surround this strike solidarity for these and other attacks on
public education be defeated.
www.lsr-cit.org
Todo apoio à greve das universidades paulistas
Carla Queiroz 16 de setembro de 2014
A greve das universidades paulistas está em curso há mais de três meses.
No caso da Universidade de São Paulo, além de não negociar, o reitor teve
a audácia de apresentar mais propostas que visam precarizar e privatizar a
universidade.
Há algumas semanas o movimento grevista teve acesso a um e-mail da
reitoria da USP que mostrava propostas para minimizar a suposta crise
financeira da universidade. As propostas apresentadas são as seguintes:
plano de demissão voluntária (PDV), possibilidade de funcionários e
professores reduzirem a jornada de trabalho com redução salarial e a
transferência do Hospital Universitário (HU) e do Hospital de Reabilitação
de Anomalias Craniofaciais (HRAC) de Bauru para Secretaria Estadual de
Saúde. Ou seja, durante uma greve onde uma das pautas é a contratação
de mais funcionários o reitor quer dar mais passos atrás propondo demitir
quase 20% dos funcionários até o meio do ano que vem.
Precarizando os hospitais universitários
Tão grave quanto, são as propostas de repasse do HU e do HRAC para a
Secretaria de Saúde, pois sabemos que isso significa precarizar ainda mais
o atendimento e piorar a formação dos estudantes da saúde, já que esses
são espaços importantes para a formação dessa área.
O repasse do HU significaria o seu repasse para a Fundação Faculdade de
Medicina, que hoje gere o Hospital das Clínicas. No final das contas, a
população atendida é quem pagará por esses descuidos. Se hoje o HU é um
hospital de referência da região oeste, onde grande parte da comunidade
pode ter acesso à saúde de qualidade, passar para as mãos dessa Fundação
significa criar pelo menos mais uma porta de entrada para o hospital, onde
quem pagar mais cortará a fila dos outros usuários. O HRAC por sua vez
corre o risco de ser transformado num hospital geral de Bauru, se
distanciando do desenvolvimento das tecnologias que o fizeram ser
referência internacional em suas especificidades.
O Conselho Universitário da USP já encaminhou a transferência do HRAC,
mas remeteu a transferência do Hospital Universitário a uma comissão que
terá 30 dias para avaliar o plano, provavelmente esperando que até lá os
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protestos diminuam.
Todavia, precisamos ter clareza de que essa reitoria não apresenta essas e
outras propostas por acaso. A universidade vem passando por um processo
cada vez mais claro de precarização e de privatização onde cada uma
dessas propostas está intimamente relacionada a um projeto maior de
educação, saúde e de sociedade, onde o lucro de alguns é colocado como
mais importante do que o atendimento às necessidades e interesses da
população.
A grande justificativa que o reitor hoje dá para a maioria de suas propostas
é a de que há um inchaço de funcionários que compromete o orçamento da
Universidade. Entretanto, esta justificativa é mentirosa.
O professor Vladimir Safatle, em sua coluna no jornal Folha de São Paulo
de 19/08 apresentou números que desmentem esta justificativa. Segundo
Safatle, a USP em 1989 tinha 31.987 alunos de graduação, 8.486
mestrandos e 4.428 doutorandos. Já em 2012, havia 58.303 alunos na
graduação (aumento de 83%), 13.836 mestrandos (aumento de 63%) e
14.662 doutorandos (aumento de 231%).
Mais alunos e menos funcionários
Apesar deste aumento estrondoso do número de alunos, o número de
professores cresceu apenas 4%, passando de 5.626 a 5.860, ou seja,
praticamente nada. Mas o mais impressionante é que número o número de
funcionários simplesmente caiu (sim, caiu) 5%, passando por sua vez de
17.735 a 16.839.
Ao mesmo tempo, sabemos que as universidades estaduais tem se
expandido e também lutamos para que o ensino superior público
contemple a todos, o que demanda um maior investimento nessa área. No
caso da USP, só entre 1995 a 2012, a universidade passou de 132 cursos
oferecidos a 249, contabilizando um aumento de 88,6%, com toda a
necessidade de investimento em infraestrutura para tais cursos novos.
Nesse período, a universidade incorporou ou criou campi como os de
Lorena, Santos e a USP Zona Leste.
Mas essa expansão tem que estar atrelada fundamentalmente aos
interesses da população. Por isso é importante também colocar a
necessidade de que as contas da USP sejam abertas e a discussão sobre o
plano econômico seja feita com a comunidade universitária.
Se há crise, é por conta dessa forma de gestão antidemocrática que
possibilita que a universidade seja cada vez mais só para alguns
(privatizada e elitizada).
Também é claro que tanto o antigo reitor (Grandino Rodas) quanto o atual
têm uma relação muito próxima com o governo do estado dirigido há mais
de 20 anos pelo PSDB. Num processo onde pouquíssimas pessoas têm voz e
voto, o governador do estado é a ultima palavra na decisão de quem terá o
cargo máximo da USP. E essa decisão é feita levando em conta o que esse
partido tem como perspectiva para a educação.
Porém, principalmente nesse momento de eleições, não podemos ter
ilusão de que o PT faria muito diferente. Hoje as universidades federais
passam por um caos tão complexo quanto a USP. A expansão de vagas foi
feita em vários campi sem o devido financiamento através do Reuni.
Diversas universidades não tem sequer prédio próprio para funcionamento,
muitas não tem funcionários e docentes suficientes e os projetos de
permanência não dão conta da demanda dos alunos, o que leva a uma
grande evasão escolar.
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As universidades federais também têm sido pressionadas para que tenham
seus hospitais universitários desvinculados através de uma privatização não
tão clara, que é o projeto da EBSERH (Empresa Brasileira de Serviços
Hospitalares), onde a universidade cede os bens (trabalhadores, prédios,
laboratórios...) do hospital para uma empresa de direito privado.
Apontar para um novo projeto
Os projetos de universidade estão colocados na mesa. De um lado temos o
PSDB, com propostas conservadoras e que são apresentadas de uma forma
clássica, se utilizando da falta de democracia descaradamente. Ao lado, o
projeto do PT, que se utiliza de formatos diferentes e de fato tem uma
história diferente e tenta se diferenciar, mas que no fim das contas serve
aos mesmos interesses.
A questão agora não é escolher entre um e outro, mas apontar para um
projeto de educação e de sociedade que tenha mais investimento e que
seja controlado de forma democrática pela população.
Neste momento em que as universidades paulistas são duramente
atacadas, e em particular a USP, é fundamental que a juventude e os
trabalhadores da cidade e do campo, através de suas entidades, cerquem
de solidariedade esta greve para que esses e outros ataques à educação
pública sejam derrotados.
www.lsr-cit.org

Hong Kong’s democracy struggle faces major test

Sally Tang Mei-ching of Socialist Action (CWI in Hong Kong) says only an
all-China mass movement can defeat one-party dictatorship
China Worker interviewed Sally Tang Mei-ching about the latest dramatic
events in Hong Kong 10 September 2014
On 31 August the Chinese government laid down very restrictive rules for
Hong Kong’s coming elections. What does this mean for the democracy
struggle?
“It means the elections for Chief Executive in 2017, supposedly by oneperson-one-vote, will be rigged by the one-party (CCP) dictatorship.
They’ve imposed a nomination committee, like in Iran, so that only proCCP puppets can stand. We’ve been protesting, with big demonstrations in
Hong Kong, to demand ‘public nomination’ – for anyone to be able to run –
but Beijing is dead against this.
“The ruling was issued by the National People’s Congress (NPC) Standing
Committee, which is a completely undemocratic fake ‘parliament’
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controlled by the CCP. It means the undemocratic Election Committee in
Hong Kong, which chose the current Chief Executive, will be turned into
the nomination committee. This is an elite body of 1,200 people, mostly
millionaires who worship the one-party dictatorship. This model gives the
CCP 100 percent control. The voters get to choose between a rotten apple,
rotten orange and a rotten banana!”
How have people in Hong Kong reacted?
“There is widespread anger and even shock. Students are preparing to go
out on a one-week strike and there are plans for an occupation in the city
centre (Occupy Central). People are very frustrated because the struggle
for democratic rights – universal suffrage – has gone on since the British
ruled, for over 30 years now.
“Today, things are actually going backwards. There are more media
controls, the police and courts are more heavy-handed against protesters
and the CCP is increasing its controls over the political system. So,
Beijing’s ruling is part of a trend to roll back the limited democratic space
that Hong Kong has won through mass pressure in the past.
“This also shows up big weaknesses in the policy and strategy of the prodemocracy leaders (pan democrats). Hong Kong is well known for its big
democracy protests, some with over half a million people taking part. But
this has not yet succeeded in winning democratic elections. We have
explained that the dictatorship will not be ‘persuaded’ or pressured into
granting democracy, because they are a dictatorship, and they want to
keep full control.
“Beijing can make some concessions, for sure, if they face enough mass
pressure. But any concessions will stop short of undermining their power
and control. In 2003, the government withdrew an unpopular national
security law (Article 23) in what became a very big victory for the protest
movement. But this was different to the situation today; in that it was a
retreat they could live with. Their power was not threatened. If they
concede a real one-person-one-vote system however, they fear the
election of somebody they cannot control, who under mass pressure could
come into conflict with Beijing. This could set off a chain reaction inside
China, with people openly daring to challenge the dictatorship.”
Does this mean it’s impossible to fight the CCP?
“No, it doesn’t mean that. What’s needed is mass struggle to end oneparty rule – there will be no democratic elections under this dictatorship,
that’s obvious. The Hong Kong struggle can be a catalyst, but needs to link
up with the masses in mainland China. This is not the strategy and
approach of the pan democratic leaders who put all their hopes in a
compromise with the CCP. They view mass protests in Hong Kong only as a
card in the negotiations. We’ve always said this is not enough, not against
a regime like the CCP. The NPC decision has confirmed what we said.”
So what is your alternative?
“We support all the initiatives for mass struggle, like the school strike. In
fact, Socialist Action were the first organisation in Hong Kong to call for a
school strike. We raised this some years ago, but other organisations either
rejected this as too ‘radical’ or didn’t understand its potential. We support
the occupation, although we stress it can only be a springboard for
escalating the action both inside Hong Kong and for appealing to the
Chinese masses. This is something the pan democratic leaders never do,
because it would anger Beijing and destroy any hope of negotiations.”
“Occupy Central (OC) may happen soon. Although now it’s an open
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question what form it will take. The leaders are talking about a ‘series’ of
actions and a ‘long-term’ struggle. Actually, 30 years is already ‘long term’
for a struggle. The occupation was a very popular idea because many
people realise that ‘a series’ of protest marches has already been tried
and is not enough. In our opinion the OC leaders have delayed too often,
and this is one reason why Beijing has taken such a hardline position. The
occupation could have really shaken the government had it been launched
much earlier, as we proposed. It could have been a mass launching pad for
strikes and other forms of mass resistance. Now, the task is to build the
struggle from the bottom up, to build strike committees in schools, and try
to spread this to workplaces. The movement needs to be democratic, not
just a few self-appointed leaders deciding what’s next.”
What is the aim of socialists in this struggle for democracy?
“We support and fight for democratic reforms, even limited ones, that put
the working class in a stronger position to fight for its rights – such as
collective bargaining, a universal pension system, a 40-hour work week,
and to stop the outsourcing mania. The main demand of the recent
protests was for ‘public nomination’ and we support this, even though it
does not go far enough in our opinion. We are the only organisation that
calls for the CCP’s nomination committee to be scrapped. But even this is
a partial reform, it doesn’t add up to full democracy – we need to explain
this!
“We warn that capitalism in Hong Kong and China fights against
democratic reforms. The pan democratic leaders call for a system that fits
‘international standards’ while we point out that the election systems in
Europe and the US for example are far from democratic, because they’re
dominated by Big Business pro-austerity parties. But the Hong Kong and
China capitalists are against this ‘Western model’ with all its undemocratic
features. They stand for continued CCP dictatorship because this guards
their profits and has been very good business for them.
“This is proof that Leon Trotsky was right, with his theory of the
permanent revolution, that the capitalist class in the colonial and excolonial countries is incapable of leading a bourgeois democratic
revolution. This is also shown by the weakness of Hong Kong’s bourgeois
‘opposition’ and its political adaptation to the CCP dictatorship.
“For socialists the key force for change is the working class in Hong Kong,
and especially in China. We campaign for an independent working class
political party that must link revolutionary democratic demands with the
need to break with capitalism. These demands include abolishing all the
dictatorship’s undemocratic controls (such as the nomination committee
and also the unelected ‘functional’ seats in the legislature), for immediate
and full democracy and the end of one-party rule. We want to replace the
current rubber-stamp legislature in Hong Kong with a real, fully
democratic, people’s assembly with the power to take over the big
companies and banks, to raise wages especially the minimum wage, and
increase investment in healthcare and public services. This would get a
great echo among workers in China, and when that happens the days of the
one-party dictatorship are numbered.”
chinaworker.info

Community protest over corruption widens
Authorities deploy heavily armed response
WASP reporters 12 September 2014
The Workers and Socialist Party (WASP) has been leading the community of
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Ga-Nchabeleng, (in the Fetakgomo municipality of Limpopo) in a major
service delivery protest that has broadened into a full scale community
strike. Hundreds and hundreds of community members, with the youth and
school students of the Socialist Youth Movement (SYM) in the vanguard,
have protested daily.
The protest was sparked over ten days ago by the lack of transparency and
almost certain corruption surrounding the allocation of former community
land handed to the municipality for the development of new Home Affairs
offices. The land allocated for the new offices is in the centre of GaNchabeleng, yet offices have sprung-up many kilometres away. The
community wants to know who in the municipality authorised this
spending; who was awarded the tender; and how the community is meant
to access a facility so far away.
Under the leadership of WASP, the community has written a memorandum
to the authorities, demanding this situation be addressed but also
demanding action of the mass unemployment afflicting the area, the lack
of adequate roads, water and sanitation in the community.
The scale of the protests forced not just the municipal authorities but
representatives of the Provincial government to meet with the community
to discuss their demands. The community rejected proposals for the
establishment of a ‘community forum’ given that the community has
already established its own democratic structures to coordinate the
struggle and represent their interests. This was clearly a delaying tactic
and intended to disarm the community with the inclusion of ANC
representatives.
In response to this legitimate snub, the authorities deployed a heavily
armed and militarised police Special Task Force to the area. These forces
must have been mobilised in advance of the meeting with the Provincial
government representatives, given the speed of their arrival, showing the
dishonest and cynical approach of the ANC. When co-option failed, force
was resorted to. Helicopters, water cannon, tear gas and rubber bullets
were used against protestors. Dozens were arrested, including leading
WASP organisers.
But the protests are continuing. The community will not be cowed. The
people are sick of unemployment and under-development. In response to
the assault, a community strike has been called, with schools closed, roads
blocks and businesses closed.
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6902

Lake Baikal turns into swamp because of alien algae
Pravda 9 September 2014
One of the central natural wonders of Russia, Lake Baikal, has recently
been a source of troubling news. Every week, volunteers remove tons of
garbage from the coast of the deepest fresh water lake on our planet,
while officials try to handle the consequences of the closure of a pulp and
paper mill. Now it is environmentalists who sound the alarm. In their
opinion, Baikal turns into a swamp.
The pearl of Siberia suffers from algae that appeared as a result of
discharge of liquid waste, specialists said at a round table discussion that
was held in Irkutsk. The meeting was dedicated to the pollution of Lake
Baikal.
According to SIA, a recent social-scientific expedition discovered that in
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Chivyrkui Bay, about 160 tons of liquid waste are produced in one season.
Waste discharge triggered the multiplication of alien algae, such as
Spirogyra and Elodea canadensis. The lake is being waterlogged, cochairman of the regional public organization Baikal Environmental Wave,
Marina Rikhvanova said.
Inspectors found a significant accumulation of green algae and dead lake
mollusks during a research mission to the northern coast of Lake Baikal.
They surveyed the coastline from the mouth of the River Tia on the right
side to Senogda Bay. The inspectors pointed out the poor state of the coast
at a distance of four and eight kilometers from the mouth of Tia. Clogs of
rotting algae were found on the coastline. The same problem was found in
Listvenichesky Bay: healthy sponges could not be found there.
Local residents, says the publication, complained to environmentalists that
domestic liquid waste easily drains into the lake. Many tourist bases and
campings deliver wastes to special organizations, but garbage vehicles may
very often dump garbage into Baikal or rivers that flow into the lake.
Water transport is another reason for concern. According to the Baikal
Environmental Wave, ships, boats, yachts and other vessels annually
produce 25,000 tons of liquid waste, but only 1,600 of them go for
processing.
As a measure to combat the waterlogging of Baikal, ecologists suggest
equipping garbage vehicles with satellite monitoring devices to track the
delivery of waste to recycling plants. In addition, one needs to reduce the
production of wastes by education and the introduction of new
technologies. It was also offered to support environmental business
projects and initiatives of local residents.
Meanwhile, another round table discussion was held in Irkutsk. The
meeting was devoted to measures improving legislation on the protection
of water resources by the example of Lake Baikal.
Minister of Natural Resources and Ecology of the Irkutsk region, Oleg
Kravchuk, said at the meeting that as a result of the move to close the
Baikal Pulp and Paper Mill at the request of environmentalists, the
unemployment rate in the region rose from 1.2 to 6 percent. About 2,000
people are in need of new jobs. Local residents continue staging street
protests seeking attention to their problems.
Due to existing environmental constraints, said Kravchuk, it is only low
added value companies that can operate. The industry share is less than
one percent. As a result, the average salary in the area is 1.5 times lower
than in the region. At the same time, the local population refuses to move
to other settlements and does not want to engage in tourist business.
The minister proposed to improve the situation by creating
environmentally friendly enterprises. The legislation of the Irkutsk region
was changed to allow the construction of plants to bottle water, process
vegetable and fruit.
The participants of the meeting noted that the main problems of the lake
today include pollution caused by water transport, untreated sewage
discharges and lakeside garbage.
As for measures to combat waterlogging, a costly innovative solution was
put forward - the first eco-friendly vessel Trofim Yaskin. The vessel may
become the platform for the development of technologies to prevent the
spread of green algae.
The vessel is to be created with the use of unique developments. In
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particular, it goes about the technology to recycle sewage water into fuel,
as well as eco-friendly recovery of solid waste technology that eliminates
condensation. The ship will be equipped with an UAV, solar panels and a
wind generator. The project was evaluated at 12 million rubles.
Pravda.Ru
Print versionSend to friend Code for blog

Lake Baikal turns into swamp because of alien algae
One of the central natural wonders of Russia,
Lake Baikal, has recently been a source of
troubling news. Every week, volunteers
remove tons of garbage from the coast of the
deepest fresh water lake on our planet, while
officials try to handle the consequences of the
closure of a pulp and paper mill. Now it is
environmentalists
Protest against India-Australia Uranium Deal

Socialist Alternative (CWI India)

5 September 2014

A Protest was held on 4th September, 2014 at St. Aloysius College,
Bangalore against the India – Australia Uranium Deal. More than 100
students participated in this protest as part of a nationwide call for
protests against this deal. The students and other participants at the
protest were unequivocal against the deal and dangers that Nuclear Option
poses to the humanity at large.
www.socialism.in

Grants mixed up in microlending
Nokuthula Ntuli (Durban)

5 September 2014

The company that pays the government’s social grants has been accused of
taking advantage of the poor by allowing beneficiaries to borrow against
their monthly grants and then taking back the debt from the next payout trapping people in a cycle of debt.
Cash Paymaster Services (CPS) has been tasked by the government to pay
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welfare grants, but it has also become one of the country’s biggest
microlenders.
Now, the Black Sash is questioning the morality of the loans and has
described the process of repayment as illegal as its flouts the Social
Assistance Act, which states that a social grant cannot be “transferred,
ceded, pledged or in any other way encumbered or disposed of”.
“The law states that only up to 10 percent of a social grant can be
deducted for a funeral policy or insurance but, since June 2012, we’ve
discovered a number of deductions made before payouts. Most of them
were unauthorised - for things like airtime and prepaid electricity which
the beneficiaries never bought or received,” said Black Sash spokeswoman
Evashnee Naidu.
CPS is owned by Net1 Universal Electronic Payment Systems which, in
2009, was awarded the multibillion-rand tender to distribute social grants
monthly. The company’s assistant manager in the Kokstad office, Nara
Nkanyana, said the loans “come in very handy for those experiencing
financial emergencies before they are due for their grant payouts, but we
do not charge interest, just service fees”.
The Mercury’s research revealed that beneficiaries paid up to 34.1 percent
in “service fees” and debtors had six months to settle the loan.
A person can borrow from R440, with R160 in service fees, to R850 with
R290 in service fees.
“This is better than going to loan sharks because we don’t charge interest
and do a thorough credit check before giving out the loan,” said Nkanyana.
The Black Sash has launched a Stop Sassa-CPS Debits Campaign (Sassa is
the SA Social Security Agency).
It is calling on the Minister of Social Development, Bathabile Dlamini, to
amend the Social Assistance Act by criminalising the use of social
assistance grants as collateral by lenders and to stop the sale of credit and
other related financial products to beneficiaries.
“It’s illegal for the micro-lender to be within 100m of a social grant pay
point and we are questioning the legality of these loans because now the
paymaster and the microlender are one and the same,” said Naidoo. She
was referring to the clause in the Social Assistance Act that prohibited
creditors and other persons from enforcing the payment of a debt near a
pay point.
The organisation also wants Parliament to amend the National Credit Act
so that social assistance grants are not considered an income.
“Our argument is that if the beneficiary doesn’t have other means of
income other than the social grant, then giving them a loan is reckless.”
Naidu said they were hopeful that a solution was near, as Dlamini had
invited them to be part of the ministerial task team involving
representatives of the Social Development Department, Sassa and other
advocacy groups.
“We have been tasked to investigate the extension of credit to vulnerable
people receiving social grants and see how these unauthorised and illegal
deductions can be stopped. The Black Sash strongly believes that Sassa
should be its own paymaster instead of outsourcing the function.”
Sassa spokesman Kgomoco Diseko refused to discuss the loans but
confirmed there was a task team working on the matter. He said the
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Department of Social Development would make an announcement on its
progress next week.
Attempts to get comments from Net1 chief executive Serge Belamant were
unsuccessful.
http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/kwazulu-natal/grants-mixed-upin-microlending-1.1746807

China’s NPC ‘closes the door’ on Hong Kong democracy
“NPC Doesn’t Represent Me!” – Mass resistance against one-party
dictatorship is the only way forward!
Statement by Socialist Action 2 September 2014
The National People’s Congress (NPC) Standing Committee’s framework for
upcoming elections in Hong Kong delivers a brutally clear message that
free elections are not an option under China’s one-party (CCP)
dictatorship. Not only has the ‘door been closed’ on universal suffrage,
Beijing has slammed it shut! The Standing Committee’s ruling brushes
aside popular demands for democratic elections by insisting only pro-CCP
candidates – vetted by a regime-controlled nomination committee – can
run for the post of Chief Executive.
The decision has met with anger, shock, even grief and a sense of betrayal
in Hong Kong. For the democracy struggle to go forward a massive
campaign is now needed to provide a channel for the anger in society. This
campaign must encompass strike action, occupations, boycotts and other
forms of mass civil disobedience.
The nomination procedures for the 2017 Chief Executive election laid down
in this decision are actually more restrictive than the existing system by
which CY Leung was ‘elected’ with less than 700 votes in 2012. Beijing’s
decision is “more undemocratic than I could imagine,” confessed legislator
Ronny Tong Ka-wah. These are the words of a ‘moderate’ pan democrat,
who launched a failed ‘compromise proposal’ drawing strong protests,
including from Socialist Action (CWI in Hong Kong), for its abandonment of
democratic principles.
It is not only the content of the decision that is significant, but also the
strident tone that accompanies Beijing’s ruling. Zhang Dejiang, of China’s
ruling Politburo Standing Committee, said the regime is “psychologically
prepared” and can deal with incidents of unrest in Hong Kong. A massive
black propaganda campaign against pro-democracy forces and the Occupy
Central (OC) campaign, which Beijing has branded “illegal”, has reached a
crescendo in recent weeks.
“End in bloodshed”
With the NPC’s ruling, regime spokesmen have noticeably shifted to
stressing ‘national security’ and an alleged plot by foreign powers to
subvert China by democratising Hong Kong. This is a claim that has no basis
in fact, as shown by the ‘business before human rights’ policies of the US
and British governments for example. Chen Zuoer, a former deputy
director of Beijing’s Hong Kong and Macau Office, said the dictatorship’s
insistence that only “patriots” (i.e. CCP supporters) could compete for the
top office was no different from blocking a “terrorist” from governing a US
state. Speaking on RTHK radio, Chen warned the Occupy Central
movement would “end in bloodshed” – the latest of many similar warnings
from CCP officials.
The Global Times, a CCP mouthpiece, made clear the strategic thinking
behind the NPC’s hard line stance, saying that a showdown was now
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inevitable in Hong Kong, and that the Chinese regime along with its Hong
Kong appendages had the “resources” – a reference to the forces of state
repression including PLA troops – to deal with a crisis.
“The opposition in Hong Kong harbours unrealistic fantasies [about
democracy] that must be broken,” stated the Global Times editorial on 26
August. “As long as we are adamant not to let Hong Kong fall under the
grip of Western powers, the mainland and Hong Kong will have an
inexhaustible supply of resources to push the radical opposition and their
backers towards desperation.”
The Standing Committee’s ruling amounts to a declaration of war on Hong
Kong’s democracy movement. The regime seems to have calculated there
is no further value in its previous charade of ‘dialogue’ with the city’s
bourgeois democratic opposition leaders (pan democrats) and that it must
show a firm hand to reassert its authority over the city. Perhaps it
calculates that while some protests are inevitable, it can contain them and
inflict a defeat on the pan democrats to push back the democracy struggle
in Hong Kong, and therefore also in China. These moves also undoubtedly
reflect the deepening crisis inside the Chinese state, where a power
struggle is raging. CCP leader Xi Jinping needs to demonstrate his ‘strong
man’ credentials.
The statements by Zhang Dejiang and other officials signal that repression
is being prepared, ranging from mass arrests aimed at closing down an
eventual occupation, to persecution and possible detention of activists and
public figures. This strategy can backfire, however, and trigger even bigger
mass protests. The CCP, as the Wall Street Journal realistically pointed
out: “is likely to find itself in a protracted standoff with large sections of
the Hong Kong population.”
Beijing is not only attempting to stop the clock on Hong Kong’s democracy
struggle, but to turn the clock backwards, a process that has already begun
with more brutal police tactics against protesters, attacks on media
freedom, and the funding and mobilisation of pro-regime ‘volunteers’ to
harass and intimidate pro-democracy protests. The launch of the antiOccupy Central movement is one example of this, although most of the
70,000 or so people on its march last month were paid to attend – such
‘mercenaries’ are never a reliable force in any conflict. If the regime
succeeds with its current counter-revolutionary push, it will attempt to
resurrect the hated ‘Article 23’ national security legislation and impose
other shackles on the city’s political scene.
The most recent events therefore pose a serious, historic challenge to the
democracy struggle in Hong Kong and China. A swift and powerful response
is needed – a protest campaign of massive dimensions – to reject the NPC
Standing Committee’s ruling and hit back against the CCP’s demonisation
of Occupy Central and the wider democracy movement. But for this fight
back to succeed, important lessons must be learned from the recent
history of the struggle, which has exposed major weaknesses in the
programme and strategy of the pan democratic leaders, who favour
compromise and piecemeal reforms while wishing to avoid mass struggle
and an explicit challenge to the rule of the dictatorship.
This includes the leaders of the Occupy Central movement, who are close
politically and tactically to the ‘moderate’ pan democrats. The OC
leaders’ repeated postponements, which amount to a demobilisation of
the movement based on the hope of dialogue with Beijing and the Hong
Kong government, have not persuaded Beijing to ‘leave the door open’ for
talks. Instead, valuable time has been lost for building the kind of mass
movement the situation demands. For the CCP, however, the mere threat
of an occupation conjures up memories of 1989 – a crisis in which it came
close to losing power.
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The supporters of Socialist Action have consistently criticised the timid
approach of OC leaders and the long delay in starting Occupy Central. We
have stressed that in order to win – to defeat the dictatorship and not
merely make a symbolic protest – occupation can only serve as a
springboard to escalation, in which the question of strike action, by
students and also by workers, will be a decisive element.
This must be linked to building mass organisations, especially fighting
trade unions and a mass party of the working class – to give the democracy
struggle economic muscle and political leadership. A socialist and anticapitalist orientation that links democratic demands to the need to
eradicate Hong Kong’s deepening poverty, excessive work hours, and
extreme housing costs, is the key to widening the movement not just
inside Hong Kong but also gaining an echo among the Chinese masses.
Some very revealing statements have been made by CCP officials
explaining that the nomination committee and vetting of candidates is
needed to “protect” Hong Kong’s billionaire tycoons and their interests. “A
small group of people, a small group of elites … control the destiny of Hong
Kong… That’s a reality,” said Wang Zhenmin, dean of the Tsinghua
University School of Law in Beijing, in defence of the elitist composition of
the nomination committee at a forum in Hong Kong. The capitalists’
hostility towards democracy is shown by public attacks on Occupy Central –
towards any challenge to the CCP’s undemocratic rules in other words –
from Hong Kong corporate leaders but also from the local chambers of
commerce of Canadian, Indian and Italian capitalists among others.
“We’ve been cheated”
“We have been cheated again and again, democracy has been postponed
again and again,” said former Democratic Party leader Martin Lee,
expressing a commonly held view among people in Hong Kong.
Socialist Action has consistently warned the CCP regime could not be
trusted to honour its previous vague assurances to allow the introduction
of universal suffrage. It is absurd to expect a dictatorship to organise free
and fair elections. Unfortunately, it is just this premise that the pan
democratic leaders have based their strategy and policy upon. Throughout
history, democratic rights have only ever been achieved – directly or
sometimes indirectly – as a result of revolutionary struggle against
autocratic rule. In most of Europe, universal suffrage was not introduced
until after the victory of the first workers’ government in the Russian
Revolution of 1917, which forced ruling capitalist elites across Europe to
make democratic concessions out of fear they too would be consumed by
revolution.
What’s needed today is a strategy to defeat the one-party regime, a
strategy based on mass struggle in Hong Kong but crucially also in mainland
China. Without such a struggle, turning especially to the vast superexploited working class of China, Hong Kong’s democratic aspirations will
not be achieved due to the ‘asymmetric’ nature of this conflict.
The Hong Kong ‘nativists’, who have grown by feeding upon frustration
with the lack of struggle from the pan democratic leaders, have not
understood this reality. Whereas the ‘moderate’ pan democrats believe
Hong Kong can strike its own compromise with the dictatorship, the
nativists believe Hong Kong can confront the dictatorship on its own. Both
repeat the same basic mistake but in a different guise, of refusing to see
the powerful antagonism between the Chinese elite and the working
masses. The nativists’ racist ideas are a serious obstacle to building a
unified mass movement against the dictatorship, which is the only road to
victory. At the same time, the NPC ruling and Beijing’s hardline stance will
inevitably lead to increased popular support for the idea of “genuine
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autonomy” and even for independence from China, a mood the nativists
exploit.
By giving the CCP’s empty promises of reform greater value than they
merit, the ‘moderate’ pan democratic leaders have helped the CCP regime
perpetrate its confidence trick in Hong Kong. This has happened “again
and again” as Martin Lee has admitted.
For the movement to go forward it must abandon such illusions in the
CCP’s willingness or ability to make democratic concessions. This process –
the end of illusions – has taken a huge leap forward after the NPC ruling, at
least among grassroots activists, workers and youth. The reason for the
CCP’s inflexibility, which at first sight seems contradictory (concessions to
the democracy movement would win the regime some credibility at least
for a time) is its fear that any future Hong Kong administration that is not
fully under its control could set off shockwaves across China, potentially
threatening the dictatorship’s survival.
“Take it or leave it!”
The CCP’s strategy in Hong Kong, using a carrot-and-stick approach, has
been to foment a split in the pan democratic camp by terrifying its leaders
over the consequences of “extreme” acts such as Occupy Central. The
regime had hoped, although perhaps this has now changed, that the
‘moderate’ pan democrats’ innate fear of mass struggle, and specifically
their fear that a mass occupation movement could develop out of their
control, would pressurise the required four or five pan democratic
legislators to split and vote for the government’s plan in Hong Kong’s
legislature (that vote will take place in the middle of next year). This
scenario is still not excluded, despite statements by leading Democratic
Party figures (the most likely to defect to the government’s side)
expressing horror at the Standing Committee’s ruling. “It is the worse
scenario I can imagine,” confessed Ip Kin-yuen, a legislator from the
Professional Teachers’ Union and prominent ‘moderate’. Democratic Party
leader Emily Lau Wai-hing said the decision made people “nauseous”.
For Beijing it appears a ‘Plan B’ has emerged whereby no pan democratic
split occurs and the reform plan is duly vetoed in the legislature. In this
case Beijing will blame the pan democrats for “preventing the introduction
of universal suffrage.”
This, however, is a recipe for massive discontent, further radicalisation of
the democracy struggle, and a deepening governance crisis. If on the other
hand Beijing’s framework is approved (with the help of pan democratic
defections) the outcome could be a massive boycott movement in 2017
against the “fake election” involving staggering levels of blank votes.
Crisis for pan democrats
The ‘moderate’ pan democrats have been thrown into a state of shock and
deep pessimism by the outcome – completely unforeseen by them – of the
Standing Committee meeting. But shock does not necessarily lead to a
rethink, although at the time of writing the pan democratic leaders are
under massive pressure from within society to condemn the NPC decision.
The dictatorship’s policy is causing a very sharp political polarisation, with
the so-called ‘middle ground’ being squeezed. “I do not see a future for
moderates in Hong Kong politics,” was the very telling comment made by
leading moderate Ronny Tong Ka-wah of the Civic Party.
In coming months the CCP will step up its psychological pressure on these
politicians, to forestall a “historic crisis” by voting for the government’s
election model. This will be based on the threat that if its plan is vetoed,
as the pan democrats now threaten, Beijing will block future modifications
of the system for many years to come. Only massive pressure from below
can insure that the ‘moderates’ do not, despite their fiery speeches today,
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eventually break ranks – as happened in 2010 – and enable the
government’s plan to pass. A campaign to solidify the veto should be
launched immediately, to build mass pressure upon the ‘moderate’
legislators to sign a pledge to this effect.
Radical forces, most notably ‘Long Hair’ Leung Kwok-hung of the LSD, want
to initiate a new version of the ‘de facto referendum’ as happened in
2010, with resignations from the legislature to trigger by-elections across
the city. If this is linked to a genuine mass campaign from below, to
maximise pressure on the ‘moderates’ to reject the fake election model, it
can serve as an important platform for the struggle.
While many activists and especially youth had hoped and assumed the NPC
ruling would be the start signal for occupation, OC leaders have not acted
on this in yet another sign of their hesitancy in the face of struggle. Benny
Tai Yiu-ting of OC now speaks of a “continuous and long-term” civil
disobedience campaign. This is not in itself an incorrect idea, but there is
a danger such statements are a cover for further inaction. Staggered,
partial protests will only dissipate rather than build upon the current mass
anger. This is unfortunately the implication in the rather vague idea of
“waves of struggle” now being put forward by pan democratic and OC
leaders.
Socialist Action have never put forward occupation as the only or main
tactic for the mass struggle. From the inception of OC we have argued
occupation can be a launching pad, but more effective methods of mass
action are needed such as strikes, starting in the schools and colleges, and
then turning to the working class. We also explained that an indefinite
occupation can be difficult to sustain. Our arguments are based on the
actual experience of mass ‘Occupy’ movements in the US, Spain, Greece
and other countries.
Organise and strike!
An extremely positive development in the current deliberations within the
democracy struggle is that more and more groups, now including the main
student federation in Hong Kong, have begun to take up the idea of strikes
by university and school students. This is something that Socialist Action
has long campaigned for. A well-organised citywide school strike could
become a powerful pointer of the way forward. While workers’
organisations are historically weak in Hong Kong, and workers’ strikes are
rare, the example of the youth can act as a spur also in the workplaces,
which is a key to winning this struggle.
Socialist Action are campaigning actively at universities and schools to
build for the strike, to stress the need for organisation, strike committees,
and collective action. This is in contrast to individualised classroom
boycotts or top-down faculty-led protests as proposed by some sections of
the movement. They see this as an ‘easier’, less confrontational method,
while in fact the success of the struggle depends on mass action and the
building of democratic and fighting organisations in every campus and
workplace.
The NPC ruling opens a new chapter of the democracy struggle in Hong
Kong and China. It is characterised by the crushing of illusions, the
undermining of the ‘compromise’ camp, and sharp political polarisation
throughout society. Elements of both revolution and counterrevolution are
evident in this situation, which cries out for the creation within the
democracy struggle of a mass working class party combining democratic
demands with a programme to overthrow corrupt and dictatorial
capitalism.
chinaworker.info
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Coal and eMalahleni's poisoned people
Mail & Guardian

27 August 2014

A Greenpeace investigation of Witbank, which has the world’s dirtiest air,
sheds light on the impact of coal on humans. A photo essay explains.
After studying air quality in the Witbank area for almost two years, a team
of scientists from the European Union found that Witbank’s air was the
world’s dirtiest – even when compared to the likes of Beijing, where
people wear face masks to protect themselves from air pollution.
Greenpeace says it is no coincidence that Mpumalanga is also home to 11
of Eskom’s coal-fired power stations. A 12th one is currently being built
and when completed, Kusile will be one of the world’s largest, burning 17million tons of coal a year. It will also ramp up South Africa's carbon
emissions by another 10% - cementing the country’s position as one of the
world's highest contributors to climate change.
The photographic exhibition, titled “The Poisoned People”, was on display
at the Women’s Gaol, Constitution Hill, between August 21 and 25.
mg.co.za

THE GLEBELANDS QUESTION
Why is it so important for the ANC and eThekwini Municipality to keep
Ward 76 Councillor, Robert Mzobe at Glebelands Hostel?
Vanessa Burger 23 August 2014
Over the past 6 months there have been around 14 assassinations, 6
attempted assassinations, drive-by shootings, numerous assaults, over 100
illegal evictions, intimidation, harassment, theft and damage to the
property of Glebelands Hostel community leaders - the Block Chairmen,
their committees, friends, family members, associates and uBunye
Bamahostel leaders - allegedly at the hands of suspected criminals who
boast of their allegiance to, and protection from, local Ward 76 Councillor,
Robert Mzobe, SAPS members - particularly those from eMlazi Police
Station, as well as former Police Minister, Nathi Mthethwa - and other
highly placed politicians.
In addition there has been one case of death in police custody (a suspected
torture incident where witnesses have subsequently been falsely arrested,
harassed, intimidated and one forced to flee the province), numerous
cases of police brutality, seemingly unlawful arrests, irregular conduct,
interference with witnesses, claims of theft, damage to property, failure
to enact protection orders against alleged politically aligned thugs, and
failure to investigate cases against the same. It would appear the local
police and courts, in most instances, act only at the behest of the ward
councillor, who, himself, is believed to be powerfully connected.
After the Glebelands Hostel violence of 2006 - 9, community leaders
formed their own democratically elected block committees to deal with
issues such as room allocation, repairs and service delivery. These groups
previously dealt - through the hostel superintendent - directly with the
eThekwini Municipality.
A rent boycott across all hostels was instituted five years ago when the
municipality demanded residents settle an outstanding water loss debt of
around R10 million. Hostel dwellers questioned why they - mostly poor,
previously disadvantaged communities - should be liable for water loss
incurred by the municipality's failure to renew rotten pipes, repair leaking
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taps or attend to burst mains. And, they pointed out, on occasions when
the city did indeed deliver, service was often delayed for days, resulting in
further, significant and unnecessary water losses. Problems were reported
to the superintendent's office, who then contacted the municipality. Days
later a team would be deployed - complete with security detail - to
replace, for example, a tap washer worth R5. This was not only a waste of
money, but a ludicrous overkill in manpower deployment, a system they
refused to support further at their own expense.
For years hostel leaders had requested local government provide skills
training to equip the large number of unemployed residents to effect their
own plumbing, electrical, basic construction and other repair services. This
would have the dual benefit of addressing the municipality's mostly failed
and very costly service delivery, plus provide entrepreneurial opportunities
and skills acquisition for the vast majority of jobless, struggling hostel
dwellers.
Leaders also requested improved consultation and greater participation in
municipal housing plans and hostel upgrades. With unemployment so high
and salaries so low, communities, they said, wanted more, and cheaper
accommodation, not large, fancy units at unaffordable monthly rentals.
But Cllr Mzobe put a stop to all this and consistently opposed all hostel
committee initiatives and sought to divide and rule this 25 000 strong
community by fear and exclusion from all decision making processes.
In 2012 uBunye Bamahostel was formed - a non-political grassroots
community-based organisation which represents the interests of all 100
000 or so Durban hostel dwellers. The group consists of members from all
political parties and focuses on service delivery, socioeconomic issues and
peace brokering amongst the hostel dwellers. They also strive for greater
representation and participation of their communities in local and
provincial government structures.
Although Glebelands is an ANC stronghold and Mzobe an ANC member, the
majority of both ANC and SACP residents have for some years, due to
extensive dissatisfaction with his conduct, alleged arrogance and lack of
consultation, pleaded with provincial structures to recall him, or swop him
with another ANC councillor. This has however been consistently ignored
which resulted in a number of protests against the councillor last year.
Although hostel leaders detailed their concerns in both memorandums and
at public meetings to the eThekwini mayor, James Nxumalo, the MEC for
Community Safety and Liaison, Willies Mchunu, and provincial party
structures, by mid-2013 the eThekwini Municipality's only response was to
provide Mzobe with bodyguards and other security measures costing
Durban ratepayers a minimum of R220 000 per month - the most expensive
security detail for any politician of that level in the province. The tensions
have thus escalated, unaddressed and unresolved.
Since the community united across former ethnic and political divides to
mobilise against Mzobe, it would appear he is now striking back, enlisting
the firepower of eMlazi SAPS to eliminate and harass all opposition - which
the community believes, has resulted in numerous deaths, displacements
and assaults on uBunye Bamahostel leaders, Block Chairmen and anyone
associated with them.
Claims have been made regarding a lucrative protection racket which one
of Mzobe's alleged thugs - Bongani Hlope - is said to be operate, in which
he reportedly collects between R50 - R100 per person per month for
'defence'. Hlope is believed to control about 9 blocks, which, with around
260 residents per block, translates into almost R120 000 per month, a
lucrative enough extortion scheme, to seemingly reward his protectors.
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However, many strongly suspect there are other reasons why the
eThekwini Municipality and provincial ANC branch steadfastly refuses to
move Mzobe. It would seem that his reign in eMlazi may be entrenched to
facilitate some other form of lucrative undertaking, or serve important
political interests.
A substantial amount of documentation of suspicious and irregular police
conduct has been accumulated to substantiate residents' allegations of
police complicity, brutality and abuse of power, often reportedly
undertaken with the assistance of Mzobe's men, Hlope and Lucas Ndlovu.
Ndlovu himself boasts of having worked with the police and having the
support of former Police Minister, Nathi Mthethwa and ANC Branch
Executive Committee members. Judging by the vast number of cases that
have been brought against these individuals by residents - and mostly
failed to even reach court, let alone obtain convictions - it would certainly
seem these individuals lead a charmed existence.
In July this year, a march was convened by Hlope and Ndlovu against all
Glebelands block committee members and uBunye Bamahostel leaders. A
memorandum was presented to the SAPS, local government and eThekwini
Municipality representatives which is understood to have contained
defamatory allegations and threats against block committee members and
uBunye Bamahostel leaders and their property as well as a list of names of
those who, reportedly according to Hlope and Ndlovu, needed to be
“removed” from Glebelands. In the memorandum, uBunye leaders and
block committee members listed were given an ultimatum of seven days to
vacate the hostel. It would appear to be a highly unlikely coincidence that
now the very same individuals whose names appeared on this list have
become the targets of shootings, beatings, petrol bomb attacks, general
harassment and threats such as the text message: Wena sokudubula
izonhlamvu ezingu 2000 sikhathele ukuxashazwa yinina namadikazi enu
lawa manje nithinte abakhulu lapha e48 ithekuleli ungalizeli ngobuso
received by the Block Chairmen's Head and brother of Glebelands uBunye
Bamahostel leader, Bongani Mthembu, himself shot in the leg by militaryissue R5 hardware wielded by unknown assailants on the night of 19
August. His name apparently topped the list.
And still no arrests or especially convictions, have been made.
To say the Glebelands community is living in daily fear for their lives would
be a gross understatement.
So why is Mzobe forced on a community who doesn't want him, at the
expense of overstretched ratepayers and numerous innocent lives? Why are
Hlope and Ndlovu allowed to reign in apparent terror over hostel dwellers?
How many more women and children will be rendered vulnerable and
homeless? How many more families will be left without breadwinners? How
many more funerals must be arranged? Whose interests ARE being served
here? And how long will this be allowed to continue? When will Glebelands
Hostel residents be permitted 'a better life'? When will the SAPS 'serve and
protect' ALL without fear or favour? When will hostel dwellers be allowed
in from the cold and afforded greater self determination so that they too
may have a 'good story to tell'?
It would seem there is a lot more to this matter than meets the superficial
gaze. In-depth investigation is urgently needed to expose any wrongdoing
or political patronage that appears to be causing such upheaval, suffering
and death at Glebelands Hostel.
Many questions need answers. We are waiting...
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Brazilian environmentalist upends presidential election race
Anthony Boadle (Yahoo News) 18 August 2014
BRASILIA (Reuters) - Environmentalist Marina Silva could defeat President
Dilma Rousseff if Brazil's October election goes to a second-round run-off,
according to a new poll that saw the challenger entering the race in
second place.
Silva, now with support of 21 percent of voters, has drawn almost three
times more backing than the late center-left candidate Eduardo Campos
who she is poised to replace in the race after his death last week in a
plane crash.
The contest is being closely watched by investors weary of slow growth and
state interference in Latin America's largest economy under the leftist
Rousseff, and they are hoping to see a more market-friendly leader take
office.
Support for Rousseff in the Datafolha poll released on Monday was
unchanged at 36 percent and remained at 20 percent for centrist and
market favorite Aecio Neves.
It showed that Silva would deprive Rousseff of the votes needed to win the
October 5 election outright and surpass her in a second-round runoff by 47
percent against 43 percent, within the poll's margin of error.
Silva, who won 19.3 percent in the 2010 presidential election as the Green
Party candidate, is also statistically tied with Neves, who would lose a
runoff against Rousseff by eight percentage points if he went through, the
poll showed.
Campos was killed in an Aug. 13 plane crash and his Brazilian Socialist
Party plans to launch Silva as its presidential candidate on Wednesday.
Tens of thousands of Brazilians gathered on Sunday in the northeastern city
of Recife to bid farewell to Campos, a successful two-time governor of
Pernambuco state.
The poll conducted Aug. 14-16 was the first based on Silva's expected
election run and could be skewed by a sympathy vote. The numbers could
change when Silva hits the campaign trail and begins to define her
policies.
Silva draws the support of many disenchanted Brazilians who were not
planning to vote but will do so now that she will be top of the ticket,
Datafolha said. While support for Rousseff and Neves remained stable,
Silva gained 13 percentage points from undecided voters and supporters of
smaller candidates.
Her rejection numbers are also much lower: 11 percent said they would
never vote for Silva, versus 34 percent for Rousseff.
Silva appeals to young voters disillusioned with Brazil's establishment and
seeking an alternative to the two-decades-old rivalry between Rousseff's
Workers' Party and Neves' Brazilian Social Democratic Party.
The daughter of illiterate rubber-tappers who turned to politics to defend
the Amazon rainforest, Silva has an anti-establishment style endearing to
Brazilians who took to the streets last year to protest against corruption,
the high cost of living and inadequate public services.
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A devout Pentecostal Christian, she also has a loyal following among
evangelical voters, an increasingly influential segment of the Brazilian
electorate.
Silva's conservationist views have put her at odds with Brazil's powerful
agribusiness lobby, though her economic advisers say she has become more
pragmatic since she held up licenses for roads and hydroelectric dams in
the Amazon region as environment minister in the first Workers' Party
government.
While Silva is an unknown quantity to many investors, they would rather
see her win than Rousseff.
After falling on the news of Campos' death, Brazil's main stocks index made
strong gains on Friday on prospects of a Rousseff defeat in October,
especially shares for state-run companies that have lost market value
during an administration marked by state intervention in the economy.
The poll of 2,843 eligible voters had a margin of error of 2 percentage
points and was published on the website of the Folha de S.Paulo
newspaper.
za.news.yahoo.com

Mining firm got a ‘slap-on-wrist’
Tony Carnie (IOL News)

16 August 2014

THE provincial government has been urged to tear up a recent “slap-onthewrist” fine for a Zululand coal mining company and to punish it with a
new fine of at least R12 million for ignoring the country’s environmental
laws.
Earlier this year, the Zululand Anthracite Colliery (ZAC) was fined R497 000
by the KZN Department of Environmental Affairs for establishing three new
coal mining shafts near the Hluhluwe-Imfolozi game reserve without
seeking environmental authorisation.
The Centre for Environmental Rights has now lodged a formal appeal
against this fine with the province’s Economic and Environmental Affairs
MEC, Mike Mabuyakhulu, arguing that the “inappropriately low” fine
created a perverse incentive for other mining houses to simply pay low
fines and disregard environmental laws. The colliery was bought by global
mining giant Rio Tinto in 2011, but was owned by the Australian-based
Riversdale Mining group when the illegal mines were dug between 2006
and 2010.
Nevertheless, Centre for Environmental Rights attorney Catherine Horsfield
said it was “inconceivable” that managers of the colliery were not familiar
with environmental laws regulating new mine shaft development.
In fact, there was evidence that the company had a history of noncompliance with mining and environmental laws. “The only inference that
can be drawn is that it decided, on three separate occasions, to
completely ignore any environmental law requirements.”
Horsfield said the Department of Environmental Affairs seemed to have
imposed a single, consolidated fine amounting to less than half a million
rand, when it should have fined the company the maximum fine of R1
million for each of the 12 apparent transgressions.
“A maximum fine would create a pressing incentive for ZAC, its
management and employees to ensure greater compliance with
environmental legislation in future,” said Horsfield, noting that Rio Tinto
was one of the largest companies in the world and could afford to pay such
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low fines.
Profits
Publicly available information suggested that ZAC made significant
operating profits of around $10 million (R105m) to $15m annually during
the years that the illegal mine shafts were developed.
In a separate media statement yesterday, Horsfield described the R497 000
fine as a “mere slap on the wrist” and said her centre would call on the
government to lay criminal charges against the company.
It was also not clear what factors were taken into account when imposing
the fine, but civil society groups had not been consulted for their input.
Responding to requests for comment yesterday, Rio Tinto media adviser
Graham Witherspoon reissued a company statement prepared last month
when The Mercury first reported on the illegal mining fine.
Witherspoon repeated that Rio Tinto was not the owner of the Zululand
mine when the illegal mining began. In any event, the company believed
that the R497 000 was “appropriate” in the circumstances.
The company also remained “committed to operating responsibly, lawfully
and in full compliance with all government regulation”.
“There was an administrative oversight by the previous owner by failing to
apply for additional environmental authorisations for some of our mining
activities, required due to changes in legislation. Since discovering this, we
have made an application to rectify this omission and have paid an
administrative penalty – which we believe was appropriate,” he said.
Meanwhile, the Global Environmental Trust has also submitted an
objection to the Department of Economic and Environmental Affairs,
describing the “meagre” fine as a “travesty of justice”.
The trust, represented by attorney Kirsten Youens, said the fine raised
questions about the ability of the department to fulfil its duty to safeguard
the environment and local communities affected by mining.
“The message is that noncompliance with environmental legislation is
easier, quicker and cheaper than compliance.”
www.iol.co.za

Former shack dwellers’ official acquitted
IOL News

8 August 2014

Durban - The former secretary-general of shack dwellers’ movement
Abahlali baseMjondolo, Bandile Mdlalose, was acquitted this week on a
charge of public violence.
“I couldn’t understand at first what was being said. I had tears rolling
down my face. It was only when the prosecutor said that I was free to go
that I ran out of the dock. It has been joy and pain,” Mdlalose told the
Daily News on Thursday.
She said it had been a year of torture for her.
Mdlalose, 27, from KwaMakhutha, near Isipingo, was accused of unlawfully
assembling in Cato Manor with 70 to 100 people to disturb the public by
placing burning tyres in the roads, throwing objects at the police and
obstructing them in the exercise of their duties.
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This was during protests in Cato Manor on September 30, when Nqobile
Nzuza, 17, was shot dead, allegedly by police.
When her trial began in the Durban Regional Court in June, her advocate,
Sarah Jane Linscott, said Mdlalose’s defence would be that she had been
trying to keep the peace during the protests and that she had been in the
area to sympathise with Nzuza’s family.
Officers of the Public Order Policing Unit had testified for the State.
Captain Prakash Bramdhaw had testified that he had arrived in Cato Manor
at 6.30am to relieve the team that had been trying to calm protests in the
area earlier that morning.
He said the main road had been barricaded by protesters.
He had gone to Harcombe Gardens Road, near Bellair Road, where Nzuza
had allegedly been shot by police.
Bramdhaw also testified that when Nzuza’s body was removed by the
mortuary van a protest broke out, involving about 100 people, at the
intersection of King Cetshwayo (Jan Smuts) Highway and Vusi Mzimela
(Bellair) Road.
He said some of the protesters had thrown bottles, rocks, stones and tree
branches at the police.
He said Mdlalose was very vocal with the group and always in front.
The police, he said, asked her to convey a message to the protesters to
clear the road so it could be reopened to commuters. He said she agreed,
but communicated a different message.
A water cannon and four tear gas canisters were released when the group
refused to listen to police and Bramdhaw said he later saw Mdlalose talking
to police and then being put in a police van.
Constable Valen Govender said he noticed Mdlalose pick up a rock and
throw it on a white Mazda bakkie.
He said he and another police officer then ran up to her and arrested her.
The State closed its case on Wednesday after calling another officer to
testify.
Linscott then made an application for the charge to be dismissed on the
basis that the State witnesses had contracted each other and were not
credible witnesses.
She said there was no evidence of public violence in the video footage the
police had taken on the day.
The only evidence that Mdlalose had committed a crime was the allegation
that she had thrown a rock at a vehicle, Linscott said.
The magistrate granted the application, thereby acquitting her of the
charge.
“The magistrate had said it was clear that I was arrested for being cheeky,
but no crime was committed,” said Mdlalose on Thursday.
She said she was thrilled, but found it sad that the people she was
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supporting on that day abandoned her when she was arrested and during
the trial.
Mdlalose said she would continue fighting for the rights of the poor.
noelene.barbeau@inl.co.za
www.iol.co.za

NUMSA hosts international symposium of left parties and movements
Castro Ngobese (NUMSA national spokesperson)

6 August 2014

The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA) will be
hosting an International Symposium of Left Parties/Movements in Benoni,
Kopanong Hotel, from August 7-10, 2014, under the theme: “Building our
own Movement for Socialism: Learning the Lessons First Hand”.
The symposium is in line with NUMSA’s groundbreaking resolutions taken at
our special national congress held in December 2013. The NUMSA delegates
who attended the special national congress mandated the national
leadership structures to “explore” the establishment of a Movement for
Socialism given that the working class needs a political organisation
committed in its policies and actions to the establishment of a Socialist
South Africa.
This international symposium provides an opportunity and space for NUMSA
and the invited individuals/formations to share lessons and learn from
each other’s past and present experiences on the successes and failures of
left parties or movements in power to drive a socialist society.
We remain convinced that the only viable solutions for humanity lie within
socialism. The current global capitalist crises, genocide, senseless wars to
impose imperialist interests and environmental degradation, demonstrate
for all to see that capitalism is a discredited and barbaric system.
Clear features of a discredited capitalist system can be seen in global
warming, environmental destruction, the threat of nuclear war, the ever
growing sense of hopelessness, anger, hunger, inequality, unemployment,
corruption, among many other human problems –- all produced by a global
capitalist system that puts profits before people.
The majority of South Africans –- who constitutes the black working class
and rural/landless poor -– no longer, feel that the 1994 democratic
breakthrough will mean anything beyond periodic elections. The daily
experience of the working class and rural/landless poor is that of mass
poverty, unemployment and extreme inequalities in a very rich country.
Twenty years after our democratic breakthrough, it is patently clear that
South Africans are as far apart as they were before 1994.
Much of the despondency of the working class is as a direct result of the
failure by the 1994 breakthrough to radically implement the Freedom
Charter in full.
NUMSA is determined to campaign for the full and radical implementation
of the Freedom Charter.
No one, we insist, must pretend that all is well in post-1994 South Africa,
when millions of workers, especially young Black workers, cannot find
work. Half our population lives substandard lives, surviving well below any
decent poverty line.
The massive de-industrialisation we have suffered as a result of the
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reckless neoliberal capitalist policies post-1994, from GEAR [Growth,
Employment and Redistribution macroeconomic plan] to the now
repackaged, yet identical twin called the National Development Plan
(NDP), will simply worsen our plight.
Given our natural wealth, we are convinced South Africa can become a
developing and prospering country in which the majority of our people can
be provided with meaningful and decent work, share the land, live safe
and in peaceful environments. It is entirely possible, through knowledge
production, to offer young and old free education from pre-school up to
graduate level.
Cuba is a shining example of how health and education is the primary
concern of the socialist state outshining by far the inferior education and
health provided in existing capitalist societies.
We are convinced that we can have a thriving rural population with
sufficient food and a sustainable livelihood. We know that it is very
possible to have the wealth of the country benefit all the people of South
Africa. This is what the Freedom Charter demands and this is what the
rulers since 1994 has abandoned to enrich a tiny minority at the expense of
the majority.
To achieve all this and more, South Africa must start and navigate its
tough journey towards socialism.
The symposium will be held under the strategic theme “Building our own
Movement for Socialism: Learning the Lessons First Hand”. The strategic
objectives of the Symposium are:
Learn, first hand, from the experiences of different parties and
movements globally, including in the global South, both historically and
those currently leading the struggle to reconstruct Socialism;
Carefully study the historical formation and programs of working-class
parties internationally;
Explore the different type of parties -– from mass workers' parties to
vanguard parties, in taking cognisance that in the struggle for socialism, a
number of organisational forms were thrown up as instruments of the
working class to rise to the position of being the new ruling class;
Through the lessons from elsewhere, deepen our own understanding and
work on building the NUMSA special national congress resolution on the
Movement for Socialism towards the 2015 NUMSA International Conference
on Socialism;
Build global solidarity and lasting alliances with trade unions, left political
parties and social movements who share our passion and vision in
advancing our struggle for a socialist South Africa and ultimately a socialist
global order.
The December 2013 special national congress determined that a
comprehensive report of our international study in exploring the Movement
for Socialism must be submitted to the March 2015 NUMSA Central
Committee. The roadmap to execute this resolution is as follows:
1. National political school on what is socialism, June 13-16, 2014;
2. Colloquium of Left political parties to talk about the formation and their
political programs, August 8-10, 2014;
3. Public seminar with left political parties in provinces August 11-15,
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2014;
4. International study tours, September-October 2014;
5. Writing up our experience of the study tours, November 2014;
6. National political school on experience of the study tours, December 1316, 2014;
7. Writing up study tours and options for a Movement for Socialism,
January 2015;
8. National conference on socialism, February 2015;
9. NUMSA Central Committee to fulfil the special national congress
mandate, March 2015.
NUMSA’s president will officially open the symposium on August 7, 2014. A
number of international and local speakers are expected to address the
Symposium.
http://links.org.au/node/3992

How World Bank & IMF Plan to Dismantle Ukrainian Economy
West looks to ramp up gas production, as Vice President Biden's son
named leader in Ukrainian gas company Burisma
Michael Hudson interviewed on the Real News Network 3 August 2014
JESSICA DESVARIEUX, TRNN PRODUCER: Welcome to The Real News
Network. I'm Jessica Desvarieux in Baltimore. And welcome to this edition
of The Hudson Report.
Now joining us is Michael Hudson. Michael is a distinguished research
professor of economics at the University of Missouri-Kansas City.
Thanks for joining us, Michael.
MICHAEL HUDSON, PROF. ECONOMICS, UMKC: Good to be here, Jessica.
DESVARIEUX: So, Michael, we've been covering Ukraine quite extensively.
And I know you've been keeping track of things on the economic front.
What's the latest?
HUDSON: Well, one of the things that has not been in the news is that a
recent Senate bill, 2277, directed the U.S. Agency for International
Development to begin guaranteeing loans for the tracking of oil and gas in
the Ukraine. And Vice President Biden's son has become the head of the
biggest fracking company in the Ukraine. And what's not usually known is
that the armies from Kiev that are marching into the Eastern of Ukraine
have been basically protecting the fracking equipment.
Now, for the last nine months, local cities in the east in Ukraine have said,
wait a minute, we want local control over the fracking. The people in the
city of Sloviansk wanted to oppose the shale gas field from being
developed, 'cause they said, look, this is going to destroy our water supply
and our land. And essentially what Kiev is doing is saying, well, you're
terrorists if you're opposing the oil drilling.
Now, just imagine in this country if President Obama and Vice President
Biden were to send troops into upstate New York, which has opposed
oil/gas drilling, and bombed Rochester, bombed Buffalo, and began just
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bombing the cities and shooting the opponents of the fracking. That's
exactly what's happening in the Ukraine. And they're doing this supported
by the World Bank. The whole attempt is to make Ukraine independent
from having to get the gas imports from Russia. And yet already the
neighboring Czech Republic, the Netherlands, France, Germany, they've
all--Germany's halted the shale gas drilling for seven years because they
worry it's going to destroy the groundwater.
Now, in the Eastern Ukraine, where the fighting is now, all of the
groundwater under Dnieper and the other major water flows flow into
Yalta and into the Crimea. They've turned off the water, most of the
water, to Crimea, trying to starve it. So there's a diversion of water away
from agriculture towards the fracking.
Meanwhile, in the Western Ukraine, the World Bank has been supporting
essentially the large-scale alienation of agricultural land to foreign
investors. The World Bank is a wonderful index. It's the index of screwing
labor and destroying the environment. They call it the ease of doing
business index. But the index for agriculture, they have a special index
just for ease of doing business in agriculture. And that means getting rid of
rules against pesticides, getting rid of rules against labeling food, against
additives, and against everything. And it's very much like the Trans-Pacific
Partnership proposal and the Transatlantic partnership proposal. The
problem is that Europe is actually opposing all of these pesticides and all
the laboring. So you may have the irony of the Ukraine following the World
Bank's directions and getting rid of the restrictions on agriculture and
making it impossible to export its crops to Europe.
The good thing is that in the past the World Bank has always opposed a
country growing food crops. The aim of the World Bank in the past, since
1945, has been to make Latin America and Africa and other countries as
export plantation crops and by their food on America from the U.S. farms.
This is almost the first time that the World Bank has supported grain
production, because that's what the Western Ukraine used to be, the bread
basket of Western Europe. But in this case, the World Bank has said, we're
going to support you only if you sell out your land to foreigners.
So the intention is to make the Western Ukraine look something like
Ireland in the 19th century, when the British landlords owned much of the
Irish land, put sheep on it, getting rid of the people on the land. And even
in the midst of the Irish potato famine, Ireland was still exporting grain to
England, because the grain lands were owned by the British landlords. In
this case, for the Ukraine what you're going to have is foreign ownership of
Ukrainian agriculture exporting food that Ukrainians aren't able to buy
because of the dismantling of the Ukrainian economy that you're seeing
today as they're fighting the war there.
DESVARIEUX: Alright. Michael Hudson, thank you so much for joining us.
HUDSON: Good to be here.
DESVARIEUX: And thank you for joining us on The Real News Network.
therealnews.com
Michael Hudson is a Distinguished Research Professor of Economics at the
University of Missouri, Kansas City. His two newest books are “The Bubble
and Beyond” and “Finance Capitalism and its Discontents,” available on
Amazon

Chinese TV 'anti-Communist messages'
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iAfrica

2 August 2014

A Chinese cable television service broadcast censored Tiananmen
crackdown pictures and messages condemning the ruling Communist party,
locals said, in what appeared to be a rare hacking attack.
Viewers in the eastern city of Wenzhou on Friday used social media to post
images of television slogans referring to the Communist party as "bandits,"
and photographs of the bloody 1989 crackdown on pro-democracy
protesters in Beijing.
Such images are almost never shown by media in China, where the
Communist party censors anti-government messages and references to
incidents it deems sensitive such as the Tiananmen crackdown when the
army killed hundreds - by some estimates more than 1 000 - protesters.
It was not immediately clear who was behind the messages, which
appeared on several different channels available through a local cable
broadcaster, though Internet users speculated that the provider had been
"hacked".
A Wenzhou resident surnamed Gu told AFP that he had turned on his
television on Friday evening to be greeted with a photo of a tank on
Tiananmen square.
"I found it irritating... it doesn't feel right to vent your opinions by
sacrificing others' interests" he said, adding that similar images and anticommunist slogans were broadcast for about four hours.
Another local resident who declined to be named said that his TV had
shown a slogan saying: "Bandit Communists you've done too many evil
deeds and now you're feeling guilty."
"At the moment some areas of Wenzhou city are receiving unusual
broadcasts, technical staff are currently trying to solve this issue, we hope
viewers will understand," the Wenzhou branch of China Cable, said on Sina
Weibo, a Chinese equivalent of Twitter.
'Tank Man' photo broadcast
Several photos posted on Sina Weibo - which were later deleted - showed a
TV screen displaying a banner which read "Free Wang Bingzhang", referring
to a Chinese pro-democracy activist jailed for life in 2003.
"Communist bandits are the real criminals," a message shown in the corner
of one viewer's screen added.
Another photograph showed the channel displaying the iconic "Tank Man"
photo from the 1989 crackdown, showing a lone man standing in front of a
column of tanks.
Cable viewers also saw a message reading "Friends, don't co-operate with
Communist devils," imposed on top of a broadcast of a basketball match.
Subscribers were also shown graphic images showing apparent human
rights abuses in the country, such as a protester being squashed under a
truck.
China's Communist party does not tolerate organised dissent, and has
regularly jailed members of any group which challenges its right to rule
the country.
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Internet users expressed surprise at the broadcasts, which were said to
have ended late Friday, with some speculating that hackers were behind
the attack.
Members of the Falun Gong spiritual movement, which has been banned in
China since the late 1990s have occasionally been accused of hacking local
broadcasters in China to broadcast messages accusing the government of
persecution.
"This is a significant event for the television industry," one Sina Weibo user
wrote, while another said: "It seems that Wenzhou has been hacked, haha
haha."
news.iafrica.com

Antiwar Protests Spreading in Ukraine
Roger Annis 1 August 2014
A rising wave of antiwar and anti-conscription protest is taking place in
cities and towns across western Ukraine. The protests are prompted by the
announcement of Ukraine President Petro Poroshenko ten days ago that a
¡°third¡± military mobilization is now required for the war that his
governing regime began waging against the population of eastern Ukraine
three months ago. Kyiv calls the war an ¡®anti-terrorist operation¡¯.
The protests are paralleled by a rise in Ukraine army desertions and
refusals of men and women to heed conscription orders.
Poroshenko¡¯s mobilization proposal was approved by the Ukraine Rada on
July 22. The measure means that more people will be conscripted into
military service and that more reserve army units will be thrown into the
battle theatre.
Since the crash of Malyasia Airlines Flight 17, Kyiv has embarked on a
frenzied military push into southeast Ukraine to try and defeat a proautonomy rebellion there. It is blocking access by investigators to the
MH17 crash site and the forward line of its military push consists of intense
and random bombardments of towns and cities amounting to war crimes on
a massive scale.
This video of shelling of an apartment block in the city of Donetsk on July
29 is an example of what is occurring. Buzzfeed reports, ¡°Tuesday¡¯s
attack was the first time that shelling hit central Donetsk, a hitherto
tranquil rebel stronghold. It left three people dead and wounded 15. The
nearby city of Horlivka declared three days of mourning after heavy fire
killed 17 overnight and wounded several dozen others. At least four more
people died in shelling in the Donetsk suburb of Yasynuvata.¡±
Kyiv is in a race to defeat the rebellion before the crippling cost of it all as
well as rising antiwar protests and army desertions bring its offensive to a
halt. It also has to worry about anticipated revolts by the Ukraine
population as a whole once the harsh consequences of the economic
association agreement that Kyiv signed with the European Union on June
30 bite deeper and deeper.
Protests on the rise
Although the propaganda websites of the Kyiv government boast of the
successes of its now three-month long ¡®anti-terrorist operation¡¯ in
eastern Ukraine (which it dubs its ¡®ATO¡¯), the special mobilization
measure approved last week shows its war is in trouble. More fighting units
are needed, the national treasury is effectively bankrupted by it all and
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there are rising numbers of desertions from the army and growing protests
by mothers, wives, friends and neighbours of conscript soldiers. ICTV
reports that the advisor to the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Anton
Gerashenko, has announced that anyone in Ukraine who agitates on social
media against the regime¡¯s war will be arrested.
The expanding protests have multiple messages. Some oppose the war
outright. Others are specifically addressing the harsh and dangerous
conditions that soldiers are facing in the east.
One of the most dramatic of the many protests since the ¡®third
mobilization¡¯ measure was announced has been in the port and
shipbuilding city of Mykolaiv (also spelled Nikolaev) , on the Black Sea,
east of Odessa. Mothers and wives of soldiers repeatedly blocked the
Varvarovsky Bridge over the Bug River for three days beginning July 25.
They demanded a return of their sons or husbands from lengthy tours of
duty in the 79th Paratroop Regiment. The tours have been extended and
the regiment has suffered intense combat.
The women went on foot to the bridge carrying placards reading ¡°Save
our boys!¡± and used a pedestrian crossing to block traffic. Tussles with
police and militia took place. (See dramatic video footage herefrom July
25.)
On the first day of the protest, the women drafted a letter to President
Poroshenko which the mayor of the city and regional governor agreed to
deliver. The women said their action would not end until they received a
satisfactory reply. They didn¡¯t receive that. A police mobilization ended
the blockade on July 27. Some protesters were arrested.
The websites Hronika.info and ZIK.ua report that in the town of
Bohorodchany in Ivano-Frankivsk oblast (region) [1], in southwest Ukraine
bordering the Carpathia region, angry people attacked the military
registration office and the premises of other local organs of power on July
22. They burned conscription documents. (Ukraine language report here.)
It¡¯s a rural region and protesters sounded a theme that is common to
many of the anti-conscription protests: they say their menfolk lack proper
training and equipment and therefore face ¡°certain death¡± when sent to
the east.
¡°Certain death¡± faced by soldiers is not a sign of a war going well. It also
suggests that the most recent report of the Office United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights reporting ¡°at least¡± 1,129 killed by the
war in Ukraine is seriously understated. It¡¯s a fact that the report¡¯s
claim of ¡°100,000¡± people made refugee by the war is laughingly
low¨CRussia says more than 500,000 refugees have crossed its border since
the war began in April and Ukraine admits to nearly 100,000 internal
refugees.
Russia has condemned this latest report by the OUNCHR, saying, ¡°Its key
message is that the government of Ukraine is permitted to legitimately use
force to restore law and order in the east of the country¡±.
Also on July 22, residents of the village of Skobychivka linked arms and
formed a human chain to block the road from Ivano-Frankivsk to
Bohorodchany, causing a kilometre-long traffic jam. The protesters held
placards reading: ¡®No Afghanistan in Ukraine!¡¯, ¡®Send call-up notices
to the children of the higher-ups!¡¯, ¡®Return our children to us¡¯ and
¡®Stop the bloodshed¡¯. A common slogan in the protests is ¡®Refuse!¡¯
A separate report in Vesti quoted the relatives of soldiers saying their sons
were being used as ¡°cannon fodder¡±. The report said people were also
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protesting in Yaremcha, in the same region, and in Sambor, Lviv region.
Not far from that area, in Bukovina region, residents in seven villages
blocked roads on July 28. That region is southwest Ukraine includes a
significant population of Romanian descent.
A video published by 112.UA shows soldiers¡¯ relatives blocking a road in
Obukhivs¡¯kyi district, near Kyiv on July 24 demanding a return of soldiers
from lengthy duty.
Protesters in the Odessa region blocked the Black Sea coastal highway for
hours on July 28.
Residents of six villages in Sokyryanskyi region (Chernivtsi oblast)
¨CBilousivka, Lomachyntsi, Mykhalkove, Serbychany, Korman and
Romankivtsi¨Cblocked the highway between Chernivtsi and Novodnistrovsk
on the morning of July 25, demanding that their menfolk not be sent to
war.
Protests have gripped the entire region of Chernivtsi in southwest Ukraine.
A video recording showed people saying, ¡°We don¡¯t war ¨C we want
peace¡± and ¡°We did not raise our children for war. We will not give them
our children¡±.
This video (screen below) shows a group of people, mostly women, from
Chernivtsi who gather to confront a local military recruitment officer.
They are carrying their sons or husbands¡¯ conscription orders.
¡°Go fight your own war,¡± they tell the conscription officer, who tells
locals to ¡°go to the Internet¡± if they want to find out why the new
mobilization is happening. He is referring to the Kyiv regime¡¯s intensely
propagandistic websites devoted to all things ¡®ATO¡¯. But the protesters
are having none of that. They gather dozens of blue-coloured conscription
orders into a pile and burn them.
As they stand around watching the flames, they¡¯re all voicing their
opinions. One mother says, ¡°[Kyiv authorities] are fleeing like rats from a
sinking ship, but they come here to take our sons and send them to death.
They made the mess and now they need us to clean it up.¡± The
conscription officer stands by helplessly. What can he do? He is following
orders.
In the settlement of Marshintsi in the Novoselytskyy region of Chernivtsi,
protesters blocked the entry of soldiers and police. Residents brought tyres
and barricaded the road leading into the village. Many wrote letters of
refusal, describing the events in the south-east as a ¡°slaughter¡±.
On July 20, the Kyiv-Chop highway was blocked by local residents, mainly
women, in the vicinity of the village of Hamaliivka near Lviv. A protest last
month also blocked the highway. The same highway was blocked on July
28, in the villages of Rakoshyno and Znyatsevo, near the border of Slovakia
and Hungary.
Here is one of the latest videos to be published on YouTube, of a protest in
the town of Town of Novoselytsya in Chernivtsi oblast on July 30.
Many protests are voicing a ¡®No Afghanistan in Ukraine¡¯ demand. This
harkens back to the ten-year war that the Soviet Union fought against the
people of Afghanistan, beginning in 1980. Altogether, 14,500 soldiers of
the Soviet Union¡¯s army died, 54,000 were wounded and many, many
more Afghans died. The war was a major factor in the collapse of the
Soviet Union, which happened not long after it withdrew from Afghanistan
in ignominious defeat in 1988.
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Post-Soviet, independent Ukraine later joined the U.S.-led occupation and
war in Afghanistan. A small force still participates.
The well-known Ukrainian television journalist and commentator Ostap
Drozdov has called for a boycott of the latest mobilization decree. The
websiteRusskaya Vesna reports him saying: ¡°My program yesterday (on the
regional television channel ZIK) can be considered the start of an informal
campaign to boycott the mobilisation. I state my intention to give my
utmost support to this initiative, which goes by the provisional name
¡®Mobilisation Equals Genocide¡¯.¡±
He said, ¡°It is very important that people who speak out against the
mobilisation of the civilian population should see that they are not
isolated. There are a great many of them.¡±
Army in trouble
Exact numbers of army desertions are not known and are the subject of
considerable debate and counter-debate. This website report, for
example, publishes a purported Ukraine army report saying that close to
3,500 soldiers deserted in the third week of July and that 1,600 soldiers
died and 4,700 were wounded in that same time. Sources in Russia say the
documents it cites are not authentic.
Here is a brief news report in which several Ukraine soldiers speak of their
decision to take asylum in Russia. (Many videos of the fighting in eastern
Ukraine are posted here on the ¡®Anti-Maidan YouTube Channel¡¯.)
This video records a protest in Kyiv of relatives of the 72nd Army Brigade
that suffered heavy losses from a rocket attack some days ago. The
protesters chant ¡°Help the heroes¡±. A poster reads: ¡°Send [Rada]
deputies and generals to the battlefield!¡±. They pray, and sing the
Ukraine national anthem.
The Brigade was caught in a grisly cauldron in southeast Ukraine with many
killed and injured and some survivors taking refuge in Russia. In this video,
soldies of the brigade speak for 13 minutes of their difficult and disturbing
combat experience.
The pro-Kyiv, Interfax news service reports on 18 Ukraine soldiers who
took refuge in Russia and received medical treatment.
Russia Today reported several days ago of this group of 40 soldiers who
entered Russia and requested asylum.
Recasted fascist introduces conscription bill
Andriy Parubiy introduced the ¡®third¡¯ mobilization bill to the Rada. He is
Secretary of the National Security and Defense Council, a key advisory
body to the President and the Parliament on military matters. He says the
measure will mobilize 15 more army combat units and 44 combat support
units.
Parabuiy is a renowned fascist in Ukraine who has modified his image in
the past year and risen to prominence in the Kyiv regime that seized power
in February of this year. Last year, he joined the Fatherland party of
former Ukraine prime minister Yulia Tymoshenko and was elected to the
Rada. Fatherland is a neo-conservative coalition/party.
U.S. journalist Robert Parrywrote of Paruiby earlier this year, ¡°Parubiy is
himself a well-known neo-Nazi, who founded the Social-National Party of
Ukraine in 1991. The party blended radical Ukrainian nationalism with neoNazi symbols.
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¡°Parubiy also formed a paramilitary spinoff, the Patriots of Ukraine, and
defended the awarding [in 2007] of the title ¡®Hero of Ukraine¡¯ to World
War Two Nazi collaborator Stepan Bandera, whose own paramilitary forces
exterminated thousands of Jews and Poles in pursuit of a racially pure
Ukraine.¡±
The United States is boosting its military aid and training to Ukraine. The
announcement came from U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Geoffrey Pyatt on
July 25. The U.S. already committed to $23 million in equipment; that will
now rise to $33 million. It is also intervening in the countries it dominates
in the region to boost the training and equipping of their armed forces,
including Moldova and Romania on Ukraine¡¯s southwest frontier and
Poland on the northwest.
Kyiv¡¯s ruthless shelling and bombing of towns and cities is running out of
time due to the war¡¯s huge financial cost. Describing Ukraine¡¯s
economy, the Washington Post wrote on July 26:
The IMF forecasts that Ukraine¡¯s annual GDP will drop by 6.5% this year,
while the government deficit is projected at 10.1% of GDP. This week, the
government announced that it would need at least 800 million dollars to
continue its counterinsurgency operation and asked the parliament to
further increase taxes and cut public spending. The deputies¡¯ refusal to
appropriate needed funds yesterday triggered Prime Minister Arseniy
Yatsenyuk¡¯s resignation as he recognized that soldiers would receive no
pay next month. The reconstruction of Donbas is even more uncertain as
the government promised to turn to foreign donors for funds in the coming
fall.
In a remarkable admission last week, Ukraine¡¯s ambassador to Canada,
Vadym Prystaiko, told the Globe and Mail, ¡°We are pouring all the money
in our budget¡ into the anti-terrorism campaign.¡±
The war is scandalously riding roughshod over the international
investigation into the crash of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17. Investigators
were blocked from reaching the site on July 27 and in the days following
by the relentless shellings and other bombings by the Ukraine army in the
region.
As reported by international media, inspectors are lodged in hotels in
Donetsk each night and the passed easily through self defense lines
surrounding the city to get to the site. But as the days wore on, the
international media reported the blockage as due to ¡°fighting¡± and ¡°
clashes¡±.
On July 30, Kyiv propaganda began saying that rebel fighters had placed
mines on the crash site and were shelling it. That story evaporated the
following day when, in circumstances unexplained, inspectors finally
reached the site.
The grim reality of Kyiv¡¯s military campaign in eastern Ukraine has been
airbrushed out of mainstream news reporting. Little or no visual
presentation of bombardments or other war crimes is allowed to pass
through editorial filters. The war and its consequences are explained away
in the vacuous language of ¡°fighting¡± or ¡°clashes¡± taking place. The
Toronto Star¡®s Tanya Talaga began a front-page article on July 30 with,
¡°The European Union and western nations joined on [July 29] to try to
force Russian President Vladimir Putin to stop his military aggression in
Ukraine¡¡± (Inside the same edition, the Star published a factual account
of the bombardments of cities and towns.)
The avalanche of video testimony that Ukrainians are placing on YouTube
is only accessible to those who know where to look for it, or who happen
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to find serious reporting.
The European Union is matching the Ukraine army offensive by upping its
economic sanctions on Russia. The sanctions are punishment for Russia¡¯s
refusal to obey U.S. and European demands that it police the proautonomy movements in eastern Ukraine and pressure them to surrender.
They are also part of the long-standing drive by the member countries of
the NATO military alliance to weaken and isolate Russia.
The rising antiwar movement in Ukraine has profound consequences for the
future of the country. Will protests stop Kyiv¡¯s war before southeast
Ukraine is reduced to ruin? Will Ukrainian as well as international protests
give pause to the military planners at NATO who are increasingly training
their sites on Russia?
Ukraine¡¯s economic elite has made a sharp turn to embrace austerity
Europe. The kind of austerity consequences that have ravaged Greece and
other countries of southern Europe await the Ukrainian people. How will
the antiwar protesters and other ordinary Ukrainians react as the
government deepens unpopular cuts to social programs and subsidies that
reduce the cost of essential items?
Protests around the world are needed to stay the hands of the warmakers
in southeast Ukraine. Solidarity actions can stop the killings. They can also
help Ukrainians to chart a different path of economic and social
development. That would be fitting because anti-austerity sentiment was
at the heart of the rebellion in eastern Ukraine in the first place.
A new, 80-minute video compilation, Ukraine Crisis, has been produced
that provides a powerful record of the war in eastern Ukraine during the
past month. A warning, there are some scenes of death and destruction
caused by the Kyiv government¡¯s shelling that are disturbing, particularly
in the four to six minute section, inclusively. The testimony of the woman
who speaks for five minutes at the 1¡¯17¡å30 mark is especially insightful
and heartrending, as is that of the two women who precede her.
This article draws in part from a July 28, 2014 article from the Russian
website Rabkor (¡®Worker Correspondent¡¯) which was translated into
English by Renfrey Clarke.
zcomm.org
Reference
[1] Ukraine is subdivided into 25 regions: 24 oblasts (regions, or provinces)
and one city with special status, Kyiv. Two former oblasts¡ªDonetsk and
Luhansk¡ªvoted in May for autonomy. The ferocity of Kyiv¡¯s war is driving
those two regions to a de facto secession.

China: Corruption probe begins against Zhou Yongkang
Former security chief is the most senior scalp to be claimed by Xi
Jinping’s anti-graft campaign
China Worker 29 July 2014
It was officially announced today that former security chief Zhou Yongkang
is under investigation for “serious disciplinary violations” – CCP-speak for
corruption. The announcement has been expected for a long time, with
news reports that Zhou and most of his family have been under house
arrest since last year. Zhou was a member of the ruling CCP’s all-powerful
Politburo Standing Committee until 2012. He is therefore the most senior
government figure to be purged for corruption since the state was founded
in 1949.
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Zhou Yongkang conducts an inspection tour at Zhongguancun, Beijing, July
11, 2012.
Under Zhou’s watch as head of the CCP’s security apparatus from 2007 to
2012, spending doubled on internal security (police, paramilitary police,
courts, prisons and surveillance). The security budget has been larger than
the military budget for each of the past three years, and this year, no
overall figures have been published on grounds of their sensitivity,
suggesting the massive spending spree has continued as Xi Jinping’s regime
attempts to tighten its control and stamp out all forms of organised
opposition to the CCP dictatorship.
Read our earlier articles for an analysis of the purge of Zhou Yongkang and
how it features in the power struggle currently raging inside the Chinese
regime:
Zhou Yongkang: Has Xi caught a ‘tiger’?
What’s behind Xi Jinping’s anti-corruption drive?
chinaworker.info

Ukrainian Su-25 was approaching Malaysian Boeing
Pravada 22 July 2014
Russian radars recorded a Ukrainian Su-25, that was supposedly flying in
the direction of the Malaysian jetliner that crashed above the territory of
Ukraine, representatives of the General Staff said at a press conference.
"An aircraft of the Ukrainian Air Force was gaining altitude, its distance
from the Malaysian Boeing ranged from 3 to 5 km, according to our
records," the head of the Main Operations Directorate of the General Staff,
Andrei Kartopolov said.
The general noted that the Su-25 is capable of reaching the altitude of ten
kilometers and striking targets at a distance of 12 kilometers. "We would
like to have an answer to the question as to what purpose the Ukrainian
aircraft was flying on the civil track, at the same level with the Malaysian
Boeing," said Kartopolov.
On July 17, the plane of Malaysia Airlines crashed on the territory of the
Donetsk region. There were 298 people on board; all of them were killed.
english.pravda.ru

NPA to nail e-toll defaulters
Anna Cox (IOL News) 15 July 2014
Johannesburg - And so the fight begins. Over a million motorists face
criminal records for failing to pay their e-tolls following an announcement
this morning that two prosecutors have been appointed to start taking
action against motorists who have failed to pay their bills.
The Justice Project South Africa said people convicted of non-payment
would have a criminal record for life, even if the e-tolls were scrapped.
But the Opposition to Urban Tolling Alliance has vowed to help the first
person prosecuted, funds permitting.
Last week Gauteng Premier David Makhura appointed a team to review the
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impact of e-tolls. Outa founder Wayne Duvenage said his organisation had
approached the South African National Roads Agency asking them to
withhold prosecutions until the findings of the panel were released at the
end of November, but they declined to do so.
JPSA Chairman Howard Dembovsky said the news of the appointment of
prosecutors came as no surprise.
“Our laws apply to the ‘here and now’, and not retrospectively. Therefore,
should people be prosecuted and convicted whilst the panel of review does
its job and a conclusion reached that e-tolling should be scrapped and
replaced with another, those convictions would stand.
“The Sanral strategy of prosecuting e-toll defaulters/detractors in criminal
courts relies heavily on convictions being attained by the National
Prosecuting Authority and, since South Africa does still have a constitution
and functional courts, convictions are not a foregone conclusion.
“As things stand, there are more than a million people who are going to
have to be prosecuted and two prosecutors, operating in the already
overburdened criminal justice court system, don’t stand any chance of
making a significant dent in this figure,” he said.
FEAR-MONGERING
Sanral’s e-tolls marketing strategy had always involved fear-mongering by
threatening people with criminal records and other life-changing
consequences for resisting e-tolling and could not hope to get compliance
without it, he said.
Dembovsky said what was intriguing, however, was why the NPA would risk
prosecuting people when an inquiry was ongoing.
“Obviously, the prospect of being turned into artificial criminals by Sanral
and the NPA will have a skewing effect on any deliberations and
assessments by Makhura’s panel of review since people may indeed be
concerned by this latest scare tactic and rush off to pay their outstanding
e-tolls in order to avoid prosecution.
NOT JOKING
“However, what doesn’t seem to have been considered is that there is a
significantly large contingent of people who are not joking about refusing
to pay e-tolls and are prepared to face the consequences and/or simply
cannot afford the outrageous sums of money Sanral demands from them,”
he said.
Dembovsky said he believed a properly mounted criminal defence would
lead to the acquittal of those accused of this so-called crime.
“We therefore urge anybody summoned by the NPA to approach Outa the
second that they receive summons,” he said.
Spokesman for the NPA Nathi Mncube said their job was simply to
prosecute in terms of the Sanral act, which made it a criminal offence not
to pay e-tolls.
“The NPA will not be collecting on the debt. Sanral would have to institute
its own civil proceedings to do so. It’s nothing new, we have been
prosecuting people who don’t pay tolls for years,” he said.
The Star
www.iol.co.za

New anti-e-toll campaign launched
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The Opposition to Urban Tolling Alliance (Outa) on Thursday announced
a new campaign to fight e-tolling in Gauteng.
The Sowetan 11 July 2014
"In this campaign we want to help individual citizens to hold the SA
National Roads Agency Limited [Sanral] and the government to the rule of
law and the Constitution," chairman Wayne Duvenage told reporters in
Johannesburg.
He said the campaign was not about civil disobedience.
"In this campaign, we want to assist individual citizens who are prosecuted
and who share Outa's belief that e-tolling is unlawful, in saying to Sanral
and the government: if you want to govern us and if you want to toll us,
you must do it lawfully."
Outa believed Sanral and the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) were
about to start prosecuting road users who had refused to pay e-tolls.
"Outa has requested an undertaking from Sanral and the NPA that
prosecution should not be launched in view of the announcement of a
review of e-tolling by Gauteng premier David Makhura, and this
undertaking has not been given."
Makhura was expected to announce a panel to review e-tolls in the
province on Thursday.
Duvenage said the campaign would need between R3 million and R4m for
expected legal costs.
"Outa does not have funds to proceed with this campaign and once again,
we turn to freeway users and request urgent donations to help us complete
the battle for the rights of ordinary people and road users to be upheld."
He said if e-tolls were halted and no legal cost incurred, Outa would use
the money to settle outstanding debts. It would transfer any surplus to
other civil society initiatives striving to uphold the rule of law.
He said if the courts ruled that e-tolling was lawful, their campaign and
their opposition to e-tolls would end.
He said Sanral and the government did not comply with the law when they
introduced the system in Gauteng.
"Sanral did not conduct a proper public participation process as required
by the Sanral Act before tolling can be introduced."
He said the public was not informed of what Sanral's plans were, how they
would be affected, and what it would cost.
www.sowetanlive.co.za

India's Modi tightens grip on ruling party
Sanjeev Miglani

9 July 2014

NEW DELHI (Reuters) - Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi's closest
political associate was named the president of his ruling Bharatiya Janata
Party on Wednesday as the leader tightened his grip on the party he
carried to its biggest election victory this summer.
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Amit Shah is a controversial former minister from Modi's home state of
Gujarat in western India. He faces three counts of murder and was banned
briefly during the election campaign this year for delivering hate speeches.
But the stocky, bearded Shah masterminded the BJP's strongest showing in
the battleground state of northern Uttar Pradesh, helping to propel the
party to an absolute majority of its own in the parliamentary election.
"The spectacular success that he achieved in Uttar Pradesh has never been
done before," the outgoing party chief, Rajnath Singh, told a news
conference. "So we decided to give him the national responsibility."
The party's top decision-making parliamentary board unanimously chose
Shah as his successor, added Singh, who is now in government as the
federal home minister.
As workers at party headquarters celebrated with the beating of drums,
Singh and Modi both offered sweets to Shah.
Shah's elevation completes Modi's takeover of the party apparatus and
comes ahead of a clutch of elections in states the prime minister is hoping
to win back from the opposition, to help him achieve his ambitious
economic and political plans.
The BJP now rules just eight of India's 29 states.
In a break from tradition after the crowning of a party chief, neither Modi
nor Shah spoke to reporters. Instead, Modi posted a message on Twitter
saying Shah had started his journey as a simple party worker and
repeatedly proved himself.
But Shah's elevation as head of a major party marked a new low, said
Yogendra Yadav, a leader of the Aam Aadmi Party, which has campaigned
for a clean-up of Indian politics.
"A sad day," Yadav said in a Twitter message. "Amit Shah's appointment as
BJP president further lowers the minimum moral qualification for
becoming a national leader."
The son of a well-to-do businessman, Shah was interior minister for seven
years in Modi's cabinet in Gujarat before his 2010 arrest on murder charges
and subsequent release on bail.
Shah denies charges that he ordered the killing of a man police said was an
Islamic militant on a mission to assassinate Modi. The man's wife and a
witness were also killed.
Shah's political rivals accuse him of sowing religious hatred in Uttar
Pradesh soon after Modi put him in charge of the populous state. The
tactic, they said, was aimed at polarizing Hindu and Muslim voters along
religious lines.
Critics say the BJP, which is the political offspring of the Hindu nationalist
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, has a deep-seated bias against India's 160
million Muslims. The party denies the charge and says it is opposed to the
appeasement of any group.
During the national election campaign, Shah was banned by the Election
Commission from holding rallies and delivering speeches after it found him
guilty of delivering "hate speeches" designed to promote "hatred and ill
will" between religions.
The ban was lifted after Shah vowed in writing not to use abusive or
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derogatory language.
za.news.yahoo.com
(Reporting by Sanjeev Miglani; Editing by Clarence Fernandez)

‘Exporting Gaza’
Dave Zirin 8 July 2014
When I was in Brazil for those first days of the World Cup, I was—with
many other journalists—tear gassed by military police. I saw sleek, urbanoutfitted tanks in the streets and I felt concussion grenades send subsonic
shrapnel crashing into my eardrums. I didn’t see the drones flying
overhead, but then again, no one without a Hubble telescope is supposed
to see the drones.
I also saw militarism that was less high-tech, and more of the traditional
boots-on-the-ground variety. Several of the favelas—precarious
communities of the poor that were once sanctuaries for both outlaws and
revolutionaries—are under full-scale occupation. This has sparked protests
by favela residents against the violence of living under constant police
subjugation
The level of high-tech hardware on display is hardly different from what
we have seen at previous World Cups and Olympic games. Gunships and
missile launchers have over the last dozen years become as much a part of
the scenery as the FIFA Fan Park and Olympic Village. The problem,
though, is not really how the media has yawned past these kinds of post
9/11 security imperatives (although this is a problem). It’s the way that in
too many host countries the militarization does not go away when the
mega-events end. Instead, it becomes the new reality. If you buy a drone
you are not, as a security official in London told me in 2012, “going to just
put it back in the box.” Surveillance culture becomes normalized, and
through the Trojan horse of sports, a fresh Orwellian reality is born.
Brazil’s leaders are unashamed of this overwhelming show of force. The
state has expressed grave concern, at different times, about protesters,
crime and terrorism. Tragically, if not predictably, they have also chosen
to see protest as an act of crime and even an act of terrorism unto itself. I
witnessed this repeatedly, with the effect of turning the World Cup host
into, as one activist said to me, “a facsimile of the old dictatorship.”
Concern about protesters, crime and terrorism have all undoubtedly played
a role in the security buildup, but Brazil has also built up its armed forces
dramatically in recent years as a way to show the world that its new global
economic might would be matched militarily. Yet the presence of such
overpowering—not to mention high tech—weaponry raises a critical
question: Who is arming Brazil? Who supplies—and profits—from their new
normal?
The answer is found in Haifa, Israel, at two different multibillion-dollar
weapons and electronics manufacturers: Rafael Advanced Defense Systems
and Elbit Systems. Rafael is a for-profit company owned by the Israeli
state, while Elbit is a private corporation. Elbit’s earnings are up
dramatically, with its drone airplanes providing crowd surveillance during
the World Cup. As Chief Executive Officer Bezhalel Machlis said in an
interview with Bloomberg, “The intelligence-gathering electronic and
optics technologies of Elbit and our Brazilian partners are perfectly suited
for the homeland security challenges at these events.” The providing of
high-tech militarism caused their second-quarter net income to “rise 30
percent to $50 million.” Bloomberg News wrote antiseptically that Brazil’s
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desire to increase purchases of Elbit’s weaponry was “given fresh impetus
after the Confederations Cup soccer tournament in June [2013] prompted
record numbers of people to take to the streets in protest at a range of
issues including spending on state-of-the-art stadiums.”
As for Rafael, it was founded in 1948 by the newly established state of
Israel to arm the country against those who once resided in its territory.
Rafael has an even stronger foothold in Brazil than Elbit. As Flavie Halais,
writing for Open Democracy reported last year, “Rafael Advanced Defense
Systems has bought a 40 percent stake in Brazilian GESPI Aeronautics. Back
in 2010, Brazil and Israel signed a security cooperation agreement, with
news reports stating the agreement dealt specifically with the World Cup
and Olympics. Since then, officials from both countries have met to
develop partnerships for mega-events and Israeli security experts have
given several conferences and workshops for Brazilian officials and
members of the Municipal Guard.”
This flow of arms from Israel to Brazil has sparked a movement in Brazil
led by the Frente em Defesa do Povo Palestino–SP (Front in Defense of the
Palestinian People–São Paulo), which is composed of dozens of Brazil’s civil
society organizations and unions, and is a part of the Boycott, Divestment
and Sanctions movement. Last year they protested at the Latin American
Aerospace and Defense fair in Rio attended by arms manufacturers from
around the world all competing—with the help of scantily clad models—to
arm Brazil for the World Cup and the Olympics. The event was seen as a
triumph for the thirty Israeli arms manufacturers who were, according to
an insider,given special access to Brazilian Vice President Michel Temer
and Secretary of Defense Celso Amorim.
“What Rafael, Elbit and Global Shield are doing is exporting the very
tactics used on the Gaza Strip,” said one activist to me in Rio. “They are
taking neighborhoods of poverty and anger and creating Gaza in the
favelas of Brazil. The goal of anyone who sees themselves as a part of civil
society should not be more Gazas.” From even the most basic
humanitarian perspective, this is unassailable, particularly given the
events of this week, as collective punishment, bombings and demolitions,
have been the state response to the discovery of three dead Israeli
teenagers in the West Bank. We should be figuring out how to demilitarize
Gaza so the 1.8 million people who call that strip of land home have
freedom of movement and opportunity without the constant specter of
military incursion. Exporting the “Gaza security model” to the cities of the
future is a recipe for dystopia. Using the World Cup—and our collective
love of soccer—to create that new normal is both frightening and enraging.
This sport, created and nurtured by the poor across the world, is now
being played in exclusion zones under the watchful eyes of drones in the
skies and boots on the ground. We may be rejoicing in the beautiful game
right now, but we also need to fight to reclaim it.
zcomm.org

Russian prosecutor seeks eight-year jail terms for two protest leaders
Yahoo News 7 July 2014
A Russian state prosecutor demanded eight-year prison sentences on
Monday for two opposition leaders accused of organising mass riots against
Vladimir Putin on the eve of his inauguration for a third term as president.
Sergei Udaltsov, who has been under house arrest since February 2013, and
Leonid Razvozhayev are accused of coordinating the protests which turned
violent on May 6, 2012. They deny organising mass riots or plotting wider
unrest.
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Police detained more than 400 people and several officers were hurt in
clashes after the police restricted the 2012 rally to Bolotnaya Square,
across the river from the Kremlin. Seven people were jailed in February
over the protests
Kremlin critics accuse police of starting the violence to discredit the
opposition after a wave of protests before Putin's return to the Kremlin
after four years as prime minister.
Putin also faces accusations of using a pliant judiciary to clamp down on
his opponents. He denies interfering in court cases but says anyone who
attacks police should be punished.
In his third spell as president, following two successive terms from 2000
until 2008, Putin has adopted an increasingly conservative stance to
consolidate his public support.
His popularity ratings have risen to a high of 86 percent, according to the
independent polling agency Levada, since the annexation of Crimea from
Ukraine.
(Reporting by Alexei Anishchuk, Editing by Timothy Heritage)

Brazil: Solidarity with sacked Metro workers
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42 workers sacked for going on strike
CWI Brazil 5 July 2014
Following a 5-day strike, 42 workers on Sao Paolo metro were sacked
without rights. Below we publish an appeal in English, expressing thanks
for the international solidarity with their struggle already mobilised
(including that which the CWI organised, with protests at Brazilian
embassies in 7 countries in 13 June) and requesting new solidarity support,
including financial support.
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6839

Uphold Sustainable Development!
Condemn `Foreign Funded’ Destructive Development Promoted by IB!
Socialist Alternative 2 July 2014
June 28, 20145 The following statement, that has been signed by many
individual activists and organizations, is in response to the so called leaked
Intelligence Bureau (IB) report. This report is a warning sign of things to
come and how the right wing, Narendra Modi’s BJP govt. plans to muzzle
any form of dissent against the destructive neo-liberal economic policies
which is bound to be much more brutal in the coming period.
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This can’t be taken lying low, it has to be confronted head on, nowhere in
the world the right-wing forces have been thwarted or defeated by
muteness or business as usual approach, a concerted and united offensive
is what is required.
‘National Security’ is a very dangerously loaded weapon, combined with it
the loss to GDP angle could be a weapon of mass destruction as that
section of the polity which is heavily drunk with twenty years of neoliberlaism wants more growth intoxication and could be used very
effectively in the coming period to create the “PUBLIC OPINION” against
any questioning that will come from the radical sections of the population.
It may be the few NGO activists today, tomorrow they will find
justification to attack any body and every body with an attitude of radical
thought on behalf of the vulnerable, marginalised, impoverished majority
in this land mass called India.
The guiding principle on which one needs to organise and mobilise is ‘AN
INJURY TO ONE IS AN INJURY TO ALL’, let us close ranks, this shall not
pass, may be the time has come to put in use the vast amount of skills of
mass mobilisation that all of us collectively have acquired.
www.socialism.in

Neo-nazis attack trade union conference in Kiev
Campaign for Solidarity with the Antifascist Resistance in Ukraine

30 June

2014

A trade union conference was violently attacked by fascist thugs on June
26 in Kiev. The Federation of Trade Unions of Ukraine was holding its
congress and was due to elect the union leadership, when it was
interrupted by a violent attack by “Right Sector” and “Social-National
Assembly” neo-nazi thugs, as well as the Maidan self-defence militia.
A trade union conference was violently attacked by fascist thugs on June
26 in Kiev. The Federation of Trade Unions of Ukraine was holding its
congress and was due to elect the union leadership, when it was
interrupted by a violent attack by “Right Sector” and “Social-National
Assembly” neo-nazi thugs, as well as the Maidan self-defence militia.
The police force arrived after most of the damage and violence have been
done and have failed to intervene effectively, while several Afghan war
veterans attempted to defend the conference on their own.
The attackers, who burned flags, used pepper spray against their
opponents, broke glass doors and windows, and set fire to one of the
corridors in the building, had declared the leadership elections illegitimate
and demanded that the Federation adopt measures of “lustration” against
most of its former leaders, especially Party of Regions members.
This is just another move towards suppressing dissent by the regime.
Whether the FPU is bureaucratic or not is irrelevant in this case, this is a
problem that workers in Ukraine have to deal with themselves, not neoNazi thugs.
As in other spheres of society, where secret police, aided by fascist thugs,
carries out arrests against dissenters and left-wing activists, here the Kiev
regime uses neo-Nazi militants in an attempt to push through politically
loyal leadership into trade union organisations – like the so-called
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Independent Miners’ Trade Union, where the leadership is affiliated to the
nationalist “Batkivshchyna” (Fatherland) party and has played a strikebreaking role during the Donbas miners’ industrial action.
The “Right sector” neo-nazis say they advocate the creation of
“independent nationalist trade unions.”
ukraineantifascistsolidarity.wordpress.com

India's new government accused of interfering with judicial independence
Frank Jack Daniel 27 June 2014
NEW DELHI (Reuters) - India's new prime minister, Narendra Modi, faces
accusations his government ran a campaign to block the appointment of a
Supreme Court judge it believed was biased against it, fuelling a debate
about judicial independence in the world's largest democracy.
Gopal Subramanium, a former solicitor-general who was invited in May to
join the court, accused the government of undermining his appointment
through malicious leaks to the media because of his involvement in murder
cases brought against a key aide of Modi.
"(It is) the fear of independence and independent thinking," Subramanium
told Reuters on Thursday, after withdrawing his candidacy through an open
letter to the court on Wednesday. "The weakening of institutions is a
serious concern."
He denies any wrongdoing, saying the stories were planted to turn public
opinion and make it harder for the court to make him a judge. He said he
withdrew to ensure there would not be a cloud over his name and to draw
attention to the pressure being applied to the judiciary.
Law Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad declined to comment on the case when
asked by reporters.
Modi thundered to electoral victory last month on a reputation for
decisiveness, ousting the Congress party, under whose rule an economic
boom had turned into the longest slump in growth since free market
reforms in 1991.
Detractors call him autocratic, however, citing a clampdown on
environmental activists such as Greenpeace and a number of police cases
related to anti-Modi postings in social media. Amnesty International on
Thursday said it deplored "a growing trend of intolerance towards dissent
and criticism".
In a blog post on Thursday to mark his first month in office, Modi said he
supported free speech. He did not mention any specific criticisms of him.
"Our democracy will not sustain if we can't guarantee freedom of speech
and expression," Modi said, referring to the Emergency, a period of almost
two years in the mid-1970s when Congress leader Indira Gandhi declared
emergency rule and banned opposition groups, as one of India's darkest
periods.
India's Supreme Court has a history of judicial activism that is often a
nuisance for governments. During the last administration it took the
government to task over corruption and human rights.
Since taking office, Modi's government has been criticised for seeking the
resignation of state governors appointed by the last government, as well as
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quickly replacing or putting pressure on the heads of nominally
autonomous bodies.
"By reducing these institutions to mere politics, we shrink them in the long
run," Pratap Bhanu Mehta of the Centre for Policy Research wrote in a
column last week that expressed disappointment with Modi's approach.
In recent weeks, newspapers have run a series of stories based on leaked
intelligence reports, including one suggesting that Subramanium had
accepted membership of an expensive health club paid for by a defendant
in a prominent case.
Subramanium has worked on some of the country's highest-profile and most
sensitive terrorism and corruption cases. He represented the last
government for several years as solicitor-general.
EXTRA-JUDICIAL KILLING
Before becoming prime minister, Modi headed the government of the state
of Gujarat for 12 years. There, with the help of close aide Amit Shah, he
successfully purged members of the rival Congress party from politically
influential cooperatives and sporting bodies.
Shah, who was a key campaign manager during the general election and is
widely tipped to become president of Modi's Bharatiya Janata Party, is
fighting three charges of murder related to extra-judicial killings in
Gujarat. He denies the charges and says they are
za.news.yahoo.com

Numsa members embark on 'indefinite strike action'
Mail & Guardian

26 June 2014

Cosatu’s largest union says its 220 000 members in the metals and
engineering sector will go on strike from July 1, demanding a 12% wage
increase.
The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa’s (Numsa’s) 220 000
members in the metals and engineering sector intend to strike from July 1.
But government says it will provide support to the industry to ensure the
industrial action does not go ahead.
Cosatu’s largest union, which has about 330 000 members, will strike in
the sector from Tuesday, according to deputy general secretary Karl
Cloete. “The national executive committee has agreed to the decision
from our members to embark on an indefinite strike action beginning on
July 1,” he said on Thursday.
The union’s demands include a 12% wage increase, lowered from an initial
demand for 15%, in a one-year bargaining agreement. In a press release
put out by the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of Southern
Africa (Seifsa) on Wednesday, its chief executive Kaizer Nyatsumba said
the organisation “deeply regrets the fact that all its concerted efforts to
avoid a strike in the ailing sector have come to naught”.
Negotiations in the metals and engineering sector started three months
ago and concluded on Wednesday without a settlement. However,
Communications Minister Faith Muthambi said on Thursday that the metals
and engineering sector will receive government support.
“The employers and labour movement must be able to resolve the
negotiations speedily so as to avoid such problems,” she said. “On the
issue of Numsa, definitely this is the call that we are making and we are
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going to support all the affected parties to make sure that the strike
doesn’t take place.”
‘Reasonable’ offer
Seifsa said the employers tabled a “reasonable” three-year wage
settlement offer last week in an effort to bring a successful conclusion to
the negotiations. “The offer included a 7% all-inclusive, cost-ofemployment increase in 2014 and a CPI + 0% increase in 2015 and 2016
respectively for Rate A and an 8% all-inclusive, cost-of-employment
increase in 2014 and a CPI + 1% increase in 2015 and 2016 respectively for
Rate H,” the organisation said.
Rate A pertains to the highest paid employees while Rate H pertains to the
lowest paid. Nyatsumba said the South African economy had been seriously
under performing in recent years and it cannot afford a strike in the
metals and engineering sector.
“I plead that we work together to preserve jobs and to grow the metals
and engineering sector in South Africa.” A five-month long platinum-sector
strike concluded with a wage deal on Tuesday and the lost production sent
South Africa’s economic growth for the first quarter of 2014 into negative
territory.
On the recent downgrading of the country’s credit ratings by agencies
Standard and Poor’s and Fitch, Muthambi said Cabinet “was alive to the
growth challenges” facing the country. “Government has prioritised the
accelerated implementation of the National Development Plan, with
reforms that are aimed at unlocking South Africa’s growth potential.”
Further, it intended improving the regulatory environment, reducing skills
shortages, and accelerating its infrastructure investment programme as
part of removing obstacles to growth. – Additional reporting by Sapa
mg.co.za

Patrick Bond on the Platinum Miners Strike
South African platinum workers will see a pay increase by 2017, but
opponents are now attempting to limit their ability to to strike again
Patrick Bond interviewed on the Real News Network 25 June 2014
JESSICA DESVARIEUX, TRNN PRODUCER: Welcome to The Real News
Network. I'm Jessica Desvarieux in Baltimore. And welcome to this edition
of The Bond Report.
Here to give us an update on labor unrest in South Africa is Patrick Bond.
Patrick Bond is the director of the Centre for Civil Society and a professor
at the University of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. Bond is also the author
of the book South Africa: The Present as History and another book, Elite
Transition.
Thank you for joining us, Patrick.
PATRICK BOND, DIRECTOR, CENTRE FOR CIVIL SOCIETY: Thanks. Good to
be back, Jessica.
DESVARIEUX: So, Patrick, the Association of Mineworkers and Construction
Union recently called off a five-month strike. Why did they go on strike,
and why did they decide to call it off?
BOND: It was largely a wage strike, and they've been out five months,
70,000 workers. So it's the longest and largest mineworkers strike in the
country's history. The basic demand was to move the pay scale up to about
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USD 1,100 a month. They basically started at 450 and have a potential
wage increase that will get there by 2017. And the precise details for the
lowest-paid of the mineworkers--these are called the rock drill operators,
who really at the [incompr.] there with heavy equipment and great
danger--silicosis dangers as well, long-term dangers. It was a 20 percent
increase with inflation of 6 percent, so 14 percent in real terms--quite a
breakthrough, even though in the process they lost about $1 billion of
wages over these five months.
DESVARIEUX: So, as you said, 14 percent increase if you take in account
for inflation. So do you see this as a clear victory for these mineworkers?
BOND: Well, not a victory, in the sense of a net financial gain, because
after five months, not only did the wages decline, but the credit that many
of these workers had to survive on, what are called mashonisas, loan
sharks, who are informal, unsecured credit providers. They're now going to
be squeezing very hard with high interest rates. So it is certainly
financially a very costly exercise, but one that the workers unanimously
decided on, even though there were some trade unions, two other unions,
including the National Union of Mineworkers, formerly dominant here, who
had agreed for single-digit increases. And so workers could have gone
back, but they were quite extraordinary in staying united.
And the number 20 percent, the victory, will probably resonate the way it
did two years ago. You'll recall that the Marikana massacre, 34 of these
same mineworkers, in the same sector, in Marikana, Lonmin the employer,
those workers who survived the massacre stayed on strike another month
afterwards, and they want 22 percent, and that in turn created a very,
very strong incentive to go on strike, a wildcat strike wave that spread
across South Africa in September, October, November 2012, leading--in
some cases they've--the vineyards of the Western Cape, where our
delicious wine is made, a 59 percent wage gain by workers. So this could
go much further if the momentum from today's strike victory continues.
DESVARIEUX: And now there's even talk of one of the country's largest
unions, the National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa, on NUMSA, as
the acronym is, they're threatening to strike on July 1. What are they
demanding, exactly?
BOND: It's indeed very likely that NUMSA, the biggest union, with 440,000
members, nearly half of those workers are in the engineering sector, and
they are unable to come to a wage agreement with SEIFSA, the federation
of the employers of engineering firms, and they're looking for double-digit
increases as well, and they probably will be not only on strike, but very,
very militant and ready to also make very strong demands and organize
well and across the country demand a sort of solidarity. And with a much,
much larger strike [incompr.] this could be a formidable strike starting
next Tuesday.
DESVARIEUX: It's interesting, Patrick, 'cause the way that this strike is
being covered in the United States, it's really seen as sort of an economic
loss for South Africans, because workers lost $1 billion in unpaid salaries
due to this five-month strike, $2 billion of revenue was lost, and one of the
smaller platinum producers in South Africa, Lonmin, says that they will
have to cut jobs in order to continue production. So even some
government officials are pointing towards these facts, saying that the
strikes are hurting the economy, they will lower interest rate and foreign
investment. And, in fact, the mining minister is saying that changes need
to be made to labor laws in order to allow companies to have more power
to end strikes. So, Patrick, some would argue that at the end of the day
there are negative effects to the economy because of these strikes. So
should there be some restrictions on strikes?
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BOND: Yes, the economy certainly has taken a hit, perhaps a 2 percent
decline in GDP because of the strike, according to some. The economy is
about to go formally into a recession. And last week, Standard & Poor's and
Fitch, two of the rating agencies, downgraded South Africa's credit just
above junk status. But you have to recall that the government and the
mining houses have been in a degree of collusion that is quite disturbing,
maybe most extreme the Marikana massacre. And so we're going to
certainly see a great deal of posturing about the need to discipline labor
and to relax some of the gains that labor's won, in especially the Labour
Relations Act. That may mean restrictions on strikes ahead.
However, on the other side is a growing cohesion of a left that now
includes a parliamentary force. Six percent of the voters have supported
the Economic Freedom Fighters in last month's election. And that's, last
week, as they started parliament, been a very explosive equation as this
EFF, led by Julius Malema, actually reminded the African National Congress
of its role in Marikana and were promptly thrown out of Parliament.
On top of that, AMCU, the big mineworkers union, and the huge
metalworkers union with their big strike, added to which are community
protests that continue, represent at least four major challenges to the
ruling party from the left. And even though the ruling party won 62
percent of the vote in the election, this African National Congress is going
to be in an unprecedented way challenged again and again by multiple
forces.
The big question in the coming months and before the next municipal
election two years from now is whether a united front will emerge of labor
and community and social movements, women and environmentalists, and
whether that will next year lead to a much bigger party of the left, a
workers party, as the metalworkers have suggested they'd like to see.
DESVARIEUX: Alright. Patrick Bond, regular contributor to The Real News,
it's always a pleasure having you on. Thanks for joining us.
BOND: Thank you.
DESVARIEUX: And thank you for joining us on The Real News Network.
therealnews.com
Patrick Bond is the Director of the Center for Civil Society and Professor at
the University of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. Bond is the author and
editor of the recently released books, Politics of Climate Justice and
Durban’s Climate Gamble.

Match-fixing claims involving Ghana cast shadow over World Cup
A registered agent and manager of the Ghana under-20 team have been
filmed allegedly promising to rig international friendlies
Owen Gibson in São Paulo (The Guardian) 23 June 2014
Fresh match-fixing claims are set to cast a shadow over the World Cup in
the wake of allegations that officials connected to the Ghanaian FA were
prepared to rig international friendly matches.
As part of a joint investigation with Channel 4's Dispatches, the Daily
Telegraph filmed a registered Fifa agent, Christopher Forsythe and Obed
Nketiah, who sits on the management committee of the Ghana under-20
team, allegedly promising they would be able to arrange a deal to rig
international friendlies.
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The pair allegedly claimed they would be able to "grease the palms" of
Ghana officials to ensure the deal was signed and would include a clause
allowing them to select the officials for the friendlies, who would then be
able to influence the scoreline.
The Ghanaian FA immediately issued a statement which said the two men
had been reported to the police "for misrepresenting the GFA with an
attempt to defraud". It confirmed that Forsythe and Nketiah had
approached its president, Kwesi Nyantakyi, with a proposal to buy the
rights to friendlies for the Black Stars.
It claimed that they then turned up without appointment at the Ghanaian
pre-World Cup training camp in Miami to discuss their offer, which was
submitted to the GFA's legal committee.
"We wish to state that the GFA did not sign the contract as we waited for
the response from the legal committee and that the two gentlemen did not
make such corrupt offers to the GFA or its officials.".
However, the Telegraph alleged that Nyantakyi had agreed, on a "trial
basis", to a contract that stated the investment company would pay
$170,000 (£100,000) for each match and gave them the right to appoint
match officials.
Forsythe and Nketiah denied any involvement in a plot to fix matches.
Nketiah said: "These are false allegations and I will never in my life do such
a thing."
Forsythe said: "To be frank everything I told [the Telegraph] about the
match-fixing was a figment of my own imagination because I am so naive
that I don't even know how matches are done. They were promises just to
be able to get something off you."
Nyantakyi said he had not read the contract and he did not know about the
deal to fix games. He said the proposed match would have been handled
by a licensed Fifa match agent and he was unaware that Forsythe had
demanded £30,000 for the GFA, the Telegraph reported.
Ghana drew 2-2 with Germany on Saturday but will face inevitable
questions over the new claims, which are the latest in a long line of
allegations that suggest football has an endemic problem with matchfixing.
There is no suggestion that any of the World Cup games or players are
involved in any match-fixing.
On the eve of the World Cup, evidence resurfaced that the South African
Football Association had been targeted in 2010 by match-fixers who
claimed to be an agency organising friendly matches. A leaked Fifa
investigative report showed that "five matches and possibly more" had
been fixed in the runup to the 2010 World Cup. At least 15 friendly
matches involving teams across the world were targeted, according to the
New York Times.
A convicted match-fixer, Wilson Raj Perumal, had earlier lifted the lid on a
world that relies on influencing match officials and players to manipulate
the estimated $200bn-plus illegal betting markets in Asia and the far east.
He admitted to being part of a syndicate that fixed a string of
international friendlies, sometimes even arranging for "bogus" teams to
take part, by bribing corrupt officials and compromised players.
He also recently claimed in a new book that his activities had helped
Honduras and Nigeria qualify for the 2010 World Cup. He said that the
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Honduras FA was unaware of his influence. The Nigerian FA denied his
claims.
Perumal was arrested in Helsinki in 2011 and sentenced to two years in
prison.
He agreed to co-operate with the authorities and implicated his fellow
Singaporean Dan Tan, alleged to be at the heart of the fixing and gambling
ring that placed bets on illicit Chinese markets.
Last year Europol alleged that more than 380 professional matches in
Europe and more than 300 matches played in Africa, Asia and central and
South America were under suspicion as the scale of the activities of match
fixing gangs from eastern Europe and Asia became clear.
Earlier this week, two businessmen from Singapore and a former
footballer, Michael Boeteng, were found guilty of attempting to rig
football matches in the UK following an earlier investigation by the
Telegraph.
Chann Sankaran and Krishna Sanjey Ganeshan, sentenced to five years
each, claimed to have links to Perumal. Boeteng was sentenced to 18
months.
Fifa's head of security, Ralph Mutschke, has said that the final round of
World Cup matches will be closely monitored because they were more
susceptible to match fixing.
Increased concern over manipulation had caused Fifa to monitor friendly
warm up matches across the world ahead of the 2014 tournament.
"We know that before the World Cup in South Africa matches were
manipulated. Between May 15 and June 11 we monitored 98 friendly
matches and for any repercussions and there were no surprises on the
betting market," he said.
www.theguardian.com

Solidarity with the antifascist resistance

São Paulo : Solidarity with the antifascist resistance at the Ukraine
Consulate
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Campaign for Solidarity with the Antifascist Resistance in Ukraine

20 June

2014

In response to the call made by the International Marxist Tendency in
solidarity with the Ukrainian workers and their organizations, Esquerda
Marxista and the PCB (Brazilian Communist Party) held a rally in front of
the General Consulate of Ukraine in São Paulo.
Also responding to the call, militants of leftist organizations “Unidade
Vermelha” (“Red Unity”) and “Reconstrução Communista” (“Communist
Reconstruction”), and also activists of “Público, Gratuito e Para Todos:
Transporte, Saúde, Educação! Abaixo a Repressão!” (Public, Free and For
All : Transport, Health, Education! Stop the Repression !”), in particular,
the Fight Committees of IA-UNESP and ETEC Franco da Rocha.
Around 10 am, the first demonstrators began arriving on site. The
Consulate is located in a commercial complex, on top of an office building
in Moema, a wealthy neighborhood of the city. Two comrades went to the
front desk of the building saying they wanted to go to the Consulate. The
receptionist promptly said the Consul had left, was not there, and they
would only be received with prior appointment.
Protesters kept coming to the site, and when there were already a few
dozen, the General Consul Oleksandr Volodymyrovych Markov, who was not
supposed to be there, appeared at the door and from a distance, he
shouted: “What do you want here?”
Two comrades approached and explained that they would like to deliver a
letter and record the act of delivery, by taking a photo. The Consul, with a
suspicious attitude, answered: “But are you Ukrainians?”, “A Letter about
what?”. The comrades replied. “We are all Brazilian and we are concerned
about what is happening in Ukraine” And then the Consul retorted: “But
you do not support us against the Russian Empire?”. And the comrades
replied: “We do not support nor the Russian government nor the European
Union! We defend democratic and self-determination rights of the
Ukrainian people “.
Then the Consul agreed to receive the letter (below), but refused to be
photographed receiving the document. Then, he called the two comrades
who delivered the letter to enter the building. Caio Dezorzi (EM) and
Edmilson Costa (PCB) entered with him. At the reception of the building,
the Consul passed eyes on the first page of the letter and his tone of
mistrust changed to hostility. He asked Caio which organization he
represented. When he heard “Marxist Left”he promptly retorted: “I’m
anti-Marxist”. At least, he allowed us to continue the conversation, and
said that he would deliver the letter to the Ukrainian government and
withdrew into the building. He seemed quite nervous and scared.
At the door, the protesters wielded placards, flags and chanted antifascist
slogans.
A car with soldiers, sergeants and two officers, lieutenants of the Military
Police followed throughout the development of the rally. Comrades of
Esquerda Marxista asked them if it was the Consul who alerted them, they
said no, but the rally had been posted on the Internet and they were
ordered to investigate.
At the end of the rally, Esquerda Marxista and PCB agreed to hold a joint
public activity on June 25 at 7pm in the auditorium of the Marxist
Bookstore, on the Ukrainian and international conjuncture.
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Land and housing struggles in Brazil
Free land for five years of popular struggle for housing, land and rights!
Marcio Silva e Igor Marchetti 21 June 2014
The Free Land - Popular Movement in Rural and City five years ago in the
first half of 2014 many struggles and victories of the resistance were poor
people.! In these five years, we have grown and we have become
important national popular movement, while many others preferred to
duck his head and be mere advisors the federal and municipal
governments.
In late 2008, militants of the Popular Movement of the countryside and the
city of four states got together and held a seminar in Belo Horizonte to
discuss a new organization to be the flag of his fights.
In 2009, was born the Free Land - Popular Movement in Rural and City, the
result of struggles for land reform, housing, the struggles in unions and
other forms of popular resistance. We knew it would be very hard to face
this task in an unfavorable situation, without structure and after so many
disappointments in organizations that changed the fight grassroots
opportunism.
Foundational political points of Free Earth are the unity of workers of
various categories and types of organizations, the countryside and the city,
the clear opposition to the unpopular government of Lula, grassroots
democracy and autonomy in the internal organization of the movement
and the defense of socialism .
Facing criminal flood
In these five years, we face the capital and their governments with
organization and persistence, often enduring the worst situations.
Example was the flooding of the Pantanal Garden, the East Zone of São
Paulo, at the turn of the year 2009 to 2010. It was caused by governments
and Sierra Kassab, who closed the dam da Penha, aiming to evict tens of
thousands of families region for the construction of the Tietê Linear Park.
Poured hundreds without notice and without rights, with police and
bulldozers.
The Free Land and MULP (Movement Legalization and Urbanization of the
Pantanal) helped organize resistance in the midst of despair and
repression, linking the neighborhoods, reporting, preventing felling of
houses, forming the front of movements, closing roads and occupying areas
refuge families. A great act in front of City Hall won the opening barrage,
quickly drying the neighborhoods after two months of flooding beyond the
decree of apartments and areas for building houses. If not for the
organized resistance of the people of the Pantanal, many more families
would be evicted!
After the flood, a hundred families organized by Free Land occupied a land
that the City desapropriaria, the Pantanal Wetlands occupation. The only
answer was the omission of the Municipality and support eviction, after
one month. But the revolt was marked and fighting ability of the people of
the Pantanal!
Against landlordism in Goiás
In Goiás, occupy conquered lands of landlordism and the expropriation of
farms for land reform.
We are acting in the southwest of the state and arrive in Mato Grosso do
Sul and northwest of the state in various cities, where plant and produces
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in camps and settlements and offers cheap food, quality and no pesticides
to cities.
Occupy INCRA-GO again in April this year and went to several marches and
meetings in Brasilia. In Alagoas, we are in camps in unproductive estates in
Zona da Mata, commanded by Renan and João Lyra, the richest
parliamentarian Brazil, among others.
Despite the great struggle of the Brazilian landless farmer, land reform has
been weakened since the Dilma government has made a clear choice and
almost paralyzed the expropriation of land. Meanwhile, strengthened
agribusiness and landlordism, giving astronomical financial incentives - an
average of 18 billion dollars per year from BNDES and many more billions
of other debts that do not pay - and exempting them from taxes and fines,
as well as supporting politically and legally.
Meanwhile, 1% of homeowners have 44% of the Brazilian territory, nearly a
quarter of the country's area is vacant land (unowned) and this picture will
worsen the violence and genocide of the large landowners and the
government turned a blind eye.
Housing struggle
In the same direction, the governments of the PT did Minha Casa Minha
Vida, heralded as a great social work. But, despite being little more than
build one million houses for the middle and lower classes (only 40% for low
income), well short of the target, the preference was to strengthen the
housing market and construction, and they bit the largest the program of
the cake. It's a cheap loan program for housing construction, based on the
financial system, leaving the popular houses in the background as the
needs of the cities and political speculation.
As the government chose to strengthen capital, lost nearly ten million
families still live in slums, areas of risk, either for or paying high rents.
The result is that the housing deficit did not decrease even after five years
of the program.
We fight for housing in Sergipe, with the occupations of the great and
beautiful Aracaju resistance to a repossession of 300 families occupying
the New Dawn, in 2013, portrayed in the film "Peace Through Rights".
Conquered the rent allowance allocation and commitment to affordable
housing.
Red brick
João Pessoa, Paraíba, fought in resistance to evictions and urban
occupations, earning about a hundred houses in the Fund for Social
Housing. A year ago, 200 families occupied an abandoned city-owned Union
center, Red flagstones, as example of popular struggle in the city, the
street protests and union with other movements of workers occupation.
We in the West Zone and East St. Paul in large communities of resistance
to evictions, as the Light Beam in Osasco, and Villa Clara, Cotia where we
got last year, with the direct action of the residents, the commitment of
construction of more than 1300 popular apartments. Baixada Fluminense,
we are in the Free Land Cultural Centre and we have militants in Minas
Gerais.
In September 2011, we made our first congress, which reaffirm our
willingness to continue in the popular struggle and consolidate the
movement organically, with regiment, structures and decision makers. At
the end of 2014, will be our second congress, when we bigger and stronger
to face our class enemies.
Together in the fight!
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The Free Land actively participated in the June days, when millions took
to the streets, and had achievements in this period. We joined the
movement, unions and workers who are going to the streets and building
an organized and widespread uprising of our class organizations. Then yes,
we can transform our society and solve everyday problems caused by the
repression and exploitation of capitalism.
We attended the Urban Resistance Front, along with MTST, MUST, MPM,
MLP, Circle Palmarino, among other movements. The unity of the popular
and combative workers' organizations in the current situation is urgently
needed! In five years, the Free Land as material name of the popular
movement in Brazil and goes hand in hand the whole working class, until
his release!
www.lsr-cit.org
Terra Livre faz cinco anos de luta popular por moradia, terra e direitos!
Marcio Silva e Igor Marchetti

13 de Junho de 2014

O Terra Livre – Movimento Popular do Campo e da Cidade faz cinco anos no
primeiro semestre de 2014. Foram muitas lutas, resistência e vitórias do
povo pobre! Nestes cinco anos, crescemos e nos consolidamos como
importante movimento popular nacional, enquanto vários outros
preferiram abaixar a cabeça e ser meros assessores dos governos federal e
municipais.
No fim de 2008, militantes do movimento popular do campo e da cidade de
quatro estados se uniram e realizaram um seminário em Belo Horizonte
para discutir uma nova organização para ser a bandeira de suas lutas.
Em 2009, nascia o Terra Livre – Movimento Popular do Campo e da Cidade,
fruto de lutas pela reforma agrária, moradia, das lutas em sindicatos e
outras formas de resistência popular. Sabíamos que seria muito difícil
encarar esta tarefa em uma conjuntura desfavorável, sem estrutura e após
tantas decepções em organizações que trocaram a luta de base popular
pelo oportunismo.
Os pontos políticos fundacionais do Terra Livre são a unidade dos
trabalhadores de categorias e formas de organizações diversas, do campo e
da cidade, a oposição clara ao governo antipopular de Lula, a democracia
de base e autonomia na organização interna do movimento e a defesa do
socialismo.
Enfrentando enchente criminosa
Nestes cinco anos, enfrentamos o capital e seus governos com organização
e persistência, muitas vezes resistindo nas piores situações.
Exemplo foi a enchente do Jardim Pantanal, na Zona Leste de São Paulo,
na virada do ano 2009 para 2010. Ela foi causada pelos governos Serra e
Kassab, que fecharam a barragem da Penha, com o objetivo de despejar
dezenas de milhares de famílias da região para a construção do Parque
Linear do Tietê. Despejaram centenas sem aviso e sem direitos, com
polícia e tratores.
O Terra Livre e o MULP (Movimento de Urbanização e Legalização do
Pantanal) ajudaram a organizar a resistência no meio do desespero e da
repressão, unindo os bairros, denunciando, impedindo derrubada de casas,
formando a frente de movimentos, fechando avenidas e ocupando áreas
para refugiar as famílias. Um grande ato na frente da Prefeitura
conquistou a abertura da barragem, secando os bairros rapidamente após
dois meses de inundação, além do decreto de apartamentos e áreas para a
construção de casas. Se não fosse a resistência organizada do povo do
Pantanal, muitas mais famílias seriam expulsas!
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Após a enchente, cem famílias organizadas pelo Terra Livre ocuparam um
dos terrenos que a Prefeitura desapropriaria, a ocupação Alagados do
Pantanal. A única resposta da Prefeitura foi a omissão e apoio ao despejo,
após um mês. Mas ficou marcada a revolta e capacidade de luta do povo do
Pantanal!
Contra o latifúndio em Goiás
Em Goiás, ocupamos terras do latifúndio e conquistamos a desapropriação
de fazendas para a reforma agrária.
Estamos atuando no sudoeste do Estado e já chegamos em Mato Grosso do
Sul e no noroeste do Estado, em diversas cidades, onde se planta e produz
nos acampamentos e assentamentos e se oferece comida barata, de
qualidade e sem agrotóxico para as cidades.
Ocupamos o INCRA-GO mais uma vez em abril deste ano e fomos a várias
marchas e reuniões em Brasília. Em Alagoas, estamos em acampamentos
em latifúndios improdutivos na Zona da Mata, comandados por Renan
Calheiros e João Lyra, o parlamentar mais rico do Brasil, entre outros.
Apesar da grande luta do agricultor sem-terra brasileiro, a reforma agrária
tem perdido força, já que o governo Dilma fez uma escolha clara e quase
paralisou a desapropriação de terras. Enquanto isso, fortaleceu o
agronegócio e o latifúndio, dando incentivos financeiros astronômicos –
média de 18 bilhões de reais por ano do BNDES e mais tantos outros bilhões
de dívidas que não pagam – e isentando-os de multas e impostos, assim
como os apoiando politicamente e juridicamente.
Enquanto isso, 1% dos proprietários têm 44% das terras brasileiras, quase
um quarto da área do país é de terras devolutas (sem dono) e este quadro
vai piorando com a violência e genocídios dos grandes fazendeiros e a vista
grossa do governo.
Luta por moradia
Na mesma direção, os governos do PT fizeram o Minha Casa Minha Vida,
anunciada como uma grande obra social. Mas, apesar de se construir pouco
mais de um milhão de casas para as classes médias e populares (só 40%
para a baixa renda), muito aquém da meta, a preferência foi em fortalecer
o mercado imobiliário e as construtoras, que morderam a maior parte do
bolo do programa. É um programa de crédito barato para a construção de
moradias, baseado no sistema financeiro, deixando as casas populares em
segundo plano, conforme as necessidades dos políticos das cidades e da
especulação imobiliária.
Como o governo escolheu fortalecer o capital, perderam as quase dez
milhões de famílias que ainda vivem em favelas, áreas de risco, de favor
ou pagando aluguéis caros. O resultado é que o déficit habitacional não
diminuiu, mesmo após cinco anos de programa.
Lutamos por moradia em Sergipe, com as ocupações da grande Aracaju e a
linda resistência a uma reintegração de posse das 300 famílias da ocupação
Novo Amanhecer, em 2013, retratada no filme “Paz com Direitos”.
Conquistaram o auxílio-aluguel e o compromisso de destinação de casas
populares.
Tijolinho Vermelho
Em João Pessoa, Paraíba, lutamos em resistência a despejos e ocupações
urbanas, conquistando cerca de cem moradias no Fundo de Habitação
Social. Há um ano, 200 famílias ocuparam um hotel abandonado do centro
da cidade de propriedade da União, a ocupação Tijolinho Vermelho, já
exemplo de luta popular na cidade, pelos protestos de rua e união com
outros movimentos de trabalhadores.
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Estamos na Zona Oeste e Leste da grande São Paulo em comunidades de
resistência a despejos, como o Raio de Luz, em Osasco, e a Vila Clara, em
Cotia, onde conseguimos, no ano passado, com a ação direta dos
moradores, o compromisso da construção de mais de 1,3 mil apartamentos
populares. Na Baixada Fluminense, estamos no Centro Cultural Terra Livre
e temos militantes em Minas Gerais.
Em setembro de 2011, fizemos nosso primeiro congresso, onde
reafirmamos a nossa disposição em continuar na luta popular e
consolidamos organicamente o movimento, com regimento, estruturas e
instâncias de decisão. No fim de 2014, será nosso segundo congresso,
quando estaremos maiores e mais fortes para enfrentar nossos inimigos de
classe.
Juntos na luta!
O Terra Livre participou ativamente das jornadas de junho, quando
milhões foram às ruas, e tivemos conquistas neste período. Estamos unidos
aos movimentos, sindicatos e organizações dos trabalhadores que estão
indo às ruas e construindo um levante organizado e generalizado da nossa
classe. Aí sim, conseguiremos transformar a nossa sociedade e resolver os
problemas cotidianos causados pela repressão e exploração do capitalismo.
Participamos da Frente de Resistência Urbana, junto com o MTST, MUST,
MPM, MLP, Círculo Palmarino, entre outros movimentos. A unidade das
organizações populares e operárias combativas na atual conjuntura é
urgente e necessária! Neste cinco anos, o Terra Livre se constitui como
importante nome do movimento popular no Brasil e avança de mãos dadas
a toda a classe trabalhadora, até a sua libertação!
www.lsr-cit.org

Global peace declines for first time since WWII
Mail & Guardian

18 June 2014

World peace has deteriorated steadily over the past seven years, with
wars, militant attacks and crime reversing six earlier decades of gradual
improvement, a global security report said on Wednesday.
Conflict in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan, Sudan and the Central African Republic
(CAR) in particular dragged down the annual Global Peace Index, according
to research by the Australia-based Institute for Economics and Peace (IEP).
In particular, militants killed rising numbers of people in attacks across the
Middle East, South Asia and Africa while murder rates rose in the emerging
world’s growing urban centres. More people also became refugees by
fleeing fighting.
Crime and conflict rates generally fell in more developed regions,
particularly Europe, said the report.
The deterioration appeared the most significant fall in 60 years, the IEP
said. Estimates of what the index would have been prior to its launch in
2007 showed world peace improving more or less continuously since the
end of World War II.
‘Range of causes’
“There seem to be a range of causes,” said IEP founder and executive
chair Steve Killelea. “You have the repercussions of the Arab Spring, the
rise of terrorism particularly following the invasion of Iraq and the
repercussions of the global financial crisis.”
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The study examines 22 indicators in 162 countries, including military
spending, homicide rates and deaths from conflict, civil disobedience and
terrorism.
The IEP said its average global peace indicator for all the countries in the
world combined had moved from 1.96 to 2.06 over the past seven years,
indicating a less peaceful world.
When that figure was adjusted to take into account the different
populations of each country, the deterioration was even more marked,
from 1.96 to 2.20.
Syria and Afghanistan were rated the least peaceful countries in the world,
with South Sudan, the CAR, Ukraine and Egypt showing some of the
sharpest falls in security levels.
Iceland held its number one position as most peaceful.
The IEP estimates violence and military spending cost the global economy
about $9.8-trillion, which is roughly 11.3% of the world’s gross domestic
product and up by $179-billion on the year.
Defence spending
The United States and Western European states are largely cutting defence
spending. But China, Russia, countries along their borders and most Middle
Eastern states are buying more arms as tensions rise.
There was some good news, Killelea said. Overall, measures of human
rights from Amnesty International and the US state department showed
improvement.
But deaths classed as owing to terrorism continued to rise in the
developing world and particularly countries such as Iraq, Afghanistan,
Syria, Nigeria, Pakistan and others.
The US also saw its position deteriorate because of last year’s Boston
bombing and associated gunfights that killed five, including a suspect.
The study was published using data up to March and did not include the
latest violence in Iraq and Ukraine.
“There’s no doubt that if the data went to now, the picture would be even
worse,” Killelea said. – Reuters
mg.co.za

The World Cup You Won’t See on TV
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Znet

17 June 2014

The 2014 World Cup in Brazil is entering its fifth day. The United States
will play its first game of the tournament today against Ghana. Meanwhile,
protests are continuing on the streets of Brazil. Many Brazilians have
expressed fury over Brazil spending an estimated $11 billion to host the
cup while the country’s hospitals and schools remain woefully
underfunded. In a video taken by the Associated Press on Sunday, a police
officer can be seen firing what appears to be a live pistol round at antiWorld Cup protesters near Rio de Janeiro’s Maracanã soccer stadium.
Police have reportedly also used tear gas, rubber bullets and noise bombs
to disperse demonstrators. We go to Rio to speak with sportswriter Dave
Zirin, who was tear-gassed on Sunday while covering the protests. He is
author of the new book, “Brazil’s Dance with the Devil: The World Cup,
the Olympics and the Fight for Democracy.”
zcomm.org

Protesters, police clash in Sao Paulo ahead of World Cup
Mail & Guardian

8 June 2014

Three days before the city hosts the World Cup kick-off, protesters set fire
to garbage piles, prompting police to fire stun grenades and tear gas.
A man holds a Brazilian flag in front of two police officer outside Ana Rosa
subway station during the fifth day of metro workers' protest. (Reuters)
Police in São Paulo fired tear gas on Monday to disperse protesters
supporting a subway workers’ strike that has unleashed transport chaos
three days before the Brazilian mega-city hosts the World Cup kick-off.
A group of about 150 protesters set fire to piles of garbage to block a
central street in the Brazilian business hub, prompting police to fire stun
grenades and then tear gas to disperse them.
The demonstrators were backing a five-day-old strike by subway workers
that has posed a major headache for the sprawling city of 20-million
people ahead of Thursday’s opening match between Brazil and Croatia.
Police also used a stun grenade to break up a separate demonstration by
about 70 striking workers who had gone into a central metro station to try
to convince supervisors to join the strike, said union president Altino Melo
dos Prazeres.
Prazeres said he was confident the strikers had the upper hand in their
negotiations with the government for a pay increase. “I don’t believe the
government wants to thwart this Cup,” he told Agence France-Presse.
Union workers have reduced an initial demand for a 16.5% wage hike to
12.2%, but employers are offering only 8.7%. Rising inflation and a sluggish
economy have tarnished the World Cup glow in Brazil, fueling the anger of
strikers and protesters who say the $11-billion budget would have been
better spent on education, health and transport. – AFP
mg.co.za

Body snatching by Korean police as Samsung struggle heats up
Labourstart

8 June 2014

A few days ago, a leader of a new union at Samsung in South Korea named
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YEOM, Ho-seok took his own life to protest the vicious anti-union policies
of the company. At his funeral, 300 police stormed in, arrested 25
mourners and absconded with his body.
That's right: the police took away Yeom's body.
The police apparently cremated the body against Yeom's dying wishes, and
have meanwhile jailed two other leaders of the Samsung workers union
who dared to protest the raid on the funeral.
All this takes place against the background of the attempts by workers at
electronics giant Samsung to organize a union. The workers have been on
indefinite strike.
Samsung workers have the right to a trade union. Their union, the Korean
Metal Workers Union, has launched a big campaign online demanding that
the Korean president intervene to release the prisoners, end anti-union
repression at Samsung, and launch an independent investigation of the
police raid and body-snatching.
I hope that I can count on your support. Please click here to send your
message:
After that, please share this message widely -- let's mobilize thousands of
trade unionists around the world and show the Korean government, and
Samsung, that these authoritarian tactics are completely unacceptable.
Thank you.
Eric Lee

South Africa: Disappearing Diamond Revenue
Janine (The study of value)

6 June 2014

"In 2011, South Africa produced diamonds whose uncut, or rough, value
was $1.73 billion, or 12 percent of global production, according to the
most recent government data available.
"Yet from 2010 to 2011, diamond-producing companies paid South Africa's
government just $11 million in mining royalties, according to the latest
Tax Statistics report, produced by the South African Treasury and the
South African Revenue Service." - Khadija Sharife
Last week AfricaFocus Bulletin featured a new report on tax evasion
through trade misinvoicing covering five African countries: Ghana, Kenya,
Mozambique, Tanzania, and Uganda. But systematic tax evasion is also
prominent in the continent's most developed country, as illustrated by this
new report on South Africa's diamond industry.
The diamond industry, which has been prominent in extracting wealth
from the continent for almost a century and a half, still has the upper
hand in dealing with the South African government.
Ironically, some of South Africa's neighbors, such as Botswana and Namibia,
have negotiated better deals with the huge diamond company De Beers
than has the post-apartheid South African government.
This AfricaFocus Bulletin contains a short article describing the results of
research by Khadifa Sharife and Sarah Bracking, based on government and
industry documents and on extensive interviews. The full report is
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available at http://thestudyofvalue.org/category/developmentvalue/

Brazilian Workers Strike and Protest Runup to World Cup
The Real News Network

5 June 2014

Throughout the month of May, Brazilian workers have been staging strikes
throughout the country, causing major disruptions daily. In Salvador, a recent
public transportation strike brought the city to a grinding halt for two days. On the
eve of the World Cup, public outrage towards the government for its mismanaging
public funds for the games is intensifying
JIHAN HAFIZ, TRNN CORRESPONDENT: It's less than three weeks before the World Cup
kicks off here in Brazil, and workers have been staging strikes all over the country.
Here in Salvador, Brazil's third-largest city, a transportation strike shut down the city
for 48 hours.
I'm here at one of the main bus terminals that leads into the Historic District, where a
number of World Cup spectators will be coming. And this place is completely deserted.
It's usually bustling with commuters in the middle of the week and in the midst of rush
hour, but at the moment there's nothing happening. This is an indication of what
worker strikes have been capable of doing three weeks before the international
tournament.
PROTESTER (SUBTITLED TRANSL.): Social services are principal!
HAFIZ: The runup to the World Cup has been plagued by unrest throughout the country.
In the spotlight, Brazilians are using this critical time before the opening games to hit
the streets. Public transportation workers revolted throughout the month of May. In
Salvador, bus drivers literally walked off their jobs, setting traffic into a frenzy as
parked buses blocked major highways for hours.
The transportation syndicate is demanding a 9 percent increase in wages and a
decrease in working hours. Public bus drivers make between USD 300 to 400 a month
and work seven days a week, during all holidays, and some up to twelve hours a day.
GILSON DE SILVA PEIRRA, ORGANIZER/MOTORISTA, TRANSPORTATION SYNDICATE
(SUBTITLED TRANSL.): We are striking because we have no quality of public
transportation. We need to be constantly focused on our work, because for us on a
daily basis, we face lots of violence, so much nonsense, the daily obstacles of life. It
brings us stress, it brings us disease, we lack capacity to work.
This isn't only about public transportation and our salaries; it's about the quality of life.
HAFIZ: The strike immediately shut down all of the city's main bus terminals. The
Ônibus system in Salvador is the main source of transportation for 500,000 commuters
daily. Suddenly, life in the city came to a grinding halt.
This is the effect of the strike. Typically packed streets on weekdays are deserted. Busy
side streets and allies are without their venders and customers. Businesses stay closed
without their workers.
UNIDENTIFIED (SUBTITLED TRANSL.) Commerce is at a standstill. It's been a complete
hindrance to business. It has also been a hindrance to the security of people in general.
HAFIZ: Salvador, like all of Brazil's major cities, has been rocked by endless worker
unrest the entire month of May. Nearly all sectors have joined the strikes, from bank
workers to university professors, sanitation, and mental health workers.
PROTESTER (SUBTITLED TRANSL.): We have all been doctors, we have all been bus
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drivers, we have all been nurses!
HAFIZ: The strike is now passing by the Historic District on that end, and I can see the
crowd's very jubilant. On the other side, the military police is protecting the Salvador
sign. It's become a symbol of the World Cup being hosted here in Salvador, and a lot of
the protesters are mocking the fact that the police are protecting the sign but they're
not protecting the people.
PATRICIA GOMES, PASSE LIVRE ORGANIZER, MENTAL HEALTH WORKER ON STRIKE
(SUBTITLED TRANSL.): We are doing this to call attention to the politicians, because
unfortunately we have to do this because it's before the World Cup. It's not exactly
what I would like to be doing, but it's our only chance to get the attention of the mayor
and the politicians.
HAFIZ: When the military police walked out in April, the city was plunged into a
security vacuum. Murder and crime rates tripled within hours. Nearly all divisions of
Brazil's police force are threatening to strike during the games.
SANDORAL BISPO DO SANTOS, STRIKING PUBLIC HEALTH CARE WORKER (SUBTITLED
TRANSL.): We are very passionate about football. But we are also passionate about
health care, meaning the quality of public health care, the quality of public education,
the collective quality of public transportation.
HAFIZ: Workers strikes have now become a daily part of life. Businesses use the word
greve, or strike in Portuguese, to promote discounted items. Restaurants have strike
specials.
Although the strikes have caused multiple disruptions in the city, Salvadorans support
the workers demanding their rights.
UNIDENTIFIED (SUBTITLED TRANSL.): Everyone is going on strike now because they are
demanding their rights. When a country doesn't have the formation or the culture to
administer structure and then it fails to help the people, it is what makes the people go
on strike.
HAFIZ: The worker disruption could not have come at a worse time for Brazil, far
behind FIFA's standards for the World Cup. Construction is being rushed through to
ensure Brazil delivers the most basic requirements before the games. Three of the 12
major stadiums have yet to be complete. So far, eight workers have died on the job
trying to complete them. The World Cup has already cost the country $15 billion, the
most expensive on record.
But even as workers across the country went on strike and public outrage toward the
cup intensified, for Brazil the show must go on.
Construction around the newly built Fonte Nova stadium has also gone into overdrive.
All points of transportation within a one-mile radius of the Fonte Nova are experiencing
extreme makeovers, like the Sete Portas bus terminal [Estação Aquidabã].
Sete Portas is a rundown bus terminal. It's become a haven for crack addicts, and at
any given time of the day it's dangerous. But a 15 minute walk in that direction will
take you to the Fonte Nova, and on the opposite direction, a ten minute walk that way
will take you to the historic district. A number of World Cup spectators are going to be
flocking to this particular bus terminal in order to get to the stadium. That is one of the
main reasons why the government is rushing to ensure construction is taken care of
before opening game.
This is Salvador's non-functioning metro. It has been under construction for the past 14
years. But just three weeks ago, a private company was contracted to finish the job.
CCR brought in over 100 workers. Even during the strikes, they are bused in by CCR.
They work around the clock, seven days a week. Workers are rushing to finish two of
the 15 metro lines by June 11, one day before opening game.
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Although most workers are being paid overtime, they complain the government is
suddenly prioritizing urban mobility for the sole purpose of the World Cup.
MELQUIS SHOWA, CCR CONSTRUCTION WORKER (SUBTITLED TRANSL.): First, it has to
benefit them. This isn't to benefit me. They are not the ones working. They are only
benefiting from it. They are trying to show they're doing something. But it is not in our
interest. For example, it says, [he points to a sign] "WE'RE WORKING". Everyone
understands we are at work. But what is not known is they are using us to make it seem
like they are working.
HAFIZ: On the streets, opinions differ as to whether the World Cup will benefit the
people.
UNIDENTIFIED (SUBTITLED TRANSL.): Lots of things are changing around here because
of the World Cup. And it will remain with us, so I think it's a good thing.
UNIDENTIFIED (SUBTITLED TRANSL.): The metro is about to start working too, even
though we have been waiting for it.
UNIDENTIFIED (SUBTITLED TRANSL.): I think it's a good idea that the World Cup will be
hosted here.
UNIDENTIFIED (SUBTITLED TRANSL.): There is a lack of everything. Everything. They
make changes that are physical, but the reality is there is nothing, because who is this
event for? They are building structures for what?
HAFIZ: The runup to the World Cup has also become a platform for the upcoming
elections in October. The right-wing parties have seized on the public outrage and
FIFA's criticism as a means to campaign against the left, specifically the PT, or the
Workers' Party. As the ten-day countdown begins, soteropolitanos, or natives of
Salvador, are preparing for the year's most anticipated event.
A five-time World Cup champion--some suggest that Brazil has gone to extreme
measures to appease FIFA, the international body governing the World Cup. Brazil
implemented the General Law of the cup, which gives FIFA and its representatives and
officials tax exemptions, as well as VISA requirement exemptions as a result of the
international games. It also makes a number of changes to its commercial law and
allows the sale of alcohol inside the stadium. Now Brazil is not only facing the lack of
preparation and lack of construction before the World Cup, but it's also facing a
population in anger over the misspending of its public funds.
Jihan Hafiz for The Real News, Salvador, Bahia, Brazil.
End
DISCLAIMER: Please note that transcripts for The Real News Network are typed from a
recording of the program. TRNN cannot guarantee their complete accuracy.

Break-up of Ukraine continues: Odessa
Pravda.Ru 5 June 2014
Residents of the Odessa region of Ukraine are trying to join the Donetsk
and Lugansk announcing the creation of the People's Republic of Odessa.
Anti-Maidan activists of the region declared the establishment of the
republic and urged residents to block traffic, rusnovosti24.ru website says.
"From today, the Odessa region is the People's Republic of Odessa, where
the power belongs only to the people residing on its territory," a statement
on the official website of Anti-Maidan said.
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Activists urged on residents to block traffic in Odessa. It is planned to
block all types of traffic, except for ER vehicles.
"Odessa is a democratic, multi-ethnic and tolerant cit , and here it is the
majority consisting of local residents that makes decisions, rather than
agents of the CIA, the Security Service of Ukraine, the FSB, governors and
deputy-tutes," wrote the authors of the proclamation wrote on the
website.
It should be noted that it took Odessa a whole month after the ethnic
cleansing with the use of chemical weapons on May 2 to start its
movement toward Donetsk and Lugansk. Another republic that has
separated from Ukraine may undermine the offensive of the Kiev army.
english.pravda.ru

Blade defends Zokwana herder's pay
iAfrica

2 June 2014

National Union of Mineworkers president Senzeni Zokwana. SapaThe South
African Communist Party has defended new agriculture minister Senzeni
Zokwana after it was reported that he was underpaying his cattle herder.
The City Press reported on Sunday that the minister, who is the SACP
national chairperson, was paying his herder R800 a month and that the
herder had to work every day.
SACP general secretary and minister for higher education, Blade Nzimande,
said that Zokwana could not afford to pay the herder more as he was not
paid an "executive's salary."
"Comrade Zokwana is a mine worker who is not paid an executive's salary,"
Nzimande said in the City Press.
"It's only now that he has become a minister."
Nzimande said that with Zokwana now a minister he would be able to
afford to pay his herder better wages.
SACP deputy chairperson and Public Works Minister Thulas Nxesi hit out at
the report calling it petty reporting.
"It’s a way of demonising comrade Zokwana because he has only been
appointed a minister just last week," said Nxesi.
Following farmworker strikes in the Western Cape last year, the minimum
wage for farmworkers was increased. The minimum monthly wage was
raised to R2274.82 in 2013 and will increase in 2014 and 2015 by 1.5% plus
CPI.
http://news.iafrica.com/sa/942009.html

The Turkish Factory Under Workers’ Control
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Joris Leverink

31 May 2014

On the eve of the first anniversary of the Gezi uprising, a small group of
textile workers explores a radical alternative: occupy, resist, produce!
Diren!Kazova, reads the sign above a small shop and cultural center in
Istanbul’s busy Þiþli neighborhood. Inside, the floor is made of
cobblestones, giving the visitor the impression of arriving at a type of
indoor street market. Slogans like ’1st of May!’, ‘Resist Kazova!’ and ‘Long
Live the Revolution!’ are written on the stones, scattered across the room.
From the walls hang racks full of sweaters, hundreds of them. At first
glance they appear to be just ordinary sweaters. That is, until one learns
the story behind them. Then suddenly the sweaters turn into symbols of
resistance, signs of defiance, and the materialized hope for a more equal
society, a more just economy — yes, for a better world even.
The story starts over a year ago, in the last week of January 2013. At that
time the workers of the Kazova textile factory were put on a one-week
leave by their bosses, the brothers Ümit and Umut Somuncu, without
having received their salaries, let alone overtime pay, for several months.
The Somuncu brothers told them that upon returning to the factory one
week later they would receive their back pay, but instead they were met
by the company lawyer who informed them that all the 95 workers had
been collectively fired because of their ‘unaccounted-for absence’ for
three consecutive days. The bosses had disappeared overnight, taking with
them 100,000 sweaters, 40 tons of yarn and anything of value. They had
sabotaged the machines they couldn’t bring with them, leaving the
workers empty-handed, without their salaries and without their means of
production.
Some of the workers had spent years, if not decades, in the factory, and
now suddenly, from one day to the next they found themselves without a
job, without an income and without any right or possibility to bring their
criminal bosses to justice. ”In Turkey, the law is not designed in favor of
the worker,” states Nihat Özbey, one of the Kazova employees, when I
speak with him in their shop. “So, were it not for the use of force, we
would never have gotten what we wanted.”
With this in mind, the workers did the only sensible thing they could do:
they resisted. Their resistance started in the form of weekly protest
marches from the neighborhood’s central square to the factory, but as
soon as they learned that in their absence the factory’s former managers
continued to rob the place of anything valuable, the workers decided to
occupy their former workplace. “On April 28 we pulled up our tent in front
of the factory,” Kazova worker Bülent Ünal recounts, “From then on our
resistance became a tent resistance.”
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Resistance and solidarity
In the weeks that followed the workers were attacked by hired thugs,
accused of theft by their former employers and tear-gassed and beaten by
the police when they staged a protest on May Day, but none of this could
break their determination to fight for what was rightfully theirs. On June
30, emboldened by the Gezi Uprising, the workers moved ahead with their
planned occupation of the factory.
First, they tried to sell off the remaining machines in the factory, but soon
they were once again attacked by the police. When four of their comrades
were taken into custody, the other eight workers who were part of the
resistance staged a hunger strike to protest against this treatment by the
authorities, who treated them as the criminals and their former bosses as
the victims. “The boss stealing our labor, taking away the machines was no
crime. But us trying to get a fraction of our dues was a crime,” states
Ünal. “The police came to the factory following complaints by the bosses
[...]. Again investigations were conducted about us; again we were the
accused. No one said a word to the bosses.”
The workers realized very well that the odds were against them, and that
their resistance would be met with violence and attempts by the powersthat-be to sabotage their efforts at independently running their factory.
Nonetheless, inspired and strengthened by the show of solidarity they
received from their neighbors, fellow workers and comrades across the city
and across the country, the Kazova workers decided to reopen the factory.
They resumed production using the old machinery their bosses had left
behind and the few raw materials they had overlooked when plundering
the factory.
The first batch of sweaters they produced under workers’ control was sent
to the women and child prisoners who had written them letters of support
during their struggle. The remaining sweaters were sold at the cafe of the
Kolektif 26A in Taksim and at the numerous Gezi forums across the city,
which had sprung up after Gezi Park had been evicted by the authorities in
mid-June. The money they made through these sales was used to repair
the machines that were sabotaged by their bosses.
In order to make their struggle more visible to the public, the workers also
organized several public forums and in September hosted an actual fashion
show in which a number of public figures — including intellectuals,
journalists, actors, academics and music groups — participated. “Fashion
of resistance,” the Turkish writer, lawyer and activist Metin Yeðin called
it, before pointing out the sweet irony of using one of capitalism’s own
products as an act of resistance.
‘Affordable Sweaters For All!’
A recent court ruling decided that the machinery in the factory would
come to the workers as compensation for their lost wages, and with the
machines brought to a new location everything is now ready for
production, which should be possible within two months.
The slogan adopted by the Kazova workers — ‘Affordable Sweaters For All!’
— bears witness to their belief that this struggle is about so much more
than just the jobs and livelihoods of a dozen individuals. The workers are
very well aware of the highly important time and place in which their
struggle takes place, and the fact that its outcome of it will fill thousands
of supporters, comrades, onlookers and colleagues with either hope or
despair.
And just as the struggle is not socially confined to the Kazova workers
themselves, so its geographical reach expands far beyond the borders of
Turkey. The workers have already reached out to self-managed factories
and cooperatives elsewhere, including Vio.Me in Greece and the
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Mondragon Cooperatives in the Basque Country, in order to establish
connections of solidarity; to learn from the experiences of others and
possibly in the future exchange the products of their labor.
The Kazova workers claim to have been inspired and emboldened by the
wave of Gezi protests, and now through their determination to run their
future factory as an autonomous workers’ collective, their struggle has
turned into a beacon of hope for all those who took to the streets in their
hundreds of thousands to resist the policies of an increasingly authoritarian
government.
Turkey’s poor labor rights
Turkey has a long tradition of suppression and restriction of labor rights,
which was already widespread under the country’s former military
dictatorship in the 1980s and has continued under the current Justice and
Development Party (AKP) government (check out this excellent article on
the topic). Rights to organize and strike have been curtailed, and worker
rights are violated on a massive scale with unsafe working conditions and
virtual impunity for company owners who fill their pockets while workers
are dying.
In January alone, 82 people died after suffering work-related injuries —
two of whom were just kids, 6 and 13 years old respectively, who died on
the streets while collecting garbage to support their families. More
recently, in a horrific confirmation of the poor state of workers’ safety
conditions in Turkey, over 300 miners died when a fire broke out in a coal
mine in Soma. In March, the mine received a “perfect score” from a
government safety-inspector, who happened to be the brother-in-law of a
senior executive of the company, highlighting the close relations between
government officials and leading business figures.
According to the constitution, labor unions must represent a majority of
the employees at the workplace, and 3 percent of all workers in that
particular sector in order to become a bargaining agent (this is down from
10 percent prior to 2012, but since the amount of sectors has been
reduced simultaneously and their size increased, the 3 percent
representation might actually be harder to attain than the former 10
percent). Just as any government ruled by neoliberal principles would like
to see it, union membership has dropped to an all-time low with less than
6 percent of the labor force organized in unions. The government has
actively promoted neoliberal employment policies that rule out benefits,
cut healthcare and keep millions of people hostage in precarious and
insecure work arrangements.
The use of subcontractors was one of the main reasons for the workers of
the Greif burlap bag factory to organize a strike in the early months of
2014. They demanded an end to subcontracted labor, with the
subcontractors being brought in-house, a pay-rise, up from the legal
minimum wage of 978 Turkish liras (about €330,-) and social rights. For 90
days the workers were on strike, occupying their factory, until a police
raid on April 10 brought it to an end, detaining at least 91 people engaged
in the occupation, and two reporters covering the raid.
A radically democratic alternative
In the past year, the AKP’s victory in recent municipal elections, the
slowing down of the Turkish economy, and last summer’s wave of Gezi
protests have only radicalized Erdoðan’s government in its fight against
workers in general, and the left-leaning labor unions in particular. The
government recently tried to prosecute leaders of the KESK, the Turkish
public-sector trade union, on trumped-up charges of terrorism. In
February, 23 union members were released after one year in prison, while
six of their colleagues remain behind bars.
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On May Day, the center of Istanbul was again shrouded in clouds of tear
gas when thousands of workers, radical leftists and other sympathizers
attempted to march on the iconic and thoroughly sealed-off Taksim
square. With the celebration of the first anniversary of the Gezi uprisings
only days away, the streets of Istanbul and other major cities across
Turkey will undoubtedly once more become the stage for a violent standoff between the AKP’s private security forces (i.e. the national police) and
protesters from all walks of life demanding justice, equality and the fall of
the AKP government.
In the midst of this ongoing struggle between workers fighting for their
rights and a government enthusiastically suppressing all dissident voices,
the Kazova workers have come up with a radically democratic alternative:
“Occupy, Resist, Produce!” — a battle-cry they adopted from the
recovered factory movement of Argentina. Rather than demanding legal
reforms that the government probably won’t honor anyway, or demanding
a pay-rise from a boss who would rather set the police free on his own
employees, the Kazova workers have taken matters into their own hands.
Not demanding better pay and working conditions, but taking them; not
asking for a better alternative, but creating their own; not fighting just for
their money, but for control over the means of production.
“Profit is not our aim,” explains Nihat Özbey, “but rather the exchange of
ideas, to create revolutionary solidarity contacts. If we succeed, it will be
one of the first times in Turkey that workers have occupied their factory
and successfully restarted production under workers’ control.” Whenever
they open their new factory, their old colleagues — even those who did not
participate in the resistance — will be welcomed back to join the
cooperative, where all will enjoy equal pay and equal rights, according to
Özbey.
“We won’t be focusing on the past,” he says. And that is exactly the power
and the beauty of Kazova’s example. This small group of 11 workers, who
have been denied their rightful means to subsistence, have been lied to
and have been fooled, tricked, tried, beaten, arrested, attacked, abused
and gassed, have never looked back but instead have concentrated on
what lies ahead. Through their refusal to give up and their determination
to succeed, the Kazova workers are an inspiration to all. Their eventual
victory may well mark the start of a whole new chapter of the resistance
in Turkey.
zcomm.org
Joris Leverink is an Istanbul-based freelance writer and an editor for ROAR
Magazine. Follow him on Twitter @JorisLever.

Manolis Glezos elected to EU Parliment
Keep Talking Greece

29 May 2014

Manolis Glezos, the WWII hero and resistance fighter, the man who took
down the Nazi Flag from the Acropolis, is heading to the European
Parliament after more than estimated 160,000 SYRIZA voters “crossed” his
name on the ballot list. On Tuesday morning and with 31.14% of the ballots
counted, Glezos leads with 155,425 crosses, while second on SYRIZA list is
former athlete and SYRIZA MP Sofia Sakorafa with 100,998 votes.
UPDATE 28/5/2014: with 45.14% of the ballots counted, Glezos hits a
record with 233,818 votes!
Manolis Glezos is heading an unofficial investigation committee for the
repayment of the enforced loan of Nazis during WWII occupation.
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Born on 9th September 1922, veteran politician and writer Manolis Glezos
is a worldwide famous political figure known for his participation in the
World War II resistance. The left politician has been sentenced to death
several times by the Nazis during the WWII occupation and by the Greeks
during the civil war.
“On May 30, 1941, Manolis Glezos and Apostolos Santas climbed on the
Acropolis and tore down the swastika, which had been there since April 27,
1941, when the Nazi forces had entered Athens. It inspired not only the
Greeks, but all subjected people, to resist against the occupation, and
established them both as two international anti-Nazi heroes.
The Nazi regime responded by sentencing Glezos and Santas to death in
absentia.
Glezos was arrested by the German occupation forces on March 24, 1942,
and was subjected to imprisonment and torture. As a result of this
treatment, he was affected by tuberculosis.
He was arrested on April 21, 1943 by the Italian occupation forces and
spent three months in jail. On February 7, 1944 he was arrested again, this
time by Greek Nazi collaborators. He spent another seven and a half
months in jail, until he finally escaped on September 21 of the same year.
The end of World War II was not the end of Glezos’ plight. On March 3,
1948, in the midst of the Greek Civil War, he was put to trial for his
political convictions and sentenced to death multiple times by the rightwing government. However, his death sentences were not executed,
because of the international public outcry. His death penalties were
reduced to a life sentence in 1950.
On December 5, 1958 he was arrested and convicted for espionage, which
was common pretext for the persecution of the supporters of the left
during the Cold War. His release on December 15, 1962 was a result of the
public outcry in Greece and abroad, including winning the Lenin Peace
Prize.
At the coup d’état of April 21, 1967, Glezos was arrested at 2 am, together
with the rest of the political leaders. During the Regime of the Colonels,
the military dictatorship led by George Papadopoulos, he suffered yet
another four years of imprisonment and exile until his release in 1971.
Manolis Glezos’ political persecution, from the Second World War to the
Greek Civil War and the Regime of the Colonels totals to 11 years and 4
months of imprisonment, and 4 years and 6 months of exile.” (more on
Manolis Glezos here )
Under the flag of United Democratic Left party (EDA), Glezos was twice he
was elected member of the Greek Parliament while in prison.
Manolis Glezos said in a statement that he will hold the EP seat for one
year and then resign for a younger MEP. As his doctor forbade travels with
airplanes, Glezos said he had a plan B: to travel to Brussels by ship and
train.

Donbas miners mobilise against oligarchs’ offensive
Timur Dautov28 May 2014
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Miners of the Donetsk region stopped work yesterday, starting an all-out
strike in protest against the Ukrainian army’s continuing offensive and
demanding an end to the “anti-terrorist operation” (ATO) in the region;
several pits in the Donbas are taking part already and the strikes appears
to be spreading to more mines. Meanwhile, spokesmen of the Kiev
government and Ukrainian armed forces threaten escalation of the
crackdown, with ATO press-secretary Alexei Dmitrashkovsky stating that
the operation will continue “until all terrorists are destroyed or
surrender”.
The events follow the presidential elections in Ukraine which saw the proMaidan oligarch Petro Poroshenko being elected. While attempting to
maintain a moderate and reasonable statesmanlike appearance, the
military crackdown exposed his intentions and only reasserted the
irreconcilable position of the Kiev authorities regarding the South-East of
the country. The Ukrainian ruling class – namely, the oligarchs – is being
driven to desperation by the continuing crisis, and it is prepared to make
certain concessions. Poroshenko, unlike his closest rival in the elections
Yulia Tymoshenko, did not campaign on the basis of a promise of NATO
membership for Ukraine, and is said to accept, for the time being, the
maintenance of Ukraine’s non-aligned status as a concession to Putin (FT,
27/05/14)[3], as well as declaring an openness to negotiations with
Moscow. In turn, the Kremlin has already softened its rhetoric, and foreign
minister Lavrov announced that Russia will respect the election results in
Ukraine.
Kiev’s reassurances and a diplomatic approach are hinting at a reluctant
but necessary willingness to accept Russia’s interests in the region. In
return this gives Poroshenko a free hand to intensify the crackdown on the
rebellious East of the country, free of active Russian interference, in order
to return control over the region to the Kiev authorities and defend the
property of Ukraine’s industrialists. This is a pressing question for Kiev as
these industrialists own vast complexes of mines, metallurgical plants and
steel mills in the Donbas, which have been threatened with expropriation
several times by the leaders of the Donetsk and Luhansk People’s
Republics.
This prospect of a careful rapprochement with Russia has already reflected
itself in the strengthened confidence of the Ukrainian bourgeoisie. Forbes
Ukraine is already calling for a Pinochet-like figure to install a
“dictatorship of reforms”, capable of carrying out a firm and bloody
crackdown in the rebellious regions and implementing radical neo-liberal
“shock therapy” to end any “social parasitism” that is perceived to remain
in Ukraine.
While Poroshenko is certainly not a Pinochet and prefers to combine
bayonets with diplomacy, the aforementioned strategy overall seems to be
accepted by the Ukrainian ruling class. Already the government has
embarked on a grandiose programme of austerity, with cuts to pensions
and tens of thousands of public sector jobs, as well as soaring prices for
basic necessities such as food and gas. These neo-liberal reforms are being
implemented as part of the IMF bailout programme.
More importantly at the present moment, the military operation against
the rebellious eastern regions of the country is in full swing. As we have
reported earlier, artillery, fighter jets and helicopters are being used to
target the insurgent cities, particularly Donetsk and Sloviansk, causing
many civilian deaths and destruction to residential areas. Intense fighting
over the Donetsk airport was a major episode of the operation, with ATO
spokesman Dmitrashkovsky cynically boasting of over 200 dead on the side
of the People’s Republic’s forces. It is following these events that the
Donbas miners have taken indefinite strike action, demanding an end to
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the crackdown and a withdrawal of Ukrainian armed forces.
It is worth reminding ourselves that, since the beginning of the crisis
several attempts have been made by the oligarchs to woo the working
class, or at least maintain the illusion of workers’ support by staging socalled strikes supposedly in support of either the Maidan or the new
authorities. In the run-up to Yanukovich’s expulsion, several “strikes” were
either completely fabricated or ordered by the directors of enterprises.
More recently, Rinat Akhmetov, the richest oligarch in Ukraine and the
owner of much of the South-East’s industry, has called for his workers’ to
mobilise against the Peoples’ Republics who are threatening him with
expropriation – a call which ended in complete failure.
Today, on the other hand, we see genuine strike action on the Donbas
miners’ own initiative. This industrial action is in a similar vein to the
Luhansk miners’ strike in April, which demanded wage increases as well as
the reinstatement of workers who were sacked for taking part in protests
in Luhansk.
Following the beginning of the strike on Tuesday 27 May, this morning (28
May) several hundred miners demonstrated in Donetsk, carrying Donetsk
People’s Republic’s flags and chanting the slogan “No to fascism in the
Donbas!”; one protester is reported as saying: “We do not want to see
troops here. Our children are afraid to go on the streets. Our peaceful
citizens are being killed, and we cannot simply stand by and watch”.
Another has stated: “I want peace and to be able to work and make
money. I want the occupying soldiers to leave and return to their Kiev
junta”. Some officials from the “Independent Miners' Trade Union”, such
as Mykola Volynko, who is not only a trade union bureaucrat but also a
former parliamentary candidate of the nationalist
“Batkivshchyna” (Fatherland) party in the 2012 elections, attempt to
distance themselves from the events and are very eager to point that they
“did not organise this action”. This shows how this “Independent” union
has become an instrument of capitalist politics rather than working class
representation, specifically linked to Tymoshenko’s “Fatherland” party.
These strikes have a clearly political nature, showing the workers’
rejection of the extreme nationalist and radically neo-liberal Kiev
authorities which to them can only mean cuts, deteriorating living
standards, and attacks of fascist gangs on workers’ organisations.
This is a development of tremendous significance. If this action was to
spread to wider layers of workers it could mean a crucial turning point in
events. The most important task at the present moment is to carry these
developments further, for the working class to turn the People’s Republics’
words about nationalisation and expropriation into deeds. The
expropriation of the oligarchs, starting in this case with Akhmetov’s
properties, would serve as an inspiration for workers throughout Ukraine
and thus bridge the East-West divide.
www.marxist.com

Brazilian anti-World Cup protests hit Sao Paulo & Rio
BBC News 27 May 2014
Riot police in Brazil have fired tear gas to disperse thousands of protesters
in Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro who marched against the cost of hosting
the football World Cup.
Some demonstrators hurled stones while other burned tyres and blocked
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roads.
They say they are angry that billions of dollars are being spent on next
month's football tournament, rather than social projects and housing.
Protests also took place in many other cities, including the capital Brasilia.
Teachers and civil servants, among others, were also on strike across
Brazil.
In Rio, aerial images showed hundreds of people marching in rush-hour
traffic on a main thoroughfare. The city will host the final match of the
World Cup on 13 July.
Protesters there and in Sao Paulo, Brazil's biggest city, clashed with police
before beginning to disperse.
'More frequent'
The number of people on the streets was much lower than during similar
protests last year.
Some of those taking part, however, promised the demonstrations would
get bigger and more frequent as the World Cup gets closer.
Last June, more than a million people took to the street over poor public
services, corruption and the high cost of hosting the World Cup.
The tournament is due to kick off on 12 June.
The BBC's Gary Duffy in Sao Paulo says that the scale of the protests will
be watched closely by the government as an indication of the security
challenges they may face during the tournament.
He adds that, with both the World Cup and a presidential election this
year, many groups have spotted an opportunity to exert maximum pressure
on the government.
The demonstrations began earlier in the day in Sao Paulo, with one of the
biggest protests in the city's Itaquera district near the Arena Corinthians
stadium, which will host the tournament's opening match.
Protesters there demanded housing, and not stadiums, be built in
accordance with Fifa standards, in reference to world football's governing
body.
'No panic'
"Our goal is symbolic," said Guilherme Boulos, the head of Homeless
Workers Movement.
"We don't want to destroy or damage the stadium. What we want is more
rights for workers to have access to housing and to show the effects the
Cup has brought to the poor."
The government has tried to downplay the scale of Thursday's unrest,
arguing it was not related to the World Cup.
"From what I've seen, these are specific claims by workers. I've seen
nothing that is related to the (World) Cup," Brazilian Sports Minister Aldo
Rebelo said.
"There's no reason to panic ahead of receiving three million Brazilian
tourists and 600,000 foreign tourists (for the tournament)."
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The planned protests coincide with a range of strikes, including one by the
police force in the north-eastern state of Pernambuco.
The army was deployed there to provide additional support after some
robberies and looting, before the strike ended on its third day.
Local media reported that, in the last 24 hours alone, 234 people were
arrested. Recife, the state capital, is due to host five matches during the
World Cup.
www.bbc.com

May 15 national day of action against World Cup
Video and from intervention of LSR (CWI in Brazil) in anti-World Cup
protests
CWI Brazil 18 May 2014
Watch the video of comrade André Ferrari speaking on behalf of the LSR at
a rally of the Landless Workers’ Movement in Sao Paulo.
www.socialistworld.net/doc/6782

India opposition wins landslide, early tally shows
Yahoo News 16 May 2014
NEW DELHI (AP) -- Indian opposition leader Narendra Modi and his party
won national elections in a landslide Friday, preliminary results showed,
driving the long-dominant Congress party out of power in the most
commanding victory India has seen in more than a quarter century.
The Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party captured a commanding lead
for at least 272 seats in the lower house of Parliament, the majority
needed to create a government without forming a coalition with smaller
parties. The Congress party trailed well behind with leads in only 42 seats,
its worst showing ever.
Full results are expected later in the day but it's unlikely that Modi's party
would see a significant reversal, putting him on track to be the next prime
minister.
With a note of triumph, Modi tweeted: "India has won!" as the results came
out.
Television channels showed an emotional Modi meeting his mother and
touching her feet, a traditional gesture when Hindus seek the blessings of
an older relative.
His mother then marked his forehead with vermilion and fed him sweets.
The BJP's slick and well-financed campaign promised a revival of economic
growth, and took advantage of widespread dissatisfaction with the
Congress party, plagued by scandals and led by a young scion of India's
Nehru-Gandhi family who was seen as privileged and out of touch with the
people.
The Congress party, which has been at the center of Indian politics for
most of the country's history since independence from Britain, conceded
defeat.
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"I admit that in 2014 the result is worse than our worse-case scenario. The
result is a shock. But the Congress party has a deep reservoir of strength,"
party leader Jairam Ramesh said.
Outgoing Prime Minister Manmohan Singh called Modi to congratulate him,
his office said, adding that Singh would send his resignation to President
Pranab Mukerjee on Saturday.
At BJP headquarters in New Delhi, workers handed out sweets, set off
firecrackers and danced outside in the streets. BJP President Rajnath Singh
congratulated party workers for what he described as a "historic victory."
"In the history of independent India, no political party has defeated the
Congress party with such a wide margin," Singh told a news conference
that opened with the blowing of a conch shell, a traditional start for most
Hindu rituals.
There was a record turnout in the election, with 66.38 percent of India's
814 million eligible voters casting ballots during the six-week contest,
which began April 7 and was held in stages across the country. Turnout in
the 2009 general election was 58.13 percent.
Final results were to be announced later Friday. If the BJP stays ahead of
the 272-mark it would be the first time a single party has won a majority
since the 1984 national election.
Exit polls by at least six major Indian TV stations had predicted a BJP-led
coalition would win between 249 and 289 seats in the 543-seat Lok Sabha,
or lower house of Parliament.
The Nehru-Gandhi family, which has ruled India for all but 10 years since
the country won independence from British rule in 1947, was suffering its
worst-ever political drubbing.
The Congress party attempted to position its 43-year-old leader, Rahul
Gandhi, as youthful and capable of boosting the country's struggling
economy. But many Indians see him as being out of touch with reality. His
privileged background has made him appear aloof and removed from the
concerns of most people.
In comparison, Modi's campaign was seen by many as a media and
marketing coup for a man whose background ties him to bloodshed in his
home state of Gujarat, where communal rioting in 2002 left more than
1,000 people dead, most of them Muslims. Modi is accused of doing little
to stop the rampage, though he denies any wrongdoing and has never been
charged with a crime.
He managed to hammer away at Gandhi — specifically the perception that
he is nothing more than a feudal prince from a family that views ruling the
country as its birthright.
In sharp contrast to the street parties outside the BJP office, a sober scene
played out in front of Congress headquarters, where few showed up
despite barricades erected to protect supporters from passing road traffic.
One small group of women sat on the sidewalk, lighting a ritual prayer fire
to invoke divine help for the party while a handwritten sign standing by
read, "May Rahul Gandhi be the next prime minister."
https://za.news.yahoo.com

ANC lost support due to e-tolls: Outa
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IOL Motoring 15 May 2014
Johannesburg - The decline in support for the ANC in Gauteng was due to
e-tolls being forced on an unwilling public, despite the ruling party's claims
to the contrary, Outa said on Monday.
“As much as the ANC executive tries to downplay the decline, it is massive
and is largely attributed to the decision to force e-tolls on an unwilling and
angry public who won't pay for something they were not adequately
consulted on or that they didn't ask for,” Opposition to Urban Tolling
Alliance spokesman John Clarke said in a statement.
In Gauteng, the African National Congress got 53.59 percent of the vote in
Wednesday's general elections, down from 64.4 percent in 2009.
ANC secretary general Gwede Mantashe on Sunday claimed e-tolls had
nothing to do with the party's loss of support in the province.
“It's a misplaced debate, an emotional debate. It doesn't talk to the
working class because no province has the same infrastructure as
Gauteng,” he told reporters in Johannesburg.
“It is a non-issue of debate,” he said, referring to whether people paid
their e-toll bills.
Clarke said Mantashe was not serving the ANC's interests by “playing along”
with the SA National Roads Agency Limited's e-tolls project.
“When the new Gauteng provincial legislature convenes, the ANC will have
seven less MPLs than before, with their 40 MPLs facing a combined total of
33 opposition members from both the left and the right, all of whom were
opposed to e-tolls.”
www.iol.co.za

Lesotho: Public-Private Parnership failure
World Bank private financing scheme bleeds Lesotho's health system
dry
Lehlohonolo Chefa, Lesotho Consumer Protection Association (LCPA)
9 May 2014

Lesotho is a small mountainous country with enormous health challenges.
It has the world‘s third highest burden of HIV and AIDS (23per cent), life
expectancy has fallen from 60 years in 1990 to just 50 years in 2011, and
infant and maternal mortality rates are rising. More than half of the
Basotho people, Lesotho’s largest ethnic group, live below the poverty
line.
The Consumers Protection Association published a joint report with Oxfam
in April that shows how a health public–private partnership (PPP) is
draining the budget of the Ministry of Health and diverting scarce
resources away from primary health care services in rural areas, where
death rates are rising and where three-quarters of the population live.
The Queen ‘Mamohato Memorial Hospital, which opened in October 2011,
was built to replace Lesotho’s old main public hospital, the Queen
Elizabeth II hospital, in the capital Maseru. It is the first of its kind in
Africa – and in any low-income country – because all the facilities were
designed, built, financed, and operated under a PPP that includes delivery
of all clinical services.
From the outset it was claimed that the PPP would provide vastly
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improved, high-quality health care services for the same annual cost as the
old public hospital. This PPP has been promoted as a flagship model for
other countries to follow but in reality Lesotho’s experience provides
powerful lessons in what not to do.
The PPP was developed under the advice of the International Finance
Corporation (IFC), the private sector arm of the World Bank Group. An 18year contract was awarded to Tsepong Ltd – a consortium led by the South
African private health care company Netcare. Tsepong (Pty) is contracted
to treat all patients presenting themselves at the Queen ‘Mamohato
Memorial Hospital, up to a maximum of 20,000 inpatients and 310,000
outpatients annually. The government pays an annual fee to Tsepong to
treat these patients and any additional patients are charged on top.
The costs for the government of Lesotho have escalated rapidly. In
2013/14 the PPP cost the government $67 million – consuming 51 per cent
of the total government health budget. This is up from 41 per cent the
year before. The hospital is being run at nearly two and a half times the
amount that was agreed as affordable between the government of Lesotho
and the IFC before the contract was awarded. The contract seems to have
worked for the benefit of the private company (who are set to enjoy a 25
per cent return on equity) rather than for the government or people of
Lesotho.
Many of the features of the PPP are alarming. Of course there is no doubt
that Lesotho, like any country, needs a national referral hospital that can
provide highly specialised services. However, given that most Basotho live
in rural areas, the priority should be to develop a comprehensive network
of primary and secondary health care services. Improving access to quality
health care, especially in remote mountainous areas where people
sometimes have to travel for hours on horseback to reach their nearest
clinic, is the surest way to accelerate progress towards improving the
health of the nation. However the ability to do so is being undermined by
one hospital, which takes up the lion’s share of the health budget.
During the World Bank spring meetings the Bank president Jim Yong Kim
said that he would be taking a personal interest in the case. The Lesotho
prime minister and minister of health also publicly expressed their
concerns about the project in reaction to our report. South Africa’s
Minister of Health even went on record saying that he expressed concerns
at the time the hospital was opened and warned it would not work.
Disappointingly, the IFC has yet to provide a comprehensive response to
our critique of the PPP.
Given our experience in Lesotho, I would not recommend relying on the
advice of the IFC, which in this case has not worked in the best interests of
our nation. The World Bank Group should stop promoting this project as a
success and something to be replicated across Africa. As a first step they
should remove all misleading marketing materials on the Lesotho PPP from
their website. My advice to other countries is don’t copy us. Rather study
our example carefully and demand concrete evidence of the effectiveness
and efficiency of PPPs before even considering this option.
On behalf of the many civil society organisations I work with, I call on the
World Bank Group to finance a fully independent and transparent expert
financial audit and broader review of the Lesotho health PPP, in
partnership with the government of Lesotho. This should include a
presentation of the full range of options available to the government to
mitigate the negative impact this partnership is having on Lesotho’s wider
health system.
Patients’ voices need to be represented in crafting a way forward. There
has been virtually no participation of citizens in monitoring the PPP
agreement. Privatisation of health care and other essential services should
be discouraged. Advocates of PPPs should take a look at this case and
realise that their interventions could undermine the role of state. Instead,
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the World Bank should work with local experts in order to have people who
can protect the national interest. The World Bank should stop
experimenting with new and complex initiatives that put poor countries on
the brink of collapse, as this project has done in Lesotho.
www.brettonwoodsproject.org

Africa loses $50bn a year in plundered resources
Lynley Donnelly (Mail & Guardian)

8 May 2014

Clamping down on illicit plundering of food and natural resources could
curb Africa's food shortages, says the latest Africa Progress Panel report.
Senegal was estimated to lose as much as $300-million or 2% of its national
GDP to illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing in 2012. (Reuters)
Africa’s forests and fisheries, which could be an answer to the continent’s
food shortages and dire poverty levels, are instead being stripped illicitly
to the tune of almost $20-billion each year.
When added to the losses the continent is experiencing as a result of other
illicit outflows, $50-billion is lost overall each year, or 5.7% of sub-Saharan
Africa’s gross domestic product (GDP).
This is according to findings from the latest Africa Progress Panel report
released on Thursday. It was scheduled to launch in Abuja, Nigeria, where
the World Economic Forum on Africa is being held, but the launch was
moved to London because of rising security concerns.
Senegal was estimated to lose as much as $300-million or 2% of its national
GDP to illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing alone in 2012,
according to the report.
The panel, quoting reliable estimates from Greenpeace, points to fishing
fleets from East Asia and Russia as the main culprits behind IUU fishing.
The extensive subsidies rich nations, including those in the European
Union, dole out have helped extend global overfishing, according to the
panel. Around $27-billion in cheap fuel and insurance has aggravated the
“unsustainable mining” of Africa’s waters.
These issues alongside the battles African farmers face to access finance
and markets for their goods has contributed to a food import bill of $35billion excluding fish, despite having some of the most arable land in the
world.
“As with fisheries, Africa is integrated into a timber export market in
which illegal, unregulated and unreported trade flourish, generating
fortunes for some, while depleting a vital resource,” says the report.
Trade
Trade with emerging nations such as China adds another layer of
complexity. For instance, while there are no official Chinese–owned
forestry concessions in the Democratic Republic of Congo, informal Chinese
traders buy about four million cubic metres of timber produced under
artisanal permits each year. Meanwhile, the DRC is estimated to receive
less that 10% of tax dues from logging as a result of tax evasion.
The panel did not reserve its criticism for richer nations, or multinationals
and individuals that profiteer off the continent. It criticised African
governments for failing to put in place the policies needed to harness
resource wealth and development.
“More broadly, governments have failed to develop accountable and
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transparent institutions to share resource wealth equitably and to publish
the terms of mining and logging agreements – opening the door to
corruption, opaque deals and large revenue losses,” the panel said.
Former United Nations secretary general Kofi Annan chairs the panel,
which includes the likes of Graca Machel and Zimbabwean businessperson
Strive Masiyiwa. It advocates for equitable and sustainable development
for Africa. But it did offer recommendations that could turn this bleak
picture around. These include proposals to unlock what it terms Africa’s
“blue and green revolutions”, or its enormous potential in agriculture and
agro-industries.
It made recommendations aimed at boosting inclusive economic growth
through the extension of social welfare systems. For instance, African
governments should be diverting the 3% of GDP spent on energy subsidies
into well-designed social protection, the panel said.
But to preserve Africa’s fisheries and forests, crucial steps had to be taken
by the international community. These included deeming IUU fishing a
“transnational crime” and establishing an international registry of fishing
vessels similar to that of passenger and cargo ships.
Increasing transparency by publicising concession contracts and disclosing
ownership structures was critical to deter corrupt and illegal practices and
enable tax authorities to ensure companies are paying their fair share,
according to the report.
It also recommended an end to the subsidies rich nations gave their fishing
fleets.
Political will
The political will to introduce such measures beyond broad statements of
support for various international efforts remains critical.
According to Caroline Kende-Robb, the executive director on the panel’s
secretariat, the question of ocean management had been “bubbling under
the radar” for some time and it was due to move to the “front and centre”
of global policy debate.
It was a global problem, she said, but slowly steps were being taken to
address some of the concerns. The EU, for instance, had recently moved to
reform some of its subsidy schemes to ensure they were not contributing
to overfishing.
Nevertheless, activities such as IUU fishing were not only unethical but
also criminal and had to be prosecuted, she said.
Other levels to addressing these problems include growing international
awareness of the global implications of resource plunder.
It was not simply about helping Africa, but rather doing something because
it was “a global good”. “This is good for everybody … if we keep
plundering the oceans we are all going to be suffering,” she said.
The ability of African countries to simultaneously extend social protection
systems while faced with other competing needs such as investment in
infrastructure and agriculture was a “classic dilemma” facing any
government distributing a budget, said Kende-Robb.
But in many African countries it was not a question of money, given the
billions of dollars going into their coffers from natural resource flows or
other types of investment, she said. What is at issue is “ensuring that
resource flows do end up in the government budget.”
mg.co.za
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South African campaigner wins environmental prize

The Economist

29 April 2014

The man leading the opposition against a proposed expansion of the port in
Durban, South Africa’s largest, has won the 2014 Goldman Environmental
Prize in San Francisco. Desmond D’Sa, a community leader, campaigns
against toxic waste dumping in South Durban, a poor but highly
industrialised area.
The South African government wants to expand the Durban port to cope
with growing cargo traffic. The multi-billion-dollar project to deepen and
widen berths at the container terminal will create the largest cargo port in
the southern hemisphere, boosting the economy and creating a multitude
of jobs, according to Transnet, the government-owned corporation behind
the project.
Mr D’Sa and his South Durban Community Environmental Alliance, an
association representing local communities, are sceptical. They believe
they will gain only casual jobs, while bearing the brunt of the social and
environmental costs.
The proposed expansion may displace 30,000 people and affect the lives of
300,000 more. To date, the government has not committed to plans to
rehouse the displaced and compensate those otherwise affected. The
impact on the area's wildlife has not been fully assessed
Local communities have an unhappy history. The south Durban basin,
which houses 70% of the region’s industry, including hundreds of oil and
gas refineries, chemical companies and paper mills, was originally
populated by indentured servants working in local sugar plantations. The
apartheid government forcibly relocated additional residents there to
create a pool of cheap labor for the emerging industrial economy. Mr D’Sa
and his family were a part of this forced migration.
“(The expansion) will cause the biggest social upheaval since apartheid.
We already suffered enough trauma under apartheid: we lost our lands,
our houses, our communities. We don’t want to go through that again,”
says Mr D’Sa, who has vowed to fight the plan at every step.
www.economist.com
Grassroots Activists Awarded Goldman Environmental Prize
Rosanne Skirble 29 April 2014
Nice video of South Durban and other Goldman awardee sites:
www.voanews.com/content/grassroots-activists-awarded-goldmanenvironmental-prize-/1901286.html
Our Heroes: Goldman Environmental Prize 25 years of celebrating the
strength and courage of everyday leaders
Each year in April, near Earth Day, Bay Area environmental health and
justice advocates converge on San Francisco’s Opera House and City Hall to
celebrate the Goldman Environmental Prize. The anticipation starts days in
advance with media and parties celebrating the year’s winners. The award
includes $175,000 cash prize, and inclusion in a group that lists some of
the most tenacious, hardest working, and strategic grassroots activists in
the world.
Six individuals are awarded each year from six continents. Prizes are
awarded to grassroots activists that have achieved “sustained and
significant efforts to protect and enhance the natural environment, often
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at great personal risk.”
This year marks the 25th Anniversary of the Goldman Prize.
This year we are excited to join in the celebration with Desmond D’Sa
fromDurban, South Africa. Desmond’s work over the past two decades with
the South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA) has been
relentless in their efforts for clean air and a healthy community.
Desmond rallies the Community against the proposed port. Photo credit
Southlands Sun, South Africa
Desmond, with SDCEA and local, regional and international partners, has
won clean air agreements from large refinery neighbors, closed a local
dump, was a point person for COP 17 protests and is now leading the
charge against the Durban Port expansion. Desmond is full of stories of
struggle and victory, and none is more shocking than when a pipe bomb
was thrown and exploded at his home during intense campaigning against
the refineries.
Desmond was active with Global Community Monitor in the international
(anti-) Shell Coalition. As part of this coalition, Des visited County Mayo,
Ireland to support Willie Corduff and the Rossport community in the
struggle to keep Shell off their farm and community lands. Desmond also
visited Richmond, CA in 2011 in support of the community living in the
shadow of Chevron.
As a nominator, Global Community Monitor is proud to be associated with
the prize winners and the communities they represent. GCM has led and
participated in several nominations of Goldman Prize Winners. The Prize is
a rare moment for everyday leaders to get the recognition that their
sacrifice and persistence deserves.
GCM continues to celebrate Bucket Brigade Leaders Bobby Peek, Durban,
South Africa (1998); Margie Richard, Norco, Louisiana (2004); Willie
Corduff, County Mayo, Ireland (2007); Hilton Kelley, Port Arthur, Texas
(2011) and Dimitry Lisitsyn, Russia (2011).
While the Prize is an amazing recognition, it does not stop the
environmental crimes and problems in these communities around the
world. Like Desmond, Bobby, Margie, Willie, Hilton and Dimitry, they go on
to live another day and fight another fight.
Given their track record, a fight they just might win.
hosted-p0.vresp.com/246070/3e519a7864/ARCHIVE
Top award for toxic dump campaigner
Mark Kinver Environment reporter, BBC News
28 April 2014

Mr D'Sa said he would not be prevented from standing up for the truth
An anti-toxic dump campaigner in South Africa has been recognised with a
prestigious environmental award.
Desmond D'Sa's efforts resulted in the closure of a chemicals dump in a
residential area of Durban, winning him a Goldman Environmental Prize.
The awards are described as "the Nobel Prize for grassroots
environmentalism".
Mr D'Sa and five other winners will receive their awards on Monday at a
presentation ceremony in San Francisco.
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As a co-founder of the South Durban Community Environmental Alliance
(SDCEA), he campaigned to raise awareness of the plight of communities
living alongside the waste facility.
Among the schemes he oversaw were the "bucket brigade" and the "smell
chart". The bucket brigade consisted of local residents collecting samples
of air in their communities, which where then sent off to the US where
they were analysed.
"When we got the results back, we developed a flow chart of all the
different smells and odours so then people could be better educated about
the chemical odours and the impact they would have on health," Mr D'Sa
recalled.
With the data, Mr D'Sa and his team lobbied the government, which
resulted in several health studies being done.
One of the studies showed that more than half of the 300,000-strong
population had chronic asthma, he observed.
He added that the study also quantified cancer risk as 25-in-100,000
people, compared with the norm of 1-in-100,000.
"This was a conservative conclusion because the data was conservative yet
it showed that the risk was very high and more needed to be done," Mr D'Sa
told BBC News.
Paying the price
In 2009, the facility's operators applied to expand the site licence until
2021, but Mr D'Sa led a campaign to lobby officials, stating that the human
cost was too high.
In 2011, the operators withdrew their application and the dump was
closed.
"As a result, the trucks that carried all of the highly toxic waste through
the communities are no longer there," he said proudly.
www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-27156185
Desmond D'Sa, Goldman Prize Winner, Works To Improve Durban, South
Africa
Erica Gies (Huffington Post) 28 April 2014
This story originally appeared on Ensia.
April 28, 2014 — In 1971, when Desmond D’Sa was 15, South Africa’s
apartheid government forcibly relocated his family from its 10-room
suburban home to a two-bedroom inner city apartment. The young man
was dismayed to find his new neighborhood in South Durban had no parks
and sat amid large oil refineries, chemical tank farms and paper mills.
Gang violence was rampant.
But D’Sa didn’t join a gang. Instead, he began to organize his new
community, rallying his neighbors to build a sports field to give young
people something positive to do among all the blight.
Now 57, D’Sa is still working on behalf of his community. For his
indefatigable efforts, he’s been awarded this year’s $175,000 Goldman
Environmental Prize for Africa. The award highlights his community’s 2011
victory in shutting down the Bulbul Drive landfill — one of the area’s
largest for hazardous waste.
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“He really stood out for his passionate activism and the way he’s organized
his community to achieve a really important victory,” says David Gordon,
executive director of the Goldman Prize, which was founded by the San
Francisco philanthropists Richard and Rhoda Goldman in 1990 to recognize
grassroots environmental activism.
Long, Long Hours
South Durban is home to almost 70 percent of South Africa’s industry,
including more than 300 oil and gas refineries, paper mills, agrochemical
plants and hazardous waste landfills such as the Bulbul Drive dump.
For more than two decades, Wasteman Holdings, a South African waste
management company, dumped toxic waste from shipyards, factory farms,
medical facilities, and oil and chemical factories in the Bulbul Drive
landfill, contaminating soil, water and air. The community spent nearly 15
years fighting it and turning an application for expansion in 2009 to a
closure in 2011.
Still, the shutdown is just the first step. The landfill’s leachate — liquid
that runs off the waste — is so toxic that other disposal sites won’t take it,
so the government has instructed Wasteman to build an onsite plant, to
pretreat it before shipping it elsewhere.
Those who know D’Sa say he won’t rest until the company follows through
on this mandate.
“He’s willing to put in long, long hours to make things change in a positive
direction,” says Thomas Robins, a professor of environmental health
sciences at the University of Michigan who has worked with D’Sa.
Providing Proof
D’Sa first realized the impact of local pollution when working at Sasol, one
of the South Durban chemical plants, in the 1990s. “People were sick, but
we didn’t cotton on to all these things,” he says. At the factory, he read
the chemicals’ safety sheets and realized the danger to workers.
He also noticed what seemed like a high prevalence of asthma and
childhood leukemia in his neighborhood. “In the state project where I
lived, 10 out 12 families had a family member who had asthma,” he says.
“I realized something was amiss here.”
When he went to the two large oil refineries in the neighborhood, Engen
(PETRONAS) and SAPREF (Shell and BP) with his concerns, he says, “the
response I got was that people were smoking cigarettes and that was
causing the asthma and cancer.”
D’Sa didn’t accept the explanation and continued to call attention to
pollution and health issues in the area. In 1995, he was protesting a
ribbon-cutting ceremony by newly elected Nelson Mandela at the Engen
refinery. Mandela stopped to talk to D’Sa and his fellow protesters. What
they told him compelled the leader to assign a senior staff member to help
the protestors negotiate a good neighbor agreement.
“He was the first president to listen to community groups, take heed and
act on the information presented to him,” D’Sa says. “He put people
first.”
Mandela also “made us understand that you have to have facts and figures
because that’s what counts at the end of the day,” he says. So, D’Sa cofounded the South Durban Community Environmental Alliance in 1996 and
set out to provide the proof — the facts and figures — about what was
really going on with the air pollution and illnesses in the area.
Partnering with the California-based nonprofit Global Community Monitor,
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D’Sa’s alliance helped train local residents to take air samples. The
samples showed levels of benzene, a confirmed carcinogen, at levels eight
times higher than what is considered safe in United States, but still under
the South African standard at the time.
Two landmark studies conducted in the early 2000s by Robins and
colleagues at the Nelson Mandela School of Medicine at the University of
KwaZulu-Natal supplied more information about the medical threats D’Sa
had perceived.
Despite the refineries’ turning off several sources of pollution during the
study period, Robins’ team still found incidence of asthma in 52 percent of
the children, including 11 percent who had moderate to severe asthma.
Robins also looked at cancers, heart disease and kidney disease among the
population but is still analyzing those data.
These studies and the community air samples attracted sustained press
attention, prompting the South African parliament to hold a national
hearing. D’Sa and fellow community organizer Bobby Peek, who won the
Goldman Prize in 1998, testified. The outcome was a new law in 2004,
signed by Thabo Mbeki, Mandela’s successor, that established national air
quality and emissions standards for South Africa.
Mandela’s Legacy
Amid the victories, D’Sa has paid a high price for his work. In 2011 his
home was firebombed, sending him and his wife and daughter to the
hospital.
“We face dangers all the time because we stand up for justice and truth
and for people and species who can’t speak for themselves,” he says. “But
that will not deter me from doing what’s right. I’m not going to be afraid.”
Today D’Sa is fighting a proposal to dramatically expand the port of
Durban, also a neighbor to his beleaguered community. Already the largest
port on the African continent, the expansion would displace thousands of
South Durban residents and exacerbate waste, pollution and traffic in the
neighborhood.
It’s a foreboding echo of history, says Global Community Monitor executive
director Denny Larson, as corporate and other forces legally and forcibly
evict people from land where they’ve been living for a long time. It would
be the largest removal of residents — many subsistence fisherfolk — since
apartheid.
South Africa’s current government isn’t following Mandela’s policy of
people first, D’Sa says. “I want to ensure the legacy of Mandela continues
to resonate across South Africa, particularly in South Durban,” he says. “I
will continue to stand up for those principles.”
ensia.com/features/fight-against-blight/

Brazilian Police on Strike Abandon Salvador Streets

More than 150 people have been killed throughout Brazil's northeast
state Bahia, after police go on strike demanding higher pay - a move
that's viewed as quite political ahead of elections
The Real News Network 25 April 2014
In 48 hours, murder and violent crime near tripled in the city. Suddenly,
the land of happiness, as it's often referred to, morphed into a city in
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terror. Dozens of families too scared to say their families members were
killed during the strike. Bodies pile up at the police morgue as hospital
workers stall on autopsies and families wait days for the bodies. Although
the national media sensationalized the strike as a typical story of violence
in Brazil, another narrative would suggest the police went on strike for
political reasons. Right wing politicians and corrupt officials looking to
unseat the leftist Workers Party use the strike to illustrate their control of
the police.TRNN follows a local journalist covering the police, and
corruption in Salvador. Salvador is Brazil's third largest city. It is due to
host the World Cup games in 40 days.
therealnews.com

Workers from IMBEL of Itabujá-MG on indefinite strike
Urgent solidarity needed
Workers from the State Industry of War Material of Brazil (IMBEL) from
Itabujá-MG went on strike indefinitely on Monday, 14h of April.
More than 60% of the 970 workers joined the strike.
IMBEL from Itabujá-MG has 60% of the workers from all business units
across the country and is responsible for the production of the new IA2
rifles, pistol, loaders and all weapons sold by the company.
The category struggle for 15% increase in wages, plus bonuses and a review
of the Plan of Posts and Wages (PCS).
Last week, there were two stoppages of 4 hours but the management of
the company and the federal government did not have the willingness to
negotiate for real with the workers.
After the strike started, IMBEL submitted a proposal that only updates the
adjustments for inflation (IPCA) of the period that was 6.15%.
Workers of all IMBEL’s units over the country are stopped
Due to the intransigence of the management of the company and the
federal government to negotiate for real, workers of 4 units of IMBEL – Juíz
de Fora-MG, Rio de Janeiro (RJ), Magé (RJ) e Piquete (SP) – just followed
the example of the workers of Itabujá-MG and also ended up going on
strike indefinitely.
Solidarity for IMBEL workers strike
But for the strike of the workers of IMBEL to be victorious, it’s necessary
the support of all workers, all social movements and parties on the side of
workers.
The management of the company, following the instructions of Dilma’s
government, has reaffirmed that it will not submit any proposal of pay rise
above inflation. This same speech was reaffirmed in the negotiation
(stalling) who took place this Tuesday (15/4).
This positioning of IMBEL is in line with the economic policy of the federal
government that provides for this year, a fiscal adjustment of 44 billion
reais. Of these, 3.5 billion reais will be cut of the Ministry of Defence, to
which is subject IMBEL. This whole policy has one goal only: guarantee the
profits of the creditors of Brazilian public debt.
Furthermore, it is unacceptable that a government that spends 30 billion
reais on stadiums and other pharaonic works for the World Cup, claims not
to be able to meet the list of demands of IMBEL workers.
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LSR and the strike of the workers of IMBEL Itabujá-MG
LSR has been playing an important role in the workers strike of IMBEL
Itabujá-MG. We have comrades who are in the leadership and grass-root
workers of the Metalworkers Union of Itabujá-MG, affiliated to CSPConlutas.
Because we have several comrades, besides being union leaders, are
employees of the company, we were able to accomplish a good ground
work in preparation for the strike.
The comrade metalworkers from LSR in Itabujá-MG have said in their
interventions that the workers strike of IMBEL is correct, for the garis of
Rio de Janeiro showed, that struggle is the only way for the category to
win.
In addition, we’ve sought the active solidarity of other social movements
and parties on the side of workers, such as PSOL.
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6754

Ukraine: Miners strike in Lugansk region
In Defence of Marxism

23 April 2014

On 22 April a strike began at the six mines of PJSC "Krasnodonugol" in
Krasnodon, region of Lugansk. The mines are owned by SCM, the company
of Rinat Akhmetov, one of the country’s wealthiest businessmen and a key
regional oligarch. 2000 miners gathered at the mine office, demanding the
reinstatement of 30 miners who had been dismissed for participating in a
rally in Lugansk. The striking miners demanded a wage increase to bring
their wages up to the average wage of workers in the Donbas coalfield and
the lifting of sanctions against their fellow miners.
Vyacheslav, a night worker told the podrobnosti.ua news website:
"80% of miners did not go to work and now we have stormed the
Krasnodonugol offices. The situation requires publicity; otherwise we all
get fired tomorrow."
At 11 pm on 22 April, after unsuccessful negotiations with the managers
Angelovski and Pimkin, the striking miners broke down the front door and
seized the mine office building. They blocked the entrances to the
building, obstructed the bus service, and then started building barricades.
Today, 23 April pickets of miners blocked the road and stopped the buses
which drove the day shift to the mines. In addition, there is a continuing a
rally at the plant. The Miners’ demands have expanded to include strict
observation of health and safety regulations as well as changing of
company management.
It remains to be seen how the strike develops, but it is clearly a very
significant develop which would mark the entry of an important section of
workers into the scene with their own class demands.
www.marxist.com

China: Labour disputes soar
40,000 workers paralyse world’s largest sports shoe maker
chinaworker.info reporters 19 April2014
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Workers at six out of ten factories in Dongguan owned by Taiwanese
multinational Yue Yuen have been on strike for the past three days after
discovering the company has not been paying legally required levels of
social security and housing contributions.
“The factory has been tricking us for 10 years,” a woman worker told
Reuters. “The [local] Gaobu government, labour bureau, social security
bureau and the company were all tricking us together.”
“Many of us began to find out our social insurance contribution from our
employers were at least 200 yuan short every month, dating back nearly
two decades,” another worker told Hong Kong’s South China Morning Post.
Upsurge in strikes
The strike is emblematic of a new wave of labour struggles especially in
Guangdong, where Dongguan is located, and other developed regions of
China. Samsung, Lenovo, Nokia and Wal-Mart are among the companies hit
by recent stoppages. Strikes are up by almost one-third in the first quarter
of 2014 compared to the same period last year according to research by
China Labour Bulletin, a Hong Kong-based NGO. The group’s findings also
reveal “a more forceful response from the local authorities,” with a 4-fold
increase in police interventions and a sharp rise in arrests. This trend is
confirmed by recent trials of worker activists and strike organisers.
Dongguan, known as “the world’s factory,” has a workforce of around 10
million. In recent years it has been badly hit by the global crisis and
downturn in China’s traditional export markets. The city has experienced
several large strikes over severance pay, wage arrears and non-payment of
so-called fringe benefits. This includes an earlier strike at Yue Yuen, in
2011, when around 7,000 workers fought against layoffs and wage cuts.
The latest Yue Yuen strike is “massive” to quote the Chinese dictatorship’s
normally hardline mouthpiece Global Times, involving tens of thousands of
workers. Media reports give contradictory figures, with some saying 10,000
are on strike while other reports put the numbers far higher. This is to be
expected given the fog of official censorship, while strikes are of course
illegal in China. According to NGO activist Zhang Zhiru, who is in contact
with strike organisers, more than 30,000 workers went on strike on Monday
14 April, with more joining on Tuesday. The Global Times, which
presumably has its own sources within the security agencies, also puts the
number of strikers at 40,000.
“Illegal activities”
Yue Yuen (part of Taiwan’s Pou Chen Group) is to footwear what Foxconn
is to electronics. Its website boasts it is “the world’s largest branded
footwear manufacturer” churning out 300 million pairs of shoes a year for
Nike, Adidas, Reebok, ASICS, New Balance, Puma, Converse, Salomon and
Timberland among others (Yes, consumers, they’re all made by the same
people!)
In recent years Yue Yuen has been cutting back in China and shifting
production to Indonesia and Vietnam where wages are lower. As companies
move offshore or to lower-wage provinces within China there has been a
sharp rise in workers’ protests over severance pay and cost-cutting
measures by management.
All companies are supposed under Chinese law to pay full mandatory social
insurance for workers – including pensions, medical insurance, housing
allowances and injury compensation. Recent legal reforms allowing
migrant workers to transfer these payments when they relocate to other
cities has led workers to pay closer attention to how companies fulfil these
obligations. A study by US-based China Labor Watch found that none of its
survey group of 400 companies had paid the full amount of mandatory
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social insurance. So the problems facing the Yue Yuen workers – corporate
evasion of social security contributions – are endemic across manufacturing
industry.
“Some of my colleagues estimate that Yue Yuen owes the workers as much
as one billion yuan over the years,” a mid-level manager told China Labour
Bulletin
The Yue Yuen strike began on 5 April, when hundreds of workers staged a
protest action by blocking a nearby bridge. The company promised to
resolve the issues, but its later offer failed to meet workers’ demands
which led to a resumption of the strike on 14 April. Thousands took part in
a protest march behind a banner that proclaimed, “Pay back the social
security and public housing fund! Shame on Yue Yuen’s illegal activities!”
The government has drafted in around 2,000 police from cities including
Guangzhou and Zhuhai. Around 20 strikers were arrested at this demo,
according to eyewitnesses, who also said that some workers who held
banners had been beaten. One worker told Radio Free Asia that some
strikers had been hospitalised following clashes with the riot police.
Significantly, but replicating a pattern seen elsewhere, police repression
seems to have hardened the resolve of the workers, with reports of strike
numbers growing afterwards. The next days will be decisive, after Yue
Yuen management issued an ultimatum that any worker who did not return
to work within three days could face dismissal.
Workers have used social media as an important tool to build the strike,
again replicating a trend seen in other strikes and mass protests in China.
Thousands joined an online QQ group in the days before the first protest
organised on 5 April, according to one Yue Yuen worker. This forum was
closed down by the authorities, but workers set up several new ones and
the numbers joining have risen.
Increasing repression
As the Yue Yuen strike erupted, a court in Guangzhou, the provincial
capital, found 11 security guards guilty of “gathering a crowd to disrupt
public order” for their part in a long-running strike last year at the
Guangzhou Chinese Medicine University Hospital. The Financial Times
correctly described the trial as a “test case of the government’s
intolerance towards a recent surge in labour activism.”
Six of the defendants were sentenced to 8-month jail terms, meaning they
will be released this week based on time already served. Three others
were jailed for nine months. Perversely, the court in Guangzhou is seen as
showing leniency, given that the charge of “gathering a crowd to disrupt
public order” carries a maximum penalty of five years in prison. This is the
same charge used to jail anti-corruption activist Xu Zhiyong for four years
at a trial in January, on equally spurious grounds. Ten other members of
Xu’s New Citizens’ Movement have either been jailed or are facing trial on
the same charge.
Another important trial will soon reach a verdict, that of Wu Guijun, the
41-year-old workers’ leader who similarly stands accused of public order
offences in connection with a strike at the Hong Kong-owned Diweixin
Product Factory in Shenzhen. This case has generated a wave of
international protests because it is seen as a symptomatic of a harder
government line to criminalise workers’ protests and strikes. Members of
the Committee for a Workers’ International (CWI) and the chinaworker.info
website organised simultaneous protests in support of Wu at China’s
embassies and consulates in Bangalore, Berlin, Sao Paolo, Sydney, and nine
other cities last year.
“If there is any trace of justice then Wu Guijun cannot be found guilty,”
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his lawyer said as the trial resumed on 4 April. Wu has already spent over
300 days in detention; accused of leading a demonstration last May that
blocked traffic, despite several workers testifying in court that Wu actually
opposed this action. The campaign for Wu to be freed continues. China
Labour Bulletin reports that Wu’s son and supporters set up an online
petition that has been re-tweeted more than 12,000 times.
Build real workers’ unions
Despite the regime’s increasing resort to repression and arrests, the rising
tide of strikes shows not only the will to fight on the part of Chinese
workers, but also a clear trend towards more sophisticated organisation
and tactics. Workers’ expectations are also rising. Online posts by striking
Yue Yuen workers criticise the role of the official company-controlled
trade union and demand the right to elect their own union representatives.
This is an unstoppable process of workers struggling to build their own
independent organisations in order to fight capitalist exploitation and the
chains imposed upon the working masses by a dictatorial police state.
Workers and trade unionists around the world should give maximum
support to these struggles in “the world’s factory!”
www.socialistworld.net

Modi accuses Congress of indulging in ‘black magic’
Shiv Sahay Singh

16 April 2014

“Black magic” has made jobs of youth disappear over the past 10 years and
is making lives of farmers difficult
Hitting back at Congress president Sonia Gandhi, Bharatiya Janata Party’s
(BJP) prime ministerial candidate Narendra Modi returned the “magician”
remark directed at him and said here on Thursday that the country is “not
afraid of magicians but the black magic” of the Congress-led United
Progressive Alliance (UPA) government.
“Madam Soniaji, this country is not afraid of magicians. Our country is
afraid of black magic…In the past 10 years, the country has been watching
the black magic of the UPA government,” he said while addressing a
gathering at Khaprail near Siliguri in Darjeeling district.
Just as a magician makes things disappear on the stage, Mr. Modi said that
“black magic” has made jobs of youth disappear over the past 10 years and
is making lives of farmers in the country difficult.
“The country needs to be protected from this black magic,” he said,
adding that because of black magic, Congress supporters cannot see any of
the country’s problems. The BJP prime ministerial candidate’s remarks
came a day after Ms. Gandhi while addressing a gathering near Bangaluru
had said that the BJP’s prime ministerial candidate is being projected as a
“magician” who could cure all ills of the country.
Addressing the rally in Matigara Naxalbari Assembly constituency falling
under Darjeeling Lok Sabha seat from where the ultra left movement in
the country originated, he said Naxalbari is an example that despite
violence, there has been no change in the lives of the people.
“Those who want to set up a red corridor from Pashupati to Tirupati are
not Naxalite, but Maoists,” the BJP leader said.
Mr. Modi also referred to the “long fight of Gorkhas” for their rights and
promised that the BJP would think afresh for the development of the
Himalayan region if it came to power.
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Though he refrained from any direct mention of the demand of
“Gorkhaland” with Gorkha Janmukti Morcha president Bimal Gurung by his
side, he assured the people of hills, “your dreams are our dreams”.
Mr. Modi evoked his “chaiwala” connections with the people of Darjeeling
hills. “Tea is first liking…you are a chaiwala and I am also a chaiwala,” he
told the gathering. The BJP leader came down on infiltration from
Bangladesh and said that those “infiltrating are trying to ruin our country.”
Mr. Modi however said that those are forced to leave their country and flee
into India should be provided opportunities not only in West Bengal, but in
other states like Gujarat and Rajasthan.
In his second rally in West Bengal in the past two months, the BJP leader
urged the people to ensure that the Congress does win a single seat and
the BJP gets highest number of seats ever from the State.
www.thehindu.com

Taiwan: Occupation of parliament ends after 23 days
What are the lessons of the island’s ‘sunflower movement’?
China Worker 11 April 2014
Taiwan has witnessed an unprecedented mass protest movement since 18
March when around 200 students occupied the main chamber of the
Legislative Yuan (parliament) to stop the ratification of the contentious
Cross-Strait Service Trade Agreement (CSSTA) between Taiwan and China.
The beginning of an ‘Asian Spring’ is how some media commentators have
described this movement. The abrupt way the protests have ended raises
many questions about what the movement has achieved and which social
forces can mount a serious challenge to neo-liberal economic policies and
trade deals. We interviewed Sally Tang Mei-ching, who has been
coordinating CWI Taiwan’s participation in the Taipei protests.
The leaders of Taiwan’s so-called ‘sunflower movement’ announced the
end of their occupation of parliament; what does this signify?
Yes, the student leaders inside the occupation said they will leave the
Legislative Yuan on Thursday 10 April. This is after a pledge by the
parliamentary speaker, Wang Jin-pyng, a member of the ruling Kuomintang
(KMT), that a new law would be enacted for monitoring trade deals with
China. The CWI in Taiwan is very critical of the decision to call off the
occupation and the way it was reached, which wasn’t democratic. The
anti-government protests since 18 March represent a historic movement,
which mobilised half a million Taiwanese on the streets and threatened to
develop into strikes against president Ma Ying-jeou and the trade pact –
this was being discussed and to some extent took place in the universities.
But much more could have been achieved without this hasty
announcement to wind down the protests. The occupation was seen as the
hub of the protests, so inevitably, while protests will continue because the
government has not retreated, it will be harder to regain the lost
momentum. There is a lot of confusion now about what to do next.
Does this represent a victory over the government?
No, it can’t be judged a victory. The concessions made are small and quite
vague. The past three weeks have seen an incredible mass movement, with
around 500,000 people marching on 30 March, the biggest demonstration in
Taiwan’s history. Students at 80 universities expressed support for a
nationwide student strike and many walked out although it wasn’t
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coordinated or a really collectively organised strike, more like individual
boycotts. Still, it is a big step forward in terms of mass consciousness; the
fact that strikes are now on the table as a tactic. Most important of all was
that workers’ unions began to discuss going on strike, despite many
problems because many unions are tied to the ruling KMT and support the
trade pact with China. The union at Cosmos Bank voted last week to go out
on strike, but whether this will happen now is unclear with the occupation
called off.
So a much bigger opportunity has unfortunately been wasted. The mass
movement could have achieved a real victory by forcing the government to
abandon the trade pact, and even forcing the resignation of top members
of the government including [President] Ma himself, who is the least
popular of Taiwan’s elected presidents with opinion polls showing just 9
percent support! Judged against what was possible, the student leaders’
decision unfortunately lets the government off the hook. What needs to be
done now is to rebuild the momentum, organise, and draw the lessons.
Could you explain the details under which the occupation has ended?
It is based on taking the word of one leader of the ruling party, Wang, who
is involved in a power struggle with Ma and the president’s faction. Maybe
Ma also privately agreed this deal to put a stop to the occupation, but he
has not personally promised anything and gets to save face, and his pet
project, the trade pact, survives. We are very critical of the student
leaders for announcing an end to the occupation on these terms, when
even the limited promise of Wang may be overturned by other sections of
the ruling party. In our opinion the student leaders relied too much on the
main opposition party, DPP [Democratic Progressive Party], which gave
support to the mass protests but unlike most people involved this party
does not stand for scrapping the CSSTA pact.
A major argument for ending the occupation is that students have exams
now and that the occupation cannot go on forever. Well okay, but then
before you leave your positions you should announce a new form of mass
action, a new strategy, and debate democratically what can be done to
keep up the pressure on the government. We [the CWI] have never said an
occupation is the only method, in fact we warned about the limits of
occupations. They are now a common method of struggle everywhere in
the world, and they are necessary, and can become a rallying point for a
mass movement as in Taiwan. But an occupation on its own is never
enough. It must be a springboard to something more powerful like a strike.
But in this case the leaders have not proposed anything concrete to follow
– they talk about “returning the struggle to the people,” and continuing it
in “another form,” but what? These are just empty words at this stage.
Many are critical. A coalition of around 16 groups held a press conference
this week. Some were originally inside the leadership but have left
because they disagree with the undemocratic way the student leaders
make decisions especially the important decision to end the movement. It
should be discussed with the mass, they said. Unfortunately none of these
groups is confident to propose an alternative. Others are dissatisfied but
accept the end of the occupation as inevitable. On 10 April, a group of
activists who had occupied the second floor of the Legislative Yuan to
defend the main occupation also published a statement criticising the
decision to call off the action: “We have been helping to block the
pathway in the yuan, helping to move resources, but no one ever discussed
with us on any decision during the occupation.” They said they will respect
the decision to leave, but do not agree with the decision.
So what is the CWI’s alternative?
We argued for a Taiwan-wide school and university strike and for this to
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spread to workers, for a 24-hour general strike. If the student leaders had
not given up their occupation, and instead issued a call for strikes, then
ending the occupation in itself does not have a decisive importance. But
ending the protest without announcing a ‘next step’ – this is a big problem.
It causes a lot of confusion and allows the government to take the
initiative. While this is happening there are hard attacks in the media
against the protesters and the police are arresting youth who took part in
another occupation protest.
In our opinion the government was in a deep crisis, it was balancing on a
knife-edge and a push was needed. The occupation needed to upgrade – in
our opinion the strike was the key issue. In such a situation if you don’t go
forward you go back. This is the lesson.
It would have been a big blow to the prestige of Ma and the ruling party if
they had been forced to abandon the trade pact. Such a result was entirely
possible because the government and ruling class were really worried by
the size of the movement and its political effects. As many groups who are
critical of the decision to end the occupation point out, there are really no
firm promises. It’s not clear whether [parliamentary speaker] Wang’s offer
will really stand and the KMT has a big majority in parliament, so it can
still pass the trade pact although there may be some amendments from the
opposition party, the DPP. In our opinion these amendments are
secondary; they don’t change the nature of the pact, which is neo-liberal
and anti-worker.
Which groups were involved in the occupation?
The main student organisation involved is Black Island Nation Youth Front.
They are influenced by the ‘pan green’ camp nationalists [DPP-led political
bloc], they stand for Taiwan independence, which is also more and more
popular among youth. On that issue, the CWI supports the right to selfdetermination for Taiwan. We reject the ‘Great China’ propaganda of the
Chinese dictatorship, but we also oppose racism – there is a big wave of
anti-mainlander racism. It’s impossible to defeat capitalist trade pacts
without united workers’ struggle, so racism is something the capitalists
encourage, it helps them.
There were splits and divisions among the students including the Black
Island Youth inside the occupied legislature. The leaders of this
organisation operated in a very undemocratic way, a top-down
bureaucratic way, and that is also the way they ended the protest. During
the demonstrations student stewards confiscated leaflets from other,
critical, groups. Only selected people were allowed into the occupation –
this was defended as keeping out government spies, but there are other
ways to do that.
The movement in Taiwan was not so different from many other occupy
movements we’ve seen around the world. Even if they say they are antileaders and against political parties, the small groups at the top of these
spontaneous struggles can become very quickly bureaucratised, especially
if they are based on the middle classes. In Taiwan there is no working class
party with a tradition of democratic structures and debates. Something
similar happened in the mass occupation in Hong Kong two years ago,
against the government’s nationalistic education plan. A spontaneous
student group emerged largely through social media, and it became the
spokespersons for the mass protests partly by accident and partly because
of the media. There was a lack of real democracy and the leaders wanted
to prevent the struggle becoming too radical or making explicit political
demands for the government to fall.
In Taiwan, the Black Island Youth has become a mass force on facebook
with over 300,000 fans, but in reality it’s still a small organisation and its
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leaders decide everything without a vote or real discussion. This is not just
our view, but also the view of ex-members who left the occupation
leadership after disagreements in recent weeks.
Wasn’t there a risk that force would be used to break the occupation?
Yes, and this was also the case on 23-24 March when riot police brutally
attacked as thousands of youth and students tried to occupy the Executive
Yuan, another government building. The occupation leaders inside the
Legislative Yuan did not really support the new occupation. The attempt to
occupy the Executive Yuan arose out of frustration among many youth
feeling the original occupation was too top-down and too inclined towards
a compromise.
After the police crackdown the student leaders should have put even more
focus on condemning the repression and used this to warn, to educate,
about how far the government is prepared to go. The media tried to twist
it so it seemed the youth were the violent ones, the lawbreakers. After
that crackdown the government used ‘proxies’ instead – criminal gangs
linked to the KMT who organised counter demonstrations. The CWI argued
this showed the need to get workers more directly into the struggle, by
appealing to unions to come and help organise stewarding and selfdefence. We pointed to Turkey, where the public sector unions went on
strike in protest at the police crackdown against last year’s occupation.
What will happen now and what longer-term effects will the ‘sunflower
movement’ have?
Now the task is to organise and draw lessons. The government must be
very relieved that the occupation is over, and for the masses it was a
missed opportunity, but it doesn’t mean things go back to how they were
on 17 March. As Lenin said, “an ounce of experience is worth a ton of
theory,” and the past three weeks have been an incredible experience.
And new protests are happening already, so the effects are a very big
problem for the government.
This struggle has given many people confidence to challenge the system.
And perhaps most importantly this movement has put the issue of a
nationwide strike into the discussion. It did not take place, but it is now
part of the discussion within society, and this puts the discussion on a
higher level than before. It proves what we have said all along that
students can play a good role in starting struggles, but they can’t finish
them, especially if they remain a student-only movement, which was the
plan of the occupation leaders. This makes it easier for socialists to
explain that the working class is the most important force in the struggle
and why we need to build a workers’ party against the two capitalist,
nationalist [pro-China versus anti-China] blocs.
chinaworker.info

Ukraine crisis exploited by multinational fracking lobby
Oppose the pro-big business EU/ US Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership!
Paul Murphy, Socialist Party MEP, and Tanja Niemeier 9 April 2014
In the context of the escalating political standoff over Ukraine between
the US and the EU, on the one side, and Russia, on the other side, big
business and conservative politicians seem to remember Winston
Churchill´s saying “never let a good crisis go to waste”.
As part of the debate on escalating sanctions against Russia and possible
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Russian retaliation as a result, there is increasing talk about “energy
security” and the need for stimulating “energy independence”, in
particular from Russian gas.
Undoubtedly, Russia’s richness in natural resources and its gas giant
Gazprom is an important “political weapon” and bargaining tool of the
Putin government in its strive for political power and influence in the
region and beyond.
In 2012, Gazprom accounted for 34% of the European Union’s natural gas
imports. Last year, Gazprom supplied the EU and Turkey with a record 162
billion cubic metres of gas, of which 86 billion cubic metres came via
Ukraine. These hard economic figures provide a different dimension to the
EU’s keen interest in the Ukrainian situation and underline that important
economic interests are at the heart of this conflict.
Poland’s Conservative Prime Minister Donald Tusk, when he met German
Chancellor Angela Merkel in March to discuss the political developments in
the Ukraine, stated, “The question of Ukraine is a question of EU’s future,
EU’s safety, and a correction of EU’s energy policy. We will not be able to
efficiently fend off potential aggressive steps by Russia in the future, if so
many European countries are dependent on Russian gas deliveries or wade
into such dependence.”
Poland is one of the most fervent supporters of shale extraction. Poland
imports 60% of its gas from Gazprom but its reserves in shale gas and oil
are estimated to be the largest in Europe. The Polish government has
announced it will offer 6 year tax breaks for shale gas companies in an
effort to attract foreign investment and start exploration as soon as
possible.
British Prime Minister Cameron, despite the fact that Britain is far less
dependent on Russian gas, makes use of the opportunity to say that Britain
has a duty to embrace fracking in the wake of the Ukraine crisis.
Local communities, environmental activists and socialists are massively
opposed to shale gas extraction which is done through a method commonly
referred to as ‘fracking’. There is growing evidence of huge health and
environmental risks and impacts from fracking – or high-volume hydraulic
fracturing. There is growing evidence that gas production, including
fracking and waste disposal, is contaminating drinking water, polluting air
and soil, destroying our climate, and triggering earthquakes.
Moreover, fracking will lead to further fossil fuel dependency for several
decades and cut across attempts to combat climate change. In addition to
promoting environmentally and socially disastrous shale gas exploration in
Europe, there are calls for the importing of shale gas / LNG (liquid natural
gas) from the US.
Conservative and arch-conservative, reactionary and climate change
denying parties in the European Parliament are very blunt about this and
have once again revealed their true colours, illustrated by the explicit proshale gas amendments tabled by the United Poland Party (same political
group as British UKIP) to a resolution on the situation in the Ukraine which
read: “whereas natural gas produced from hydraulic fracturing of shale
rock has cornered a significant share of the North American natural gas
market and driven down the gas price; whereas such results could be
repeated in Europe and could lead the EU to improve the security of
energy supply in Europe and increase economic competitiveness” and
“Welcomes the fact that, thanks to the shale gas revolution, the USA has
abundant, new supplies of gas and oil, is accelerating its plans to export
natural gas, and should become a major supplier to European markets;
notes that a number of US companies want to build pipelines and liquefied
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natural gas facilities to export more gas; calls on the US administration to
fast-track approval of US exports of liquefied natural gas, and to build a
meaningful export infrastructure.”
No to the EU-US free trade agreement
The EU and the US are currently negotiating a Transatlantic Trade and
Investment partnership (TTIP), which if agreed could be very advantageous
for the multinational fracking lobby. When President Obama attended the
EU-US summit in Brussels last week to discuss trade relations and the
Ukraine crisis and he said the new trans-Atlantic trade agreement under
negotiation would make it easier for his administration to approve LNG
exports. The head of the US National Association of Manufacturers, Jay
Timmons, who is currently touring the EU, is even more explicit.
Timmons said the crisis in Ukraine “accelerates the need” for the United
States and European Union to conclude the deal, because Europe’s
dependency on Russian natural gas underscores the “economic imperative”
for deeper US-EU trade ties.
The TTIP agreement should be opposed for many reasons but one of them
is the increased power it is likely to give to big corporations through the
inclusion of a so-called investor to state dispute settlement mechanism
(ISDS) which, as Pia Eberhardt from the Brussels based NGO, Corporate
Europe Observatory, correctly puts“[it] could empower energy companies
to take governments to private international tribunals if they attempt to
regulate or ban fracking. Oil and gas giants could claim millions in
compensation if they deem their investments, including future profits, are
adversely affected by changes in regulation or policy. This would be
regardless of the evidence of the environmental harm caused by fracking,
and of the opposition by local residents and other citizens”.
The US based Low Pine Company is currently suing the Canadian
government for CA$250 million over a moratorium on fracking which the
Québec province was forced to introduce after massive popular opposition
to fracking.
Capitalism gone mad
What is really needed in order to peacefully solve issues relating to energy
production, consumption and the environment, is to break with the logic of
greed and profit. Massive public investment programmes into renewable
energy resources are needed as well as public research and funding
programmes into recycling, climate change and energy efficiency.
Additionally, all multinational energy giants need to be nationalised and
taken under democratic public ownership and control, in order to make
sure that they are accountable and acting in the interest of society and the
environment
www.socialistworld.net

Grants only for ANC supporters - MEC
Bongani Hans, Leanne Jansen and Kamini Padayachee (IOL News) 9 April 2014
Durban - People who are paid social welfare grants but who vote for
opposition parties were stealing from the government.
That’s according to KwaZulu-Natal Agriculture and Environmental Affairs
MEC Meshack Radebe, who was speaking in the presence of President
Jacob Zuma in Greytown during his provincial roadshow on Tuesday.
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Radebe’s previous portfolio was social development.
“Nxamalala (Zuma) has increased grants, but there are people who are
stealing them by voting for opposition parties,” he said.
“If you are in the opposition, you are like a person who comes to my
house, eats my food and then insults me.”
Radebe said those who intended voting for opposition parties should “stay
away from the grant”.
The human rights organisation Black Sash called on Radebe to retract his
comments, which were made in Zulu to a rural audience.
Provincial spokeswoman Evashnee Naidu said the constitution placed an
obligation on the state to provide for those who could not provide for
themselves.
“It is an obligation on the government of the day, irrespective of the
party, and it calls into question the understanding by the MEC of his
previous portfolio.
“To attach party alliances to who should be receiving the grant goes
against the aim and spirit of the constitution and blurs the lines between
government and party (sic), which is unconstitutional.”
DA provincial leader Sizwe Mchunu said the comments were “insulting and
misleading”.
“The money for social grants comes from the taxes people pay. This is
purely ANC propaganda.”
Mchunu said the party was threatening people to obtain votes.
“It is a intimidatory tactic, but we do not think people will be fooled or
misled by his comments (which) seemed to imply that if you are not inside
the ANC or with the party, then you do not deserve a social grant.”
National Freedom Party spokesman Nhlanhla Khubisa said: “I was not there
and I do not know what he said. But if it is true, then it is upsetting.
“It has nothing to do with the ANC. People are meant to get social grants
regardless of their political affiliation.”
IFP spokesman Joshua Mazibuko said the ANC was “blackmailing” voters.
Radebe and Zuma were guests at a sod-turning to prepare for the
construction of Mavundla Square, whose main owner is former Mvoti
Municipality mayor and business tycoon Philani Mavundla.
Later, Zuma delivered a lecture at the University of Zululand, where
government ministers continued to sing his praises.
Higher Education Minister Blade Nzimande called Zuma a “disciplined and
dedicated servant of the people” whose legacy was that of commitment to
the education of children and youths.
That commitment had seen 12 million children access classrooms, nine
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million receive a meal a day through the National School Nutrition
Programme, and the budget of the National Student Financial Aid Scheme
triple from R3.1 billion in 2009 to R9.6bn.
Nzimande said detractors praised former leaders of the ANC to “destroy”
the present leaders.
When Nelson Mandela sought to restore peace in KZN during the period of
political violence, it was Zuma he sent to lead those peace efforts, he
said.
Switching from English to Zulu, Nzimande took a swipe at the press, saying
white-owned newspapers peddled lies about Zuma and the administration.
Correctional Services Minister S’bu Ndebele spoke of Zuma as an efficient
and effective leader who had demonstrated an “unflinching” commitment
to the education of impoverished children.
The focus of Zuma’s lecture was the gains made in education over the past
20 years.
Proof of how serious the government was about education was that it
received the biggest slice of the national budget, Zuma said.
He received a rousing welcome from Unizulu students, who chanted his
name and surged towards the stage where he was seated to snap
photographs of him with their cellphones.
A small group in the crowd, who were not wearing ANC T-shirts, jeered at
Zuma, but later quietened down, overwhelmed by his fans.
www.iol.co.za

‘Superbugs’ make antibiotics useless, say experts
The Mercury

8 April 2014

The first patient with pneumonia resistant to all antibiotics was recorded
in South Africa last year, raising the “terrifying possibility of a
postantibiotic era”.
The 86-year-old man was in hospital for a heart operation when doctors
discovered that his klebsiella pneumonia bacteria were resistant to all
available antibiotics.
Reporting on his case this week, Health Department Director-General
Precious Matsoso described the emergence of bugs immune to medicine as
“worse than Aids”, and urged an expert meeting under way in Cape Town
to help the government.
Without antibiotics, people could once again start dying from simple
infections, and medical procedures such as organ transplants would be
impossible, said Matsoso. A ministerial advisory committee, including
representatives from the public and private sectors, was to be established
to help the department deal with drug resistance, focusing on medicines
for TB, HIV and malaria.
Surveillance
It is estimated that one southern Asian child dies every five minutes from
drug-resistant bacteria and 25 000 Europeans die every year from similar
infections.
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About half of all antibiotic prescriptions are thought to be unnecessary and
this is driving the development of drug-resistant “superbugs”.
In India, Thailand and Vietnam, people can buy antibiotics without a
prescription.
Carmen Pessoa-Silva, who heads the World Health Organisation’s
antimicrobial resistance programme, told the meeting in Cape Town that it
was a “fallacy” that the world needed more medicines.
“We need to consider other alternatives to drugs, such as vaccines and
better infection control,” she said.
The World Health Assembly is to discuss anti-microbial resistance when it
meets next month and Pessoa-Silva said few member states had plans to
deal with this while there was poor surveillance of drug resistance.
Groote Schuur Hospital recently introduced an anti-microbial resistance
team to cut down on the unnecessary prescription of antibiotics.
“There has been a 19.6 percent decrease in prescriptions for antibiotics in
the past year,” said Marc Mendelson, co-chairman of infectious diseases at
the University of Cape Town.
Ramanan Laxminarayan, of the Public Health Foundation in India, said
resistance to antibiotics typically started to develop 15 years after the
introduction of the medicine.
“But now resistance is picking up pace,” he said. “By the time new drugs
get to our countries (from Europe and the US where they are developed),
there could already be resistance and we won’t be able to use them.”
Hospital patients were particularly vulnerable to infection because their
immune systems were weak. Poor hand-washing by health workers was a
big cause in spreading infection.
The meeting recommended that people vulnerable to infection – and to
passing on infection – be encouraged to get flu vaccinations rather than
take antibiotics. These include health workers and the mothers of small
children. – Health-e News Service.
www.dailymail.co.uk

Free Wu Guijun! Strike is not a crime!
Calling concerns from all sides: Justice for Workers!
HKCTU 3 April 2014
The case of Wu Guijun: Trial after a 10-month detention
In early May 2013, the employer of Shenzhen Diweixin Product Factory
started to relocate the factory to Huizhou City. By law, workers are
entitled to financial compensation based on the years of service
(equivalent to one month’s wages per year of service). 300 workers went
on strike to demand negotiation with the emploiyer and due
compensation. The employer agreed to pay only 400 Yuan per year of
service after the month-long strike which is much lower than the legal
minimum.
On 23 May, some 200 workers marched to petition the district government
to seek help and all of them were detained by the riot police. Most
workers were released the next day except Wu Guijun. Wu is one of the
workers' representatives in the negotiation. He was kept under detention
and later charged for "gathering crowds to disrupt traffic order
The first hearing took place in late February 2014. Wu’s family was not
informed
Since his detention on 23 May, Wu’s family had not received an official
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notification of his detention. The defendant lawyer received the
indictment and other formal documents only in January 2014. The right to
be informed and right to defence has been infringed.
Ten months’ custody to ‘collect information’
The investigation by public security has taken half a year and it had been
returned twice by the procuratorate for supplemental investigation. The
second hearing disrupted again by the procuratorate claiming the public
security had new evidence to produce. The length of custody Wu has
served is unjustified for the labour dispute.
Seeking to punish the strike leader
Workers and Wu himself have testified that the strike and protest were
spontaneous since the employer refused a negotiation. Yet the
procuratorate still pursued to indict Wu as the main offender for criminal
liability.
First hearing nearly cancelled
The first hearing, originally scheduled at 2.30 pm, 17 February, was nearly
cancelled as the prosecutor refused to appear in court, claiming privately
that there were too many supporters in the courtroom. The hearing
resumed only after the supporters made a protest and complaint to the
court authority.
Second hearing postponed
The second hearing was supposed to take place at 9.30am, 26 February. It
was called off in less than 30 hours before by the procuratorate without
giving a new schedule on the reason that new evidences had been
gathered. Wu was put for an extra month detention. .
http://www..hkctu.org.hk
In solidarity HKCTU
‘Not The Future We Want’: Durban’s Port Plans Face Protest
Megan Lewis

26 March 2014

“We are walking around carrying dwarves on our shoulders who now think
they are tall, forgetting about who is holding them up”, said a comrade at
a recent labour gathering. The statement has nothing to do with dwarves
and even less to do with us as individuals, but rather with us as a society in
a country that is supposed to be democratic and led by a government that
wants “a better life for all”, but that ignores this responsibility in the face
of economic growth built on the backs of the common citizen.
How is it possible that we have a multibillion-rand land grab in the form of
the Durban port expansion on the cards and we have thousands of citizens
who will be negatively affected by this and are therefore rightfully against
it, but are ignored and have their rights denied because this has been
labelled a key development project? Section 24, the only clause in the
Constitution that deals meaningfully with the environment, highlights that
development should be ecologically sustainable and promote justifiable
economic and social development. The port expansion does not adhere to
this − only to lining the pockets of the elite.
On Saturday morning, the people of Durban will take to the streets in
defence of their land, livelihoods, health and way of life, handing a
memorandum of concerns and demands to the City and Transnet at the
City Hall. If this so-called development project goes ahead, farmers who
have been working on the land next to the former Durban airport for the
past 25 years will have the land literally dug out from underneath their
feet and local markets’ produce supply will dry up. People will either be
forcibly removed from their houses or have their areas become so
unliveable that they will eventually be squeezed out.
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Not only will farmers lose their land but also their livelihoods. Small local
businesses will be driven out as the petrochemicals industry grows and
monopolises the area. Subsistence fisherfolk, who are already being
harassed by officials, will have increasingly less access to beaches and
piers. On top of all this, with the replacement of south Durban’s only
‘green lung’, the Clairwood Racecourse, as a logistics terminal and the
massive increase of more than 2 000 trucks on Durban roads, the heritage
of the area will be lost.
The City and Transnet are so blinkered by the national agenda to follow a
neoliberal development path that they cannot see the terrifying
implications of all of this. Where in all of this do the people of Durban
benefit?
www.theconmag.co.za
Whistle-blower exposes Sanral’s e-tolling extravagance
Cosatu 1 April 2014
The campaign against e-tolls, by the Congress of South African Trade
Unions (COSATU), the Opposition to Urban Tolling Alliance (OUTA) and
many others, has been powerfully vindicated by the testimony of a
whistle-blower, employed by the Austrian company Kapsch, which works
with Sanral on the e-tolling of Gauteng’s highways.
He reinforces our argument that e-tolling is a hugely inefficient and
wasteful way to raise funds for a vital public service like our highways.
In correspondence with OUTA, the whistle-blower claims that the e-toll
system was designed to monitor 7 000km of national roads. “Sanral,” he
says, “had an ambition for the system to be planned and designed on the
assumption that open road tolling would be implemented on a national
scale, whereas Kapsch were of the opinion that the risk factors were too
high, and argued for an incremental approach, starting in Gauteng”.
“Sanral insisted that their Central Operations Centre, the second largest
tolling system in the Southern hemisphere, must have the capacity to
handle several thousand kilometres of road with gantries erected to gather
data from across the country, starting with Gauteng, but extending soon
afterwards to national roads in KwaZulu Natal and the Western Cape.”
This added R2.5 billion to the project’s overall cost, which Gauteng
motorists are being asked to pay for. Kapsch, he says, told Sanral the risks
of a national roll out were “too high” but was ignored.
He adds that there are serious design flaws in the current e-tolling system:
Sanral’s use of cameras and radio frequency receivers to read e-tags on
every gantry is contrary to best international practice; it was done against
Kapsch’s advice and significantly increased the cost of the system.
Sanral’s IT portal for the e-tolling system, he claims, is also vulnerable to
hackers, who can easily access commuters’ personal information.
The whistleblower, who still works for Kapsch, says he’s willing to be
interviewed by Public Protector’s office to prove his allegations, which
have been compiled into an affidavit by OUTA, which has submitted it to
the Public Protector. City Press reports that Thuli Madonsela is currently
considering the affidavit and deciding whether to launch a full
investigation.
This revelation will give a boost to the federation`s determined campaign
to defeat this attempt to privatise our highways and charge the people of
Gauteng to travel on roads they have already paid for through taxes and
the fuel levy.
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The fight against e-tolling - and for efficient, reliable, affordable and safe
public transport for all the people goes on. We continue to urge motorists
not to register with Sanral or buy e-tags, and to make the system
unworkable.
We are certain that people power will finally convince the government to
abandon a policy with is extremely unpopular, unfair and unworkable, for
the following reasons:
1. Tolls will add to the burdens of workers and the poor, who will be
forced to pay to travel on highways. It is a lie that only the middle class
use our highways. Many low income earners use private cars to travel to
work not through choice but because they have no reliable alternative.
They are already burdened by rising fuel prices and electricity tariffs, and
the tolls will be yet another blow.
2. It will not just affect the people of Gauteng; the whistle-blower has
confirmed that e-tolling will be used for future road projects throughout
the country. Tolls will also put an indirect burden on the poor of the whole
country, by adding to the cost of transporting goods, which will have an
immediate effect on food inflation.
3. Tolls will perpetuate the exclusive `user-pays`, which means you cannot
use the best roads if you cannot afford to pay the tolls. Those without
money will be forced on to the potholed side roads, while those with the
money glide along the highways in their fancy cars.
4. The `user-pays` principle is a thoroughly capitalist and elitist concept,
totally at odds with the progressive and socialist belief that public services
should be delivered on the basis of people`s needs and not the size of
their bank balances. Taken to its logical conclusion `user-pays` would
mean that only the sick would pay for medical services and only the
parents of school-age children would pay for education.
5. There is a genuine problem of congestion on our roads, but this will not
be solved by forcing people to pay to use them and excluding those who
cannot pay, but by steadily improving our public transport services, making
them more reliable, accessible, affordable and safe, until they become the
preferred way to travel, and motorists can safely leave their cars at home.
6. The tolls will be ridiculously expensive to collect. According to Sanral`s
own estimate, at least 17% of the money collected in tolls will simply be
used to collect the money. So tolls are not only unfair but also a grossly
inefficient way of raising the money for road improvements. Trying to
collect all this money from four million motorists will be impossible to
manage and will become unworkable.
9. COSATU has consistently argued that when additional revenues have to
be raised by government, then this must be done through the tax system,
rather than tolls which take no account of the drivers` ability to pay.
Taxation is both fairer, since the more you earn the more you pay, and far
easier to collect.
Stop the privatisation of our public highways!
Reject user-pays for basic public services!
Don`t buy e-tags!
Don`t register will Sanral! Make e-tolling unworkable!
Patrick Craven (National Spokesperson)
Congress of South African Trade Unions
110 Jorissen Cnr Simmonds Streets
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Russia to create special economic zone in Crimea
Times Live

31 March 2014

“Our aim is to make the peninsula as attractive as possible to investors, so
that it can generate sufficient income for its own development,”
Medvedev told a Russian government meeting on the Black Sea peninsula,
which Moscow has annexed from Ukraine.
The absorption of Crimea and its 2 million residents creates an added
financial burden on Russia, which is struggling with slow growth and facing
Western sanctions over what the United States and European Union say is
an illegal land grab.
Medvedev said pensions for Crimeans would be raised gradually over the
coming months until they reach the national level, and promised upgrades
of the peninsula’s roads and other infrastructure.
But his remarks indicated the Kremlin hopes Crimea, which he said had
“colossal prospects” for tourism income, will become self-sufficient in
fairly short order.
“There are opportunities for this — we have taken everything into
consideration,” Medvedev said. He said the special economic zone “will
allow for the use of special tax and customs regimes in Crimea, and also
minimise administrative procedures.”
www.timeslive.co.za
Rousseff’s approval rating drops
Paulo Prada

28 March 2014

Rio de Janeiro - Popular support for Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff has
faltered ahead of the October 5 presidential election, a poll showed on
Thursday, but the leftist leader remains favoured to win a second term.
Hurt by a sluggish economy, high inflation and a scandal surrounding
Brazil's state-run oil company, Rousseff's personal approval rating has
dropped to 51 percent from 56 percent in November, the survey by the
Ibope polling institute and Brazil's National Industry Confederation showed.
Support for her administration fell to 36 percent from 43 percent in the
previous poll, while 27 percent of those polled disapproved of the
government, compared with 20 percent in November. The latest poll was
taken from March 14-17 and has a margin of error of 2 percentage points.
The drop in support, which led to a sharp rally in Brazilian stocks and
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boosted the country's currency on Thursday, reflects the challenges that
Rousseff must overcome to win re-election.
“It shows that 2014 is going to be a hard year for the government,” said
Rafael Cortez, a political analyst with Tendencias, a consultancy in São
Paulo. “All these negative issues are hurting her image as a candidate.”
Although Rousseff and her ruling Workers' Party still enjoy widespread
support because of economic gains made during the administration of
former President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, her mentor and predecessor,
Rousseff is currently presiding over the fourth year of lacklustre growth in
Latin America's largest economy.
Price increases and a lack of investment in the country's public services led
to mass nationwide demonstrations last year that have caused many voters
to question the Workers' Party's 12-year grip on the presidency.
Some voters are also critical of the billions of dollars worth of public funds
that have been spent on 12 stadiums for the 2014 soccer World Cup, which
kicks off in São Paulo June 12.
Struggling businesses, meanwhile, have increasingly complained about
what they perceive as the government's short-sighted and interventionist
management of the economy. Rousseff has focused mostly on curbing costs
through tax breaks and price controls, not the sort of structural reforms
that economists have long argued are necessary to make Brazil more
efficient.
Fuelled by investor hopes that support for Rousseff could dwindle further,
Brazilian assets, especially stocks of state-controlled companies, soared.
Companies such as oil giant Petroleo Brasileiro SA and Eletrobras, Brazil's
largest utility, have lost half of their market value on Rousseff's watch and
the prospect that she could lose the election or emerge with a weaker
mandate prompted interest in their shares.
Brazil's benchmark Bovespa index rallied to its highest level in over two
months to close up 3.5 percent at 49 646 points, while the real
strengthened 2 percent against the dollar.
Recently, Rousseff also has been roiled by the ongoing scrutiny of a 2006
purchase of an oil refinery in Texas by Petrobras. As chairwoman of the oil
company's board at the time, Rousseff approved the transaction, which is
now being criticised as too costly.
Still, other recent polls suggest that Rousseff is still likely to win reelection.
An Ibope poll of voter intentions last week found Rousseff has 43 percent
of the electorate's support, against 15 percent for Senator Aecio Neves of
the main opposition party and 7 percent for Eduardo Campos, governor of
the northeastern state of Pernambuco. - Reuters
www.iol.co.za
TORTURE IS A CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY
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Phiyega - take responsibility for your killer cops!
Ubunye Bamahostel Press Statement 26 March 2014
At a 1 000-strong meeting convened by uBunye Bamahostel at Glebelands
Hostel in uMlazi on Sunday 23 March, residents voiced their rage at the
recent assault, torture and killing of hostel dwellers by officers of the
Prospecton SAPS at around 22h30 on the night of 13 March.
The four residents in question had been watching a soccer match on
television when a group of around 7 plainclothes SAPS members demanded
entry to their room in Block R. They refused to produce SAPS identity
documents or search or arrest warrants and accused the residents of
possession of unlicensed firearms. One resident worked in the security
industry and produced his firearm and necessary documentation. The
police members however insisted he possessed other guns and began
beating and kicking the residents and demanding they produce the
weapons. They were then forced from the room and pushed down four
flights of stairs to a waiting SAPS van which transported them to the
Prospecton Police Station. One resident was clad only in his underpants.
On reaching the station the men were divided into ethnic groups (three
Pondo and one Zulu). The police allegedly made numerous ethnic insults
and accused the Pondo men of trying to take control of Glebelands Hostel.
The man who possessed the licensed firearm was separated from the
others, a police member allegedly stating, "We will start with you," and
taken to another room.
It was claimed a police member then drew out four 'bags', apparatus used
in the torture technique known as 'tubing', stating "You laaitjies are gonna
shit yourselves!" (Tubing, a torture technique favoured because it leaves
no visible injuries, has been used by police during the apartheid era, to
date. A victim's head or face is covered with a clinging material and the air
forced out of the lungs, thus the victim suffocates and loses consciousness.
The process is repeated until information or a confession is extracted, or
the suspect dies.)
The three remaining men claimed they heard screaming from the room the
fourth man had been taken to. After a while the screaming stopped and a
police member returned and asked if their friend suffered from epillepsy.
They stated he did not.
After being held overnight, the three were returned to Glebelands Hostel
without being charged with any crime. His body was eventually found by
family members after being contacted by members of the Independent
Police Investigative Directorate (IPID) several days later. The incident has
been reported and an inquest docket opened. The names of some of the
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police involved in this incident have been provided to investigators.
The deceased leaves a wife and five young children, one being a fivemonth-old baby.
uBunye Bamahostel condemns all police brutality in the strongest possible
terms, particularly this form of torture which is routinely used by the
SAPS, and calls on National Police Commissioner, Riah Phiyega to control
her officers and charge those in contravention of the law and various rights
set out in the South African Constitution.
Addressing the angry crowd, uBunye Bamahostel Chairperson, Zweli
Vusizweni, stated such acts by the police were common at the hostels and
often politically motivated, as appeared to be the case with this incident.
He said no one spoke out because of fear of reprisals. Mthembiseni Thusi,
uBunye Bamahostel Deputy Chair and Spokesperson said these actions were
reminiscent of apartheid era police - the 'Black Jacks' - who terrorised
black people during the 80s.
Other residents demanded to know how they should react if the police
knocked on their door, and many in the crowd responded that they should
defend themselves. The deceased's father made an emotional plea for
justice amid further calls for the police concerned to be charged with
murder, constitutional rights to be upheld, and a general outpouring of
grief, betrayal and utter loss of trust in the criminal justice system.
uBunye Bamahostel is a non-political organisation comprising of leaders
from all KwaZulu-Natal hostels, formed after decades of extreme violence
and political polarisation, to unite hostel dwellers across ethnic and
political lines in the interests of improving service delivery and to promote
cultural tolerance and peace. Such actions by the SAPS undermines the
objectives of the organisation and further foments a culture of violent
response to ethnic diversity so evident during the slaughter of COPE
members a few years ago and during the mid 90s.
uBunye Bamahostel is fully inclusive and defends the rights of all hostel
dwellers, regardless of political or ethnic affiliation. uBunye Bamahostel
further denounces the indignity and abuse of human rights increasingly
perpetrated by police officers, as was seen at Marikana, and for which the
National Police Commissioner has yet to answer to the people of South
Africa.
uBunye Bamahostel therefore demands:
- the immediate suspension of all SAPS members involved in the incident of
13 March 2014;
- a full investigation into the incident by the IPID and the findings to be
made public;
- the State take responsibility for the loss of the family's sole breadwinner
and pay full restitution;
- that the SAPS is comprehensively overhauled and all criminal or corrupt
police ejected from the Service and charged accordingly;
uBunye Bamahostel undertakes to assist the affected family and victims in
any way possible.
The meeting was also supported by members of the Right2Know Campaign,
South Durban Community Environmental Alliance, the UKZN Centre for
Civil Society and independent researchers. KZN Violence Monitor, Mary de
Haas, has undertaken to follow up with the IPID and the SAPS, and the
Medical Rights Advocacy Network will assist the family with forensic
aspects of the case.
Justice must be served to end the SAPS brutality and political and ethnic
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allegiances!
For more information kindly contact:
Mthembiseni Thusi - 0810218608 / 0738894385
(uBunye Bamahostel Spokesperson)
Mozambique activists protest against rape law
Al Jazeera

20 March 2014

Rights activists in Mozambique have marched through the capital Maputo
to protest a colonial era law still included in new legislation that allows
rapists to go unpunished if they marry their victims.
The "marriage effect" clause sees convicted rapists given a five-year
suspended sentence if they marry their victims and stipulates that the
perpetrator should stay married to the victim for at least five years.
Though it had fallen into disuse, the clause has been retained in a new
legislation replacing the colonial Portuguese penal code of 1886, which is
currently before parliament.
But, in a country where women make up 40 percent of parliament,
activists are outraged.
International rights group Amnesty International has launched a campaign
against the controversial legislation, leading similar campaigns in Algeria
and Tunisia, where such laws also exist.
Attack on women
At the protest, a young woman dressed in a blood-spattered wedding gown
led a group of about 300 mostly female protesters as they marched to
parliament.
"It is an attack on us as women," protester Aulzira Camacho told the AFP
news agency.
"Marry the rapist? No!" read a banner carried by another protester.
The new penal code was rushed through parliament in December, where it
was approved in a preliminary vote. It is now under discussion by special
parliamentary groups before going back to the assembly for a final vote.
The draft code also terms rape in marriage as adultery rather than an
offence.
Activists in the southern African country reject the text, where 12 percent
of women fall victim to sexual abuse, according to 2011 health statistics.
"The penal code under discussion in parliament gravely violates the
principles of human rights," Terezinha da Silva from the Women and Law in
Southern Africa group said earlier this week.
The country's Human Rights League head, Alice Mabota, was alarmed by
current rape figures.
"We now find four or five-year old children being raped on a daily
basis...either by parents or neighbours or other people," she told AFP on
Thursday.
Ernesto Lapapa, the vice president of the human rights and legality
commission, told AFP that deputies canvassed diverse opinions when
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drawing up the legislation, and protection of family honour emerged as an
important factor.
"Premature marriage is normal in Mozambique," Lapapa said, adding, "if
someone is involved with a child, their family obliges them to get
married."
Activists in Mozambique are also fighting to change the way rape is defined
under the new code, which classifies only vaginal penetration as a crime.
They fear victims of other forms of rape like oral and anal penetration
would be denied justice.
www.nonviolent-conflict.org
China arrests citizen journalists for reporting Tiananmen 'self-immolation'
Jonathan Kaiman, The Guardian,

13 March 2014

Chinese authorities have detained Huang Qi, director of the human rights
website Tianwang, and three citizen journalists, Wang Jing, Liu Xuehong,
and Xing Jian, who is 17 years old, for reporting two recent "incidents" in
Tiananmen Square, including an apparent self-immolation. "Journalism is
not a crime and these three activists should be released immediately,"
William Nee, China researcher at Amnesty International, said in a
statement.
Original Article
Chinese authorities have detained the director of a human rights website
and three citizen journalists, one of them 17 years old, for reporting two
recent "incidents" in Tiananmen Square, including an apparent selfimmolation.
Police detained Huang Qi, the founder of the rights website 64 Tianwang,
at about 3pm on Thursday in the south-western metropolis Chengdu, his
mother Pu Wenqing said in a phone interview. Tianwang had posted many
of the detained journalists' reports.
"Seven police officers came directly to our home, some of them Beijing
police," Pu said. "They said they wanted to understand a situation,"
without giving further details. The officers confiscated Huang's computer,
mobile phone and USB thumb drives, she said. Huang is being held
incommunicado at a local police station.
Police detained the Tianwang volunteer Wang Jing on Friday and sent her
back to her home province Jilin, where she remains in criminal detention
on charges of "provoking and stirring trouble", the website reported. They
arrested two more volunteers, Liu Xuehong and Xing Jian, 17, on Saturday
morning.
Wang reported the apparent self-immolation attempt on 5 March, the first
day of the National People's Congress, an important political conclave in
Beijing that ended on Thursday. Pictures posted online show smoke clouds
rising from a distant spot near the Forbidden City, which abuts the
enormous flagstone square. Little else is known about the incident.
"There was smoke coming from near the Jinshui bridge, and I ran over to
see what was happening," Wang told the broadcaster Radio Free Asia. "I
saw white stuff [extinguisher foam] everywhere; you couldn't see the
person, and then they started to clear the area and the police wouldn't let
people take photos."
One day later, Xing reported that a 30-year-old man had vandalised the
giant portrait of Mao Zedong that overlooks the square by pouring ink on
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its lower left-hand corner. Police quickly whisked the man away and
blocked off a 200-metre area around the site.
"Journalism is not a crime and these three activists should be released
immediately," William Nee, China researcher at Amnesty International,
said in a statement. "Their detention shows the disturbing lengths the
authorities are willing to go to control the message during the National
People's Congress."
The three volunteers had gone to the square to report on petitioners,
disgruntled citizens who travel to Beijing from afar to air their grievances
to higher authorities.
Huang has been arrested many times for his activism. In September, police
held him for questioning overnight after he protested in support of Bo
Xilai, a fallen Communist party boss serving a life sentence for corruption,
embezzlement and abuse of power.
www.nonviolent-conflict.org
Union to strike over youth unemployment
IOL News

18 March 2014

Johannesburg - Tomorrow the National Union of Metalworkers begins what
could be months of rolling mass action with a nationwide strike over youth
unemployment.
Yesterday the union’s leadership said it expected its members to take to
the streets in Durban, Joburg, Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, Bloemfontein,
Emalahleni and George.
This was because youth unemployment in South Africa was third only to
Greece and Spain for people aged between 15 and 24.
The government recently introduced the Employment Tax Incentive Act to
help create jobs for youngsters and those in special economic zones. It
offers companies a tax incentive to hire youngsters. But Numsa and many
other unions believe the so-called youth wage subsidy is a “false solution”.
The union is opposed to the subsidy as it says the approximately 56 000
people employed so far because of the act may have been hired before its
implementation, and that there is no mandatory training. It is also
concerned because workers may not benefit from provident funds or
similar incomes.
Numsa deputy general secretary Karl Cloete said his union would be joined
by fellow federations the National Council of Trade Unions (Nactu) and the
Federation of Unions of SA (Fedusa) as well as civil society groups including
Equal Education and the Democratic Left Front.
In addition they could be joined by the eight unions supporting Numsa in
its demand for reinstatement of suspended Cosatu general secretary
Zwelinzima Vavi.
Asked if members had been balloted on the strike, Numsa general
secretary Irvin Jim said they had not and workers did not like giving up a
day’s wages.
“Workers don’t get paid. It’s a sacrifice. But they have to make choice. Do
they want to reverse the hard-won gains? And if not, what will they say to
future generations? It’s a situation of the working poor under these
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conditions,” Jim said.
Cloete said the Numsa leadership was carrying out the mandate from its
members as resolved at the union’s special national congress in December.
Tomorrow’s march was the first phase to highlight socio-economic
demands.
Every quarter, the union would hold a strike for another demand, Cloete
said.
The union would next march over its call to ban the exporting of scrap
metal.
“Every quarter we’ll be back on the street. For the nationalisation of
banks (and so on). There are seven phases of attack,” Cloete said.
Critics of Numsa’s opposition to the Employment Tax Incentive Act have
countered that the union has been a significant beneficiary of subsidies in
the automotive industry.
But yesterday Jim hit out at ANC economic transformation committee
chairman Enoch Godongwana and party secretary-general Gwede
Mantashe, saying
: “It looks as if the philosophy that underpins the legislation is that
handouts to the poor (such as social grants) are bad, but (subsidies) are
good for the capitalist class.” - The Mercury
NUMSA strike call for 19 March
NUMSA Press Statement
Half a million people to take to the streets on Wednesday 19 March in
demand for youth jobs
17 March 2014
Yesterday Sunday 16 March many of you woke up to posters on lampposts
announcing that “Numsa declares war”. Unfortunately, little did the
posters tell you what the war was all about. Also not properly explained
was the fact that the battle that made yesterday’s newspaper headlines
involved not only the National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa
(Numsa) but hundreds of community groups, faith-based organisations,
other unions, numerous women’s groups, taxi associations and a number of
youth formations.
This coming Wednesday (19 March 2014) close to 500 000 people will take
to the streets to demand jobs for young people. After Greece and Spain,
South Africa has the third highest unemployment rate in the world for
people between the ages of 15 to 24. Half of the people between the age
of 15 and 24 are unemployed in this country. About 71% of all unemployed
people in South Africa are between the ages 15-29. Most of them are
women; the majority of which have never had a job in their lives.
As workers and parents, we are no longer prepared to fold our arms while
our children remain jobless. We are also tired of political parties and
business organisations that often refer to youth unemployment as a ticking
time-bomb but do little to address the problem. As workers we also cannot
continue to use our meagre wages to send our children to schools, colleges
and universities to only find them wallowing in hopelessness as they cannot
find employment after completion of their studies. Youth unemployment is
a real problem in South Africa. It is time for those with power to act!
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On Wednesday 19 March 2014, we as a coalition of trade unions,
community groups, faith-based organisations, student groups, organisations
of unemployed people, taxi associations, women and youth formations; we
will march in seven towns (Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban, Port
Elizabeth, Bloemfontein, Emalahleni and George) to highlight the issue of
youth unemployment and demand real solutions to the problem.
Youth unemployment demands real and not false solutions:
When presenting his Budget Speech on 26 February this year, the Minister
of Finance Pravin Gordhan announced to a great applause in the Houses of
Parliament and from the press gallery that since the introduction In
January 2014 of the youth employment tax incentive, there have been 56
000 beneficiaries of the scheme. Little did the Minister tell us that the
Employment Tax Incentive Act that President Jacob Zuma signed in
December 2013;
• Made it possible for employers to backdate the claims for the subsidy to
October 2013. So many of the 56 000 people that the Minister referred may
have been employed last year.
• For the 56 000 beneficiaries there will be no mandatory training.
• That for those in his 56 000 beneficiaries where there is no bargaining
council agreement or sectoral determination or collective agreement;
there will be no enjoyment of benefits such as provident fund and other
benefits.
• No figure is given for actual jobs created since the Act was signed.
Why are we opposed to the Employment Tax Incentive Act?
The first thing that South Africans must note with the Employment Tax
Incentive Act is that what is being proposed is something broader than a
youth wage subsidy. The Act proposes two additional categories of workers
to be subsidised:
• Workers who work in Special Economic Zones (SEZs) as envisaged in the
Special Economic Zones (SEZ) Act that was recently passed in Parliament.
• Workers in industries that the Minister may designate by notice in the
Government Gazette.
In both these additional categories of workers, there is no age restriction.
Subsidised workers in designated industries and in SEZs could be older than
29 years. The Minister has the power to move beyond the 18-29 years
bracket through designation.
This means that employers in SEZs get an extra “bonus” benefit in the
zone together with the other benefits in the act.
The second thing that we need to note is the hypocrisy of the whole thing.
While we hear everyday about how social grants create “a culture of
dependency” among the poor and that there has been the rejection of the
demand for a Basic Income Grant, employers seemed happy to accept
handouts from taxpayers in the form of tax concessions or subsidies for
them to open factories and create jobs. It looks as if the philosophy that
underpins the legislation is that; handouts to the poor are bad but good for
the capitalist class!
As this coalition we remain opposed to the Employment Tax Incentive Act
for the following NINE reasons:
Reason 1: The Act asks the working class to subsidise employers.
As the Act says no incentive will be paid in respect of employees who earn
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more R6 000 a month. The bulk of qualifying employees in terms of the Act
pay no income tax as the current tax threshold (2013) is R67 111. This
means that an employer can withhold the subsidy he is entitled to from
the general tax deductions. Tax which workers pay for schools, hospitals
etc can be used by the employer as his subsidy!
This in effect means it is coming from workers and to an extent the middle
class. It is they who will work to subsidise the capitalist class.
Reason 2: The philosophy of the Act is that ‘handouts’ to the poor are
bad but good for capitalists!
The philosophy of the Employment Tax Incentive Act is that grants to the
poor are bad but good for capitalists. The government is prepared to
forego revenue to entice the capitalist class to create jobs. This is the
same capitalist class that speaks about how social grants create
dependency and that grants are unsustainable. The Act is also being
implemented by a government that has thus far refused to implement the
Basic Income Grant and which makes no effort to pay current social
benefits at anything near a decent level.
Reason 3: The Act is based on the assumption that it is ‘high’ wages
that are causing unemployment and not the refusal of the capitalists to
invest that leads to joblessness.
The idea behind the Employment Tax Incentive Act is that it is ‘high’
wages that are the cause of unemployment; which is why we must
subsidise wages. Unfortunately for capitalism even it supporters in the
World Bank no longer believe this. In its 2013 Development Report, the
Bank argues that youth wage subsidies have not worked.
The architects of the Employment Tax Incentive Act are however silent
about the “investment strike” by the private sector that has been going on
in South Africa for many years. No-one seems to be able to put a figure on
this but there is little disagreement that it exists. It is the problem of the
refusal to invest on the part of the capitalist class that government refuses
to tackle head on. It is this avoidance of the real problem that leads them
to false solutions such as the tax incentive scheme.
Reason 4: Even sectors with agreements are not immune from abuse.
The drafters of the Act do not seem to know the distinction between
ACTUAL and MINIMUM wages. In the implementation of the Employment
Tax Incentive Act, eligible employers can bring in qualifying employees and
pay them minima in the agreements. The implications for a two-tiered
labour market therefore remain with one group of workers on actuals and
subsidised workers on minimums. In collective bargaining this will have an
inevitable downward push on wages in general. This is not “greedy”
workers trying to protect their own conditions. Each worker in South Africa
supports many more who are at home and unable to find decent work. In
reality the vast majority of workers in this country, have no bargaining
protection and don’t even negotiate their wages!
Reason 5: The dangers of displacement of older and permanent
employees are not totally eliminated
Although the Act states that an employer will be deemed to have displaced
a worker if the “order of court or otherwise, reveals that the dismissal of
that employee constitutes an automatically unfair dismissal”, for us this is
not good enough. For a start the employee must prove that he or she was
displaced because of the subsidy.
The worker must then wait for the Labour Court to decide that the
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dismissal was caused by displacement. Employers are never likely to
announce that a worker is being dismissed to replace him or her with a
subsidized employee. Workplace reorganization will cover a multitude of
sins! An employee could be dismissed, or leave in one unit and be replaced
with a worker from another unit. The job of the replacement worker could
then become subsidized. No new job has been created, the number of jobs
remains the same.
But more serious in relation to any potential unfair dismissal case is that in
the case of Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and industries that the Minister
may designate, there is no age limit. So we cannot use age as the basis of
an “automatically unfair dismissal” case.
Reason 6: Fraudsters are not disqualified!
In the original bill an employer who committed fraud would be disqualified
from receiving the subsidy. In the Act that was passed although, there is a
new penalty of R30 000, the automatic disqualification for receiving the
subsidy in respect of other employees has been removed. According to the
Act, a fraudster employer may not be disqualified if the Minister feels that
the effects of the disqualification may directly or indirectly have an
impact on employees of the employer.
Reason 7: There are still no mandatory training provisions in the Act.
Although there is some talk about regulations for training, these are very
weak. The key word to watch in the Act is “MAY”; which is a very weak
commitment. The Minister may or may not prescribe regulations requiring
training or skills development. Don’t believe what is in the ANC Election
Manifesto. The law says the Minister “may” pass regulations! They are not
there.
Reason 8: The Minister of Finance still has wide ranging powers.
Except the consultation with the Minister of Labour on the training
regulations that may be prescribed, the Minister of Finance still retains too
much power. The Minister does not have to consult with other Ministers or
stakeholders when designating industries for qualifying employees and
eligible employers. Nor is there any provision for criteria that would guide
the Minister’s decision.
Reason 9: The Act bypassed NEDLAC.
As this coalition we still maintain our view that the Act should have been
tabled in NEDLAC as it is a socio-economic policy. This is what the NEDLAC
Act requires. This was also the commitment in the Youth Employment
Accord.
Don’t believe what truth twisters say!
Last Monday 10 March, members of the ANC’s Economic Transformation
Committee (ETC) attacked our opposition to the Employment Tax Incentive
Act and accused Numsa of speaking with "forked tongues". Leading the
pack was the architect of the employment tax incentive scheme Finance
Minister Pravin Gordhan and unfortunately Numsa’s former generalsecretary Enoch Godongwana. Both claim that Numsa is dishonest in
opposing the tax incentive scheme because “tens of billions of rands worth
of government incentives have over the past years gone into the auto
industry and that such incentives have kept the auto industry alive”.
Displaying the buffoonery that characterises what he says or does these
days, the Secretary-General of the ANC Gwede Mantashe was blunter than
Gordhan and Godongwana. According to Mantashe, “Numsa accepts
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incentives for the capitalist class in the automotive industry but refuse
government subsidisation of unemployed people”.
In the workshops that we have run in all our 52 locals since January 2014,
we have dismissed as disingenuous the criticism that as union we accept
incentives for the capitalist class, but refuse subsidisation of unemployed
people. As indicated above it is not all incentives that NUMSA is opposed
to.
We are opposed to schemes where the working class is forced to subsidise
capitalists. The APDP works differently from the employment tax incentive
scheme. Yes, through the duty-free import credits the state foregoes some
revenue for the fiscus but this is different from asking the working class to
subsidise capitalists. The incentive scheme in the Act uses PAYE and avoids
touching profits.
Gordhan, Godongwana and Mantashe conveniently forget that the APDP,
through Numsa ’s intervention has other components such Vehicle
Assembly Allowance (VAA) and Production Incentive (PI) that promote local
production and local assembly. Our support for APDP and opposition to the
Employment Tax Incentive Act is not double speak or opportunism. Our
support for the MIDP and now APDP is premised on our overall objectives of
job creation, localisation and creation of decent jobs.
What are we then demanding?
In place of the false solutions that government is putting forward, WE
DEMAND:
• A repeal and scrapping of the Employment Tax Incentive Act.
• Macro-economic policies that increase the demand for labour such as a
tax system that penalizes companies who pay out dividends instead of
reinvesting in job-creating activities.
• Credit and the lowering of the cost of capital for job-creating companies
and sectors.
• A move beyond public works programmes to public-sector employment
programmmes.
• Training of apprentices, learners, experiential learners and interns to
achieve qualifications.
• A job-seekers grant or a basic income grant instead of a subsidy for
employers.
Our strike is protected:
The strike on 19 March is protected in terms of the Labour Relations Act
(LRA) as the unions have served notices to the National Economic
Development and Labour Council (NEDLAC). Every worker can join the
strike without fear of dismissal or victimisation.
www.numsa.org.za
STRIKE FOR YOUTH JOBS
AGAINST FALSE SOLUTIONS!!!
Contact: Irvin Jim, NUMSA General Secretary, 0731576384 Or Karl Cloete,
NUMSA Deputy General Secretary, 0833890777BE CO
Umbilo residents vow to block port plans
The Mercury

17 March 2014

UMBILO residents have promised to block Durban’s multibillion-rand port
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expansion, saying they had not been consulted and the plans would benefit
big business, not the poor.
The residents, mainly women, gathered at the Dalton Beer Hall in Umbilo
Road yesterday to hear from activists, community leaders and the National
Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (Numsa), about Transnet and the
city’s back-of-port plans.
A presentation viewed at the meeting shows that the hostel falls within a
block set aside by the city for industrial rezoning.
Mthembiseni Thusi, who heads the uBunye Bamahostel Association at
Dalton, said the community was “shocked”.
“We are seeing for the first time what the plans are. The municipality has
not been here to speak to us. We also know those 135 000 jobs they talk
about are not for us. They are top positions.
“We are against this development and will protest against it until the
government sits down with us,” he said.
Thusi said hostel residents would join a national protest on Wednesday
with Numsa, where they would raise these issues.
In the city’s back-of-port local area plan, the blocks between Frere and
Esther Roberts (formerly Sydney) roads – which includes the hostel – are to
be rezoned for industrial activity.
Vanessa Black from Earthlife Africa Durban told the meeting it was clear
the city and provincial government were neglecting services in all areas set
aside for the port expansion such as Clairwood, lower Glenwood and
Umbilo.
“We don’t believe they are not going to expropriate land. There are
massive plans for more roads and they are going to have to expropriate for
those,” she said.
“The city has also promised no forced removals. But when someone sells
their house and, for example, a trucking company moves in, they do
nothing about it. So, of course, the neighbours are going to sell. Living in
these areas becomes untenable,” she said.
Desmond D’Sa from the South Durban Community Environment Alliance
said residents should not only block the plan but called on the government
to spend its money where the poor and the environment could benefit
directly.
Zweli Vuzisweli, the provincial head of the hostel association, said
employment promised at the new port would bypass locals and present a
massive environmental disaster.
“What about all the asbestos on these buildings around here?
“What about the increase in air pollution?”
According to a provincial Department of Public Works report, more than
R52 million was set aside in this year’s budget to upgrade buildings and
build another 417 units for the 2 500 residents at Dalton hostel.
The Mercury was unable to contact Marc Descoins, who is in charge of
Transnet’s proposed port development project, to confirm details of the
hostel plans.
Themba Mchunu from Numsa said it was not enough to upgrade living
standards.
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“We are viewed as cheap labour. That is why they won’t develop hostels
and improve our skills or living standards. This port is going to produce
false employment,” he said.
Thousands March in Moscow to Protest Crimea Vote

Yahoo News 16 March 2014
MOSCOW (AP) — Tens of thousands of anti-government protesters marched
in central Moscow Saturday against a Kremlin-backed referendum in
Crimea on whether to break away from Ukraine and join Russia.
It was the largest anti-government demonstration since 2012.
Demonstrators waved Russian and Ukrainian flags, while opposition
activists — including two members of the Pussy Riot punk band — shouted
"Say no to war!" and "Putin, go away!" from the stage.
Protesters also held up banners that read: "For your freedom and for ours!"
One demonstrator held up a plate of salo — cured pork fat that is a staple
of Ukrainian cuisine and adored by many Russians — along with a poster
that read: "Make salo, not war!"
Nearby, a rally of several thousand was held close to the Kremlin in
support of Russian intervention in Crimea.
Crimea's referendum Sunday has been loudly condemned as illegitimate by
much of the international community. As heavily armed forces apparently
under Russian command have effectively taken control of the peninsula,
the vote to join Russia has been widely criticized as a mere formality.
Russian support for reclaiming Crimea majority has intensified amid weeks
of relentless state television coverage of purported aggression toward
ethnic Russians by the new Kiev government, which came to power after
Ukraine's Moscow-friendly president, Viktor Yanukovych, fled the country
in February.
While President Vladimir Putin's ratings have risen since he announced
Russia's willingness to use force in Ukraine, the anti-government
demonstration Saturday showed that not everyone is happy with the
decision.
"I love Ukraine — it's Putin who needs war and an empire, not me," said
Dmitry Maksimov, a 29-year-old lawyer who held a bouquet of flowers dyed
blue and yellow, the colors of the Ukrainian flag.
Nadezhda Tolokonnikova, a member of Pussy Riot, called for defiance
against the authorities.
"Don't believe it when they say that we are few, that we are weak.
Together we will change this country," she said in a speech from a stage.
None of Russia's state-owned news channels showed footage from the antigovernment protest, and instead showed live video from the rally near the
Kremlin, where large gangs of men from a group called "Essence of Time"
dressed in uniform red jackets and marched to the sound of Soviet-era
military music in disciplined columns.
news.yahoo.com
UKZN students face charges over criticism
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IOL News

10 March 2014

Four University of KwaZulu-Natal masters students have been slapped with
several charges for contravening the rules for student discipline.
The University of KwaZulu-Natal has come under fire for charging four
masters students who penned an open letter to the vice-chancellor and
principal, Professor Malegapuru Makgoba, criticising the institution.
The four have been slapped with several charges for contravening the rules
for student discipline.
The university has been castigated for its response, with critics alarmed at
what is seen as the suppression of freedom of expression. Universities are
seen as institutions which encouraged debate, rather than stifled it, critics
said.
The students are to appear before a disciplinary tribunal at the university’s
Westville campus on Wednesday.
The students are facing four charges.
They include:
- Writing an article containing inaccurate, false and/or defamatory
statements and information and having it published in a newspaper and
other media;
- Acting in a manner contrary to the policies of the university;
- Acting in an insulting, indecent or improper manner towards the
executive members of the university - but not limited to the vice
chancellor; and
- Bringing prejudice to the good name of the university.
UKZN’s spokesman, Lesiba Seshoka, said management was investigating
the matter and asked the “rights of all parties concerned to be respected
and official due processes be allowed to take its course”.
He did not respond to detailed questions emailed to him.
The four students - Lukhona Mnguni, Mnikeni Phakathi, Thembani Khumalo
and Siyabonga Khumalo - circulated the open letter to newspapers and online media - after the university failed to respond to the plea to extend
the final registration date, so that students could raise money for fees.
The students, who are all in the masters’ programme in the College of
Humanities, raised several other issues in their open letter, including the
alleged low morale of lecturers, students and academics.
The other concerns were over:
- The university’s handling of students’ financial challenges;
- Tuition and residences fee hikes, which they said were excessive;
- Security on campus; and
- The use of the police and the courts to intimidate students.
In response, the university claimed the four students had contravened the
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Rules for Student Discipline code. The students were charged with
publishing an article containing inaccurate, false and defamatory
statements.
The university alleged that they had wrongfully infringed the fundamental
rights of other persons, acted in a manner that was contrary to the
provisions of the institution, and acted in an insulting and indecent manner
to Makgoba and the university’s executive members. Their conduct, the
university claims, could damage the good name of the institution.
One of the accused, Phakathi, said on Sunday that when they asked for
clarity on the charges before the start of a mediation process, the
university responded with formal charges and ended the mediation
process.
Phakathi said he and the other three students were “activists” who were
concerned that they were not being allowed to raise their concerns freely.
He said there was nothing to suggest disrespect to any individual in the
letter.
The organisation Right2-Know applauded the four UKZN students for
exercising their rights, saying it believed the charges were unjust and
unconstitutional.
Right2Know has demanded that the university drop the charges
immediately and said its campaigners would be supporting the group on
Wednesday.
“Freedom of expression is a right that belongs to all... In the university
space, this right should be upheld most highly in order to groom
passionate, critical, outspoken and upright thinkers that will take our
nation forward,” the organisation said in a statement.
“When students have the courage to speak out on issues that directly
affect them and those within their university community, they should be
afforded an ear and not be treated as ‘enemies’ and subjected to heavyhanded disciplinary measures.
“It is outrageous that the university management has, instead of listening
and opening a dialogue about the issues that the students raised, tried to
silence their concerns by adopting a defensive and wholly misplaced
legalistic response.”
Right2Know also accused the university of stifling free thinking and the
public’s right to receive information.
“We call on all who value freedom of expression… to defend the students’
right to speak out and call on the university to drop these charges. We call
on all student formations, especially at UKZN, to speak out and mobilise
against this intimidation.”
The SA Students Congress (Sasco) in KwaZulu-Natal said it was “appalled
and dismayed” by the university’s response.
Sasco's provincial chairman, Dumo Ntyinkala, said the body was alarmed
that university managements across the board were stifling students and
had formed a top-down style of approach toward criticism.
He said academics at universities did not want to be challenged and
believed they had all the answers and tried to exclude the students by
silencing them.
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“This practice is unconstitutional and undermines the ability of students to
be independent and critical scholars.”
Said Ntyinkala: “By seeking to silence these four students, the university
management is playing into the hands of a tyrannical practice whereby
academic leaders believe that they are beyond reproach and in fact they
see themselves as Messiahs of the problems in our society.”
Ntyinkala said the institutions were not respecting the choices of students,
and being arrogant in trampling on the democratic values “as if
universities exist as some ivory towers that are ungrounded” in the reality
as experienced in the country.
sihle.mlambo@inl.co.za
www.iol.co.za
IBM strike reflects worker power in China
Pretoria News 9 March 2014
A wildcat strike at an IBM factory in southern China illustrates how
tectonic shifts under way in the country's labour market are emboldening
workers to take matters into their own hands, raising risks for
multinationals.
More than 1 000 workers walked off the job last week at the factory in
Shenzhen, bordering Hong Kong, after managers last Monday announced
the terms of their transfer to new ownership under Chinese PC maker
Lenovo Group.
Lenovo agreed in January to pay $2.3 billion (R25bn) for IBM's low-end
server business.
The strike, which continued yesterday, fits a pattern of growing industrial
activism as China's economy has slowed. A worsening labour shortage has
shifted the balance of power in labour relations, while smartphones and
social media have helped workers organise and made them more aware of
the changing environment.
"Chinese workers, after being exploited for so long, are now more and
more aware of their rights and united. They have more of an idea of
collective action," labour lawyer Duan Yi said.
A report by the advocacy group China Labour Bulletin last month said that
it had tallied 1 171 strikes and protests from the beginning of June 2011 to
the end of December 2013. Many protests during that time were sparked
by the closure, merger or relocation of factories.
www.tmcnet.com
NAPM Condemns arrest of Akhil Gogoi and other KMSS activists
NAPM

5 March 2014

The Krishak Mukti Sangram Samiti (KMSS) has been spearheading a vibrant
peasant’s struggle in Assam raising issues of land grab, displacement and
corruption. On 2nd March, 2014, Akhil Gogoi, one of the leading figures of
the KMSS, was picked up from his residence in early hours of the morning,
on charges of inciting Sri Pranab Boro to self-immolation. Though the
National Alliance of people’s Movements (NAPM), mourns the death of Sri
Pranab Boro, it condemns the Government’s attempt to malign the name
of the KMSS in this tragic loss of life.
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It is worth noting that mainstream media has quoted Boro’s wife as having
said that Akhil Gogoi, is innocent and not responsible for her husband’s
death. It is clear that the Government angered at the KMSS’s protesting
Congress Vice President Rahul Gandhi’s visit to Assam, has taken this
drastic step to not only put down the land struggle but also crush the
growing land rights struggle being spearheaded by the KMSS.
We the people’s movements from across the country stand in solidarity
with the KMSS and Akhil Gogoi in this difficult time and hope that the land
struggle and the KMSS will come out stronger after this test of their
organisation. Thousands of supporters and activists of the KMSS have come
out on the street in protest, we stand right with them in spirit and wish
them strength.
We demand the Government of Assam to drop the false case against KMSS
activists and to look deeply into the issues being raised by the KMSS, and
for which Sri Pranab Boro laid down his life selflessly.
Medha Patkar (Narmada Bachao Andolan-NAPM), Arundhati Dhuru (NAPMUP), Maj. Gen. Sudhir Vomatkere and Sister Celia (NAPM karnataka),
Saraswati Kavula (Andhra Pradesh), Krishnakant, Anand Mazgaonkar
(Paryavaran Suraksha samiti – NAPM Gujarat), Ashish Ranjan, Kamayani
Swami (Jan Jagran Shakti Sangathan, Bihar), Prafulla Samantara (Lok
Shakti Abhiyan), Dr. Sunilam (Kisan Sangharsh Samiti, MP), Sumit Wajale
(Ghar bachao Ghar Banao Andolan, Mumbai), Prasad Bagwe (Ekvira Jamin
Bachao Andolan, Maharashtra), Kailash Meena (NAPM Rajsthan), Bhupender
Singh Rawat (Jan Sangharsh Vahini, Delhi), Vimal Bhai (Matu Jan
Sangathan, Uttarakhand), Rajendra Ravi, Madhuresh Kumar, Seela M (NAPM
Delhi).
www.napm-india.org
Ukraine: (Updated March 3) Anti-war statements from the Russian left
A statement from the Russian Socialist Movement

3 March 2014

Crimea: Not 'ours', and not 'yours'
Crimea has found itself unlucky to be at the intersection of Russia's
imperialist ambitions, and the rough nationalist politics of the new
Ukraine. The Open Left declares: the movement for self-determination in
Crimea is more important in its significance than both, imperialist games
and nationalist fervour.
Today, as never before, it is necessary to call things by their proper
names: what is happening these hours and days in the Crimea is a classic
act of imperialist intervention by the Russian state. It is an intervention
marked by stupidity, cowardice, and inconsistencies; naturally, these are
the very same defining features of Vladimir Putin's regime. By observing
the events that have transpired so far, we can see that the pressure
against Ukraine is following a script: two weeks ago, the Kremlin, without
thinking of the consequences pushed [former Ukraine president Viktor]
Yanukovich towards a violent clearing of the Maidan Square. A week ago,
the Russian government supported the failed separatist congress of
disoriented bureaucrats in Kharkov, and now it has deployed -- the rather
forgotten over the last ten years -- Crimean card.
The first two scenarios have failed: the first, quickly and bloody, the
second -- almost immediately and shamefully. It is difficult to say how
precisely the Crimean scenario will fail, but there is no doubt at all that it
will. The Russian government has shown on a number of occasions its
willingness to quickly abandon its allies. In the same manner, from the
very first events in the Crimea, the Kremlin has positioned demarcation
lines for a possible future withdrawal. Despite the fact that the Russian
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military has taken over a number of strategic facilities, and is in de facto
control of the airspace over the peninsula, its official position continues to
emphasise that what is happening is an internal conflict, combined with
planned military exercises. At the same time, Victor Yanukovich cannot
count on strong support from Russia, given his rather strange status of
simultaneously claiming to be the legitimate president, while also an
international criminal, giving press conferences in Rostov. The new
Crimean leadership also finds itself to be a hostage of ongoing
developments, given it was elected through the direct participation of
Moscow.
The question that will be posed on the May 25 referendum opens up a field
of new opportunities for future behind the scenes political haggling -- with
both the imperialist powers (the EU and the United States), and the new
Ukrainian government -- now controlled by the Kremlin's old oligarchic
partners from the circle of Yulia Timoshenko. A Yes to the referendum
question (which apparently seems to be the sentiment of the vast majority
of the Crimea's Russian-speaking population) would -- in its most radical
variant -- bring a return to Crimean autonomy, based on the example from
1992. Such an outcome, under contemporary conditions, would transform
the region in to a permanent source of internal tension in the Ukraine, and
would guarantee the impossibility of its entrance in NATO for the
foreseeable future.
Crimea would find itself in a state of persistent Russian economic and
political dependency, while at the same time its citizens would be
deprived from the basic, formal rights of Russian citizens. If Russia
succeeds in using its Crimean card to effective blackmail its senior Western
partners, and achieve a redrawing of spheres of influence in the Ukraine as
a whole, then nothing will change in the Crimea (except, perhaps, the
situation of Sergei Aksenov and his Russian Unity colleagues, who will
probably have to move to Rostov or Barvihov).
In either case, the referendum's outcome, as well as the fate of the
Crimean population (not only the Russian, but also Ukrainian and Tatar),
will be decided behind closed doors. Its fundamental right for selfdetermination will be trampled on, until Crimea, and Ukraine as a whole,
remain an arena for clashes between outside forces --- whether from the
West, or East. The slogan of federalising the country --- used for
irresponsible electioneering by Party of Region activists --- would actually
be a just solution for the Ukraine, with its multinational (in the cultural,
national and language sense) population. The federal principle in a multinational state would be a democratic means for conflict resolution, if it
guaranteed genuine equality and freedom to make decisions on the local
level. However, Ukraine's newest history shows, that in a weak state this
slogan means nothing other than the division of spheres of influence,
between more powerful neighbours, and not its elimination. Actual
democratic federalism would require a development of the Ukrainian
revolution in a direction towards genuine power of the people, and not the
further usurpation of power by cosmetically renewed elites and
nationalists.
The Crimean problem was not invented by the Russian government a week
ago. The tens of thousands of people who took to the streets in
Sevastopol, correctly perceived the hostile signal from Kiev, where the
majority of victors in the Supreme Rada voted to repeal the law on
regional languages. Despite its weak arguments and juridical
imperfections, this vote had an obvious symbolic meaning. In a country
standing at the doorstep of economic catastrophy, the new rulers decided
to cover up the impending wave of unpopular reforms with new portions of
nationalist speculation. For Svoboda ultra-rightists, who initiated this
decision, the question of language is part of a large scale reactionary
program for an ethnic state, a vision capable of burying Ukraine in its
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current makeup. This decision, with the background of ongoing binges by
Right Sector militants --- whose chief media partner is consistently the
Russian television network --- became an important factor for the
deterioration of the political situation.
The Crimean scenario will not last long. Kremlin elites will play this card
quickly. The patriotic vuvuzelas --- who are currently being blown by
prepared teams of propagandists --- will fall silent. Office hawks --currently launching appeals on various social networks for the return of our
Crimea (as it happen during the 2008 war in Georgia) --- will also fall
silent. They will quickly shift to more interesting and fresh themes of
discussion. In turn, Crimea's residents --- Russian, Ukrainian, and Tatar --will be left with their own problems. They continue to live in a depressed
region, fully dependent on tourists and military bases, pressed between
Kiev's right-wing politicians, the Russian defenders of local oligarchs, and
the cynical maneuvers of the Russian state, which could not care less for
the rights and freedoms of 143 million of its own citizens, much less for
those of the Crimea.
Today, it is very difficult to estimate and predict the actual consequences
of the Kiev Maidan. It has brought the revenge of oligarchic clans that
were suppressed by Yanukovich, while creating an unbelievable (for the
post-Soviet space) victory for a mass people's movement from below. The
Maidan has opened the gateway for the activisation of right-wing creeps,
while awakening a huge mass of people to political life, who have for the
first time experienced the ability to be in control of their own lives. This
diversity of possibilities can lead to progressive social changes, or the
victory of extreme right-wing reaction. The final decision must
undoubtedly remain in the hands of the Ukrainian people --- not only in
Kiev and Lvov, but also in the Crimea and Donetswk.
No war With Ukraine!
A statement from the Russian Socialist Movement

1 March 2014

War has begun. With the aim of protecting and increasing the assets of the
oligarchs in Russia and in Yanukovich's coterie, Russia's leadership has
undertaken an invasion of Ukraine. This aggression threatens catastrophic
consequences for the Ukrainian and Russian peoples -- most especially for
the population of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and Ukraine's
southeastern industrial regions.
For Ukraine, this will also mean an escalation of ethnic conflicts; for
Russia, a consolidation of dictatorial power, repression, and chauvinist
hysteria, with which the ruling elite will be able to neutralize mass anger
against a backdrop of deepening economic crisis. We share the concern of
residents of the southeast over the nationalistic tendencies of the new
authorities in Kyiv.
It is, however, our firm conviction that freedom will be won not by Putin's
tanks, but by self-organization and the people's own struggle for their civil,
political, and socio-economic rights.
It goes without saying that the peoples of Ukraine have a right of selfdetermination, of full autonomy and independence. But what we are
seeing today has nothing to do with the democratic will of the masses. It is
a brazen and cynical act of Russian imperialism, aimed at annexing foreign
territory and converting Ukraine into part of Russia's protectorate.
Today, the struggle for freedom in Russia is a struggle against the foreign
policy adventurism of the current regime, which seeks collusion in
forestalling its own end. The RSD calls on all sincere left and democratic
forces to organize anti-war protests. Our demands:
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NO RUSSIAN-UKRAINIAN WAR! NO PROVOCATIONS TO BLOODSHED IN
UKRAINE!
NO PITTING AGAINST ONE ANOTHER OF THE PEOPLES OF UKRAINE AND
RUSSIA!
NO INTERVENTION BY THE ARMIES OF RUSSIA OR ANY OTHER COUNTRIES
IN THE AFFAIRS OF CRIMEA!
FREEDOM FROM DICTATORIAL ACTS AND PEACEABLE SELFDETERMINATION FOR THE PENINSULA'S RESIDENTS!
YES TO THE UKRAINIAN WORKERS' STRUGGLE AGAINST OLIGARCHS AND
CORRUPT OFFICIALS! NO TO ETHNIC CONFLICTS!
http://links.org.au/node/3736
[The Russian Socialist Movement is the result of the merger of the Russian
section of the Fourth International and the former affiliate of the
Committee for a Workers International group.]
Violent clashes as India announces world's biggest election
Frank Jack Daniel (Yahoo News)

5 mjarch 2014

NEW DELHI (Reuters) - Street clashes marred an announcement on
Wednesday that India's general election will start on April 7 as passions run
high in a race that pits Hindu nationalist Narendra Modi against the
unpopular Nehru-Gandhi family's ruling party.
Chief Election Commissioner V.S. Sampath said 814 million people had
registered to vote, a number larger than the population of Europe, making
this the biggest election the world has ever seen. Results are due to be
announced on May 16.
In Delhi and a regional city, members of Modi's Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) fought street battles with supporters of a young anti-corruption party
hours after the announcement. Several people were injured and police
used water cannons to disperse the crowds.
The violence broke out after the leader of the anti-corruption party was
stopped by police during a campaign in Modi's state of Gujarat. Supporters
gathered outside BJP offices to protest his detention.
The election follows growing anger amongst urban Indians over corruption
as well as a sense that the centre-left government led by the Congress
party has frittered away opportunities for rapid growth.
Modi has emerged in opinion polls as the favourite to head the next
government, buoyed by his strong economic track record as chief minister
of the state of Gujarat.
Exuding self-confidence, Modi has won the support of many middle-class
Indians who even a year ago would not have voted for a man accused by
critics of failing to stop, or even tacitly encouraging, a spasm of HinduMuslim bloodshed in Gujarat in 2002. Modi has denied any wrongdoing and
the Supreme Court has said there is not enough evidence to pursue
investigations.
Born of a street movement against graft scandals related to the sale of
natural resources over the last decade, the anti-corruption Aam Aadmi
(Common Man) Party has also emerged as a major player, alleging
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corruption in both main parties.
It is not likely to win many seats, but is setting the agenda for other
parties by harping on high utility prices and crony capitalism.
Starting on April 7, voting will be held in nine stages, staggered until May
12, to allow security forces to be effectively deployed during an exercise
that has often been marred by violence, ballot-rigging and buying votes.
Credible elections conducted at regular, prescribed intervals are the very
soul, or hallmark, of any democratic system, Sampath said, adding that he
was particularly concerned about over-spending by candidates and parties.
The introduction of electronic voting and staggered phases over the past
decade has dramatically decreased fraud on polling days, and India's
elections are largely free and fair.
(Additional reporting by Sruthi Gottipati and Malini Menon in New Delhi,
Abhishek Vishnoi in MumnaUMBAI; Editing by John Chalmers and Raju
Gopalakrishnan)
za.news.yahoo.com
AIDC’s Budget Statement: “It’s Full Circle Back to GEAR”
AIDC

27 February 2014

No-one can accuse Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan of producing an
election-year people’s budget. This is a budget for the rich, the financiers,
investors and credit rating agencies.
The Minister went out of his way to reassure the “market” that SA is good
for business. This means social instability, service delivery protests and
strikes have failed to move the ANC government. The government is moved
by the “market” and the market alone.
On the one hand there is a slew of tax incentives and tax relief for the
wealthy sections of society in this year’s budget. All the pre-budget
speculation of tax increases for the rich came to nothing. On the other
hand, a real cut in such desperately needed welfare as in the child support
grant and real cuts in other areas of social support.
Important policy interventions such as the National Health Insurance and
the Carbon tax are once again postponed. Private healthcare
conglomerates and the Energy Intensive Users Group (Anglo America, BHP
Billiton, ArcelorMittal, SASOL, etc.) are smiling all the way to the tax
havens.
While real public spending is projected to grow in the coming years at just
1.8%, the GDP is expected to grow by 3.2% on the average. Consequently,
the public sector share of the whole economy will shrink. Even in the face
of growing social unrest, Gordhan has been able to demonstrate to the
world of big business that the ANC government is able to reign in public
spending. This may have to do with the ANC’s seeming success in ensuring
control of COSATU by President Zuma’s allies thereby taming and muting
the Federation.
The credit rating agencies are also smiling. For how long remains to be
seen. Gordhan announced a lower budget deficit of just 4% (read less
expenditure for the social sector / poor) and projected this to be further
slashed to just 2.8% by 2016/17 - below the European Union’s 3% slogan or
benchmark.
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The government continues to resist insulating itself from the global crisis
as if no lessons were learnt from the 2008 financial crisis. It continues with
exchange control liberalisation, business deregulation and the SA Reserve
Bank has put itself on a trajectory of interest rate hikes – something the
Minister endorses but which should be unthinkable when official
unemployment rate is close to 25%.
This policy stands in contradiction of projections of GDP growth and
growing private investment. The pipe dreams of the GEAR targets come to
mind. Indeed, the government is full-circle back to GEAR.
http://www.aidc.org.za/
For more comments:
Dick Forslund
Economist & Researcher, PhD
dick@aidc.org.za
Phone: (021) 447- 5770
Cell +27 799 123372
Fax: (021) 447 - 5884
Alternative Information & Development Centre, (AIDC)
129 Rochester Road
Observatory
Cape Town
P.O. Box 12943
Mowbray 7705
South Africa
Plans for Clairwood rejected
Tony Carnie (The Mercury) 25 February 2014
THE proposed R2 billion logistics park at Clairwood racecourse in Durban
has been rejected by the provincial department of environmental affairs
following “critical concerns” by several departments in the eThekwini
municipality.
The racecourse was sold by the Gold Circle group nearly two years ago for
R430 million to Capital Property Fund, which plans to turn the site into a
logistics and distribution park for goods and shipping containers.
However, eThekwini raised concerns about the negative environmental
impacts to one of the last major wetland areas south of the city, as well as
increased traffic congestion from heavy trucks transporting goods.
In a letter sent to the environmental consultants for the logistics park last
month, the KwaZulu-Natal Department of Environmental Affairs said
eThekwini officials had raised “critical issues and concerns” which had not
been addressed sufficiently. They had, therefore, decided to reject the
environmental impact report for the project.
It was willing to reconsider its rejection if Capital Property could reach
agreements that addressed the concerns.
One concern was that Capital Property and its environmental consultants
had not gone far enough to mitigate the damage to one of the last wetland
areas in south Durban and appeared to have “largely ignored” the expert
advice of specialist reports.
According to the draft environmental impact report last year, Capital
Projects proposed setting aside about 10 percent of the site as a
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“conservation area” and to relocate a number of critically endangered
plants such as the Race Course Lily, which is found only at the course.
The department complained that the consultancy, Kerry Seppings
Environmental Management Specialists, seemed to place economic
development above the environmental costs of the proposal.
The environmental planning department acknowledged the need for a new
logistics and distribution park and that it would contribute significantly to
the local economy.
“However, the need for economic development needs to be balanced with
the equally important need to sustain the natural resource base on which
the municipality’s economic growth depends.”
The department’s concerns were compounded by likely loss of other large
areas of open space and valuable ecological habitat at the old Durban
International Airport and the proposed Dig-Out Harbour.
During the environmental rating process, a specialist report appeared to
have given unacceptably low scores to the value of the Clairwood land for
birds, amphibians and other fauna and flora.
The proposed 7.4ha “conservation area” in the northern section of the
76ha racecourse site was not adequate to mitigate against ecological
damage. The main feature of the small conservation area was a large
artificial pond whose purpose appeared to be “a ready-made stormwater
attenuation pond”.
“The apparent mitigation and offset proposals presented do not come
close to adequately addressing the impacts to wetland habitat that will
occur should development be approved,” the department said.
In its response, the Kerry Seppings consultancy disagreed with suggestions
that environment rating scores were too low, or that there was an attempt
to place economic development imperatives above the environment. It
said the layout of the conservation area had been amended slightly to
reduce the size of the water pond to allow for more grassland area.
The eThekwini Transport Authority has also raised separate concerns about
the likely traffic congestion impacts cause by heavy container trucks. In its
objections, the authority did not go into detail, simply recording that a
traffic impact assessment done by Aurecon South Africa was “not
acceptable”.
“The areas of concern have been communicated to the applicant’s traffic
engineer.”
Kerry Seppings said the project’s traffic engineer had held meetings with
eThekwini Transport Authority to address concerns and did not anticipate
“any major showstoppers”.
The eThekwini electricity department said the logistics park would require
a major new substation and Capital Property would be liable for these
costs. In its response, Kerry Seppings said one was not needed
immediately, but would be in the future.
The municipality’s fire safety department said it was worried about the
proximity of the development to a Transnet underground fuel pipeline as
well as a Sasol gasline. The Major Hazard Installation risk assessment
would be incomplete or inaccurate unless these risks were assessed.
Responding, Kerry Seppings said the risks to the Transnet pipeline had
been included in the risk assessment, while the Sasol gas pipeline risks
would be incorporated in the revised assessment.
Capital Property Fund spokesman Nico Prinsloo did not respond to requests
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for comment.
Hong Kong: Newly formed Refugee Union stages sit-in protests
Interviews with refugees fighting injustice and official high-handedness
Vincent Kolo, chinaworker.info 21 February 2014
Chinaworker.info met the members of the newly formed Refugee Union at
the Prince Edward offices of International Social Service Hong Kong (ISSHK), which they occupied for one week, starting Tuesday 11 February,
before being evicted by a court order. Two other welfare offices in Mong
Kok and Tsuen Wan have also been occupied. ISS-HK receives government
funding to administer social welfare payments to cover asylum seekers’
rent and emergency food provisions. These allowances are very low – so
low, that it is hard to conceive how anyone survives like this! But there is
growing anger among many of the 5,000 or so asylum seekers served by
ISS-HK that the agency is failing in its legal obligations to administer the
payments.
Among the protesters who spoke to chinaworker.info – from Bangladesh,
Central African Republic, Pakistan, Palestine and Sri Lanka – confidence in
ISS-HK is non-existent. Some of these men have been in Hong Kong for
more than ten years waiting for their asylum cases to be processed. As
asylum seekers they are prohibited under Hong Kong law from working.
The allowances dispensed through social welfare offices are made directly
to landlords or food suppliers – no money passes directly through the hands
of the refugees. This gives a glimpse of the hell that asylum seekers are
forced to endure in the world’s “freest economy”.
A Sri Lankan Tamil refugee participating in the protest action told me he
had recently come out of prison. He spent seven nights sleeping out on the
streets of the city, currently experiencing the coldest winter weather for
18 years. He eventually told welfare officers if they wouldn’t help him
with accommodation he would “do something” in order to go to prison just
in order to get to sleep.
Converted pigeon farm
Anger has flared up before and ISS-HK is no stranger to controversy. The
South China Morning Post reported last August on a group of asylum
seekers crowded into a converted pigeon farm in Tuen Mun, a facility that
lacked drinking water and hot water for showers. This “shanty town” was
run by ISS-HK which had told the men to “take it or leave it!” The scandal
erupted when one of the inmates was rushed to hospital after drinking
contaminated water.
ISS-HK receives a budget from government – worth HK$203 million in 2012 –
in order to house and feed the refugees under its supervision. This is yet
another example of the outsourcing frenzy that has swept government
agencies in Hong Kong and elsewhere in the era of neo-liberal capitalism.
The government put such services out to tender to the lowest-bidder in
order to “save taxpayers’ money” (at a time when government underspending on social services has helped amass record-breaking fiscal
reserves of HK$734 billion, equivalent to 36 percent of GDP). Outsourcing
provides a ‘firewall’ behind which the government can shelter from
criticism of the deplorable conditions being imposed on Hong Kong’s
refugees.
ISS-HK is a ‘non-profit’ aid group headquartered in Switzerland. The
Refugee Union says it is exploiting refugees in Hong Kong and, in
particular, is manipulating the 10-daily ‘emergency food’ handouts to
reduce their value from the HK$1,200-per-month (recently increased from
HK$1,060) stipulated by government, to an actual value of around HK$6-
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700. The union says it does not exclude that criminal activity is involved
and demands the government undertake an investigation. The occupiers
called for the immediate introduction of an itemised price list for ISS food
distribution, something it claims it cannot provide.
Forming a union
All around the world asylum seekers face terrible hardships. Even by
comparison with many other countries, the refugee policies of the Hong
Kong government are inhuman and in need of urgent reform. Cosmo
Beatson from the advocacy group Vision First explains that a series of
protest actions by asylum seekers in recent years has forced the
government to raise its game and implement small but significant
improvements. For years since 2004 almost no asylum cases were
completed, but since 2012 around 50 cases have been processed as a result
of sustained pressure by his group and the refugees themselves and the
media attention this has generated. The union is calling for refugees to
have the right to work while their cases are being dealt with, and for
supermarket coupons to replace the current unfair and opaque food supply
system. The current penalty for an asylum seeker found to be working
illegally is 15 months in prison.
The occupation of ISS-HK offices was evidently a well-coordinated and
disciplined action, and a good example of how discriminated groups can
organise to fight back against injustice and official high-handedness. The
supporters of Socialist Action in Hong Kong visited the protesters to show
support and to invite them to meetings to speak about their struggle.
Socialists support the call for government to reassume direct control of
refugee welfare services and an end to outsourcing, also stressing the need
for full democratic control.
www.socialistworld.net
DIY generation makes cents
Peter Haylett (Cape Times)

18 February 2014

THE time has come for a radical change in our thinking on electricity.
We have been wedded to the Eskom big coal, big grid model in which
municipalities were actively discouraged from generating their own
electricity for so long that they no longer think it’s viable. They are wrong,
and failure to realise this will create huge financial problems for them in
future.
At present they are buying electricity from Eskom at an average price of
65.51c/kilowatt-hour, while the new wind farms will soon be producing
electricity for as little as 66c a unit.
That’s not quite grid parity, but later this year Eskom’s average selling
price will rise to 70.75c a unit, then it goes to 76.41c next year, and when
you add in the two further increases, which have already been approved,
we get to an average selling price of 89c a unit in 2017.
That will make Eskom’s wholesale electricity more expensive than the
electricity from the new batch of solar farms that will supply the grid with
power at an average of 88c a unit. The need for the kind of subsidies used
to kick-start the renewable industry will fall away.
Of course, one must add transmission costs, but if a municipality built a
solar farm in its own backyard and fed the power into its existing
distribution system, the operation would just about break even.
But it gets better: Eskom prices will continue to go up each year along with
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the price of coal, transport and the wages of their very well-paid staff.
And another huge cost increase is waiting in the wings. The power from
the new coal giants, Medupe and Kusile, is going to cost a lot more than R1
a unit, probably about R1.15. This means that if a municipality built a solar
farm now, in five years’ time it could make its own electricity for less than
it will cost to buy it from Eskom.
If it throws wind into the mix at 66c a unit, its own-generated electricity
will be even cheaper. A city like Cape Town, which has its own pump
storage scheme at Steenbras, already has some back-up for those cloudy or
windless days.
That leaves just one important point to make. Wind and sunshine will not
get any more expensive and operating costs will remain well below those
for thermal power stations.
Even in the US, where energy prices have been dropping since the advent
of shale gas, the renewable industry is going from strength to strength. In
2012, for instance, 46 percent of the new generating capacity came from
wind and solar farms. And there are now predictions that fossil fuels could
be obsolete by 2030.
Now let’s look at the other side of the picture. If municipalities are not
able to produce cheaper power, they will start losing customers – the
customers who pay the high tariffs and who effectively subsidise the free
and low-cost electricity that goes to the poor.
This is not fanciful conjecture. It is already happening for we have dozens
of major solar projects on the go in the Western Cape that will soon be
providing their owners with electricity at prices below Cape Town or
Eskom retail tariffs.
These own-generation schemes have great appeal because they give
companies control over their future power costs.
Rooftop solar systems work well on commercial buildings where the
demand for electricity for air conditioning is highest on hot days when the
solar panels are most productive.
The second blow to municipalities will be the loss of the domestic
customers who pay the high retail tariffs – like R1.74 a unit in my case.
The solar industry is already producing package systems, mainly for the
rural areas, but when they have got the product and price right they will
come to town in a big way.
At present, municipal domestic electricity tariffs are structured to make
power more expensive for those who use a lot. It is a strategy that defies
commercial sense – in the real world there are discounts and things usually
get cheaper when you buy a lot.
The municipalities will yet find out that these artificially high prices have
created a succulent opportunity for companies that will soon be selling or
leasing rooftop solar systems to the council’s best clients.
Generally there is an awareness that people will use less electricity as it
gets more expensive (except in the Department of Energy, whose IRP 2010
completely ignored this obvious truth), so municipalities have prepared for
a drop in consumption.
But they are in no position to stop those who spend anything up to R4 000
a month on electricity, from turning to gas and solar power and using just
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enough municipal electricity to qualify for the low lifeline tariffs.
And it will happen. Municipalities have done very well out of electricity
sales over the years.
The monthly income (in some cases nearly half their revenue) underpinned
their cash flow while all sorts of administrative costs and overheads have
been moved to the electricity department.
Unless you fall into the “lifeline” bracket, it’s a fair bet that most of the
money you cough up for electricity each month goes, not to Eskom, but to
City Hall.
Rooftop solar systems are now a fact of life and they will get cheaper and
more efficient. Science marches on. The age of big coal, big grid and
expensive Eskom and municipal electricity is over.
We will still need the grid, of course, but mainly because it is there and it
can continue to be used to supply the mines, heavy industry and nearsighted cities.
The fact to grasp is that grid electricity, from coal, nuclear power stations
and, to a lesser extent, gas, will get progressively more expensive every
year. It’s as certain a death and taxes. Solar power will get cheaper and
then prices will stabilise as the technology matures.
Banks will be happy to finance solar systems because they make
commercial sense and they are a lot less risky than, for instance, car
loans. Consumers will go for their own solar power because it will fix their
monthly electricity costs for two or three decades.
The electricity monopoly will end. In effect, the electricity industry will be
decentralised and it will probably create many opportunities for small
business and jobs around the country.
That is the future and it is not about Eskom, which faces a future of rising
costs and declining sales.
Making your own electricity will become even more viable and that will put
further pressure on Eskom.
Municipalities can still adapt to the changing situation. Their best chance
is to understand what is happening and rethink their whole approach to
electricity. They should build their own solar and wind farms with back-up
gas power stations.
They should market rooftop solar systems they can lease to those
customers who pay the high tariffs. They should go back into the business
of supplying gas to homes and factories.
The problem they will then face is competition from the private sector.
But competition is good.
www.iol.co.za
Haylett is chairman of the Cape Chamber of Commerce’s Industrial Focus
Portfolio Committee.
Solidarity with the fighting workers of Pradeep Laminators
Workers continue their struggle against brutal management
Venkatesh, New Socialist Alternative (CWI in India), Pune 12 February 2014
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Chakan industrial estate in the north of the city of Pune, India, has
hundreds of industrial units operating across various sectors, including
engineering, automobile and packaging. Pradeep Laminators Pvt Ltd is one
of these units. It manufactures flexible packaging material and employs
more than 100 workers.
Workers at Pradeep Laminators restarted their action on 27 December
2013 after negotiations with the company broke down. Earlier last year, in
June, workers protested against the management’s refusal to enter into
negotiations with the union
(http://www.socialistworld.net/mob/doc/6353). After the protest,
management assured them that they would begin the process, but then
resorted to dirty tricks by unduly dragging out the negotiations so they led
nowhere. The management is continuously attacking the rights of workers
by suspending numbers of them, slapping pay cuts on others, or even to
the extent of using muscle power to try to break the union.
The union was formed in 2012. While repression in the workplaces is
nothing new to capitalism, the bosses on this industrial estate have been
using ‘goons’ (hired thugs or lackeys) to intimidate not only the workers
but local villagers as well. It was against this backdrop that the workers at
Pradeep Laminators, guided by senior left activists and trade unionist Adv.
Vaishali Sareen (Lok Chetana Manch) took the audacious step of forming
their own independent union on 15th August 2012.
The management adopted a harsh stance towards this new union. When
the previous contractual agreement with the workers expired, on 1
January 2013, the newly established trade union put forward a list of
demands, including a pay hike and a request that management begins the
process of negotiating a new contract. Since then, management has used
all manner of dirty tactics to suppress the union. Even after working for 15
years continuously, workers earn near-poverty wages and many have to
work for a minimum of 12 hours a day to achieve this!
Workers have setup small tent near the company gate and have been doing
a sit-in protest after finishing their shift. More than 40 workers are
participating in the sit-in and, despite pleas to management and
government offices, nothing has moved so far. But workers are refusing to
give up and are taking the struggle further audaciously.
Their grievances include
• Management has been witch-hunting workers and, as a consequence,
seven have faced judiciary actions in the Industrial Labor Court over the
past two years.
• Workers have been fighting from 2010 for a pay rise. Out of 87 workers
as many as 50 are getting a salary of a mere Rs7,122, a near-poverty wage
– after working for around 15 years for the company. They have not even
got a single rupee pay hike in recent years while inflation has been
consistently at 10% or higher for the past five years.
• The company started in 1994 with 230 workers. Today it has 184, out of
which 87 are permanent while the others are illegally employed on
contracts.
• Though the previous agreement expired on 31 December 2012,
management has refused to enter into meaningful negotiations.
• Contract workers toil for 12 to 16 hours a day on machines.
• The company opened a new factory in October 2010 named Pradeep
Polyfex. The owner of the company has been shifting the work from
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Pradeep Laminators to Pradeep Polyfex and threatening: “No work, no
pay”. The work at this new factory is being carried out by contract workers
in a blatant violation of contract laws.
• The company even forbids workers from taking the holidays they are
entitled to. If anyone wants a holiday, he has to arrange for replacement.
• Blatant violation of security norms continues and there is no medical van
in case of any industrial accident.
• The company doesn’t even have a canteen facility.
• Bosses liberally use muscle power by hiring local goons to intimidate
workers. So far, three workers have been assaulted.
A letter of demands was given to the company authorities as early as 1
January 2013 includes following demands.
• Management must start fair and meaningful negotiations on all demands,
including a pay rise without any further delay.
• Illegal pay cuts slapped on the workers must be revoked and workers be
paid due arrears.
• Sacked female workers must be re-employed.
• Complete stoppage of illegal transfers of work to Pradeep Polyfex.
• ‘Permanent workers for permanent work’. Employ permanent workers at
Pradeep Polyfex in accordance with the law.
The minutes of workers’ struggle can be seen on:
https://www.facebook.com/plworkersunion
Appeal to Socialistworld.net readers
Please send your support and solidarity messages to Pradeep Laminators
workers.
Workers at Pradeep Laminators, Pune, India have decided to go on
agitation once again after negotiations with the company have failed.
Earlier, six months ago, workers went on agitation in protest against the
management refusing to enter into negotiations with the union. After the
protest, management promised to begin the process and did so, but they
were only to resort to dirty tactics of unduly dragging the negotiations to
nowhere. The management is continuously attacking the rights of workers
by suspending a few of them at a time, slapping pay cuts on others or even
to the extent of using physical attacks to break down the union.
New Socialist Alternative (NSA), the CWI, in Pune has a close association
with the workers of this factory who are requesting our help to mobilise
worldwide support.
Firstly they wish you to register your protest by writing a letter of
condemnation to the company. The letter should denounce the brutal
treatment and disguised agendas of the company and call for an
immediate action and fair negotiations.
You can do this by emailing at pradeeplaminators@pradeeplaminators.com.
Copies and messages of support please to sareenv@yahoo.co.in,
youvraj@gmail.com and nandkishormodi19@gmail.com
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Please come to the aid of these workers and help stop an aggressive firm
from wiping out trade union rights in Pune!
SDCEA vows to fight
LookLocal 29 January 2014
THE South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA) has pledged
to bring unprecedented opposition against what it sees as a disregard for
South Durban communities in the name of development.
27 January 2014
At a meeting on Wednesday, 22 January at the John Dunn House in
Wentworth, community members, ratepayers associations, environmental
NGOs and civil society organisations were hosted by the SDCEA. From that,
27 community representatives pledged their support to stand firm against
any aggression whether it be legislation such as the Infrastructural Bill, the
Protection of Information Bill, National Key Point and other legislation
which fringe on our rights which are enshrined in our constitution, said
SDCEAs project officer for climate, energy and youth, Simitha Bechan.
What lies at the heart of our concern is the complete disregard of the
communities needs and lack of consultation. Government has promised
meaningful consultation in terms of the port development and the
establishment of a community based forum, which has never materialised.
They also committed to a 'green economy' but the port plans are
environmentally destructive.
All communities agreed to stand together against these issues, including
the overarching Infrastructure Development Bill, which we oppose. This
draft bill will override existing legislation and constitutional obligations,
especially those safeguarding ecological sustainability, so that
development projects need not be held up by environmental best practice.
It also centralises decision making, so that those most affected at local
level, will have little or no say.
The representatives will hold a planning meeting to determine how to
mobilise thousands of people to deal with what they call an intrusion by
both government and big business, without little or no community
consultation. The Legal Resource Centre based will assist the
representatives with legal support as they challenge Clairwood trucking
and zoning and development of Clairwood Racecourse and assist airport
farmers.
We agreed there will be a team of academics and scientists as well as local
community experts who will be able to put forward a strong argument on
behalf of the people of South Durban and if necessary, to testify in court.
www.looklocal.co.za
Bring back Terry Bell
Cosatu 29 January 2014
The Congress of South African Trade Unions condemns the suspension of
Terry Bell’s ‘Inside Labour’ column, which has been appearing every Friday
for many years in Business Report, as an insert into the Pretoria News,
Johannesburg Star, KZN Mercury and Cape Times, newspapers owned by
Independent Newspapers and their new owner, Sekunjalo.
The column has been suspended indefinitely by the new management.
Although Terry had been commissioned to submit the first of the year's
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columns for last Friday, the editor told him that the Inside Labour column
is on hold until further notice. So I do not expect any column from you
until I advise you otherwise.
Although COSATU did not agree with everything Terry Bell wrote, and he
did not always agree with COSATU, he was by far the best labour reporter
and analyst in the South African media, mixing a meticulous commitment
to telling the truth about working-class life, and exposing lies and
hypocrisy, with a passionate concern for the problems facing working
people, in South Africa and around the world.
An Editor’s Note in the Friday edition tries to explain that “in view of a
strategic overhaul of Business Report, which forms part of a wider
strategic repositioning of Independent Newspapers, I have begun a review
of all the material that Business Report acquires from contributors,
including Terry.
“As part of this review, Terry’s column has been suspended pending
finalisation of Business Report’s strategic plan. Business Report has
communicated to Terry that it remains committed to enlist his expertise if
and when the need arises.”
In an article in the Cape Argus, Independent Newspaper’s executive editor,
Karima Brown - and the opinion and analysis editor and former COSATU
spokesperson, Vukani Mde - seek to justify the proposals by Sekunjalo boss,
Dr Iqbal Survé, to make “changes to management, staff, the structure of
the business, its growth strategies and targets, and even its editorial
orientation”.
They correctly say that “a small but very privileged and racially definable
minority still controls the tools of public discourse, including the bulk of
private commercial media and virtually all the mainstream newspaper
groups. The private commercial media represents this minority's economic
and political interests, and presents their world view as the
unchallengeable norm, promoting their narrative of South Africa as the
dominant, indeed the sole, narrative.”
COSATU agrees wholeheartedly with this, and with their condemnation of
the backlash against this restructuring plan from the minority-controlled
mainstream media, which “has been ferocious and tinged with racism”. We
full agree with their commitment to the transformation of the media, so
that it better reflects the lives and views of the majority of the people.
We shall look forward eagerly to see how this transformation of the
Independent newspapers takes shape and their new approach to the way
issues are reported and discussed.
But how on earth will this process be assisted by the suspension of Terry
Bell, one of the most committed advocates of the transformation of the
media and indeed society as a whole. No-one has spoken our more
consistently and courageously against “small but very privileged and
racially definable minority” who dominate our economy, and has
campaigned more passionately in support of the workers and the poor?
He ought to be seen as one of the main driving forces behind the drive for
transformation, and his suspension therefore raises questions about Survé’s
seriousness about this pledge. Bring back Terry Bell now!
Patrick Craven (National Spokesperson)
Congress of South African Trade Unions
110 Jorissen Cnr Simmonds Streets
Braamfontein
2017
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P.O.Box 1019
Johannesburg
2000
South Africa
Tel: +27 11 339-4911 Direct 010 219-1339
Fax: +27 11 339-6940
Mobile: +27 82 821 7456
E-Mail: patrick@cosatu.org.za
Brazil World Cup Protests Turn Violent
Mara Ispas (Yahoo News)

27 January 2014

Sao Paolo – Anti-soccer World Cup demonstrations turned violent as clashes
erupted on Sunday when thousands of protesters attacked police vehicles,
torched other vehicles, and smashed bank windows in Sao Paolo, Brazil.
Police responded to the violence by firing rubber bullets and tear-gas to
disperse the crowd.
At least 100 protesters were arrested on Sunday after running into a
nearby hotel to hide. Police were able to detain and load them onto police
busses and took them to a police station for booking.
According to the UK’s Guardian, the protesters known as Black Block, used
social media to organise the latest protests dubbed by the group,
‘Operation Stop the World Cup’.
Protesters lined Sao Paolo’s streets waving flags, holding banners, and
chanting “If We have no rights, there will be no Cup”.
“By rights we mean the people’s right to decent public services,”
university student, Leonardo Pelegrini dos Santos, told the Guardian.
“We are against the millions and millions of dollars being spent for the
Cup. It is money that should be invested in better health and education
services and better transportation and housing.”
“We are seeing huge amount of money being spent on the World Cup, but
health, education, public transpoprt and housing – all those basic rights of
Brazilians are being taken away and not guaranteed,” Al Jazeera quoted
another protester as saying.
Last year millions of people protested across Brazil against the higher bus
fares, poor public services, and corruption while billions were spent on
preparations for the World Cup.
We Reject the Poisonous Politic of Division
Abahlali baseMjondolo Press Statement 18 January 2014
Unyawo Alunampumulo: A person is a person where ever they find
themselves.
Our movement has a proud history of taking a clear and strong stand
against xenophobia. Our movement has always been open to everyone who
lives in the shacks and agrees with our politic. We ask people many
questions before they join our movement. But we have never asked
someone what country they were born in before welcoming them into our
struggle. A neighbour is a neighbour no matter where they were born. A
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comrade is a comrade no matter where they were born or what language
they speak. During the xenophobic attacks in May 2008 we insisted that a
person is a person where ever they may find themselves. We insisted that
South African belongs to all who lives in it. We took a decision to shelter
and defend anyone under attack. We acted on that decision. There were
no xenophobic attacks in any settlement affiliated to our movement.
We were so sad to hear about the xenophobic attack in the Jika Joe shack
settlement in Pietermaritzburg on Thursday. It brought back very painful
memories of the attack on our movement in Kennedy Road in September
2009 as well as the xenophobic attacks around the country in May 2008.
We used to have members in the Jika Joe settlement but it was not
possible to form a branch there due to the serious intimidation from the
shack lord who runs the settlement. She gives shelter to criminals in
exchange for their support for her authority. It was been impossible to
organise freely in this settlement. However we are making contact with
our old comrades there to see what can be done.
We have discussed this matter at our meeting today and we wish to make
it clear that we will mobilise against xenophobia in all of our branches. In
every branch we will continue with our commitment to shelter and defend
anyone from another country who is under attack.
We are also deeply concerned about the notorious Phumlani Mfeke and his
Mazibuye Africa Form. We also discussed Mfeke at our meeting today. This
man, this rich man, justifies his poisonous anti-Indian politics in the name
of African shack dwellers. We have never met this man or anyone from his
organisation. He does not speak for us. We reject his poisonous politics of
division completely.
Many Indian people are as poor as anyone else in this country. We have
Indian members in our movement. We have lived together and struggled
together. We have faced repression together and won victories together.
We have been together in camps, in marches and funerals. Some of our
closest comrades who struggled with us when we first built our movement
are Indian people. In Clare Estate our movement has recently formed an
alliance with the mostly middle class and Indian ratepayer’s association to
work together to build a Clare Estate for all.
We are against all forms of discrimination. We are against discrimination
by Indian people towards African people and we are against discrimination
by African people towards Indian people.
We are against all corruption. It makes no difference to us whether
Shauwn Mpisane or Jay Singh is doing the corruption.
We are against all repression. It has never made any difference to us
whether the name of the person who is repressing us is Nayager or
Mnganga.
We are against all concentrations of land, wealth and power. It makes no
difference to us whether we are struggling against Ricky Govender or Mzi
Ngiba.
We stand for a fair distribution of wealth, land and power. We stand for
the right to the city for everyone. It makes no difference to us whether a
poor person is Indian, African or any other race. A neighbour is a
neighbour. A comrade is a comrade. That is our politic.
The rich will always try to divide the poor to make us weak. The rich will
always try to mobilise us for their own agendas. We will stand firm against
the politic of division.
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A person is a person where ever they find themselves.
South Africa belongs to all who live in it.
Contact:
S’bu Zikode 083 547 0474
Bandile Mdlalose 084 557 5090
Thina Khanyile 078 289 1314
Mzwakhe Mdlalose 072 1328458
AMCU Divisions: struggle for democratic trade unions
DSM/WASP22 January 2014
On 20 January, the Workers and Socialist Party hosted a press conference
to give a platform to rank-and-file AMCU leaders from Rustenburg voicing
the concerns of key organisers and AMCU members at Impala, Amplats and
Lonmin. We gave these workers’ leaders a platform to respond to the
accusations levelled against them by AMCU president Joseph Mathunjwa,
without a right to reply, at a mass meeting of mineworkers in the
Rustenburg platinum belt on Sunday 19 January. At the mass meeting,
Mathunjwa named eight rank-and-file AMCU leaders he accuses of seeking
to ‘destroy’ AMCU, ‘having tea with Zuma’ and taking money from
government, demanding and taking bribes, starting a new union and
bearing responsibility for the defeat of the Amplats strike against
retrenchments early last year. One of the workers named by Mathunjwa
was immediately assaulted by a group of workers prompting the police to
intervene.
There is no credibility to the accusations Mathunjwa has hurled at these
workers’ leaders. The real reason for the witch-hunt is that these
comrades have been at the forefront of calling for the democratisation of
AMCU and the accountability of its leadership, including Mathunjwa. This
has been interpreted by Mathunjwa and his inner circle as a threat to their
power and position within AMCU. Amongst the complaints is the AMCU
leadership’s failure to organise even basic democratic structures in
Rustenburg that would give workers a genuine voice within their own
union. WASP has been drawing attention to these problems for several
months. This includes the failure to set up a regional office with elected
regional office bearers. The democratic structures that do exist – shop
stewards committees and branches – are frequently side-lined on the issues
that are most fundamental to the labour movement: the calling and
control of industrial action especially strike action.
On the surface, the mass meetings called by the AMCU leadership, at
which votes are taken, can seem democratic. But in reality these meetings
amount to a ‘rule by referendum’ passed down from the top for approval
rather than a genuine democratic discussion and debate where elected and
accountable workers’ representatives pass mandates up to the leadership.
The eight named by Mathunjwa are amongst those mineworkers who led
the independent strike committees that coordinated the strikes in the
wake of the Marikana massacre in the latter half of 2012. AMCU in fact
owes its entire position in the platinum belt to these comrades amongst
others. They took workers into AMCU expecting and demanding an entirely
different regime to the one they abandoned in the National Union of
Mineworkers (NUM) along which the majority of the mineworkers in the
platinum belt in the face of sustained betrayals, not least of all Marikana
itself. Such is Mathunjwa’s ingratitude for their role and his suspicion of
the workers’ independent initiative and their desire to control their own
destinies through genuine democratic trade unions that he is prepared to
incite workers to attack these comrades who have always heroically
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defended the interests of the mineworkers and the working class in
general. Any responsibility for new divisions amongst the mineworkers lies
squarely with Mathunjwa and his clique.
On the eve of strike action in the platinum belt, there are genuine
concerns amongst mineworkers about AMCU’s preparedness to fight for a
R12 500 per month minimum wage. Despite this, the attacked Rustenburg
leaders, the mineworkers supporting them and WASP support the
commencement of AMCU’s platinum wage strike on Thursday. However, we
are supporting the call of the rank-and-file Rustenburg leadership for the
immediate resurrection of the independent strike committees to lead that
strike and place it firmly under the control of ordinary mineworkers. From
the platform of the strike, the platinum mineworkers can rapidly make up
the ground that the AMCU leadership has abandoned and broaden their
action and adopt a strategy that will maximise the chances of victory.
There are rumours that a new union has been founded in the mining
industry out of the differences in AMCU described above. If this is the
case, then it is a confirmation of the erosion of support for the AMCU
leadership in the short space of time they have ‘led’ in the platinum belt.
Those workers’ leaders at the WASP hosted press conference remain AMCU
members and are not part of this initiative. But they did not lift AMCU out
of obscurity only to capitulate to Mathunjwa’s clique. Out of the strike
these comrades and WASP will demand the democratisation of AMCU and
its reorganisation as a democratic and worker-led trade union.
The R12 500 demand was first raised by the independent strike committees
in the course of the 2012 struggle. The R12 500 wage demand is entirely
justified and entirely possible despite the mine bosses protests of its
unaffordability. It is also a winnable demand but only on the basis of
careful preparation by the mineworkers and the working class as a whole.
The platinum bosses have prepared for a long strike, stockpiling platinum
for the world market. The share prices of the three main platinum
producers actually increased on news of the strike! This is a vote of
confidence by the vulture capitalists in the platinum bosses. The strike at
Northam Platinum in Limpopo, conducted under the banner of NUM,
continued for 77 days before securing a wage rise of 7.5% – 9.5% (according
to our latest reports at the time of writing). This is well below the amount
necessary to realise the R12 500 demand and shows the determination of
the mine bosses to resist the legitimate wage demands of the
mineworkers.
Unfortunately, the AMCU leadership has taken a sectarian approach to
sections of the mineworkers not under their banner. This includes the
condemnation of the NUM led strike in the gold sector in September and
the call by the AMCU leadership for AMCU members not to support this
strike. In contrast WASP called on AMCU to throw its weight behind the
strike to expose and undermine the treacherous NUM leadership and win
mineworkers away from them at the same time as maximising the pressure
on the gold mining bosses for the best possible wage deal for all
mineworkers regardless of union affiliation. At the mass meeting
yesterday, Numsa president Andrew Chirwa was invited by a local AMCU
branch, with the expressed consent of the national AMCU leadership, to
address the meeting on the basis of Numsa’s recent special national
congress where Numsa extended the hand of friendship and solidarity to all
mineworkers. The AMCU leadership intervened to prevent him speaking
despite Chirwa being present on the platform.
WASP has consistently argued that winning R12 500 will require drawing in
every section of the mineworkers through a programme of rolling mass
action. In the first instance this means pursuing a strategy to win over the
remaining NUM membership. It will also require mobilising the mining
communities and youth in all mining areas in support of the strike. This
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will require linking the mining communities’ demands around service
delivery to the mineworkers’ wage demands. The mineworkers will need to
call for the formation of support groups across the country in all
workplaces and working class communities and call for the working class as
a whole to come to their aid in national demonstrations, solidarity strikes
and ultimately a general strike to force the mine bosses to concede.
Linking up with Numsa and their planned Section 77 mass actions will be
crucial in the aftermath of Numsa’s SNC. To our knowledge the AMCU
leadership has done none of this.
The Workers and Socialist Party was formed out of the industry-wide strike
wave that followed the Marikana massacre in August 2012, by several
independent mineworkers’ strike committees together with the
Democratic Socialist Movement, an organisation which played a leading
role in coordinating and guiding the strikes. We have consistently and
determinedly argued for the unity of the mineworkers and rejected the use
of violence, the sectarianism of the AMCU leadership and the treachery of
the NUM leadership. This championing of all mineworkers, rather than just
the section organised under AMCU’s banner, has led AMCU leaders to
slander us. One example is the regularly used lie that WASP (and the
Democratic Socialist Movement) are enemies of the mineworkers and want
them to return to NUM for the reason that some of our members wear red
t-shirts. The same colour as t-shirts that NUM wears!
The R12 500 will be a central demand in WASP’s 2014 election campaign
and WASP invites the independent workers’ committees to nominate
candidates to stand for election under the WASP umbrella and take the
mineworkers demands on wages and other issues into the National
Assembly as an ancillary to the struggles that will be waged in the coming
days, weeks and months.
Viva the mineworkers, viva!
workerssocialistparty.co.za
Violence rattles Rio slums as World Cup looms
Paulo Prada (Yahoo News)

21 January 2014

RIO DE JANEIRO (Reuters) - Daily shootouts are rattling two of Rio de
Janeiro's slums, communities that until recently showcased attempts to
pacify the historically violent shantytowns.
Just five months before Rio welcomes visitors for the soccer World Cup,
and two years before it hosts the Olympics, the communities of PavãoPavãozinho and Cantagalo are bracing for what residents fear is the return
of a decades-old turf war involving armed drug gangs, cops and robbers.
The communities, sprawls of bare brick on hills near the prosperous
beachside districts of Ipanema and Copacabana, are among the most
emblematic of Rio's favelas, as the slums are known. The two favelas were
hailed by authorities as triumphs in a campaign to expel crooks using a
strong police presence.
Lately, though, violence in both favelas is rekindling.
We really thought things had gotten better here, said Alzira Amaral,
president of the neighborhood association of Pavão-Pavãozinho, a dense
wall of jerry-built homes that climb up a steep outcropping near the
Atlantic shoreline.
Now, she added, lamenting the return of regular gunfire, we don't know
what to think.
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The pacifications were supposed to pave the way for development of longneglected areas of Rio, Brazil's second-biggest city and a metropolitan area
home to 11 million people. Local authorities, cocksure during a decadelong boom that fizzled just as the pacifications took root, promised to free
the favelas from criminals and reverse decades of neglect.
CULTURE OF VIOLENCE
To date, 36 areas have been pacified. Over 9,000 police patrol favelas
home to 1.5 million. Initial success in evicting the gangs was applauded but
the pacifications have also been criticized for merely displacing crime to
other neighborhoods.
And recently, the crime, along with growing unease, is creeping back into
pacified zones. Residents who once welcomed the cops are increasingly
disappointed by what they see as a lack of crucial public investment that
was supposed to follow.
Meanwhile, police face a backlash in occupied favelas because of
oppression, violence and other alleged human rights abuses. Corrupt
officers in Rocinha, another well-known slum, were arrested last year for
the torture and disappearance of a local bricklayer they claimed had ties
to drug rings.
Sensing the growing discontent, drug traffickers have ordered gangs to
reconquer territory.
The criminals believe now is the time to strike back, said Alba Zaluar, an
anthropologist at the State University of Rio de Janeiro. With tension and
anger in these communities it's easier for gangs to go back and impose
themselves through a tried and true culture of violence.
Pavão-Pavãozinho and Cantagalo, home to more than 10,000 residents
between them, were pacified in 2009. Residents awoke one morning to the
arrival of hundreds of armed police who set up a base in the area and have
patrolled it ever since.
For three years, their presence raised hopes that the communities were
indeed ripe for transformation - despite the open sewers and intermittent
water and power supplies.
Last October, an armed gang confronted police on patrol in Vietnã, a
restive cluster of shacks among trees near the Pavão-Pavãozinho hilltop. In
a shootout, police killed one suspect and injured another, the alleged
leader of the resurgent drug faction. The leader, known locally as Pit Bull,
is believed to be recovering there but police don't know for sure.
Sporadic firefights followed the October shootout until earlier this month,
when gang members and police began clashing daily. In addition to
gunfire, the neighborhoods now ring regularly with blasts from homemade
pipe bombs and grenades.
On Friday police killed a suspect they said was a Cantagalo drug kingpin.
Gang members, using a routine tactic from the bad old days, the next
morning descended upon Ipanema and ordered shops to shut in tribute to
their fallen comrade.
Lt. Fabio Azevedo, subcommander of the pacification unit in the two
communities, said the flare-up is a function of supply and demand. With
few hideouts remaining near tourist haunts, gangs are re-establishing
footholds from which to sell drugs.
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They are trying to come back, but we are not going to let them, he told
Reuters.
http://za.news.yahoo.com/violence-rattles-rio-slums-world-cup-looms143614497.html
Police from Marikana massacre 'in new crackdown'
Yahoo News 20 January 2014
At least two police officers who took part in the deadly crackdown on
Marikana miners in 2012 were implicated in the killing of three protesters
this week, a press report said Sunday.
A police crackdown on demonstrators demanding the restoration of their
water supply in Mothotlung, some 50 kilometres (30 miles) from Marikana,
left three dead.
At least two of the officers took part in the massacre of 34 striking
platinum miners in August 2012, the City Press weekly reported.
Contacted for comment by the SAPA news agency, a police spokesman
said: Let us allow IPID (the Independent Police Investigative Directorate) to
do their work... We can't deal with senseless rumour-mongering.
An investigation into the Marikana massacre has yet to be wound up, the
South African presidency having extended its deadline to April 30.
Police have maintained that they were acting in self-defence against
armed miners. The killing, caught on camera, shocked the world and
reminded many in South Africa of apartheid-era police brutality.
The inquiry has been marred by accusations of police lying about events,
violence against witnesses and stoppages caused by a shortage of legal
fees for the miners.
It has found that some of the victims were shot in the back at pointblank
range.
At the funerals Friday and Saturday of the Mothotlung victims, officials of
the ruling African National Congress were taken to task over police
repression and poor public services, local media reported.
The brother of one of the victims said on the radio that he would never
have imagined that his 62-year-old brother, after surviving apartheid,
would die in such a way under the new dispensation in democratic South
Africa.

E-toll shock for Durban driver
Bronwyn Fourie 16 January 2014
Durban - A Berea mother and son who have never driven their silver Honda
Civic outside Durban were informed this week that they owed R460 in
Johannesburg e-tolls.
Helen and Mark Ziegler also received a R750 speeding fine in 2013 – the
photographed vehicle on the fine being a replica of their car.
However, on the date in question, Helen - a teacher - was at a school
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conference in Durban, using her vehicle to get there and back, while Mark
- a hockey coach - was in Johannnesburg, but had flown there.
Helen said on Wednesday: “I was a bit concerned, and got the school to
write a letter confirming where I was.
“I sent it to the traffic department and just thought of it as an error, as I
never received a response to my e-mail or heard anything of the fine
again.”
But when she opened her post on Tuesday, Helen found two e-toll invoices,
each for R230.
At the time of the alleged e-toll charges, Helen had been in Johannesburg,
but had flown there, while Mark had been in Cape Town for a hockey
tournament.
“My car was in the garage, not being used. It wouldn’t even have made it
that far. We only use it as a run-around,” she said.
Although she was not sure how her number plate had been cloned, Helen
said the vehicle had been stolen in Durban North two years before and
found the next day, abandoned near Phoenix.
It remained at the police pound for about a month while documentation
was obtained for her to have it released.
Zurika Louw, the chief executive of the SA Number Plates Association, said
it was possible that it was during this time that the vehicle’s details were
used to clone another plate. However, she said it would have been just as
easy to have cloned it at another time.
“To copy a plastic number plate is very easy.”
“People buy white Perspex and cut out letters and numbers from blue vinyl
tape. You can’t see the difference on camera, although the cloned plate is
not reflective.”
False plates were also made by unscrupulous number plate makers, she
said.
Louw said the problem was “extremely rife”, and more vehicles were
expected to have cloned plates with the introduction of the e-toll system,
as drivers sought to avoid paying tolls.
Clever “cloners” also used false plates on the same type and colour of
vehicle as the original.
She said the only way to distinguish vehicles was by things such as dents,
scratches and bumper stickers.
Vusi Mona, a spokesman for the SA National Roads Agency, said there had
been a few cases of “suspect” vehicles, but that procedures were in place
to establish whether vehicles were genuinely registered.
“If we are satisfied that a vehicle charged for the e-toll is not the certified
vehicle then the owner does not have to pick up the bill.”
Motorists who dispute their e-toll invoices should phone 080 072 6725. The Mercury
www.iol.co.za
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Alliance opposes petrol storage expansion plan
THE South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA) believes the
expansion of Vopaks storage capacity at Island View will increase toxicity
levels in the South Durban Basin (SDB), which they call cancer alley.
Look Local 14 January 2014
Vopaks facilities will undergo a multi-million rand petrol storage
expansion, increasing capacity from 19,000m3 to 64,000m3 at the
Farewell-King site and from 9,000m3 to 60,000m3 at the Fynn site.
"Vopak has a history of withholding critical information to residents on the
Bluff, such as the monitoring of the toxic chemicals that are stored on its
premises as well as the risk assessments. This is hypocrisy of the worst kind
and double standards. I say this because in Netherlands they conform to
stringent EU standards," said SDCEA co-ordinator, Desmond D'Sa.
The SDCEA believes benzene levels will rise because of this expansion,
causing cancer and leukaemia rates, already believed to be widespread
within the SDB, to increase. "According to our studies, theses illnesses are
500 times the current norm in the area and will increase to 1,500 if Vopak
goes ahead with its programme, said DSa.
Over the years Vopak has tried to cover up and deny major incidents that
had occurred all over the world. At present they are on the fence line of
communities and are not showing any regard for the health of the
surrounding residents.
It is outrageous to make people suffer simply because of greed."
www.looklocal.co.za
erinh@dbn.caxton.co.za
Workers building Samsung factory riot in Vietnam
LibCom

9 January 2014

Thousands of construction workers building a Samsung's factory in
Vietnam's northern Thai Nguyen province clashed with security guards on
Thursday, leaving 13 people injured, four critically.
Between 3-4,000 of the 10,000 workers building the factory went on the
rampage, burning containers used by security forces and destroying cars
and motorcycles after security guards beat a worker unconscious.
The worker attempted to enter the site without an entrance card when
they were stopped by security guards who beat them with an electric
baton, the head of the security for the factory is reported to have said.
Local official Duong Ngoc Long said it took police three hours to stop the
riot.
libcom.org
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